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DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 

Fish and Wildlife Service 

50 CFR Part 17 

[FWfr-M-ES-2007~; 9221~1117-

00CI0-fYU8 B4J 
RIM 1011-AV07 

Endangered and Threetened WIldlife 
and Plante; DeeIgnatIon of CrIUcat 
HabI1at for the San a.n.dIno 
Kangaroo Ret (Dipodomys men1amI 
parvue) 

AGENCY: Fish and Wildlife Service. 
Interior. 
AC11ON: Final rule. 

SUIIMAAY: We, the U.S. Fish and 
Wildlife Service (Service). are 
designating final revised critical habitat 
for the San Bernardino kangaroo rat 
(Dipodomys memami palVUs) under the 
Endangered Species Act of 197~ 
amended (Act). Approximatel 7.779 
acres (ac) (3.148 hectares (ha)) 0 itat 
in San Bernardino and Riverside 
Counties, California, are being 
designated as critical habitat for the San 
Bernardino kangaroo rat. This final 
revised designation consti'lpJ........L-___.. 

reduction of a roximatel 5516 ac 
10.32 m the 2002 designation of 

critical habitat for the San Bernardino 
kangaroo rat. 
DAlES: This rule becomes effective on 
November 17. 2008. 
ADDRESSES: The final rule. final 
economic analysis. and map of critical 
habitat will be available on the Internet 
at htfp:llwww.regulations.gov and 
http://www./ws.govJcarJsbad/. 
Supporting documentation we used in 
preparing this final rule will be 
available for public inspection. by 
appointment. during normal business 
hours. at the U.S. Fish and Wildlife 
Service. Carlsbad Fish and Wildlife 
Office. 6010 Hidden Valley Road, 
Carlsbad. CA 92011; telephone 760-
431-9440; facsimile 76()-431-5901. 

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: Jim 
Bartel. Field Supervisor. U.S. Fish and 
Wildlife Service. Carlsbad Fish and 
Wildlife Office (see ADORESSES section). 
Ifyou use a telecommunications device 
for the deaf (TDD). call the Federal 
Information Relay Service (FIRS) at 
800-877-8339. 
SUPPlEMENTARY INFORMATION: 

Background 

It is our intent to discuss only those 
topics directly relevant to the 
designation of critical habitat for the 
San Bernardino kangaroo rat in this 
final rule. For more infonnation on the 

taxonomy. biology. and ecology ofthe 
San Bernardino kangaroo rat. refer to the 
final listing rule published in the 
Fedenlllepster on September 24. 1998 
(63 FR 51005). the original final critical 
habitat rule published in the Federal 
RegiBter on April 23. 2002 (61 FR 
19812). the proposed rule to revise 
critical habitat published in the Federal 
Register on June 19. 2001 (12 FR 33808). 
and the April 16. 2008. notice of 
availability of the draft economic 
analysis (DEA) and changes to the 
proposed rule (13 FR 20581). 

Suhspec:ies Description. Life History, 
Distribution, EmIogy, and Habitat 

No new substantial information 
pertaining to the subspecies description. 
life history, distribution, ecology. 01' 

habitat of the San Bernardino kangaroo 
rat was received following the 2001 
proposed rule to revise critical habitat 
for this subspecies. Therefore. please 
refer to the final listing rule published 
in the Federal1tegister on Septembor 
24.1998 (63 FR 51005). and the 
proposed rule to revise critical habit.at 
published in the Federalltegi.lter 011 

June 19. 2007 (72 FR 33808). for a 
discussion of the subspecies' 
description. life history. distribution. 
ecology. and habitat. 

Previous Federal Actions 

As discussed in the proposed rule, to 
revise critical habitat for this 
subspecies. the Service agreed. as part of 
a settlement agreement, to submit to the 
Federal Register a proposal to revisl~ 
critical habitat. if prudent. on or before 
June 1. 2007. and a final rule by June 1. 
2008. which was later extended to 
October 1. 2008. We published a 
proposed rule to revise critical habilat 
in the Federal Register on June 19. 2007 
(72 FR 33808). and announced the first 
public comment period on the proposed 
rule. On December 11.2001 (72 FR 
70284). we opened a second public 
comment period on the proposed rule 
and announced our intention to hold 
two public hearings on the proposed 
rule that were held in San Bernardino. 
California. on January 10. 2008. On 
April 16. 2008. we published in the 
Federal Register a notice of availability 
(NOA) announcing the availability of 
the DEA (dated February 6. 2008). 
opening the third public comment 
period on the proposed rule to revise 
critical habitat, and announcing changes 
to the proposed rule (73 FR 20581). lin 
addition. on July 29. 2008. we published 
in the Federal Register an NOA 
announcing the availability of an 
Addendum to the Economic Analysts. 
opening a fourth public comment pEriod 
(73 FR 43910). This final rule completes 

our obligations under the March 23. 
2006. settleDlent agreeDlent regarding 
the subject subspecies. For a discussion 
of additional information on previous 
Federal aruons conoommg the San 
Bernardino kangaroo rat. refer to the 
final listing rule published in the 
Federalltegister on September 24.1998 
(63 FR 51005). and the final designation 
of critical habitat published in the 
Federal Regiater on April 23. 2002 (67 
FR 19812). 

SUIIUIUlIJ ofCoIDlD8llIs and 
RfICOIIUII8!Jtia&os 

We requested written comments from 
the public on the proposed rule to revise 
critical habitat for the San Bernardino 
kangaroo rat during four comment 
periods. The first comment period 
opened June 19. 2007 (72 FR 33808). 
associated with the publication of the 
proposed rule. and closed August 20. 
2007. We received one request for a 
public hearing during this comment 
period. The second comment period 
opened December 11. 2007 (72 FR 
70284). associated with the publication 
of a notice of public hearings that were 
held January 10. 2008. and closed 
January 25.2008. The third comment 
period opened April 16. 2008 (73 FR 
20581). associated with the notice of 
availability of the DEA. and closed May 
16. 2008. The fourth comment period 
opened July 29. 2008 (73 FR 43910). 
associated with the availability of an 
addendum to the economic analysis. 
and closed August 13. 2008. During 
these four public comment periods. we 
contacted appropriate Federal. State. 
and local agencies; scientific 
organizations; and other interested 
parties and invited them to comment on 
the proposed rule to revise critical 
habitat for this subspecies and the 
associated DEA. 

eriod. we 
receiv 12 public comments' y 
addressing e p ion of 
critical habitat: 1 from a Federal agency. 
1 from a local government. 9 from 
organizations. and 1 from an individual. 
During the second comment period and 
the January 10. 2008 ~ hearings. 
we receivB<Q9 comments irectly 
addressing the proposed revision of 
critical habitat for this subspecies: 4 
from local governments. 6 from 
organizations. and 19 from individuals. 
During the third comment period. we 
received~mmen~y
addressing P!OJF reVISion of 
critical habitat for this subspecies and! 
or the DEA: 1 from a Federal agency and 
2 from organizations. During the fourth 
CODlment period. we received 5 
comments directly addressing the 
proposed revision of critical habitat for 
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the San Bernardino kangaroo rat andlJr designation because they do not support 
the DEA: 3 from organizations. and 2 core po ulatio . areas where the 
from individuals. been repeat y etected 

. through live tra . y, we 
Peer ReVlew oye re mapping techniques 

In accordance with our policy on peer in e current revision to more precisely 
review in Act (16 U.S.G. 1531 et seq.) map areas that contain PCEs. This more 
activities. published on July 1.1994 (59 refined approach allowed us to remove 
FR 34270), we solicited expert opinions areas that do not meet the definition of 
from five knowledgeable individuals critical habitat. See the "Summary of 
with scientifiC expertise that included Changes From the 2002 Critical Habitat 
familiarit wi e speCl, the Designation" and "Criteria Used To 

~e;ogr~a!p;·c~r:Elgl~·0~n~5~·~~·5~~ Identify Critical Habitat" sections of this: 10 ogy pnncl final rnle for more infonnation. 
receiv res 0 0 e peer We based the proposed revision of 
reviewers. The peer reviewers generally critical habitat for the San Bernardino 
concurred with our methods and kangaroo rat on the best available 
conclusions and indicated that the scientific and commercial data 
Service did a thorough job of including peer-reviewed published 
delineating critical habitat using the literature, gray literature (non-published 
best available scientific infonnation. or non-peer-reviewed surveyor research 

We reviewed all comments received reports), survey infonnation, Geographic 
from the peer reviewers and the public Infonnation System coverage data, and 
for substantive issues and new site visits with subspecies experts. V!!' 
infonnation regarding the designation of delineated proposed critical habitaf 
critical habitat for the San Bernardino lIsing0Tf8 oased~cal 
kangaroo rat. All public comments are iietwrottliesubSpeCles accordiDR!Q.Yte 
addressed in the following summary best Iheilable-sctence. Apphcanon of 
and incorporated into the final rule as these cnterla (see "Criteria Used To 
appropriate. Identify Critical Habitat" section of this 

Peer Reviewer Comments 

Comment 1: One peer reviewer 
commented that in the 2007 proposed 
rule to revise critical habitat, the 
Service's non-inclusion of areas 
designated as critical habitat in 2002 
was not supported in the document 
with empirical data or some type of 
population viability modeling. 

Our Response: Our revised critical 
habitat designation is substantially 
smaller than the 2002 critical habitat 
designation. Given the new infonnation 
that became available to us in the five 
years since the previous designation, we 
find that we erroneously designated 
some areas. Areas previously designated 
in 2002 but not designated in this 
revised rule do not meet the definition 
of critical habitat. The changes in this 
rule are due to several factors. Better 
biological infonna . wed s to 
m ·ficall define p . 
constituent e ements 
sp , SI e VISI m ember 
2006 and January 2007 allowed us to 
more precisely define the areas that 
meet the definition of critical habitat on 
the ground. This allowed us to remove 
ar t do not meet our critenaror 
identi 'n t e p ysica or 10 

features that are essen to e 
~onservahon of the Species. The 2002 
Critical habitat deslgnahon included 
areas in which few occurrences were 
recorded. Such areas of low-density 
occupation or sporadic occupanl:y were 
removed from the proposed revised 

final rule) results in the detennination 
of the physiC@land biological features 
thafare _ntiaI to the conservation of 
tlI1UuhSil~t.Y identified bY the 
PCEs in the appropriate quantity and 
spatial arrangement essenti¥ to the 
conservation of the subspecies. The 
areas proposed as Cfittcat tmbitat: (1) 
Support core populations that are 
considered necessary for conservation of 
the subspecies including areas 
demographically disconnected from the 
largest populations, but which may be 
important for the long-tenn 
conservation of the subspecies; and 12) 
include non-degraded alluvial fans. 
washes, floodplains, and adjacent 
upland areas with appropriate soils and 
vegetation. At this time, a population 
viability analysis has not been 
completed for the San Bernardino 
kangaroo rat. When delineating critical 
habitat for the San Bernardino kangaroo 
rat. we used the best available scientific 
infonnation to detennine those areas 
containing the features essential to its 
conservation. 

Comment 2: One peer reviewer 
commented on the reduction of critil:al 
habitat from what was designated in 
2002. The peer reviewer stated that the 
2007 proposed rule to revise critical 
habitat explains that this reduction is 8 

result of additional knowledge about 
specific habitat requirements and 
occurrence data. The peer reviewer 
further questioned if the 2002 critical 
habitat designation was too superficial 
as a result of being rushed, or if the 2007 

proposed revision to the critical habitat 
designation is overly conservative. The 
peer reviewer also suggested that we 
provide additional rationale for not 
designating areas with low population 
density or low habitat quality. 

Our Res nse: The Act defines 
en c a itat sto me specific areas 
WI ·n the geographical area occupied 
by the species at the time it is listed on 
which are found those physical or 
biological features (a) essential to the 
conservation of the species, and (b) 
which may require special management 
considerations or protection, and (2) 
specific areas outside the geographical 
area occupied by the species at the time 
it is listed upon a detennination by the 
Secretary that such areas are essential 
for the conservation of the species. 
reduction in total area from what was 
designated in 2002 is primarily the 
result of: (1) Exclusions of habitat under 
section 4(b)(2) of the Act; (2) revision of 
the primary constituent elements: (3) 
revision of our criteria used to identify 
critical habitat; and (4) removal of lands 
within the geographical area occupied 
by the subspecies at the time it was 
listed that do not contain the physical 
or biological features as identified by 
the PCEs in the appropriate quantity 
and spatial arrangement essential to the 
conservation of the subspecies. 

In 2002, we used the best available 
scientific infonnation at that time to 
delineate critical habitat and do not 
consider the 2002 designation to be 
"superficial." However, as 
acknowledged by the peer reviewer, we 
have significant additional occurrence 
data and knowledge about specific 
habitat requirements of this subspecies 
that was not known when we first 
designated critical habitat for the San 
Bernardino kangaroo rat in 2002. We 
utilized this data to appropriately revise 
the primary constituent elements and 
criteria used to identify critical habitat 
consistent with the statutory obligations 
of the Act. In addition. since 2002, case 
law has developed that has helped to 
further our understanding of the 
statutory obligations of the Act and the 
definition of critical habitat (e.g.• The 
Cape Hatteras Access Preservation 
Alliance v. U.S. Dep't of the Interior, 
344 F. Supp. 2d 108 (D.D.C. 2(04); 
Home Builders Ass'n of N. Cal. v. u.s. 
Fish and Wildlife Service, U.S. Dist. 
LEXIS 80255 (E.D. Cal. 2006); and 
Arizona Cattle Growers' Ass'n v. 
Kempthome, 534 F. Supp. 2d 1013 (D. 
Ariz. 2008)). Thus, we have refined our 
approach to this critical habitat 
designation to insure compliance with 
the Act, including the identification of 
the geographical areas occupied by the 
subspecies at the time of listing. the 
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identification of physical or biological 
features (and primary constituent 
elements) essential to the conservation 
of the subspecies, determination of any 
areas outside the geographical area 
occupied by the subspecies at the time 
of listing that are essential for the 
conservation of the subspecies. and 
appropriate exclusions under section 
4(b)(2) of the Act. A complete 
discussion of how data collected since 
the 2002 designation was utilized to 
refine the proposed designation can be 
found in the "Summary of Changes 
From the 2002 Critical Habitat 
Designation" and "Summary of Changes 
From the 2007 Proposed Rule To Revise 
Critical Habitat" sections of this final 
rule. 

As discussed in the "Criteria Used To 
Identify Critical Habitat" section of this 
final rule. we delineate@iC8lIi8tmat\ 
for the San Bernardino kangamo>ii·i1'nr-M'!'Ir""~If---...J 
using the following criteria: (1) Areas 
occupied by the subspecies at the time 
of listing. and currently occupied. 
within the historical range of the 
subspecies; (2) areas retaining fluvial 
dynamics containing one or more of th 
PCEs for the subspecies; (3) areas 
supporting a core population of the 
subspecies; and (4) areas 
demographically disconnected from the 
largest populations. but which may be 
important for the long-term recovery of 
the subspecies. Application of these 
criteria results in the determination of 
the physical and biological features that 
are essential to the conservation of this 
subspecies. identified as the subspecies' 
PCEs laid out in the appropriate 
quantity and spatial arrangement. Thus, 
not all areas supporting the identified 
PCEs will meet the definition of critical 
habitat. Specifically, as noted by the 
commenter, some areas occupied at low 
densities are not included in the final 
revised critical habitat designation. 
Areas occupied at low densities are not 
likely to contributa to recovery of the 
subspecies, and we do not have 
information suggesting that the areas in 
question support core populations or 
information suggesting these areas 
would be capable of supporting a core 
population in the near future. 

Conservation (i.e., recovery) is 
defined in section 3 of the Act as the 
"use of all methods and procedures 
which are necessary to bring any 
endangered species or threatened 
species to the point at which the 
measures provided pursuant to this Act 
are no longer necessary."In accordance 
with section 4(a)(1) of the Act, we 
determine if an~ies is an 

.¥IDMTJgfi@ or thril8tened soociBSj{or 
revise its listed status) because of any of 
the five threat factors identified in the 

Act (i.e., IA) present or threatened 
destruction, modification, or 
curtailment of its habitat or range; (B) 
overutilization for commercial, 
recreational, scientific, or educational 
purposes; Ic) disease or predation; ID) 
the inadequacy of existing regulatory 
mechanisms; or (E) other natural or 
manmade factors affecting its continued 
existence). Therefore, conservation, or 
recovery, is achieved when a five factor 
analysis indicates that current and 
future threats have been minimized to 
an extent that the species is no longer 
in danger of extinction or likely to 
become endangered in the foreseeable 
future. Recovery is a dynamic process 
requiring adaptive management of 
threats and there are many paths to 
accomplishing recovery of a species. We 
believe that the lands identified in this 
rule as meeting the definition of critical 
habitat are adequate to ensure the 
conservation of the San Bernardino 
kangaroo rat throughout its extant range 
based on the best available scientific 
information at this time. 

We recognize that some efforts that 
positively contribute to the conservution 
of this subspecies may occur outside the 
boundaries of this final designation; 
however, we do not believe that this 
designation is "conservative." Rathor, 
our proposed designation in 
combination with the NOA. which 
announced the addition of areas to the 
proposed designation, and this final 
designation accurately describe all 
specific areas meeting the statutory 
definition of critical habitat for the San 
Bernardino kangaroo rat. See the 
"Summary of Changes From the 2002 
Critical Habitat Designation" and 
"Summary of Changes From the 2007 
Proposed Rule To Revise Critical 
Habitat" sections of this final rule for 
more information. 

Comment 3: One peer reviewer 
commented that the Service's focus on 
core populations as a primary critarion 
for designating critical habitat is logical 
and appropriate. The reviewer further 
commented that while the core 
populations may be necessary for 
conservation of the San Bernardino 
kangaroo rat, they may not be sufficient 
in area or connectivity to achieve a 
reasonable probability of persistence in 
the face of periodic flooding and 
drought. Another peer reviewer 
commented that the proposed revision 
to critical habitat includes dispersal 
corridors and habitat connectivity 
necessary for the subspecies. 

Our Response: In this final revised! 
designation we focused primarily on 
core populations in undlstUi'bed habitat 
m the Santa Ana River, LYtle/Cajon 
Creeks, and the San Jacinto RiJc,er 

washes. We believe that protecting 
argest core populations is 

necessary for the conservation of the 
San Bernardino kangaroo ra. n 
response 0 mments, 
we revised our criteria to also capture 
occupied areas demographically 
disconnected from the three largest 
populations, but which may be 
important for the long-term 
conservation of the subspecies {for a 
detailed discussion see "Criteria Used 
To Identify Critical Habitat" section of 
this final rule). We then re-evaluated the 
proposed critical habitat boundaries and 
included in the designation additional 
areas in Mill Creek, Plunge Creek, Cable 
Creek wash, and Bautista Creek. We are 
not designating small, isolated areas of 
degraded habitat or areas devoid of 
fluvial processes because such areas 
likely only support unsustainable 
populations that would not contribute 
to the recovery of the subspecies. We 
believe that with these revisions, we 
included sufficient lowland and upland 
alluvial sage scrub habitat within a 
sufficient number of critical habitat 
units to ensure connectivity and 
persistance of the subspecies following 
periodic flooding and drought. 

Comment 4: One peer reviewer haa--
concerns about excluding areas from the 
critical habitat designation that are 
protected by a management or 
conservation agreement, particularly 
because the proposed exclusion of those 
areas increases the degree to which 
critical habitat in all three units is 
fragmented. This reviewer questioned 
whether proposed exclusions render the 
remaining critical habitat areas 
sufficient for the subspecies' recovery if 
management actions on the excluded 
areas fail to preserve their value to the 
subspecies. Another peer reviewer 
agreed with the logic of excluding from 
the final revised critical habitat 
designation areas that are covered by 
management plans that benefit the San 
Bernardino kangaroo rat, but the 
reviewer questioned whether 
monitoring would be conducted or 
reports would be required ensuring 
compliance with these plans. or 
whether the plans are having the 
desired effects. 

Our Response: Section 4(b)(2) ofthe 
Act directs the Secretary to designate 
critical habitat on the basis of the best 
scientific data available and after taking 
into consideration the economic 
impacts, national security impacts, and 
any other relevant impacts of specifying 
any particular area as critical habitat. 
An area may be excluded from CriticaJ v.. 
habitat if it is d8rermmoo mat me -0/ 
6eiieflts of exclusion outweigh the . 
benefits of specifying a particular area 
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as critical habitat. unless the failure to~ revised rule are legally supported under areas of occupied habitat previously 
designate an area as critical habitat will section 4(b)(2) of the Act and designated as critical habitat in 2002 
result in the extinction of the species. scientifically Justified. that support one or more of the PCEs: 
The Service recognizes that 80 percent The exclusion of critical habitat does (1) Three areas in the Santa Ana River 
of federally listed species occur either not dismiss or lessen the value of these wash; (2) the Etiwanda Fan; (3) four 
partially or solely on private lands areas to the overall conservation of this areas in CajonlLytle Creeks; and (4) two 
(Crouse et al. 2002) and we will only subspecies. Rather. we believe that the areas in the San Jacinto River. The .--
achieve recovery of federally listed judicious exclusion of specific areas of dm.meateis stated that the service 
species with the cooperation of private non-Federal lands from critical habitat provided no data to support the 
landowners. As discussed in the designations, where we have developed conclusion that these areas are not 
"Conservation Partnerships on Non- close partnerships with non-Federal occupied by the subspecies (e.g.• 
Federal Lands" section below. we ~ land owners that resulted in the trapping data) or do not contain the 
believe that designation of critical development of HCPs or other voluntary PCEs. They further stated that several 
habitat on private lands can negatively conservation plans. can contribute to areas (i.e.• Etiwanda Fan. areas in CajonJ 
impact the working relationships and species recovery and provide a superior Lytle Creeks) that were not included in 
conservation partnerships we have level of conservation than the the proposed designation are currently 
formed with private landowners. designation of critical habitat alone. As occupied to some extent and. therefore. 

In making the Woolly-Star Preserve described in detail in the "Exclusions must contain the PeEs required by the 
Area (WSPA) Management Plans. the Un~er Section 4(b)(2) of~e Act" species. One commenter stated that all 
Former Norton Air Force Base section below. we determmed that the populations inclusive of peripheral 
Conservation Management Plan (CMP). benefits of excluding areas covered by populations are essential for recovery 
the Western Rivwside County Multiple the WSPA Mana~ent Plans. the and that not including all occupied 
~es Habitat C.n1lS8fVation Plan Former Norton Air Force Base CMP. the areas as critical habitat will continue to 
(MS~d the Cajon Creek Habitat Weste?I Riverside County MSHCP. 8~d fragment and drive the species closer to 
COnSerVation Management Area Habitat the Calon Creek HCMA HEMP outweigh the brink of extinction. 
Enhancement and Management Plan the benefits of designating these lands. Another commenter slated that 
(Cajon Creek HCMA HEMP) exclusions. and that these exclusions will not result according to a review of occurrence 
we evaluated the benefits of designating in the extinction of the San Bernardino information for the ~ Bernardino 
non-Federal lands that may not have a ~aroo. ralJiurveys ~d monitoring kangaroo r~t and habItat ass~ments 
Federal nexus for consultation while :tM continue to 68 c;wred for areas conducted ill 2007•.the followmg areas 
considering if our existing partnerships _ ude<i bIIS8d onmyleted -¥ are cum:mtly OCCUP1e? by the 
have. or will. result in greater ~ement plans to ensure they are subspecIes and contam the ~. and. 
conservation benefits to the San e~ (see "Areas Considered for therefore. should.hav,: been illcluded ill 
Bernardino kangaroo rat and its habitat clusion Under Section 4(b)(2) of the the propolled deslgD8tion:. (1) Three 
than would likely result from Act" section below for more areas ~ong Plunge Creek ill the ~ta 
consultation on a designation. We information}. Ana River w~tershed; (2) one ~ ill the 
balanced the benefits of inclusion Comment 5: One peer reviewer Santa Ana River; (3) o~ area ill Lytle. 
against the benefits of exclusion (i.e.. discussed our identification of PCEs for ~kks; (4) CatrshbleedCree(5)kBill th

ti
.e Lytleree/CakJon 

the benefits of preserving partnerships the San Bernardino kangaroo rat. and Lot..,., wa ~ ; au sta e ill 
d . d I t f sruv-ifically agreed that the PeEs are the San Jacmto River watershed; and (6)

an encouragmg eve opmen 0 r-- .. the Etiwanda F Se ral t 
additional HCPs and other conservation based on the best available SCIence. Imd also call d ~ tl!. ~ ~mm;n ers 
plans in the future). All areas excluded that the identified PeEs appropriately e or reev uatlOn.o . 
under 4(b)(2) that h8ve completed provide for the conservation of the Plunge Creek. the Santa Ana River m 
Ji!ibdatconservation plans lHCJlslor subspecies. Redlands. Lytle Creek near the 2~0 
t~ ~ . ed Our Response' The description of the Freeway. Cable Creek. and the Etiwanda 

o er rvlce-approv management PeEs ~ the . ardin Fan 
plans receive long-term protection and . lor San Bern .0 kangaroo ~rtain areas that were not included 
conservation that provides equivalent or rat 15 based on the best avallable . the J 19 2007 ed' .

scientific and commercial data m une. •propos r9VlSlon 
greater conservation benefit to the San . ... to critical habitat (72 FR 33808) were 
Bernardino kangaroo rat than would regarding the subspecies. mcluding a ted freq tl th 
likely result from includmg' these areas compilation of data from peer-reviewed. cothmmen ti°nedmorebo . usepecifiny callan 

bli hed lit ture· bl' hed 0 ers men on ave. y.
in the designation. and the exclusion of pu s ~. unpu 18 or Plunge Creek. Mill Creek. the Cable 
lands covered by these plans will not non-peer reVle~e? survey.and ~earch Creek wash. and Bautista Creek. 
jeopardize the continued existence of reports; and OplDlOns of bIOlog15ts Multi It' ed d . th 
the subs.-,jes. The conservation knowledgeable about the San first twP e comment s ~odselv durthelng e 

r-- B rnardino hnn d' hab' 0 commen pen an 
objectives in these plans for the San Coe tl"'""6

th
aroo rat an d 1ts 'I.._~t~t. public hearings. including comments 

Bernardino kangaroo rat. and the .nsequen y. e PCEs. as escn.....i 10 received from biologists familiar with 
implementation status of these plans to this final rule. represen~ our best the San Bernardino kangaroo rat. 
date. are discussed in the "Exclusions ~sessment of ~hat habl~t compon~nts. indicated the importance of these areas 
Under Section 4(b)(2) of the Act" m the appropnate quan!ity and spatial as confirmed occupied habitat 
section below. The conservation and arrangement. are essential to the ._,-, th PCEs d hich ret • ti f th b' conUlllUng e • an w am 
management of ~Ber~o . conserva on 0 e su specIes. fluvial input and that may be necessary 
kangaroo rat habitat as descnbed 10 Public Comments for the long-term conservation of the 
these ~anag~ent plans have reduced subspecies.
and Will contlOue to remove or reduce Comments Related to Criteria Used To Our Response: For a detailed 
known threats to the subspecies and its Identify Critical Habitat discussion of the areas previously 
habitat. contributing to the survival and Comment 6: Two commenters stated designated as critical habitat that are not 
recovery of this subspecies. We believe that the proposed rule is flawed because included in this revised designation. see 
the exclusions we made in this final it fails to include several significant the "Summary of Changes From the 
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2002 Critical Habitat Designation" 
section of this final rule. Under section 
3(5)(C) of the Act, critical habitat shall 
not include the entire geographical area 
which can be occupied by the species 
unless otherwise determined by the 
Secretary. Critical habitat is defined in 
section 3 of the Act as (1) the specific 
areas within the geographical area 
occupied by a species, at the time it is 
listed in accordance with the Act, on 
which are found those physical or 
biological features (a) essential to the 
conservation of the species and (h) that 
may require special management 
considerations or protection; and (21 
specific areas outside the geographical 
area occupied by a species at the time 
it is listed, upon a determination that 
such areas are essential for the 
conservation of the species. In 
developing the proposed rule to revise 
critical habitat, we considered the 
geographical area occupied by the 
subspecies at the time of listing, and 
within that broad geographical area, 
identified those areas that. based on the 
best available scientific and commercial 
data. contain the physical and biological 
features essential to the subspecies' 
conservation. We believe that our 
proposed designation. including 
changes to the proposed designation 
outlined in the April 16. 2008. NOA (73 
FR 20581). and this final designation 
accurately describe all areas meeting the 
definition of critical habitat for the San 
Bernardino kangaroo rat. 

As discussed in the proposed rule to 
revise critical habitat and the April 16. 
2008. NOA announcing changes to the 
proposed rule. we identified critical 
habitat for this subspecies based on 
several criteria. Application of these 
criteria (see "Criteria Used To Identify 
Critical Habitat" section of this final 
rule) results in the determination of the 
physical and biological features that are 
essential to the conservation of this 
subspecies, as identified by the PCEs in 
the appropriate quantity and spatial 
arrangement essential to the 
conservation of the subspecies. Thus. 
not all areas supporting the identified 
PCEs will meet the definition of critical 
habitat. The areas designated as critical 
habitat (1) support core populations that 
are considered necessary for 
conservation of the subspecies. 
including areas demographically 
disconnected from the largest 
populations that may be important for 
the long-term conservation of the . 
subspecies; and (2) include non
degraded alluvial fans. washes. 
floodplains. and adjacent upland areas 
with appropriate soils and vegetation. 

We recognize that our designation 
does not encompass all known 

occurrences of this subspecies as noted 
by the commenters. Small. isolated 
areas of degraded habitat or areas 
devoid of fluvial processes are likely to 
only support unsustainable populations 
that would not contribute to the 
recovery of the subspecies. Although we 
are not designating all known 
occurrences of the San Bernardino 
kangaroo rnt. we believe the criteria we 
used to identify areas that contain the 
features essential to the conservation of 
the subspecies. and which are included 
in the final revised critical habitat 
designation. are adequate to ensure the 
conservation of the subspecies 
throughout its extant range. Species that 
are protected across their ranges are 
expected to have lower likelihoods of 
extinction (Soule and Simberloff 1986. 
pp. 32-35; Scott et al. 2001, pp. 1297-
13(0); we are designaliui mul1!nle 
locations across the range of the 
~&.i=es to prevent range collapse. 
, tn t of SIgnificant comments 

received during the comment periods 
for the proposed rule on areas that are 
essential to the subspecies and should 
be included in the designation. and new 
information received. we revised our 
criteria used to identify critical habitat 
to capture additional self-sustaining 
populations of San Bernardino kangaroo 
rnts necessary for recovery (see "Criteria 
Used To Identify Critical Habitat" 
section below for more information). We 
then re-evaluated the proposed critical 
habitat boundaries and included in the 
designation additional areas in Mill 
Creek. Plunge Creek (including areas 
providing habitat connectivity of the 
Plunge Creek wash with the Santa Ana 
River wash). Cable Creek wash. and 
Bautista Creek. These areas are currently 
designated as critical habitat for the San 
Bernardino kangaroo rat (67 FR 19812. 
April 23. 2002); however. we did not 
propose these areas as critical habitat in 
the June 19. 2007 (73 FR 33808). 
proposed revision to critical habitat, but 
announced the addition of these areas as 
changes to the proposed rule in the 
April 16. 2008. NOA. See the "Summary 
of Changes From the 2007 Proposed 
Rule to Revise Critical Habitat" and the 
"Unit Descriptions" sections of this 
final rule for more information. 

Comment 7: One commenter 
indicated concerns about the following 
statement made in the proposed rule: 
"Portions of the habitat downstream of 
the Bautista Creek confluence have been 
or are in the process of being developed 
or are being used for water conservation 
ectivities and therefore this habitat does 
not contain the PCEs." The commenter 
indicated that these areas should be 
included in critical habitat and further 
stated that no data was presented in the 

proposed rule indicating that these areas 
are no longer occupied. no longer 
contain the PCEs; and if degraded. how 
these areas have become degraded over 
the last five years. 

Our Response: In the 2007 proposed 
rule. we discussed an integrated water 
recharge and recovery program to be 
implemented by Eastern Municipal 
Water District at the confluence of the 
San Jacinto River and Bautista Creek 
within existing critical habitat Unit 3. 
The project was expected to impact 
approximately 37 ac (15 hal of 
floodplain and upland habitat (Service 
2006, p. 21). The Service issued a 
biological opinion for this project on 
November 16. 2006 (Service 2006. 
FW~WRIV-4051.5), which found that 
the proposed action would not 
jeopardize the continued existence of 
the subspecies nor adversely modify the 
currently designated critical habitat. 
Although Map 4 of the proposed rule 
(72 FR 33808) depicts these lands 
within the boundary of proposed critical 
habitat Unit 3. the text of the proposed 
rule explained that we were not 
proposing to include these lands as 
revised critical habitat because they had 
been addressed by the section 7 
consultation and biological opinion. and 
the proposed action would permanently 
impact this habitat. The water recharge 
and recovery program lands total 
approximately 39 ac (16 hal. not 37 ac 
(15 hal as previously reported in the 
proposed rule (72 FR 33808). all of 
which are currently designated as 
critical habitat for the San Bernardino 
kangaroo rat. These approximately 39 ac 
(16 hal of lands are divided into five 
individual outparcels ranging in size 
from less than an acre to 35 ac (14 hal 
and each areas is surrounded by other 
lands that we did include in the 
proposed revision to designated critical 
habitat. The commenter is correct in 
pointing out that this area has not yet 
been developed. and the area does 
currently contain the physical and 
biological features essential to the 
conservation of this subspecies. as 
identified by the PCEs in the 
appropriate quantity and spatial 
arrangement. Furthermore. as indicated 
in the biological opinion. we are aware 
that this area is occupied. 

Following publication of the proposed 
rule to revise the critical habitat 
designation. severnl surveys were 
conducted within these 39 ae (16 hal in 
association with the integrated water 
recharge and recovery project. These 
surveys have indicated that the 
population of San Bernardino kangaroo 
rnts in these areas is larger than 
previously believed and exceeds what 
we estimated the population to be in 
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2006. Based on these survey results. the currently occupied. within the historical 
Army Corps of Engineers requested that range of the subspecies; (2) areas 
we re-initiate consultation on this retaining fluvial dynamics containing 
project. Because these lands are one or more of the PCEs for the 
currently designated as critical habitat subspecies; (3) areas supporting a core 
and the maps indicating areas proposed population of the subspecies; and (4) 
as critical habitat included these areas areas demographically disconnected 
(72 FR 33808). and in light of the public from the largest populations. but which 
comment. new survey data and re- may be important for the long-term 
initiation of consultation on the Eastern recovery of the subspecies. Application 
Municipal Water District project. we of these criteria results in the 
included these 39 ac (16 hal in Unit 3 determination of the physical and 
as lands that meet the definition of biological features that are essential to 
critical habitat. We believe that the conservation of this subspecies. 
inclusion of these 39 ac (16 hal is a identified as the species' PCF.s laid out 
logical outgrowth of the proposed rule in tha appropriate quantity and spatial 
and is scientifically sound and legally arrangement. Thus. not all areas 
justified. We determined. however. that supJlO!fu!g the identifiea PCES will 
these 39 ac (16 ac) should be excluded moorih8Jefinition of critical habitat. 
from the final critical habitat Based on information provided in 
designation under section 4{b)(2) of the public comments. these criteria were 
Act. See the "Summery of Changes revised after the June 19. 2007 (72 FR 
From the 2007 Proposed Rule To Revise 33808). proposed revision to critical 
Critical Habitat" and "Exclusions Under habitat to capture essential features 
Section 4{b)(2) of the Act" sections of supporting additional self-sustaining 
this final rule for more information. populations of San Bernardino kangaroo 

Comment 8: Several commenters rats (see "Criteria Used To Identify 
stated that the Service cannot focus Critical Habitat" section below for more 
primarily on its definition of core information). As a result. we added four 
populations (i.e., areas where the areas totaling approximately 1.579 ac 
subspecies was repeatedly detected (639 hal to the proposed revision as 
through live trapping) when false announced in the April 16. 2008 NOA 
negatives occur from live trapping (73 FR 20581). We believe our final 
surveys 20 percent of the time. They designation accurately describes all 
further stated that the Service's specific areas meeting the definition of 
definition of core populations is critical habitat for the San Bernardino 
inappropriate, would result in kangaroo rat. We acknowledge that false 
substantial San Bernardino kangaroo rat negatives can occur from live trapping 
populations being excluded from surveys for San Bernardino kangaroo 
critical habitat, and should be redefined. rats; however. as required under the 
A number of commenters suggested JAct, we used the best available scientific 
peripheral or sporadically occupied
locations are essential for conservation information in determining areas 
of the subspecies. One commenter occupied by this subspecies. 
stated that areas currently having low We recognize that our designation of 
populations should not be removed critical habitat for the San Bernardino 
from critical habitat. The commenter kangaroo rat does not encompass all 
stated that the Service's assertion that known occurrences of this subspecitls as 
some viable San Bernardino kangaroo not~ by. the commenters. I!l ~ 
rat populations do not fit tha definition deSIgnation, ~f~d primarily 011 

of a core population, and are therefore core po~ulations (I.e.• areas where the 
less important. has no biological basis V SubSpecI~ was re~eat~dly de~ected 
for an animal that has already lost 90 (..,.. ~ugh. hve traPPlng) 1D ~di8turbed 
percent of its historical range. The habltat 1D the Santa Ana River. Lytlel 
commenter stated that by not including Cajon Creeks, and the San Jacinto Ri ver 
potential or occupied habitat that has washes. We believe protecting the 
been degraded as critical habitat would largest core populations is necessary for 
allow private landowners and public recovery of the subspecies. Small, 
agencies the ability to further degrade isolated areas of degraded habitat or 
those areas that are important to the areas devoid of fluvial processes are 
conservation of the San Bernardino likely to oniy support unsustainable 
kangaroo rat. populations that would not contribute 

Our Response: As discussed in the to the recovery of this subspecies. 
"Criteria Used To Identify Critical Although we are not designating all 
Habitat" section of this fInal rule, we known occurrences of the San 
delineated critical habitat for the San Bernardino kangaroo rat, we believe our 
Bernardino kangaroo rat using the criteria are sufficient. and therefore the 
following criteria: (1) Areas occupied by designation is adequate. to ensure the 
the subspecies at the time of listing, and conservation of this subspecies 

throughout its extant range based on the 
best available information at this time. 
We recognize that the designation of 
critical habitat may not include all of 
the habitat that may eventually be 
determined to be necessary for the 
recovery of the subspecies, and critical 
habitat designations do not signal that 
habitat outside of the designation is 
unimportant or may not contribute to 
recovery. Areas outside the final critical 
habitat designations will continue to be 
subject to conservation actions 
implemented under section 7(a)(1) of 
the Act. and ntgulatory protections 
afforded by the section 7(a)(2) jeopardy 
standard and the prohibitions of section 
9 of the Act. 

Col1llll8nt 9: One commenter cited 
statements in the proposed rule that 
several areas were not included in the 
proposed designation because they 
"contain habitat that has been 
degraded" and requested justification as 
to why no regulatory mechanisms were 
triggered in the past to prevent habitat 
destruction in these areas since they 
were included in the 2002 designation. 

Our Response: As explained above in 
response to comment 2. the reduction in 
total area from what was designated in 
2002 is primarily the result of: (1) 
Exclusions of habitat under section 
4(b)(2) of the Act; (2) revision of the 
primary constituent elements; (3) 
revision of our criteria used to identify 
critical habitat; (4) and removal of lands 
within the geographical area occupied 
by the subspecies at the time it was 
listed that do not contain the physical 
or biological features as identified by 
the PeEs in the appropriate quantity 
and spatial arrangement essential to the 
conservation of the subspecies. 

We have significant additional 
occurrence data and knowledge about 
specific habitat requirements of this 
species that was not known when we 
first designated critical habitat for the 
San Bernardino kangaroo rat in 2002. 
We utilized this data to revise the 
primary constituent elements and 
criteria used to identify critical habitat 
consistent with the statutory obligations 
of the Act and applicable case law (see 
the "Summary of Changes From the 
2002 Critical Habitat Designation" 
section of this final rule for more 
information). 

As pointed out by the commenter, 
there are areas of currently designated 
critical habitat that ware removed in 
part due to habitat degradation and/or 
the determination that the areas do not 
contain the physical and biological 
features essential to the conservation of 
this subspecies. Some of these areas 
likely did not support the physical and 
biological features essential to the 
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conservation of the subspecies in 2002, 
when critical habitat was first 
designated (see "Summary of Changes" 
section). We have revised the PCEs 
since the 2002 designation based on 
new information and a better 
understanding of the statutory 
obligations of the Act. Furthermore, we 
diligently reviewed all areas considered 
for designation to demonstrate existence 
of the physical and biological features 
essential to the conservation of this 
subspecies within the geographical area 
occupied by this subspecies at listing. 

Other areas have beCome degraded 
since critical habitat was designated. 
Critical habitat receives rotection 

e 
ncies 

-it ou, ora the r' dion or adverse modification 0 

p'ldt:a1 babnat: section 7(8)(2) of the Act
reqU1reS consUltation on Federal actions 
that may affect critical habitat. However. 
there are a number of reasons why 
designated critical habitat can become 
degraded without triggering 
consultation. 

The designation of critical habitat 
does not affect land ownership or 
establish a refuge. wilderness. reserve. 
preserve. or other conservation area. 
Generally. habitat may degrade through 
time due to lack of management.A 
¢ticalhabit{ltdesignation does not 
~. !lIDdOwnef to manage theIr IMd 
to the bepefit of a species. Furthermore. 
proposed projects or actions occurring 
. . . ha itat that do not involve a 
Federal ne not subject to the 
Rbr.tirm--lr-Tiirobibition against destruction 
or adverse modification of critical 
habitat and. therefore. no consultation is 
r.equired for those projects to occur. 
Where the consultation requirements of 
section 7(a)(2) do apply. an analysis 
would only result in a finding of 
destruction or adverse modification if 
the project was expected to impact the 
capability of the critical habitat unit as 
a whole to perform its conservation 
function for the subspecies. Projects 
may adversely impact the physical and 
biological features essential to the 
conservation of a species within a 
critical habitat unit without impairing 
the unit's conservation role and 
function for the species. For example. 
the Service completed formal section 7 
consultation on the Lytle Creek North 

~
Master Planned Community in existing 
critical habitat Unit 2. In our Biological 
Opinion we determined that the 

~ proposed action was not likely to 
. I jeopardize the continued existence of 

the subspecies nor result in the 

\ 

destruction or adverse modification of 
critical habitat (Service 2003a. p. 45. 
FWS-SB-1640.11), even though the 

project resulted in the loss of some 
designated critical habitat. We havfl not 
consulted on any projects within 
designated critical habitat where we 
determined that project implementation 
would destroy or otherwise adversely 
modify critical habitat such that thEl 
designated unit could no longer 
properly function and support the 
essential features for which it was 
designated. Finall in the event of a 
destruction or verse mo ca 

. • the landowner's 0 • ti is 
not to restore or recover ~ies. but 
to un lament IeaSOD8ble anrudent 
alternatives avOl on or 
adverse modification of critiCal b86itat. 

COmment }o: IWO commenters stated 
that critical habitat should include 
linkage corridon and address 
connectivity issues relevant to the San 
Bernardino kangaroo rat. One 
commenter stated that arguments in the 
proposed rule to remove specific areas 
within the Santa Ana River watershed 
show a limited understanding of the 
habitat needs and the corridor 
connectivity issues that are relevant to 
this subspecies. One commenter further 
stated that the critical habitat delineated 
in the proposed revision to critical 
habitat shows a limited. single-species 
perspective. Several commenters stated 
that continuity between populations 
must be maintained. 

One commenter stated that. through 
the proposed rule. fragments of critical 
habitat were created (i.e., Plunge Creek) 
and populations removed because they 
are believed to be isolated from perhaps 
larger populations (i.e., Etiwande Fan. 
Cable Creek. and Bautista Creek) and 
that the goal for the designation should 
be to form linkages between occupied 
areas. which reduce genetic isolations. 
allow populations to re-colonize 
following local extinctions from 
stochastic events. and migrate in 
response to environmental change. 

Our Response: We agree that linkages 
are important to reduce genetic isolation 
and to allow for re-colonization and 
migration. Included in the criteria for 
defining the physical and biological 
features within occupied habitat for 
inclusion in the critical habitat 
designation are areas adjacent to and 
between San Bernardino kangaroo rat 
occurrence points that maintain 
connectivity of occurrences in one 
continuous patch of suitable habitat. We 
maintained connectivity of core 
populations within each of the proposed 
critical habitat units. However. in some 
areas there are geographical barriers to 
connectivity, such as manmade 
structures or large expanses of 
unsuitable habitat. These areas are not 
likely to support actual movement of 

San Bernardino kangaroo rats and do 
not contain the physical and biological 
features essential to the conservation of 
this subspecies. and therefore do not 
meet the definition of critical habitat 
and are not included in this final 
designation. As announced in the NOA 
for the draft economic analysis (73 FR 
20581). we are including in the final 
revised critical habitat designation areas 
in and around Plunge and Mill Creeks 
to increase connectivity in Unit 1. 
Furthermore. we are including portions 
of Cable Creek (Unit 4) and Bautista 
Creek (Unit 5) in the designation of 
critical habitat as these areas may be 
important for the long-term 
conservation of this subspecies. See the 
"Summary of Changes From the 2007 
Proposed Rule To Revi88 Critical 
Habitat" and the "Unit Descriptions" 
sections of this final rule for more 
information. 

Designation of these areas within the 
Santa Ana River. Lytle/Cajon Creeks. 
and San Jacinto River watersheds is 
based on data and information received 
during the comment periods from these 
and other commenters and creates 
additional connectivity within the 
designation. We responded to all data 
and scientific information received 
during the comment periods and did not 
receive any other data indicating that 
additional areas within tha Santa Ana 
River watershed. or elsewhere within 
the range of the San Bernardino 
kangaroo rat. meet the definition of 
critical habitat. We agree with the 
commenter that this final designation is 
limited in perspective to a single 
subspecies. the San Bernardino 
kangaroo rat. It is outside the scope of 
this final rule to address conservation 
need of other species within a single 
species critical habitat designation. 

Comment 11: One commenter 
asserted that the Service's statement in 
the 2007 proposed rule that channelized 
areas in the San Jacinto River prevent 
connectivity with COre populations is 
unjustified, and that we provided no 
evidence indicating that the PCEs are 
not present or that these areas do not 
provide connectivity. Several 
commenters stated that channelized 
creeks (such as portions of Cable and 
Bautista creeks) should contain a 
natural bottom with islands of habitat 
that the subspecies could use as corridor 
habitat. utilizing patches of habitat as 
"stepping stones" and temporary refugia 
as they disperse. 

Our Response: Channelized areas are 
not included in this designation because 
they do not provide suitable habitat to 
sustain San Bernardino kangaroo rat 
populations beyond the next storm 
event. which could flood the channels 
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with high-velocity flows from bank to 
bank. eliminating populations within 
the channelized areas. Furthermore. we 
have no evidence to suggest that this 
subspecies utilizes channelized areas 
(some of which are lined with concrete) 
to successfully migrate between 
populations. We agree that channels 
with natural bottoms and islands of 
habitat could provide better 
opportunities for dispersal between 
populations. However. these "stepping 
stones" are not in place at this time, and 
we are not including these channelized 
areas in the designation of critical 
habitat as they do not currently meet the 
definition of critical habitat. 

Comment 12: One commenter stated 
that construction technologies should be 
explored that would create or sustain 
San Bernardino kangaroo rat habitat. 
The commenter also stated that a 
hydrologic analysis of the existing 
levees, detention basins, and other flood 
control structures should be completed 
to determine if these structures are still 
required. Another commenter stated 
that areas along the Santa Ana River are 
important, as re-engineering of flood 
control features can create appropriate 
conditions for the San Bernardino 
kangaroo rat. 

Our Response: We agree that flood 
control and water conservation 
structures contributed to the loss of 
suitable habitat for the San Bernardino 
kangaroo rat by altering hydrological 
processes. and we agree that sustaining 
areas where natural hydrological 
processes remain is important to the 
conservation of this subspecies. 
Although studies of construction 
technologies and investigations of the 
necessity for existing hydrological 
structures could benefit the 
conservation of this subspecies in the 
future. we do not currently have this 
information and we were not able to 
include an analysis of such information 
in making our designation of critical 
habitat. When delineating critical 
habitat for the San Bernardino kangaroo 
rat. we used the best available scientific 
information to determine those areas 
that meet the definition of critical 
habitat. 

Comment 13: One commenter stated 
that the proposed rule was flawed 
because the Service failed to include 
unoccupied areas for recovery. The 
commenter stated that the Service 
ignored the recovery goal of critical 
habitat by failing to include historical 
habitat that may not be currently 
occupied, but could provide an 
opportunity for the subspecies' 
recovery. The commenter further stated 
that the Service must consider and 
evaluate the recovery benefits of critical 

habitat designation in order to 
promulgate a legally valid critical 
habitat rule. One commenter stated that 
areas outside the geographical area 
occupied by the subspecies included in 
the 2002 designation are still essential 
to the conservation of the subspecies 
and should have been included in the 
2007 proposed rule. 

Our Response: The Service may 
designate as critical habitat areas 
outside of the geographical area 
occupied by a species at the time it was 
listed when we can demonstrate that 
those areas are essential for the 
conservation of the species (section 
3(5}(A}(ii) of the Act). Likewise. we can 
designate as critical habitat areas 
"outside the geographical area presently 
occupied by a species only when 8 

designation limited to its present range 
would be inadequate to ensure the 
conservation of the species." (50 CFR 
424.12(e)). 

Conservation (Le., recovery) is 
achieved when a five factor analysis 
performed pursuant to section 4(a)(1.) if 
the Act indicates that current and future 
threats have been minimized to an 
extent that the species is no longer 
threatened with extinction in the 
foreseeable future. Recovery is a 
dynamic process requiring adaptive 
management of threats and there are 
many paths to accomplishing recovery 
of a species. We recognize that it is 
unlikely that threats to this subspecies 
will be removed from all areas 
identified in this rule and that recovery 
efforts will occur outside the boundaries 
of this final designation; however. Vt'O 

believe that that conservation of this: 
subspecies would be achieved if threats 
to this subspecies. as described in the 
"Special Management Considerations or 
Protection" section of this rule, wenl 
reduced or removed due to management 
and protection of those areas. Therefore, 
consistent with the statutory obligations 
of the Act and our implementing 
regulations we are not designating any 
unoccupied areas or areas outside the 
geographical area occupied by this 
subspecies at the time it was listed. 

Critical habitat designations do not 
signal that habitat outside the 
designation is unimportant or may not 
contribute to a species' recovery. Aroas 
outside the final critical habitat -
desIgnation will continue to be subj!~ W 
t~ conservation actions implemented .,... 
under seenon llan!) of the Act. and 
regulatory protections affOrded by the 
section 7(a)(2) jeopardy standard and 
the prohibitions of section 9 of the Act. 
Critical habitat designations based on 
the best available information at the 
time of designation will not control the 
direction and substance of future 

recovery plans, habitat conservation 
plans, or other species conservation 
planning efforts if information available 
at the time of those planning efforts 
calls for a different outcome. We 
recognize that the threats faced by this 
subspecies may change in the future; 
however. we base our critical habitat 
designations on the information 
available at the time of the designation 
and do not speculate as to what areas 
may be found essential if better 
information becomes available or what 
areas may become essential over time. 
The commenter did not include any 
specific data supporting their statement 
that unoccupied areas are essential for 
the recovery of the San Bernardino 
kangaroo rat and we are not aware of 
any studies or deta that we did not 
consider. Should additional data 
become available. we may revise this 
critical habitat designation. subject to 
available funding and other 
conservation priorities. 

Contrary to the commenter's 
assertion, we note that all areas 
designated as critical habitat in 2002 
were within the geographical area 
occupied by the species at the time of 
listing. For a detailed discussion 
regarding areas referenced by the 
commenter that were designated in 2002 
but not included in this final revised 
designation. please see the "Summary of 
Changes From the 2002 Critical Habitat 
Designation" section of this final rule. 

Comment 14: One commenter stated 
that before the Service reduces critical 
habitat of a species that is already in 
peril. the Service should scientifically 
analyze if this reduction further 
jeopardizes the species' recovery and 
that a recovery plan, including a 
population viability analysis, should be 
completed for the San Bernardino 
kangaroo rat. 

Our Response: We agree that a 
recovery plan and a population viability 
analysis could provide useful 
information when considering a critical 
habitat designation; however, at this 
time. neither a recovery plan nor a 
population viability analysis was 
completed for the San Bernardino 
kangaroo rat. Given the timeframe in 
which we had to prepare this critical 
habitat rule, we did not have time to 
prepare a recovery plan or a population 
viability analysis for this subspecies; 
and the Act does not require the 
preparation of such analyses before 
critical habitat is designated. When 
delineating critical habitat for the San 
Bernardino kangaroo rat, we used the 
best available scientific information to 
determine those areas that meet the 
definition of critical habitat. 
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Comments Related to the Primary 
Constituent Elements 

Comment 15: One commenter stated 
that hydrological processes are an 
essential part of the alluvial fan sage 
scrub plant community and San 
Bernardino kangaroo rat habitat and, 
therefore, should be included as a PCE. 
The commenter further stated areas that 
provide necessary hydrology to down
stream alluvial fans and the processes 
that the San Bernardino kangaroo rat 
relies upon for habitat renewal and 
maintenance should have been included 
in the proposed designation. 

Our Response: We consider PCEs to 
be tangible, recognizable, or measurable 
features in the landscape, where 
possible. and not the processes that 
result in the feature. Biologists and non
biologists should be able to clearly 
determine the presence of PCEs in the 
field. A process such as hydrological 
regime should not be a PCE, but the 
resulting habitat condition (i.e., the end 
result of the process) is an appropriate 
PCE. In the case of the San Bernardino 
kangaroo rat, although ~drological 
~s maintain the uvial sage 

scrub with protr soil and vegetative 
characteristics or this subspecies. 
habitat features described by the PCEs 
are the actual habitat parameters relied 
upon by the San Bernardino kangaroo 
rat, not the natural process that 
contributes to the long-term 
maintenance of the habitat (see the 
"Primary Constituent Elements" section 
for a detailed discussion). 

Comment 16: One commenter stated 
that the proposed rule fails to describe 
the PCEs based on the best available 
science. This commenter stated that 
according to Braden and McKernan 
(2000), San Bernardino kangaroo rats 
were documented in a variety of plant 
communities, including coastal sage 
scrub, chaperral. in highly disturbed 
areas previously not thought to be 
suitable habitat for this subspecies (Le.• 
dirt parking lots, dirt roads), and 
questioned why these plant 
communities and disturbed areas were 
not included in the proposed 
designation. 

Our Response: The PCEs for the San 
Bernardino kangaroo rat described in 
the proposed rule and this final rule are 
based on the best available science (see 
Comment 5 and response above). We are 
aware of the Braden and McKernan 
(2000) study. which showed San 
Bernardino kangaroo rats occupying 
areas that were previously thought to be 
unsuitable habitat, and we have used 
that information in revising the PCEs 
and delineating critical habitat for this 
subspecies in this final rule. Please refer 

to the "Primary Constituent Elements" 
section of this final rule for more 
information on this topic. 

Comment 17: One commenter 
disagreed with PCEs 2 and 3. stating 
that areas with up to 50 percent chamise 
chaparral cover are unsuitable for the 
San Bernardino kangaroo rat and that 
marginal upland areas occupied at low 
densities that are in proximity to 
occupied habitat do not serve to 
perpetuate the subspecies. 

Our Response: We disagree with the 
commenters' assertion that up to 50 
percent chamise chaparral cover is 
unsuitable for the San Bernardino 
kangaroo rat. Research shows that 
alluvial fan habitat with mature. 
relatively dense vegetation, including 
chaparral. is at least periodically 
occupied by the San Bernardino 
kangaroo rat (Braden and McKernan 
ZOOO, p. 16) (see Comment 16 and 
response above and the "Primary 
Constituent Elements" section of this 
final rule). Also. we believe upland 
areas contain features essential to the 
conservation of the subspecies (see the 
"Primary Constituent Elements" section 
of this final rule for a detailed 
discussion of the importance of upland 
habitat). 

Comments Related to Subspecies 
Biological Information 

Comment 18: One commenter 
suggested our statement that inclusion 
of "sufficient areas to provide the space 
needed to maintain the home range for 
this subspecies" is naive and 
misleading. This commenter stated they 
have studied home range dynamics !md 
space utilization of the Merriam's 
kangaroo rat (Dipodomys merriami), of 
which the San Bernardino kangaroo rat 
is a subspecies, and the commenter 
noted that this species diverges from the 
normally accepted concept of home 
range as a single area where an 
individual remains for life. The 
commenter further stated that the si2:8. 
shape. and location of a home range will 
change dramatically through time 
depending on a number of factors. 

Our Response: We agree with the 
commenter about the dynamic and 
changing nature of the San Bernardino 
kangaroo rat's home range. We did not 
suggest in the proposed rule that this: 
subspecies has a defined, static homl~ 
range where it remains during its entire 
lifetime. Furthermore, we considered 
the dynamic home range of this 
subspecies when delineating critical 
habitat. In order to clarify concerns 
voiced by the commentsr. we changtld 
the quoted text which appears in the 
"Primary Constituent Elements" section 
of this final rule to read "sufficient areas 

to provide the space needed to maintain 
the home range dynamics of this 
subspecies." 

Comments Related to Proposed 
Exclusions Under Section 4(b)(2) of the 
Act 

Comment 19: One commenter stated 
that many of the proposed exclusions of 
critical habitat are not consistent with 
the stated goals of the Service in 
providing protection and recovery for 
the San Bernardino kangaroo rat, while 
another commenter stated that areas 
proposed for exclusion by the Service 
should remain in critical habitat. 
Another commenter stated that while 
they support conservation efforts for the 
San Bernardino kangaroo rat through 
management plans and acquisition of 
funding to implement these plans. these 
efforts are not a substitute for the 
designation of critical habitat. This 
commenter stated that the rationale for 
proposing the following areas for 
exclusion under section 4(b)(2) of the 
Act is unjustified for the following 
reasons: 

(1) WSPA Management Plan-{a} this 
plan does not mention the San 
Bernardino kangaroo rat as a target 
species for conservation nor does it 
provide species-specific monitoring; (b) 
because the San Bernardino kangaroo 
rat is sympatric with the woolly star. 
declines in the number of woolly star 
plants documented in this area over the 
past seven seasons may indicate a 
potential decline in San Bernardino 
kangaroo rat habitat as well; (c) relying 
on the draft WSPA Multiple Species 
Habitat Management Plan (MSHMP) to 
exclude areas from final critical habitat 
is not justified since the specific goals 
of the draft MSHMP are currently non-
binding; 

(2) Former Norton Air Force Base 
CMP-while conservation easements are 
identified as the method to assure San 
Bernardino kangaroo rat conservation in 
perpetuity, to date no conservation 
easements are recorded for these areas; 

(3) Western Riverside County 
MSHCP-the purpose of the MSHCP to 
streamline Federal and State regulatory 
mechanisms and allow for take of 
endangered species is very different 
from the purpose of critical habitat to 
recover species; and 

(4) The designation of Norton Air 
Force Base. Cajon Greek Habitat 
Conservation Management Area, and 
Eastern Municipal Water District 
Conservation Lands as critical habitat 
causes no additional regulatory burdens 
to the agencies that now manage them 
and will actually aid in bringing much
needed resourees to the management of 
these areas. 
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Our Response: We determined that 
the benefits of exclusion outweigh the 
benefits of inclusion for lands covered 
by the WSPA Management Plans, the 
Fonner Norton Air Force Base CMP, the 
Western Riverside County MSHCP, and 
the Cajon Creek HCMA HEMP. and 
therefore excluded these lands from 
critical habitat under 4(b)(2) of the Act. 
Please see the "Exclusions Under 
Section 4(b)(2) of the Act" section of 
this final rule for a detailed discussion 
of the management plans and the 
benefits each plan provides to the San 
Bernardino kangaroo rat. 

Where a Federal nexus exists. lands 
desi::r as cri~tat am 
prot FIOm • n 01' adyerse 
modification under section zfal(2) of the 
g}lowever. the conservation and 
management plans mentioned above 
incorporate on-going management and 
protection for the San Bernardino 
kangaroo rat that will benefit the long
tenn conservation of the subspecies. 
This type of long-tenn management 
would not necessarily result from a 
section 7(a)(2) consultation on an area 
where critical habitat is designated. 
Additionally, the protection and 
management afforded to San Bernardino 
kangaroo rat habitat under these plans 
extend to private lands that may 
otherwise lack a Federal nexus 
triggering consultation under section 
7(a)(2) of the Act. Moreover, these plans 
provide for proactive monitoring and 
management of conserved lands, which 
is important to the survival and 
recovery of the San Bernardino 
kangaroo rat. 

Such conservation needs are typically 
not addressed through the application of 
the statutory prohibition on destruction 
or adverse modification of critical 
habitat. Section 4(b)(2) of the Act directs 
the Secretary to consider the economic 
impact, national security impact, and 
any other relevant impact of specifying 
any particular area as critical habitat. 
An area may be excluded from critical 
habitat if it is determined that the 
benefits of exclusion outweigh the 
benefits of specifying a particular area 
as critical habitat, unless the failure to 
designate an area as critical habitat will 
result in the extinction of the species. 
As discussed in detail in the 
"Exclusions Under Section 4(b)(2} of the 
Act" section, we believe the exclusions 
in this final rule are legally supported 
under section 4(b)(2) of the Act and 
scientifically justified. The benefits of 
designating critical habitat in areas 
covered by these plans are minimal, and 
implementation of these plans will 
result in an increased level of protection 
and long-tenn conservation for the San 
Bernardino kangaroo rat. Imposing an 

additional regulatory review as a result 
of designating critical habitat may 
undennine these conservation efforts 
and partnerships. 

With regard to the comments above 
that are specific to the WSPA Plan; first, 
we acknowledge that the San 
Bernardino kangaroo rat is not directly 
addressed by the 1993 Management 
Plan for the Santa Ana River Woolly
Star implemented on the WSPA. 
However. the management tasks benefit 
the San Bernardino kangaroo rat as well 
(see "Woolly-Star Preserve Area (WSPA) 
Management Plans" discussion below). 
Second. we have no records to indicate 
that a recent decline in woolly star 
plants is directly related to a decline in 
San Bernardino kangaroo rat habitat. 
Third. we are not basing our exclusion 
of WSPA lands solely on the recent draft 
WSPA MSHCP. We are excluding those 
lands based on partnerships with the 
local sponsors in preparation and 
implementation of the 1993 WSPA 
management plan and the ongoing 
update to that plan (i.e.• the WSPA 
MSHCP) which will address the San 
Bernardino kangaroo rat (see the 
"Woolly-Star Preserve Area (WSPA) 
Managemant Plans" exclusion 
discussion below). 

With regard to the conservation 
easements on Fonner Norton Air Force 
Base (CMP) lands, the San Bernardino 
International Airport Authority (SBIA 
Authority) is currently pursuing 
conservation easements to assure San 
Bernardino kangaroo rat conservation in 
perpetui!)' on these lands. 

Regarding the remaining points ra ised 
by the commenter above specific to the 
Western Riverside County MSHCP, the 
Fonner Norton Air Force Base CMP, and 
the Cajon Creek HCMA HEMP, please 
see the "Benefits of Designating Critical 
Habitat," "Conservation Partnerships on 
Non-Federal Lands." "Benefits of 
Excluding Lands With HCPs or Other 
Approved Management Plans," and the 
plan-specific exclusions sections of this 
final rule for a full discussion of our 
rationale for excluding these lands 
under section 4(b)(2) of the Act. Finally, 
we are not exclud· the 

ClP ater District conservation 
an m CrItic a itat or 1 
em rno kan~aroo rat. 
Comment 20: J wo cOlnmenters stated 

that the proposed revision would violate 
the Implementing Agreement (IA) of the 
Western Riverside County MSHCP 
because it does not exclude 506 ac (2,05 
hal of water district land within the 
MSHCP boundaries. They further stated 
that the MSCHP has already taken the 
506 ac (205 hal of water district land:s 
into account-and state that in the lA, 
the Service agreed that "in the event 

that a critical habitat detennination is 
made for any Covered Species 
Adequately Conserved * * * lands 
within the boundaries of the MSHCP 
will not be designated as critical 
habitat." They further stated that the 
MSHCP provides full protection for the 
San Bernardino kangaroo rat even 
without consideration of the 506 ac (205 
hal owned by the two water districts 
(Eastern Municipal Water District and 
Lake Hemet Municipal Water District). 
Additionally, the commenters stated 
that the water districts could qualify as 
a "Participating Special Entity" under 
the MSHCP and the significance of this 
is that if either water district wishes to 
implement a project for which take 
authorization is required, they must 
comply with the MSHCP and its lAo 
Thus. if take authorization were ever 
required for their properties. it would be 
covered under the MSHCP. 

Our Response: In the proposed rule to 
revise critical habitat, we provided a 
description of the Western Riverside 
County MSHCP and an analysis of the 
proposed exclusion from critical habitat 
of lands covered by this plan to allow 
the public to comment and provide 
additional information that should be 
considered in our final exclusion 
analysis (see "Exclusions under Section 
4(b)(2) of the Act" section below for a 
detailed discussion). We appreciate any 
conservation work that Eastern 
Municipal Water District and Lake 
Hemet Municipal Water District may be 
doing; however, the water districts are 
not signatories to or permittees under 
the MSHCP. Because the water districts 
are not signatories of the MSHCP, they 
may elect to not be a "Participating 
Special Entity", and instead choose an 
afternative approach outside of the 
MSHCP to conduct their activities. By 
taking an alternative approach, a water 
district would not be required to comply 
with the MSHCP and associated lAo 
Therefore. the benefits of including 
lands owned by the Eastern Municipal 
Water District and Lake Hemet 
Municipal Water District as critical 
habitat are higher than the benefits of 
including other lands within the overall 
MSHCP boundaries subject to the 
MSHCP, and we detennined under 
section 4(b)(2) of the Act that the water 
districts' lands should not be excluded 
from this final designation. 

Comment 21: One commenter stated 
that the area covered by the Cajon Creek 
HCMA HEMP should remain in the 
critical habitat designation to remind 
the conservation area managers of their 
responsibility to the San Bernardino 
kangaroo rat and other threatened and 
endangered species. 
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Our Response: The Cajon Creek 
HCMA HEMP, managed by Vulcan 
Materials Company (formerly CalMat 
Company), Western Division, was 
created to offset sand and gravel mining 
proposed within and adjacent to Cajon 
Creek. In making the Cajon Creek 
HCMA HEMP exclusion, we evaluated 
the benefits of designating non-Federal 
lands that may not have a Federal nexus 
for consultation while considering ifour 
existing partnership has, or will, result 
in greater conservation benefits to the 
San Bernardino kangaroo rat and its 
habitat than would likely result from 
consultation on a designation. We 
balanced the benefits of inclusion 
against the benefits of exclusion (i.e., 
the benefits of preserving partnerships 
and encouraging development of 
additional HCPs and other conservation 
plans in the future). We determined that 
the Cajon Creek HCMA HEMP provides 
equivalent or greater conservation 
benefit to the San Bernardino kangaroo 
rat than would likely result from 
including this area in the designation, 
that designation could impact our 
current and future partnerships, and 
that exclusion of the lands covered by 
this plan will not result in the 
extinction of the subspecies (see 
"Exclusious under Section 4(b)(2) of the 
Act" section below for a detailed 

(

discussion). Vulcan Materials is 
responsible for managing these alluvial 
fan scrub habitat areas in perpetuity for 
24 species. including the San 
Bernardino kangaroo rat, regardless of 
whether or not critical habitat for the 
San Bernardino kangaroo rat exists on 
these lands. Vulcan Materials Company 
is aware of the conservation value of 
their land and has maintained a strong 
partnership with the Service by 
submitting annual reports and ensuring 
tliat management andmonitoring of 
their conservation lands adheres to the 
requirements of the Cajon Creek HCMA 
HEMP. 

Comment 22: One commenter stated 
that they oppose the Service's policy of 
relying on section 4(b)(2) to exclude 
habitat that may be covered by 
management plans. conservation 
easements, and/or endowments under 
the logic that these areas do not need 
"special management" pursuant to 
section 3(5)(A). The commenter referred 
to this approach as "belt and 
suspenders" and reminded the Service 
that the district court of Arizona struck 
down this approach in Center for 
Biological Diversity. et a1. v. Norton (D. 
Ariz. 2003). Furthermore. the 
commenter stated that our exclusion 
analyses are flawed because a 
determination that excluding an area 

will not result in the extinction of a 
species does not consider the recoVEIl)' 
standards and benefits associated with 
designation. The commenter believe'S 
that all San Bernardino kangaroo rat 
habitat needs special management 
because of the variety of impacts to its 
habitat (e.g., changes in hydrologic 
regimes. direct impacts from 
development, off-road vehicle impacts). 
The commenter stated that current or 
future management actions provided for 
the San Bernardino kangaroo rat or its 
habitat by management plans and/or 
conservation plans are not a reaso~ble 
justification for excluding these aJeas 
from the protection that a designation of 
critical habitat provides. The 
commenter further stated that the ALi 
defines critical habitat as an area that 
may need special management. and 
therefore areas that are receiving 
management under a management plan 
and/or conservation plan meet the 
definition of critical habitat and should 
not be excluded if the necessary 
management is being provided under a 
plan. The commenter concluded that 
the Service should include in the final 
critical habitat designation all historical 
and contemporary areas where the San 
Bernardino kangaroo rat was known 
(unless it has been developed), because 
these areas meet the definition of 
critical habitat by nature of their need 
for special management. 

Our Response: The commenter 
appears to be confusing the purposes of 
sections 3(5)(A) and 4(b)(2) of the Act. 
Section 3(5)(A) provides the 
requirements for identifying critical 
habitat, while section 4(b}(2) directs the 
Secretary to consider the impacts of 
designating such areas as critical habitat 
and provides the Secretary with 
discretion to exclude particular areas if 
the benefits of exclusion outweigh the 
benefits of inclusion. In this rule, we 
have not stated that areas do not meet 
the definition of critical habitat under 
3(5)(A) because they are being 
adequately managed. However, we have 
considered the management of 
particular areas that do meet the 
definition of critical habitat in our 
analyses under section 4(b)(2). 

We explain our criteria for 
designating critical habitat in response 
to comments 6. 8, and 13 above as woll 
as the "Criteria Used To Designate 
Critical Habitat" section below. The 
responses to comments 6 and 8 address 
why this designation does not contain 
all known occurrences of this 
subspecies (i.e.• contemporary areas) 
and the response to comment 13 
addresses why we are not including Imy 
unoccupied habitat (i.e., historical 
areas) in this final rule. We believe Ol1r 

criteria captures all areas that meet the 
definition of critical habitat under 
section 3(5)(A) ofthe Act. We will focus 
our response to this comment on our 
exclusion of lands under section 4(b){2) 
of the Act that we determined met the 
definition of critical habitat under 
section 3(5)(A) of the Act. 

Section 4(b)(2) of the Act states that 
any designations of and/or revisions to 
critical habitat will be made on the basis 
of the best scientific data available after 
taking into consideration the economic 
impact. the impact on national security. 
and any other relevant impact of 
specifying any particular area as critical 
habitat. The Secretary may exclude any 
area from critical habitat if he 
determines that the benefits of exclnsion 
outweigh the benefits of specifying such 
area as part of the critical habitat, unless 
he determines that the failure to 
designate such area as critical habitat 
will result in the extinction of the 
species concerned. Therefore. consistent-
with the Act. we must consider the 
relevant impacts of designating areas 
that meet the definition of critical 
habitat using the best available scientific 
data available prior to finalizing a 
critical habitat designation. 

After determining the areas that meet 
the definition of critical habitat under 
section 3(5)(A) of the Act as described 
above. we took into consideration the 
economic impact, the impact on 
natioDaI secunty. and other relevant 
impacts of specifying any particular area 
as critical habitat for the San Bernardino 
kangaroo rat. In this final designation. 
we recognize that designating critical 
habitat in areas where we have 
partnerships with land owners that have 
led to conservation and/or management 
of listed species on non-Federal lands 
has a relevant perceived impact to 
landowners and a relevant impact to 
future partnerships and conservation 
efforts on non-Federal lands. These 
impacts are described in detail in the 
"Conservation Partnerships on Non
Federal Lands" section below. Based on 
these relevant impacts, we evaluated the 
benefits of designating areas as critical 
habitat against the benefits of excluding 
these areas from the critical habitat 
designation. Please see the "Application 
of Section 4(b)(2) of the Act" and 
"Exclusions under Section 4(b}(2) of the 
Act" sections of this final rule for a 
detailed discussion of the benefits of 
excluding lands covered by 
management plans versus the benefits of 
including these areas in a critical habitat 
designation. Upon weighing the specific 
benefits of inclusion against specific 
benefits of exclusion, we determined 
that the benefits of excluding a portion 
of units 1, 2, 3. and 5 outweigh the 
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benefits of including these areas in the 
final critical habitat designation. When 
weighing the benefits of including an 
area in the critical habitat designation. 
we fully consider the regulatory benefits 
provided to the species under section 
7(a)(2) of the Act based on the statutory 
difference between a jeopardy analysis 
and an adverse modification analysis. 
and our balancing analyses reflects our 
consideration of the recovery standards 
and benefits associated with 
designation. Further we determined that 
the exclusion of these areas will not 
result in extinction of the San 
Bernardino kangaroo rat. Contrary to the 
commenter's belief. this determination 
to exclude areas where the benefits of 
exclusion outweigh the benefits of 
inclusion and where we determined that 
the exclusion will not result in the 
extinction of the species is consistent 
with the statutory obligations of the Act. 
Therefore. we believe these exclusions 
are in full compliance with the Act. 

Comment 23: One commenter stated 
that the proposed critical habitat rule 
did not unequivocally demonstrate that 
the benefits of excluding areas covered 
by management plans from critical 
habitat outweigh the benefits of 
including them. 

Our Response: As stated above, the 
Secretary may exclude any area from 
critical habitat ifhe determines that the 
benefits of exclusion outweigh the 
benefits of specifying such area as part 
of the critical habitat. unless he 
determines that the failure to designate 
such area as critical habitat will result 
in the extinction of the species 
concerned. The benefits of excluding an 
area from a critical habitat designation 
(e.g., preserving partnerships and 
fostering new partnerships) are not 
directly comparable to the benefits of 
including that same area within a 
designation (e.g., regulatory 
consultation requirement), and therefore 
one cannot unequivocally compaI9 the 
two in an analysis; rather the Secretary 
fully considers the impacts of 
designation and weighs all the factors to 
determine if the benefits of exclusion 
outweigh the benefits of inclusion. For 
the reasons detailed in the "Exclusions 
under Section 4(b)(2) of the Act" section 
of this final rule~etermined that the 
benefits of exclusion ouiWeiab tile 

oenefits of inclusion for lands covered 
Ofilie WSPA Management PtallS. the 
Former Norton Air Force Base CMP. the 
~estern Riverside CounSHg. and 

e caJon Creek HCMA , and 
determined that exclusion of these lands 
will not result in the extinction of the 
San Bernardino kangaroo rat. Therefore, 
we have excluded these lands from the 

critical habitat designation under 
section 4(b)(2) of the Act. 

Comments on Lands Designated as 
Critical Habitat 

Comment 24: Several commenters 
stated there are areas within the 
proposed critical habitat that should not 
be included in the final designation 
because they do not contain the PCEs. 
are not occupied by the subspecies. or 
otherwise do not meet the definition of 
critical habitat. One commenter objected 
to the inclusion of three pareels of land 
along City Creek in proposed Unit 1 that 
are used by San Bernardino County 
Flood Control for maintenance activities 
following storm events. and stated that 
these parcels are being evaluated by the 
City of Highland as part of its land use 
planning effort for the future 
development of the Golden Triangle 
area. Two commentars objected to the 
inclusion of large areas of property 
(owned by Lytle Development 
Company) in the Lytle Creek area in 
proposed critical habitat Unit 2. The 
objection is based on negative survey 
data over recent years and judgment of 
a biological consultant who believes the 
areas in question are not suitable habitat 
for this subspecies. are not occupied. or 
are not essential to the conservation of 
the subspecies. 

Our Response: Where site-specific 
information was submitted to us with a 
rationale es to why an area should not 
be designated as critical habitat, we 
evaluated that information in 
accordance with the definition of 
critical habitat pursuant to section 
3(5)(A) of the Act. Following our 
evaluation of the provided information, 
we made a detennination that 
modifications to the critical habitat 
boundaries were not wammted. Data 
used in the preparation of our final 
revised designation indicate that the 
area of Lytle Creek in question is 
occupied by the San Bernardino 
kangaroo rat and contains some of the 
last remaining suitable upland habitat 
(PeEs 2 and 3) in Unit 2 that contains 
the features essential to the conservation 
of the subspecies, and the areas near 
City Creek provide suitable alluvial 
habitat in Unit 1 and connectivity wiith 
the core population in the Sana Ana 
River wash. The area in question meets 
our criteria used to identify critical 
habitat (see "Criteria Used To Identify 
Critical Habitat" section below). We 
believe that based on the behavior and 
ecology of the San Bernardino kangaroo 
rat as extrapolated from the best 
available scientific data, the animal IDay 
not be detectable at all times across all 
areas designated as critical habitat, and, 
based on our analysiS. we believe we 

properly defined occupancy as it relates 
to the behavior and ecology of this 
subspecies. 

Comment 25: One commenter stated 
the Service failed to make the requisite 
finding that land within two areas of 
Lytle Creek. which they claim should be 
excluded. may require special 
management considerations or 
protection. The commenter claims that 
these lands are not candidates for 
special management considerations or 
protection because no reasonable 
amount of management efforts could 
make these lands suitable for the San 
Bernardino kangaroo rat or connect 
them with the Lytle Creek wash 
population. The commenter further 
stated that one of these areas is outside 
the geographical area occupied by the 
San Bernardino kangaroo rat and the 
Service has not made. and cannot make. 
the requisite findings to include the area 
within critical habitat under 16 U.S.C. 
section 1532(5)(A)(ii). 

Our Response: We determined 
through survey data, vegetation data, 
analysis of aerial imagery. and site visits 
with Service subspecies exparts, that 
these two areas of Lytle Creek are within 
the geographical area occupied at the 
time of listing. are currently occupied, 
and contain the features essential to the 
conservation of the San Bernardino 
kangaroo rat. We acknowledge that 
these upland areas are likely occupied 
at a lower density than areas within the 
lowland wash and contain somewhat 
dense vegetation: however. these areas 
contain some of the last remaining 
upland habitat within Unit 2 (PeEs 2 
and 3) and contain the features essential 
to the conservation of the subspecies as 
described in the "Primary Constituent 
Elements" section of this final rule. As 
discussed in the "Unit Descriptions" 
section of this final rule. the physical 
and biological features within the Lytlel 
Cajon Creek wash may require special 
management considerations or 
protection to minimize impacts 
associated with flood control 
operations. water conservation projects. 
sand and gravel mining. and urban 
development. Furthermore. Braden and 
McKernan (2000. p. 16) demonstrated 
that areas with late phases of floodplain 
vegetation. such as mature alluvial fan 
sage scrub and associated coastal sage 
scrub and chaparral. including some 
areas of moderate to dense vegetation, 
are at least periodically occupied by San 
Bernardino kangeroo rats. Additionally, 
we believe the earthen levees separatiug 
some of these areas Mm the acti~h 
: not Isolate illdivuluatS or prohi!!!t 

ovements ill these areas from the core 
~Wifliiii Lytle Creek wash. 

erefore, we disagree with the 
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of and provide incidental take coverage 
for the San Bernardino kangaroo rat. 
The commenter also mentioned that the 
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (ACOE) is 
preparing a Multiple Species Habitat 
Management Plan. to avoid. minimize. 
or offset impacts associated with the 
Seven Oaks Dam. which would also 
include conservation strategies for the 
San Bernardino kangaroo rat. The 
commenter stated that because Federal. 
State. and local stakeholders have 
invested significant amounts of time in 
both of these processes. it is only proper 
to delay designation of the final critical . 
habitat until the completion of these 
processes. 

Our Response: The Service is aware of 
and has considered the Federal projects 
mentioned in the comment above in the 
process of revising designated critical 
habitat; however. we are under a court
ordered timeline to submit to the 
Federal R.egister a final rule revising 
critical habitat for the San Bernardino 
kangaroo rat by October 1. 2008. 

Comment 30: Several commenters 
provided information about the 
proposed critical habitat Unit 2 (Lytle/ 
Cajon Creek wash) along the State Route 
210 freeway (SR-210). Most of these 
comments indicated that areas along the 
freeway should be removed from critical 
habitat because they are developed or 
will soon be developed. Commenters 
suggested removing areas along the 
length of the SR-210. and specifically 
identified 100 feet along the north side 
of SR-210 and the south side of SR-210 
in the vicinity of the Pepper Avenue 
extension project. 

Our Response: The revised critical 
habitat boundary in Unit 2 (Lytle/Cajon 
Creek wash) extends south to Highland 
Avenue. which is north of the new SR-
210 crossing of Lytle Creek. Much of the 
areas around SR-210 that were 
commented on were not included in the 
proposed revision to critical habitat 
because they do not meet the definition 
of critical habitat. The delineated 
critical habitat boundary lies just north 
of SR-210. We are not designating 
critical habitat from Highland Avenue 
south in the Lytle/Cajon wash. Areas 
designated as critical habitat within 
Lytle Creek are occupied and contain 
the features essential to the conservation 
of the San Bernardino kangaroo rat. 

Comment 31: One commenter 
suggested the Service reject any 
proposal to remove critical habitat 
within the City of Highland in the area 
of Greenspot Road and City Creek! 
Plunge Creek just east of SR-30. The 
commenter stated that this area is 
viable. occupied habitat. The 
commenter indicated that removing this 
area from the critical habitat designation 

allows for the development of a 
shopping center. The commenter 
indicated that removal of this area from 
the critical habitat designation is not 
based on good science. 

Our Response: The area in the vicinity 
of Greenspot Road between SR-30 and 
Boulder Avenue/Orange Street does not 
support the PCEs required by the San 
Bernardino kangaroo rat in the 

~U::!t'::!~~~~tiEtial 
,~ of the Il1IDspecles as it 
consists of habitat degraded by mining 
activities and development or contains 
grassy fields. Furthermore. Plunge Creek 
at Orange Street is completely 
channelized and diverted from its 
historical connection with the Santa 
Ana River. We are aware that some areas 
in the vicinity of Greenspot Road not 
included in this designation may be 
sparsely occupied; however. we have 
determined that these areas do not meet 
the definition of critical habitat. There 
is a section of relatively undisturbed 
alluvial scrub habitat east of City Creek 
and SR-30 that we are including in this 
designation. Areas that support 
populations. but are outside the critical 
habitat designation. will continue to be 
subject to conservation actions we 
implement under section 7(a)(1) of the 
Act. Any proposed activity. including 
the proposed shopping center 
mentioned in the comment would also 
be subject to the regulatory protections 
afforded by the section 7(a)(2) jeopardy 
standard, if a Federal nexus is involved. 
and the prohibitions of section 9 of the 
Act. 

Comment 32: One commenter stated it 
is reasonably foreseeable that the 
proposed critical habitat will. if 
approved, result in significant adverse 
impacts to the San Bernardino kangaroo 
rat. For this reason, the commenter 
encouraged the Service to reconsider its 
position regarding the National 
Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) and 
prepare environmental analyses as 
defined by NEPA before approving this 
reduction. 

Our Response: It is our position that. 
outside the jurisdiction of the Circuit 
Court of Appeals for the Tenth Circ1.Iit. 
we do not need to prepare 
environmental analyses as defined by 
NEPA (42 U.S.C. 4321 et seq.) in 
connection with designating critical 
habitat under the Act. We published a 
notice outlining our reasons for this 
determination in the Federal Register 
on Octobar 25. 1983 (48 FR 49244). This 
assertion was upheld in the courts of the 
Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals (Douglas 
Countyv. Babbitt. 48 F.3d 1495 (9th Cir. 
1995). cert. denied 516 U.S. 1042 
(1996}). 

Comment 33: One commenter stated 
that due to climate change in the future. 
the San Bernardino kangaroo rat will 
move slowly up the Lytle and Cajon 
Creek wash area instead of going further 
south. 

Our Response: We did not address 
potential impacts of global climate 
change on this subspecies in the 
proposed rule because we are not 
currently aware of any subspecies
specific or geographic-specific 
information on this potential threat. 
While we do not deny that global 
climate change is occurring. we cannot 
predict what areas might be important 
for this subspecies in light of future 
climate changes without on-the-ground 
evidence documenting range shift 
patterns in San Bernardino kangaroo rat 
populations. The commenter expressed 
a general concern for the effects of 
climate change on the San Bernardino 
kangaroo rat. but did not provide 
evidence supporting a possible range 
shift for this subspecies. Should 
additional data become available. we 
may revise this critical habitat 
designation subject to available funding 
and other conservation priorities. 

Comment 34: One commenter 
suggested that the Etiwanda fan needs to 
be retained because it is currently 
occupied and provides recovery 
opportunities for the subspecies. 

Our Response: The Etiwanda fan area 
is not included in this revision to 
critical habitat because we have 
determined that this area does not meet 
the definition of critical habitat. The 
area is significantly degraded. largely 
unoccupied. and does not contain the 
physical and biological features 
essential to the conservation of the San 
Bernardino kangaroo rat. We believe 
that our designation of critical habitat 
contains the areas necessary for the 
recovery and long-term conservation of 
this subspecies without the inclusion of 
the Etiwanda fan. 

Comments From Other Federal Agencies 

Comment 35: The u.S. Forest Service 
(USFS) commented that they oppose the 
designation of critical habitat for the 
San Bernardino kangaroo rat on 
National Forest lands. The USFS further 
stated that the San Bernardino National 
Forest (SBNF) recently revised its Land 
and Resource Management Plan 
(LRMP). and management direction was 
incorporated that the USFS believes 
provides sufficient protection and 
management for the San Bernardino 
kangaroo rat and its habitat. They also 
stated that the Service concurred that 
these conservation measures provide 
protection for this subspecies when the 
Service issued a non-jeopardy biological 
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opinion on the LRMP in 2005 (Service 
2005, p. 175). The USFS believes that no 
additional benefit to, or protection for, 
this subspecies would occur as a result 
of critical habitat designation of 
National Forest lands, it is simply not 
needed in order to conserve this 
subspecies. The USFS also stated that it 
currently has in place "special 
management considerations or 
protection" for this subspecies, and that 
it does not need any additional 
considerations or protection that critical 
habitat designation of National Forest 
lands mUilit provide. 

The USFS also commented that 
designation of critical habitat identified 
in the proposed rule would 
unnecessarily add to the USFS 
workload by roquiring them to conduct 
a separate analysis and make a 
determination of effect for designated 
critical habitat when consulting under 
section 7 of the Act. 

Our Response: We determined that 
National Forest lands contain physical 
and biological features essential to the 
conservation of the San Bernardino 
kangaroo rat, and therefore. meet the 
definition of critical habitat (see 
"Criteria Used To Identify Critical 
Habitat" section below). We 
acknowledge that the revised LRMP will 
benefit the San Bernardino kangaroo rat 
and its habitat. The LRMP contains 
general provisions for species 
conservation and suggests specific 
management and conservation actions 
that will benefit this species and the 
physical and biological features 
essential to its conservation. 
Implementation of the LRMP should 
address known threats to this species on 
National Forest lands. We appreciate 
and commend the efforts of the USFS to 
conserve federally listed species on 
their lands. 

The Secretary has the discretion to 
exclude an area from critical habitat 
under section 4(b)(2) of the Act after 
taking into consideration the economic 
impact, the impact on national security. 
and any other relevant impact if he 
determines that the benefits of such 
exclusion outweigh the benefits of 
designating such area as critical habitat, 
unless he determines that the exclusion 
would result in the extinction of the 
species concerned. We considered the 
request from the USFS that we exclude 
their lands because it would 
unnecessarily add work in the future to 
determine the effect regarding critical 
habitat for actions on their lands and the 
fact that they had already completed 
consultation under section 7(a)(2) of the 
Act on their revised LRMP. 

As part of our section 7 consultation 
with the USFS on the SBNF LRMP, the 

USFS has already consulted on various 
activities carried out on National Forest 
lands including: Roads and trail 
management; recreation management; 
special use permit administration; 
administrative infrastructure; fire and 
fuels management; livestock grazing and 
range management; minerals 
management; and law enforcement. In 
our 2005 biological opinion on the 
LRMP, we determined that 
implementation of the plan was not 
likely to jeopa.rdi2'A'l the continued 
existence of the San Bernardino 
kangaroo rat or adversely modify critical 
habitat designated in 2002 for this 
subspecies. Since the USFS has already 
consulted with us on potential impacts 
to critical habitat related to the activities 
outlined in the LRMP, the designation 
of revised critical habitat should not 
require additional consultation for those 
activities. 

Based on the record before us, we 
have elected not to exclude these lands 
and are designating National Forest 
lands that meet the definition of critical 
habitat for the San Bernardino kangaroo 
rat. We will continue to consider on a 
case-by-case basis in future critical 
habitat rules whether to exclude 
particular Federal lands from such 
designation when we determine that the 
benefits of such exclusion outweigh the 
benefits of their inclusion. 

Comments Related to the Draft 
Economic Analysis 

Comment 36: One commenter slated 
the Service needs to include all 
occupied and unoccupied. historical 
habitat in the economic analysis (and 
final critical habitat), and not rely on the 
flawed draft critical habitat as the basis 
for the economic analysis. 

Our Response: We believe our final 
designation accurately describes all 
specific areas meeting the definition of 
critical habitat for the San Bernardino 
kangaroo rat. As discussed in the 
"Criteria Used To Identify Critical 
Habitat" section of this final rule and 
response to comments 3 and 6 above. 
we delineated critical habitat for the San 
Bernardino kangaroo rat using the 
following criteria: (1) Areas occupied by 
the subspecies at the time of listing, and 
currently occupied, within the historical 
range of the subspecies (2) areas 
retaining fluvial dynamics containing 
one or more of the PCEs for the 
subspecies; (3) areas supporting a core 
population of the subspecies; and (4) 
areas demographically disconnected 
from the largest populations, but which 
may be important for the long-term 
recovery of the subspecies. Applicatlon 
of these criteria results in the 
determination of the physical and 

biological features that are essential to 
the conservation of this subspecies, 
identified as the species' PCEs laid out 
in the appropriate quantity and spatial 
arrangement. Thus. not all areas 
supporting the identified PCEs will 
meet the definition of critical habitat. 

We recognize that our designation 
does not encompass all known 
occurrences of this subspecies as noted 
by the commenter. Specifically. we did 
not include in the final designation 
small, isolated areas of degraded habitat 
or areas devoid of fluvial processes 
because such areas likely only support 
unsustainable populations that would 
not contribute to the recovery of the 
subspecies. Further, we designate 
critical habitat in areas outside the 
geographical area presently occupied by 
a species only when a designation 
limited to its present range would be 
inadequate to ensure the conservation of 
the species (50 CFR 424.12(e)). 
Accordingly, when the best scientific 
and commercial data do not 
demonstrate that the conservation needs 
of the species require designation of 
critical habitat outside of occupied 
areas. we will not designate critical 
habitat outside the geographical area 
occupied by the species. Although we 
are not designating ail known 
occurrences of the San Bernardino 
kangaroo rat, we believe the areas we 
have identified as meeting the definition 
of critical habitat, and which are 
included in the final revised critical 
habitat designation, are adequate to 
ensure the conservation of the 
subspecies throughout its extant range. 
Species that are protected across their 
ranges are expected to have lower 
likelihoods of extinction (Soule and 
Simberloff 1986, pp. 32-35; Scott et al. 
2001, pp. 1297-1300); we are 
designating multiple locations across 
the range of the subspecies to prevent 
range collapse. 

We recognize that the designation of 
critical habitat may not include all of 
the habitat that may eventually be 
determined to be necessary for the 
recovery of the subspecies, and critical 
habitat designations do not signal that 
habitat outside the designation is 
unimportant or may not contribute to 
recovery. We do not agree that the 
proposed designation is flawed, and 
maintain it was appropriate to base the 
draft economic analysis on the areas 
included in the proposed rule. 

Comment 37: One commenter asserts 
that the Service must look only at the 
incremental cost of the proposed 
designation and not at the costs 
attributable to listing alone when 
considering exclusion of habitat areas. 
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Our Response: The U.S. Office of and incremental impacts is provided 
Management and Budget's (OMB) later in this section. 
guidelines for conducting economic Comment 38: Two commenters 
analysis of regulations direct Federal request that the Service estimate the' 
agencies to measure the costs of a economic benefits of critical habitat 
regulatory action against a baseline, designation, including positive health 
which it defines as the "best assessment effects associated with foregone air 
of the way the world would look absent pollution, water conservation, open 
the proposed action." In other words, space preservation, protection of other 
the baseline includes the existing species, and savings from reduced flood 
regulatory and socio-economic burden plain development. 
imposed on landowners, managers, or Our Response: Under Executive Order 
other resource users potentially affected 12866, OMB directs Federal agencies to 
by the designation of critical habitat. provide an assessment of both the social 
Impacts that are incremental to that costs and benefits of proposed 
baseline (i.e., occurring over and above regulatory actions. 220MB's Circular 
existing constraints) are attributable to A-4 distinguishes two types of 
the proposed regulation. Significant economic benefits: direct benefits and 
debate has occurred regarding whether ancillary benefits. Ancillary benefits are 
assessing the impacts of the Service's defined as favorable impacts of a 
proposed regulations using this baseline rulemaking that are typically unrelated, 
approach is appropriate in the context or secondary, to the statutory purpose 
of critical habitat designations. (Le.• direct benefits) of the rulemaking. 

In order to address the divergent In the context of critical habitat. tlle 
opinions of the courts and provide the primary purpose of the rulemaking (i.e., 
most complete information to decision- the direct benefit) is the potential to 
makers, the economic analysis reports
both: (a) The baseline impacts of SBKR enhance conservation of the species., 
conservation from protections afforded The published economics literature bas 

documented that social welfare benefits 
the species absent critical habitat can result from the conservation of 
designation; and (b) the estimated 
incremental impacts precipitated endangered and threatened species. In 
specifically by the designation of critical its guidance for implementing Executive 
habitat for the species. Summed, these Order 12866. OMB acknowledges that it 
two types of impacts comprise the fully may not be feasible to monetize, or even 
co-extensive impacts of San Bernardino quantify, the benefits of environmental 
kangaroo rat conservation in areas regulations due to either an absence of 
considered for critical habitat defensible. relevant studies or a lack of 
designation. resources on the implementing agency's 

Incremental effects of critical habitat part to conduct new research. Rather 
designation are determined using the than rely on economic measures, the 
Service's December 9. 2004. interim Service believes that direct benefits of 
guidance on "Application of the the proposed rule are best expressed in 
'Destruction or Adverse Modification' biological terms that can be weighed 
Standard Under Section 7(a)(2) of the against the expected cost impacts of the 
Endangered Species Act" and rulemaking. 
information regarding what potential Critis;a.l,.ftetbitllt-tleai~~ 
consultations and project modifications gen e ancillary hanefi . Criti 
may potentially occur as a result of hab!ij'taCiWis:iJ'~~~~wiiiii:!i[ 
critical habitat designation over and '${. &pecies specifically by protecting th.c 
above those associated with the listing:'T ~~8IH e1em 8llts gil which 
In Gifford Pinchot Task Force v. United the s.pecies depends. To this end, 
States Fish and Wildlife Service, the critical habitat designation can result in 
Ninth Circuit invalidated the Service's maintenance of particuler 
regulation defining destruction or environmental conditions that may 
adverse modification of critical habitat. generate other social benefits aside from 
and the Service no longer relies on this the preservation of the species. That is, 
regulatory definition when analyzing management actions undertaken to 
whether an action is likely to destroy or conserve a species or habitat may have 
adversely modify critical habitat. Under coincidental, itive social welfare 
the statutory provisions of the Act. the implications e. ., mcreas recreati@!!l 
Service determines destruction or -- ~!;'~ige; in a l!!B on). Al ou not 
1(dWirse mOdification oil th~ basis of urpose of critical habitat, 
whether ~.. implem~tation of the ancillary benefits may result in gains in 

~ ro osed FeOerD:t-at:ttOn, the liHectea employment, output, or income that 
)f( criti wou remain ctional may offset the direct, negative impacts 

to serve its intend conserva on ro e to a region's economy resulting from 
res les. etaile escription 0 actions to conserve a species or its 

the meth 0 ogy used to define baseline habitat. 

It is often difficult to evaluate the 
ancillary benefits of critical habitat 
designation. To the extent that ancillary 
benefits of the rulemaking may be 
captured by the market through an 
identifiable shift in resource allocation, 
they are factored into the overall 
economic impact assessment in this 
report. For example. if habitat preserves 
are created to protect a species, the 
value of existing residential property 
adjacant to those preserves may 
increase, resulting in a measurable 
positive impact. Where data are 
available, this analysis attempts to 
capture the net economic impact (i.e., 
the increased regulatory burden less any 
discemable offsetting market gains), of 
species conservation efforts imposed on 
regulated entities and the regional 
economy. 

Comment 39: One commenter 
expressed concern that the economic 
analysis relies too heavily on economic 
modeling to predict the impacts of the 
proposed rule on development. The 
economic analysis does not account for 
local factors. such as the presence of 
floodplains in San Bernardino kangaroo 
rat habitat and a slow housing market, 
which will depress development 
regardless of the critical habitat 
designation. In particular, othe:~ 
l~ws and flood insurance po1Fcles, S ~e 
law, an~~~e:Fmrles . ~ fu4i= __)~menf m .
t1Q p . • 

Our Response: As described in 
Appendix D. Section D.2 of the DEA, 
the analysis relies on growth projection 
data provided by the Southern 
California Association of Governments 
(SCAG), which is widely regarded as the 
most reliable and up-to-date source of 
this information. 

Section 3.3.3.2 of the DEA describes 
the geographic scope of the analysis of 
impacts on development. The analysis 
considers the impacts on projected 
development in all privately owned, 
unprotected lands within the 81'88 
proposed for final critical habitat 
designation. When projecting growth 
within the area of proposed critical 
habitat, flood plains were removed from 
the area of the analysis for the reasons 
expressed by the commenter. However. 
porti9~t!t~.e.roposed critical~hlta1 
are located in areas<nnstdll6ftliji . I . 
~dari.es. Tbe area pf ,/ "-
p~ed critical habitat inclu<!.es 
up~~,:::~~ow:!y!!!&~tIil!!~not 
in the floodplain. 

Comment 40: 'One commenter argues 
that there is no basis or evidence that 
the costs of protecting the San 
Bernardino kangaroo rat will increase to 
$10.6 million per year. 
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Our Response: As shown in Table 
ES-1 of the OEA, the baseline cost of 
protecting the San Bernardino kangaroo 
rat and its habitat is projected to be 
$15.2 million on an annualized basis. 
Additionally, incremental costs 
attributable to the deSignation of critical 
habitat are predicted to total $4.3 
million on an annualized basis. It is 
unclear haw the commenter's estimate 
of $10.6 million per year was obtained. 
As discussed on pages 2-3 and 2-7 of 
the OEA, the baseline costs are driven 
by foregone revenues to Eastern 
Municipal Water District of scaling back 
the Hemet/San Jacinto Recharge and 
Recovery Program by 30,000 acre feet 
per year. The costs associated with these 
activities are based on information 
provided by the DiMctor of Eoginooring 
at Eastern Municipal Water District. The 
impacts of scaling back. the groundwater 
recharge program will occur in the 
future; no comparable reduction in 
groundwater recharge occurred in the 
past. Therefore, future annual costs of 
protecting the San Bernardino kangaroo 
rat are expected to be higher than in the 
past. 

Comment 41: One commenter states 
that the OEA grossly inflates 
administrative and project modification 
costs, and cites as an example an 
estimate on page 45 of the OEA that the 
Bureau of Land Management (BLM) will 
spend $200.000 per year to install signs 
and enforce existing closures 
prohibiting off-road vehicle use on BLM 
lands. Furthennore, the commenter 
states that if incurred, these costs 
should not be attributed to the San 
Bernardino kangaroo rat. Finally, the 
commenter asserts that purchasing 
signage will have a positive regional 
effect on the economy that should off
set the costs. 

Our Response: The source of the 
commenter's example is unclear. The 
OEA does not have a page 45 or Section 
4-5, nor does it estimate the costs of 
signage. To address the overall concern 
expressed in the comment, the OEA 
analyzes how entities will alter their 
behavior to conserve the San Bernardino 
kangaroo rat. If an agency will 
undertake a conservation measure for 
the benefit of the San Bernardino 
kangaroo rat, then the cost of that action 
is considered attributable to the San 
Bernardino kangaroo rat. Allocating 
economic resources to the conservation 
measure and away from other activities 
represents an opportunity cost. 
Conservation measures may have 
positive distributional effects; however, 
paying for the conservation measure 
essentially transfers resources away 
from other entities that would have 
incurred the distributional gains. 

Comment 42: One commenter stated 
that the OEA does not address any of the 
economic benefits of the designation of 
critical habitat. 

Our Response: See our response to 
comment 38 above. 

Comment 43: One commenter was: 
concerned that the OEA does not 
analyze the economic impacts of the 
lands the Service added to the critical 
habitat designation. 

Our Response: The Addendum to the 
Economic Analysis of Critical Habitat 
Designation for San Bernardino 
Kangaroo Rat, which analyzes the 
additional lands proposed for critical 
habitat designation, was made available 
to the public for review and comment 
on July 29, 2008. 

Comment 44: One commenter notlld 
that the housing projections in the DEA 
do not account for IJX: plans to develop 
5,800 houses in Unit 2. 

Our Response: We revised the 
development projections in the Final 
Economic Analysis (FEA) (see pages 2-
11 to 2-15 and pages 3-4 to 3-11 ofthe 
FEA) to account for IJX:'s planned 
development in Unit 2. 

Comment 45: Two commenters 
explained that the OEA significantly 
underestimates economic impacts in 
Unit 2 because it does not account for 
IJX:'s development plans. 

Our Response: We recalculated 
impacts in the FEA to account for U1C's 
home development projections. See 
pages 2-14 to 2-15 and pages 3-10 to 
3-11 of the FEA for the revised impacts 
in Unit 2. 

Comment 46: Two commenters 
pointed out that IJX: is intending to 
develop 647 acres ofits property that is 
mostly within upland San Bernardino 
kangaroo rat habitat. According to the 
commenter, designation of critical 
habitat on these 647 acres would place 
uncertainty over LDC's economic USI! 

and development potential. 
Our Response: The FEA includes aU 

costs associated with the impact of 
critical habitat on IJX:'s 647 acres (SI*, 

pages 2-14 and 3-10 of the FEA). The 
economic analysis accounts for lost land 
values, delay, and other costs related to 
regulatory uncertainty. 

Comment 47: One commenter argued 
that the OEA incorrectly assumes that 
there is no limitation on the stock of 
land available for mitigation purposes. 
The commen1er suggested that the OEA 
will need to either identify the location 
and amount of suitable San Bernardino 
kangaroo rat habitat that is available for 
use as future San Bernardino kangaroo 
rat habitat mitigation land or the 
analysis in the OEA will need to be 
revised to factor in the true effects of 
there being only a small and finite 

amount of suitable San Bernardino 
kangaroo rat habitat available fur use as 
mitigation land. 

Our Response: While we agree that 
only a finite amount of San Bernardino 
kangaroo rat habitat exists, there is 
sufficient evidence from conservation 
banks (see pages 2-11 to 2-12 of the 
FEA) that ample land exists within and 
outside of conservation banks to 
accommodate potential future 
compensation for impacts to the San 
Bernardino kangaroo rat and its habitat. 

Comment 48: One commenter 
asserted the OEA incorrectly estimates 
the per acre cost of San Bernardino 
kangaroo rat mitigation habitat The 
commenter cited evidence that the cost 
of mitigation land has gone up in the 
last ten years. The commenter reasoned 
that one can expect the cost of 
mitigation land to continue to rise in the 
future. 

Our Response: We consulted with 
local conservation bank owners and 
consultants familiar with the area to 
determine the likely future cost of 
conservation bank credits (see footnote 
56 in the OEA). We used the best 
available conservation bank prices to 
estimate the future costs of 
conservation. We confirmed these prices 
with conservation bank owners for the 
FEA (see page 2-12 of the FEA). 

Comment 49: A commenter stated that 
the evaluation of the economic cost of 
this proposed designation in the OEA is 
limited by defining the time period of 
the economic analysis as the next 22 
years. 

Our Response: As explained on page 
1-17 of the OEA, the economic analysis 
calculates impacts based on activities 
that are "reasonably foreseeable." The 
standard framework for economic 
analyses calculates impacts in a twenty 
year timeframe. Future impacts were 
calculated in the OEA through the year 
2030 to be consistent with Southern 
California Association of Governments 
projections. 

Comment 50: A commenter criticized 
the OEA for overvaluing the impacts of 
critical habitat. The commenter asserts 
that all of the costs would be required 
even if critical habitat had not been 
designated because the San Bernardino 
kangaroo rat currently lives in those 
areas. 

Our Response: We disagree with the 
commenter's assertion that all potential 
costs would be required even without 
critical habitat. The IlEA quantifies the 
baseline impacts, defined as those 
future impacts that result from listing 
and other conservation efforts for the 
San Bernardino kangaroo rat. Baseline 
impacts include costs that would be 
required because the San Bernardino 
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kangaroo rat is found in the area. The 
DEA also quantifies incremental 
impacts, which are impacts that would 
not exist but for the designation of 
critical habitat. These costs occur above 
and beyond those associated with San 
Bernardino kangaroo rats living in the 
area. 

Comment 51: One commenter pointed 
to page 11 of the Draft Addendum to the 
Economic Analysis, stating that a 
proponent agency does not have the 
legal authority to determine if a project 
will adversely affect a federally 
endangered species or its habitat. The 
commenter noted that these 
determinations are required to have the 
Service's concurrence. 

Our Response: The commenter was 
concerned with the following passage 
on page 11 of the Draft Addendum: 
"(San Bernardino County Flood Control 
District (SBCFCD)) maintains in-house 
biologists who review all proposed 
projects to determine whether the 
project may affect the San Bernardino 
kangaroo rat or its habitat. San 
Bernardino County Flood Control 
District self-regulates by avoiding 
projects in critical habitat that the 
biologists determine may adversely 
affect the San Bernardino kangaroo rat 
or its habitat. If SBCFCD determines that 
the project is warranted despite the 
potential adverse effects to the San 
Bernardino kangaroo rat (e.g., if there is 
a potential for substantial flood 
damage), then SBCFCD will undertake 
the project and consult with the 
Service." 

As explained in this passage. SBCFCD 
avoids projects that it thinks may 
warrant consultation with the Service 
for impacts to the San Bernardino 
kangaroo rat or its habitat. San 
Bernardino County Flood Control 
District consults with the Service when 
it undertakes a project in an area 
occupied by San Bernardino kangaroo 
rats or within the San Bernardino 
kangaroo rat critical habitat boundaries. 
San Bernardino County Flood Control 
District does not determine ifa project 
will or will not adversely affect a 
federally endangered species or its 
habitat independently from the Service. 

Summary ofClumges From the zooz 
Critical Habitat Designation 

We stated in our April 23. 2002 rule 
that we designated "33,295 ac (13,485 
ha)" of critical habitat for the San 
Bernardino kangaroo rat. When 
corrected for summing, roundin , 

eSlgnation 

coun, . 
the changes in each unit between the 
2002 final critical habitat rule, the 2007 
revised proposed critical habitat rule. 
and this 2008 final revised critical 
habitat rule for the San Bernardino 
kangaroo rat (summarized in Table 1). 
Discrepancies in reported acreages 
between the 2002 designation and this 
final revision are due to refinements in 
our ability to more precisely calculate 
acreages. The entire final revised critical 
habitat designation {i.e., 7,779 ac (3,148 
hal) is contained within the area 
included in the 2002 final critical 
habitat designation. 

Our revised critical habitat 
designation is substantially smaller than 
the existing designation. Updated 
information that became available to us 
in the five years since the previous 
designation indicates that we 
erroneously designated some areas. 
Improved and updated biological 
information submitted to our office lmd 
gained during site visits in December 
2006 and January 2007 allowed us to: 
(1) Revise the criteria used to identil)r 
critical habitat and focus attention on 
core populations in undisturbed habitat 
with retained fluvial dynamics; (2) more 
specifically deflne and map areas 
supporting the physical or biological 
features for this subspecies; and (3) 
precisely ground-truth areas included in 
the 2002 critical habitat designation As 
described in detail below, our review of 
updated information led us to revise our 
criteria used to identify critical habitat 
(see "Criteria Used To Identify CritiGal 
Habitat" section) and resulted in om 
removal of several areas that were 
previously designated as we determined 
that these areas do not meet the 
definition of critical habitat. 

The 2000 proposed rule and the 2002 
critical habitat designation describe the 
geographical area occupied by the San 
Bernardino kangaroo rat at the time iit 
was listed in 1998, including the Santa 
Ana River, Lytle Creek, Cajon Creek, 
San Jacinto River, City Creek, Etiwanda 
fan and wash, Reche Canyon and South 
Bloomington. All units designated all 
critical habitat in 2002 (i.e., Santa Ana 
River, Lytle/Cajon/Cable creeks, San 
Jacinto RiverlBautista Creek, and 
Etiwanda fan) were considered 
occupied at the time of listing and 
designation. The background section of 
the 2002 critical habitat designation 
provides justification explaining how 
the original listing rule significantly 
underestimated the amount of area 
occupied by the subspecies at the time 
of listing and concludes that a minimum 
of 32.507 ac (as mathematically 

converted). or 13.155 ha. were occupied 
at the time of listing. The criteria 
utilized for the 2002 designation 
identified areas that supported few 
occurrence records for inclusion in the 
designation. We have now determined. 
based on the best currently available 
information, that such areas of low 
density occupation (or sporadic 
occupancy) are not likely to contribute 
to the long-term conservation of this 
subspecies as they do not support core 
populations, are not capable of 
supporting a core population in the near 
future, and they provide little protection 
against stochastic events. Areas that 
contain the physical and biological 
features that are essential to the 
conservation of this subspecies, 
identified as the subspecies' PCEs laid 
out in the appropriate quantity and 
spatial arrangement. are those areas 

capable o.~::!onQt san Be a l8 an 
providinK protection against stoc pc 
e~fore, some areas 
supporting low density or sporadic 
occupancy designated in 2002 were 
removed from this revised designation. 
Finally, we employed refined mapping 
techniques using updated aerial imagery 
in the current revision, which allowed 
us to more precisely map areas that 
contain PCEs. This refined approach 
allowed us to remove areas that do not 
meet the definition of critical habitat. 

The main differences in this revised 
designation compared to the 2002 
critical habitat designation include the 
following: 

(1) On the basis of our new analyses 
involving the factors described above, 
we determined that p~ons of the 2002 
(i.e.• existing) Unit 1 ( ta ADa River), 
Unit 2 (Lytle and Cajon Creeks), Unit 3 
(S,.an Jacinto River), and all of Unit 4 
(Etiwanda AllUVial Fan and Wash~ 
not contain PCEs in the appropriatE!. 
qyantjty ana spa!i81 arrangement 
essential to the conservation Of the San 
~o;:geroo 18~re, wearenmd big rhesu s in our 
revision to critical habitat. The 
following paragraphs provide unit by 
unit explanations why areas previously 
designated as critical habitat do not 
meet the definition of critical habitat for 
the San Bernardino kangaroo rat. , 

We removed approximately 4.658 ac 
(1.885 hal within Unit 1 (Santa Ana 
River) from our revision to critical 
habitat, largely because these areas do 
not contain the physical and biological 
features that are essential to the 
conservation of this subspecies. 
identified as the subspecies' PCEs laid 
out in the appropriate quantity and 
spatial arrangement. Below we describe 
the six general areas removed and the 
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habitat status in those areas. Occurrence northeast of the main Lytle/Cajon Crook the conservation of the San Bernardino 
data from these six areas indicate that unit (labeled as Unit 2 B in the 2002 kangaroo rat. First, portions of Bautista 
none of these areas currently support or critical habitat rule) contains habitat Creek and the downstream reach of the 
are capable of supporting core that is degraded and this area is largely San Jacinto River are largely 
populations in the near future. The unoccupied. Second. the southernmost £!Mumelized and do not contain the 
inability to support a core population portion of Lytle Creek contains habitat PCEs or provide suitable habitat for the 
further underscores the habitat data that is degraded through surface mining San Bernardino kangaroo rat. Second. 
indicating that these areas do not and flood oontrol structures. making we included in the 2002 critical habitat 
contain the physical and biological this area unsuitable for the subspecies. designation the downstream portion of 
features that are essential to the Third. the upper reaches of both Lytle the San Jacinto River (downstream of 
conservation of the San Bernardino and Cajon Creeks contain large rocky State Route 79) because we believed the 
kangaroo rat. First. areas along Mill substrates that do not provide habitat for area contained essential physical and 
Creek. especially to the north. do not this subspecies and we have no recent biological features that would reduce 
provide suitable habitat for this occurrence data for these upstream risks to the subspecies from stochastic 
subspecies. Second. a flood control areas. Fourth. portions of habitat along events. Based on our evaluation of the 
levee south of Mill Creek cut off habitat the Lytle Creek arm are degraded from best scientific information currently 
from fluvial processes. which resulted sand and gravel mining operations and available. we no longer consider this 
in overgrown vegetation and water associatad infrastructure. Fifth, after area to meet the definition of critical 
retention basins that are unsuitable fonnal consultation with the Service habitat because site visits have revealed 
habitat conditions for the subspecies. was oompleted. approximately 670 ac that this channelized section of the San 
Third. the stretch of the Santa Ana River (271 hal within the 2002 critical habitat Jacinto River ttJeess :MUVl81 and more 
below Seven Oaks Dam and areas to the designation that is north ofLytle Creek riparian in DB ,an thus is unl~ly 
north and west of a large barrow pit are and east of 1-15 is currently under to riiduce th8 riibUUm fiOciiiiStic 
cut off from fluvial processes and water development for !he L~e Creek North ~~ : contaitu: 
retention basins have been constructed development project. Sixth. a\arge =-~~o_ cal rea_ 
in the area. Fourth. a large area within expanse of a remnant flood plain south iii~e conservation of this 
the 2002 critical habitat designation of Lytle Creek and 1-15 and west of su es. Jilid. the channelized areas 
near Plunge Creek extending south and Riverside Avenue is partially developed ofesan Jacinto River and Bautista 
west to the confluence of City Creek and does not contain the PCEs for the Creek prevent connectivity with the 
with the Santa Ana River is degraded subspecies. It was suggested in the 2002 ~ore popUIation in the San Jacinto wash. 
due to mining operations. flood control critical habitat designation that this area, ~ourth. at the time of the 2002 critical \..r 
structures (and the subsequent loss of could provide connectivity with the habitat rule. we believed that Tribal "f1' 
fluvial influence necessary to maintain Etiwanda fan; however. this area is void lands in Unit 3 were occupied, despite I _G. 
habitat), and water retention basins. of fluvial influence. does not support a a lack of occurrence data for these areas>(' ~ 
Fifth. the habitat downstream of core population. and is cut off from ~e beHuved Ibis heal'liSii the Tribal . \ (l ~ 
Tippecanoe Avenue Bridge is heavily Lytle Creek and the Etiwanda fan by lands were continuous with adjacent ~ 
channelized with steep banks inhibiting extensive roadways. Therefore, we areas of habitat in the San Jacinto River \.-6-
the use of upland habitat; we do not believe that demographic or genetic known to be occupied; however. we still 
have data indicating that this area is connectivity through the remnant flood to not ha.,Dl QCcnrmpce data or babi~ 
occupied. Sixth. there are also a number plain south of Lytle Creek is unlikely. oondition data for the two tributaries on 
of smaller areas of degraded habitat Because these areas do not contain the ~d nOrth of the San Jacinto 
around the periphery of the 2002 critical physical and biological features that are w are not designating critical 
habitat designation that are not included essential to the conservation of this habitat on Tribal lands in this revised 
in this revision to critical habitat subspecies. we are not including them critical habitat designation (see 
because these areas do not contain the in the revision to critical habitat. "Govemment-to-Government.~ 
physical and biological features A portion of a separate parcel Relationship with Tribes" sectionLJ 
essential to the conservation of this designated in 2002 as part of Unit 2 is Fifth. in the eastern most (upstream)

bs . now designated as Unit 4 (Cable Creek portion of the San Jacinto River that was 
su pec18S.. Wash) in this revised critical habitat designated as critical habitat in 2002. 

We remov~ ~ppro:rnnately 9.284 ac designation (see Table 1 and the Unit we do not have occurrence data to 
(3.!57 hal Wlthm Umt 2 (Lrt~e and Descriptions section). . indicate that the area is occupied or 
~J,?n Cree~) from our reviSIOn to r We removed applOXlDl8tely 4.757 ac supports a core population of San 
cntical habltat. ~ely beca~e these (1.925 hal within Unit 3 (San Jacinto Bernardino kangaroo rats. Based on the 
~~o not contam the physlcal.and Riv~) from our revision to critical best scientific information currently 
blOlDglcal fea~ tha~ are essen.tial to habitat. largely because these areas do available, we no longer believe these 
the conservatio~ of thiS ~ubspec1es. not contain the physical and biological areas contain the physical and 
Below we descnbe th.e SlX gene~al areas features ~t are e~sential to !he biological features that are essential to 
removed and the habitat status m ~ose conserva?on of this subspecres. Below the conservation of this subspecies, and 
areas. Occurrence data from these SlX we descnbe the five general areas are not including them in the revision 
areas indicate that none of these areas removed and the habitat status in those to critical habitat. 
currently support or are capable of areas. Occurrence data from these five A portion of a separate parcel 
supporting core populations in the near areas also indicate that none of thesEI designated as part of Unit 3 in 2002 is 
future. The inability to support a core areas currently support or are capable of now designated as Unit 5 (Bautista 
population further underscores the supporting core populations in the near Creek) in this revised critical habitat 
habitat data indicating that these areas future. The inability to support a core designation (see Table 1 and the "Unit 
do not contain the pbysical and population further underscores the Descriptions" section). 
biological features that are essential to babitat data indicating that these areas We removed approximately 4.820 ae 
the conservation of the San Bernardino do not contain the physical and (1.951 hal within Unit 4 (Etiwanda 
kangaroo rat. First. one separate parcel biological features that are essential to Alluvial Fan and Wash) from our 
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revision to critical habitat, largely 
because these areas do not contain the 
physical and biological features that are 
essential to the conservation of this 
subspecies. In the 2002 critical habitat 
rule, we stated that the Etiwanda fan 
was likely occupied by a small remnant 
population of the subspecies, but urban 
development and existing and proposed 
flood control structures will preclude 
the occurrence of future natural fluvial 
processes in portions of the unit. 
Additionally, we stated that despite 
these conditions, the San Bernardino 
kangaroo rat persists in some areas of 
the unit. Since the 2002 critical habitat 
designation, flood control structures and 
urban development have continued to 
alter the natural flood regime of this 
alluvial fan resulting in poor habitat 
conditions. Occurrence data from these 
areas also indicates that none of these 
areas currently support or are capable 0 

supporting core populations in the near 
future. The inability to support a core 
population further underscores the 
habitat data indicating that these areas 
do not contain the physical and 

biological features that are essential to (habitat from this revised critical habitat 
the conservation of the San Bernardino designation, nor did it result in the 
kangaroo rat. Furthermore. site visits identification of areas outside the 2002 
confinned that occupied areas within designation that meet the definition of 
this unit do not contain the FeEs in the critical habitat. 
appropriate quantity and spa~ (3) In the 2002 critical habitat 
~entn~ to s.~ a (:ore mapping process, we used aerial 
population of~~ SU~pecles mto the photography at a scale of 1:24,000 and 
future. Conn~~ty ":lth ~e nearest 2001 digital orthophotography. In the 
core population m Urnt 2 IS precluded process of mapping and delineating 
by development and roa.dways. B~use boundaries for this revised critical 
these ~ do not contain the physl~ habitat designation we used USDA 
and bIOlogIcal ~tures ~t are ~ntial NAIP 2005. 1 meter True Color Aerial 
to the co~ati~ of this ~ubspecles, Photography, This updated aerial 
we are not mcluding them m the . all I

" t 'ti'cal hab'tat. Imagery owed us to more accurate y
reVISIOn 0 crI I d . I d r bo dari f

(2) We re-evaluated and revised the BD: ,precISe. Y e meata un es 0 

PCEs as needed in light of applicable crItical habItat. 
case law and current Service guidelines (4) In addition to the areas that we 
and policies. We revised the PCEs to removed from the 2002 designation in 
provide more specificity with regard to this final revision to critical habitat, we 
the location of and necessity for suitable also excluded approximately 2.917 ac 
soil types. vegetative habitat, and 11.180 hal under section 4(b}(2) of the 
upland areas related to the biological Act (see "Summary of Changes From the 
needs of the subspecies, We also 2007 Proposed Rule To Revise Critical 
included a range of the preferred Habitat" and "Exclusions Under Sectiqp 
percentage ofvegetative cover. We note 4(b)(2) of the Act" sections of this final' 
that revisions to the PCEs alone did not rule for detailed discussion of the 
result in the removal of existing critical exclusions}. 

TABLE 1-CtiANGES BETwEEN THE APRIL 23,2002, CRITICAL HABITAT DESIGNATION, THE JUNE 19,2007, PROPOSED 
DESIGNATION, AND THIS FINAL REVISED DESIGNATION 

2007 proposed revi-
Critical habitat unit in Area identification 2002 ::Jr:1icJn of sian 10 !he critical 2006 final revised 

this final rule County used in this rule critical t (67 FR habitat =:1icJn critical habitat des-
19812) and ac {hal (72 FA ) and ignation and ac (ha) 

ac (ha) 

,. Santa Ana River San BernardIno ......... Plunge Creek ............ All 3 areas included SmaI section pro- All 3 areas included 
Wash. in UnIt 1; 8,93,.1; ac posad as part of as Unit 1; 3,258 ac 

(3,616 hal. Unit 1; 3,623 ac (1.318 hal. 
(1.466 ha)3. 

Mill Creek .................. ditto ........................... Considered not to be ditto. 
essential; not pro-
posad3. 

Santa Ana River and ditto ........................... Included as part of ditto. 
City Creek. Unit 1; 3,623 ac 

(1,466 hal. 
2. LytlelCajon Creek San Bernardino ......... Lytle Creek and Both areas included Included as part of Included as Unit 2; 

Wash. Cajon Creek. in Unit 2; 13,970 ac Unit 2; 4,686 ac 3,421 ac (1.384 
(5,653 hal. (1,896 hal. hal 

Cable Creek .............. ditto ........................... Considered not to be Included as Unit 4; 
essential; not pro- 483 ac (195 hal. 

--'" posad3. 
3. San Jacinto Riv Riverside ................... San Jacinto River ..... Both areas included Included as Unit 3; Included as Unit 3; 

Wash. in Unit 3; 5,565 ac 769 ac (311 hal. 506 ac (205 hal. 
(2.252 hal. 

Bautista Creek .......... ditto ........................... Considered not to be Included as Unit 5; 
essential; not pro- 111 ac (45 hal. 
posad3. 

4. Cable Creek Wash San Bernardino ......... Cable Creek .............. Included as part of Considered not to be Included as Unit 4; 
UnIt 2; 13,970 Be essential; not pro- 483 ac (195 hal. 
(5.653 hal. POseIP. 

5. Bautista Creek ....... Riverside ................... Bautista Creek .......... Included as part of Considered not to be Included as Unit 5; 
Unit 3; 769 ac (311 essential; not plO- 111 ac (45 hal. 
hal. posad3. 

Etiwanda Alluvial Fan I San Bernardino ......... Etiwanda AlluvIal Fan Unit 4; 4.820 ac Considered not to be Determined not to be 
(1,950 hal. essential; not pro- essential. 

posad. 
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TABLE 1-CHANGES BETwEEN THE APRIL 23, 2002, CRrneAL HABITAT DESIGNATION, THE JUNE 19, 2007, PROPOSED 
DESIGNATION, AND THIS FINAL REVISED DESIGNATION-Continued 

2007 proposed revi-
Critical habitat unit in Area IdentIfica1Ion 2002~of &ion to the aiIicaI 2008 final revised 

County criIIcaI habitat (67 FA habitat =:tion criIIcaI habitat des-this final rule used In this rule 19812) and ac (ha) (72FR land ignation and ac (hal 
ac (ha) 

Totals .................. 33,291 ac 2 (13,472 9,078 ac (3,674 hal .. 7,779 ac (3,148 hal. 
hal· 

1The Etiwanda Alluvial Fan was considerad Unit 4 in the 2002 final critical habitat rule (67 FA 19812); however, the Cable Creek Wash is now 
consideI8d Unit 4 in this final revised critical habitat rule. 

2The 2002 rule illCOlTecIIy stated that "33,295 (13,474 ha)" were designated. 
3These areas were added to proposed critical habitat in the April 16. ~. NOA (73 FA 2(581). 

Summary ofChaoges From the z007 
Proposed Rule To Revise Critical 
Habitat 

The areas identified in this final 
revised rule also constitute a revision of 
the areas we proposed to designate as 
critical habitat for the San Bernardino 
kangaroo rat on June 19, 2007 (72 FR 
33808). In light of substantial public 
comments and a revision of our criteria 
used to identify critical habitat, we 
reevaluated and included in this final 
rule four areas that were not included in 
the 2007 proposed rule. These areas 
(described below) include Mill Creek 
and Plunge Creek in Unit 1. and Cable 
Creek and Bautista Creek in Units 4 and 
5. These additions to proposed critical 
habitat were announced in the April 16, 
2008, NOA (73 FR 20581). The 
reduction in total area from the 2007 
proposed critical habitat designation is 
primarily the result of exclusions of 
habitat under section 4(b)(2) of the Act 
(described below). The main differences 
between the 2007 proposed critical 
habitat rule and this final rule include 
the following: 

(1) During the first and second 
comment periods for the proposed rule. 
we received significant comments from 
the public, including biologists familiar 
with the San Bernardino kangaroo rat. 
which led us to reevaluate and revise 
our criteria used to identify critical 
habitat. Please see the "Changes to 
Proposed Revised Critical Habitat" 
section of the April 16. 2008, NOA (73 
FR 20581), and the "Criteria Used To 
Identify Critical Habitat" section of this 
final rule for more information on our 
revised criteria. 

(2) During the first and second 
comment periods for the proposed rule, 
we received significant comments from 
the public, including biologists familiar 
with the San Bernardino kangaroo rat. 
on areas essential to the subspecies that 
should be included in the designation. 
As a result of these comments. new 
information received. and revision of 
the criteria used to identify critical 

habitat. we reevaluated the following 
areas: Mill Creek, PI~e Creek 
(including areas providmg habitat 
connection between the Plunge Creek 
wash and Santa Ana River wash), Cable 
Creek wash, and Bautista Creek. All of 
these areas are were designated as 
critical habitat for the San Bernardino 
kangaroo rat in 2002 (see 50 CFR 
17.95{a); 67 FR 19812, April 23. 2002); 
however, we did not propose these areas 
as critical habitat in the June 19, 2007. 
proposed revision to critical habitat (72 
FR 33808). Below we describe each area 
we reevaluated, explain why we did not 
include the area in the 2007 proposed 
rule, and explain why we are including 
these areas in the final revised 
designation of critical habitat. 

MillCreek 

Mill Creek flows into and joins the 
Santa Ana River wash (Unit 1) in the 
eastern side of the unit. We did not 
include the Mill Creek area in the 2007 
proposed rule (72 FR 33808), although 
we indicated that it was considered 
important to the subspecies by 
contributing fluvial dynamics to the 
Santa Ana River wash. At the time of 
the proposed revised rule, we had 
limited survey data to indicate Mill 
Creek was occupied by the San 
Bernardino kangaroo rat. Furthermore. 
we determined this area contained large 
expanses of unsuitable habitat. As such. 
we did not include the majority of 10 wer 
Mill Creek in the June 19, 2007, 
proposed revision to critical habitat. 

During the public comment period. 
we received a number of comments 
highlighting the importance of Mill 
Creek as an area not only occupied by 
the San Bernardino kangaroo rat 
connected to and contiguous with thl) 
core population in the Santa Ana wash, 
but also indicating that the area cont.'1ins 
the physical and biological features 
essential to the conservation of this 
subspecies. Upon receiving comments 
from the public about Mill Creek. we 
reevaluated our data in this area. 
Evidence of extensive burrowing 

activity observed by Service biologists 
indicetes this area is occupied by 
kangaroo rats. and live-trapping 
confirms that Mill Creek is occupied by 
the San Bernardino kangaroo rat 
subspecies. Based on this information, 
we determined that the reach of Mill 
Creek occupied by the San Bernardino 
kangaroo rat to its confluence with the 
Santa Ana River is important to the 
recovery of the subspecies because it is 
the only large stretch of contiguous. 
occupied habitat for the San Bernardino 
kangaroo rat within Unit 1 that is not 
fragmented by development (e.g., roads. 
aggregate mining pits). Further. we 
confirmed that habitat at Mill Creek is 
connected to and contiguous with 
habitat supporting the core population 
in Unit 1. and therefore. San Bernardino 
kangaroo rats inhabiting Mill Creek are 
part of the Santa Ana River wash core 
population. 

We also received comments about the 
importance of Mill Creek as a source of 
sediment through natural fluvial 
dynamics to the majority of the Santa 
Ana River wash (Unit 1). Existing 
infrastructure (e.g.• levees. culverts, 
concrete-lined channels, bridge 
abutments and other fill) affects the 
function of the Santa Ana River and its 
tributaries within the historical and 
current range of this subspecies. As a 
result, the historical floodplain 
dynamics within the upper Santa Ana 
River watershed are permanently altered 
(MEG 2000, pp. 175-176). Periodic 
flooding provides natural scour and 
sediment deposition. decreases 
vegetation density and cover. and 
naturally maintains the alluvial sage 
scrub that SupDO~ this subSpecies. Mill 
creek 18 the oIliiremaining source of 
alluvial sediments remaining within 
Unit 1 that has not been Significantly 
altered by flood control structures. 
water diversions, or other activities. 
Although the Santa Ana River is incised 
just downstream from its confluence 
with Mill Creek. floodplain elevations 
downstream (e.g.• downstream of Opal 
Street in Mentone) allow overbank scour 
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and sediment deposition during even 
small- to moderate-intensity storms. The 
periodic deposition of sediments from 
Mill Creek helps to naturally maintain 
the soil and alluvial fan sage scrub (i.e., 
the PCEs upon which the survival and 
recovery of the San Bernardino 
kangaroo rat in Unit 1 depend) within 
critical habitat along the Santa Ana 
River as suitable habitat to support the 
core population of San Bernardino 
kangaroo rats within this unit. We 
determined that this area of Mill Creek 
meets the definition of critical habitat, 
and we are including 388 ac (157 hal of 
Mill Creek in the final revision to 
critical habitat for Unit 1. 

Plunge Creek 

Plunge Creek is located north of the 
main stem of the Santa Ana River in 
Unit 1 and is largely isolated from the 
core population of San Bernardino 
kangaroo rats in the wash by sand and 
gravel mining operations. A portion of 
Plunge Creek was included in the June 
19,2007, proposed revision to critical 
habitat, but no critical habitat 
connection existed between this area of 
Plunge Creek and other portions of 
proposed Unit 1. 

We did not propose revised critical 
habitat connecting Plunge Creek to other 
critical habitat areas in proposed Unit 1 
because, although lands in this area are 
managed by the Bureau of Land 
Management (BLM), the BLM is 
considering the revision of their South 
Coast Resource Management Plan and 
an exchange of land within their 
existing Area of Critical Environmental 
Concern (AGEe) for lands that are 
privately owned within the Santa Ana 
River wash. Should this exchange occur, 
we anticipate that the Upper Santa Ana 
River Habitat Conservation Plan (USAR 
HCP. also known as "Plan B") would be 
proposed. The land exchange would 
occur to facilitate aggregate mining, 
water conservation, roadway 
improvements. and other activities in 
areas that are now within the AGEe. 
while other. less-disturbed habitat areas 
for the San Bernardino kangaroo rat 
would be conserved through the 
implementation of the USAR HCP. 

Although we have been working with 
the BLM and associated stakeholders on 
the land exchange for many years, we 
have not yet been asked by the BLM to 
formally consult on this action. 
However, during collaboration with the 
BLM and stakeholders in the USAR 
HCP, we agreed upon a potential future 
mining boundary. Our June 19, 2007, 
proposed revision to critical habitat did 
not include any areas identified in this 
collaboration as areas where future 
mining may occur. 

We received significant comment 
from the public highlighting the 
importance of Plunge Creek to the 
conservation of the San Bernardino 
kangaroo rat. Commenters were 
concerned that the proposed revision to 
critical habitat around Plunge Creek 
(which is north of existing and proposed 
mining pits) did not connect to critkal 
habitat in the Santa Ana River main&1em 
south of these pits. Plunge Creek is 
extensively modified upstream of 
Green.spot Road by levees and the bridge 
crossing the creek on Greenspot Road, 
and the creek at Orange Street is 
completely channelized and diverted 
from its historical connection with the 
Santa Ana River. However, significant 
sediment depollition occurs 
immediately downstream of the 
Greenspot Road bridge and provides for 
habitat renewal in portions of the 
adjacent WSPA and the reach ofPluoge 
Creek from Greenspot Road to its 
diversion at Orange Street. This area of 
relatively undisturbed alluvial scrub is 
occupied by the San Bernardino 
kangaroo rat. Commenters, including 
biologists familiar with the San 
Bernardino kangaroo rat. stated that it is 
important for the persistence of the 
subspecies in Unit 1 that the 
demographic and genetic connectivity 
of populations in Plunge Creek and the 
Santa Ana wash be conserved. 

Based on information received and 
additional analysis of our own data. we 
determined that the population of Slm 
Bernardino kangaroo rats in Plunge 
Creek is at risk of local extirpation 
without a habitat connection in Unit 1 
to provide for demographic and geDfltic 
exchange between San Bernardino 
kangaroo rats in Plunge Creek and the 
Santa Ana River main stem area. We are 
including approximately 265 ac (107 hal 
of occupied habitat in the final revision 
to critical habitat for Unit 1. This 
additional area, which contains the 
physical and biological features 
essential to the conservation of the 
subspecies. provides connectivity 
between Plunge Creek and the core 
population in the Santa Ana River wash. 

Cable Creek Wash 

The Cable Creek wash is located 
northeast of the Lytle/Cajon Creek wash 
(within current Unit 2) on the opposite 
side of Interstate 215 (1-215). This wash. 
although occupied, is isolated from 
proposed Unit 2 by 1-215. flood control 
structures, and other development. 
Cable Creek is channelized where it 
approaches the freeway. The concrete 
channel eventually crosses underneath 
1-215 to flow into the Lytle/Cajon wash. 
but the channel precludes the 
movement of individual San Bernardino 

kangaroo rats between these areas. 
Hence, any genetic or demographic 
connection between San Bernardino 
kangaroo rats in Cable Creek wash and 
the Lytle/Cajon wash is likely minimal 
to non-existent. We did not propose 
Cable Creek wash in the June 19.2007, 
proposed revision to critical habitat 
because of the disconnect between this 
population at Cable Creek and the larger 
population of San Bernardino kangaroo 
rats at Lytle/Cajon Creek. 

During the comment periods for the 
San Bernardino kangaroo rat proposed 
critical habitat revision, we received 
significant comment from the public 
abont Cable Creek wash. Commenters 
stated that this wash contains essential 
physical and biological features, retains 
fluvial dynamics, and is one of the few 
areas of occupied San Bernardino 
kangaroo rat habitat within the 
remaining range of the subspecies. 
Further. this area appears large enough 
to support a population of San 
Bernardino kangaroo rats indefinitely, 
despite its disconnection from the core 
population in the Lytle/Cajon Creek 
wash. Based on information received 
and additional analysis of our own data. 
we determined that Cable Creek 
contains quality San Bernardino 
kangaroo rat habitat, and repeated 
positive survey results suggest this area 
supports a self-sustaining population of 
this subspecies. Additionally. we 
received comments suggesting this area 
could be important for the long-term 
conservation of this subspecies in the 
future if population levels in the core 
area of the Lytle/Cajon wash were to 
decrease due to catastrophic events. The 
demographic isolation of Cable Creek 
from Lytle/Cajon Creek occurred 
relatively recently on an evolutionary 
time scale. and therefore. we agree that 
the Cable Creek wash population could 
be utilized to augment recovery of the 
Lytle/Cajon wash population. Based on 
these comments, we revised our criteria 
identifying critical habitat to include 
areas disconnected from core 
population areas that may be important 
for the long-term conservation of the 
subspecies. We have determined that 
approximately 483 BC (195 hal of land 
in the Cable Creek wash contain the 
physical and biological features 
essential to the conservation of the 
subspecies. and we are designating this 
area in a new critical habitat Unit 4. 

Bautista Creek 

Bautista Creek drains into the San 
Jacinto River wash from the south, 
flowing into an area supporting the core 
population of San Bernardino kangaroo 
rats within the San Jacinto River 
(proposed Unit 3). Bautista Creek is 
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channelized approximately 2 miles (3.2 
kilometers) downstream of the San 
Bernardino National Forest boundary 
and now flows for several miles through 
a 4-sided concrete box channel to its 
confluence with the San Jacinto River. 
This steep-sided channel effectively 
isolates San Bernardino kangaroo rats in 
Bautista Creek from those in the San 
Jacinto River. Minimal genetic 
connectivity may exist between the 
Bautista Creek and San Jacinto River 
populations by way of highly disturbed, 
upland agricultural fields along the 
length of the concrete channel (if those 
agricultural areas are occupied at some 
low level by the subspecies). 
Demographic connectivity of the two 
populations through these highly 
disturbed agricultural areas is unlikely, 
although an occasional individual may 
survive being washed downstream 
through the channel during a high flow 
event. However, such an event is likely 
so rare it is considered relatively 
meaningless to the population in terms 
of demographic or genetic exchange 
between individual animals in Bautista 
Creek and the San Jacinto River. It is 
also unlikely that San Bernardino 
kangaroo rats could successfully migrate 
from the San Jacinto River upstream 
through the concrete channel to the 
Bautista Creek area. Based on this 
information. we did not include 
Bautista Creek in the June 19. 2007. 
proposed revision to critical habitat. 

unit (proposed Unit 3). The 
demographic isolation of Beutista Creek 
from the San Jacinto River occurred 
relatively recently on an evolutionary 
time scale. and therefore. we agree that 
the Bautista Creek population could be 
utilized to augment recovery of the San 
Jacinto River wash population. The 
comments we received also highlighted 
the importance of conserving the 
Bautista Creek area as it represents the 
southernmost extent of the range for the 
San Bernardino kangaroo rat. Based in 
part on these comments. we revised our 
criteria identifying critical habitat to 
include disconnected areas that may be 
important for the long-term 
conservation of the subspecies. We have 
determined that approximately 443 ac 
(179 hal of land in Bautista Creek 
contain the physical and biological 
features essential to the conservation of 
the subspecies, and we are designating 
this area in a new critical habitat Unit 
5. 

In total. we added approximately 
1.579 ac (639 hal of Federal and private 
land to the June 19. 2007. proposed 
revision to critical habitat for the San 
Bernardino kangaroo rat (Table 2) as 

We received significant comment 
during the public comment periods 
about the unchannelized reaches of 
Bautista Creek that were designated in 
the April 23. 2002. final rule as critical 
habitat (67 FR 19812). These comments 
focusedontheunim~edfluvial 
dynamics that maintain existing 
physical and biological features and 
occupancy by the San Bernardino 
kangaroo rat in this area. It was noted 
that given the extent and quality of 
habitat in this area. the population of 
San Bernardino kangaroo rats in 
Bautista Creek is likely self-sustaining 
in the long-term despite the lack of 
habitat connectivity with the San 
Jacinto River wash. We determined that 
the unchannelized portion of Bautista 
Creek is occupied as documented 
through live-trapping results. and that 
this area retains fluvial dynamics 
maintaining the physical and biological 
features required by the San Bernardino 
kangaroo rat. Additionally. we received 
comments suggesting the Bautista Creek 
population is important for the long
term conservation of the San Bernardino 
kangaroo rat. as it provides a safeguard 
against population declines and local 
extinction in the San Jacinto River wash 

described in the April 16. 2008. NOA. 
Of these 1,579 ac (639 hal. 
approximately 349 ac (141 hal are 
excluded from this final critical habitat 
designation under section 4(b}(2) of the 
Act based on benefits provided to the 
subspecies as a result of partnerships 
that include development of 
management plans discussed below.r: (3) In the 2007 proposed rule. we 
discussed an integrated water recharge 
and recovery program to be 
implemented by Eastern Municipal 
Water District at the confluence of the 
San Jacinto River and Bautista Creek 
within existing critical habitat Unit :~. 
The Service issued a biological opinion 
for this project on November 16, 2006 
(Service 2006, FWS-WRIV-4051.5) 
which found that the action did not 
adversely modify the currently 
designated critical habitat. The project 
would permanently impact 
approximately 39 ac (16 hal of habitat 
through the construction of well sites in 
upland habitat and groundwater 
recharge basins in the floodplain of the 
San Jacinto River. In the proposed rule 
we stated that we were not proposing 
these areas as revised critical habitat; it 
was anticipated that these areas would 
no longer contain the PCEs upon 
construction of the well sites and 
recharge basins. During the public 
comment periods, we received public 
comment indicating these areas contain 
the essential physical andbmtogtcat 
felJlures. Also, recent survey data has 
iiittit:atmi the current population of San 

Bernardino kangaroo rats in these areas 
is larger than previously believed. and M 
thmpiQjjic! Imra~ would exceed the ~ 
identified leve 0anticipated incidental 
~ PJ!CoJiStrilCUon trapp!ri8 
wi ~ site. FO!1D8l 
coliSUItatioiiWl the Service on the 
Eastern Municipal Water District project 
has been reinitiated. and construction 
within the project site luis ceased: -
Because these areas still contain the 
essential physical and biological 
features. we detarmined that the-198C) 
(16 hal Eastern Municipal Wate~ct 
project sltii Wlthjn U:Jt:t.:~ -
d8finition of critical . er. 
we are excludiDg these 3D ac (16 hal /1 
under section 4(b)(2) of the Act (see r L 
"Exclusions Under Section 4(b)(2) of the 0 

Act" section of this final rule for aw 
detailed discussion of this exclusion}. 

(4) We proposed lands covered e 
WSPA Management Plans for exclusion 
under section 4(b)(2) of the Act. We 
determined that the benefits of 
exclusion outweigh the benefits of 
inclusion on these lands; therefore, we 
excluded approximately 751 ac (304 hal 
of lands in Unit 1 covered by the WSPA 
Management Plans under section 4(b)(2) 
of the Act (see "Exclusions Under 
Section 4(b)(2) of the Act" section of 
this final rule for a detailed discussion 
of this exclusion}. 

(5) We proposed lands covered by the 
Former Norton Air Force Base CMP for 
exclusion under section 4(b)(2) of the 
Act. We determined that the benefits of 
exclusion outweigh the benefits of 
inclusion on these lands; therefore. we 
excluded approximately 267 ac (108 hal 
of lands in Unit 1 covered by the Former 
Norton Air Force Base eMP under 
section 4(b)(2) of the Act (see 
"Exclusions Under Section 4(b)(2) of the 
Act" section of this final rule for a 
detailed discussion of this exclusion). 

(6) We proposed lands covered by the 
Cajon Creek HCMA HEMP for exclusion 
under section 4(b}(2) of the Act. We 
reported in the proposed rule that there 
was an acreage discrepancy on the 
actual size of the Cajon Creek HCMA 
HEMP and we proposed to exclude 
approximately 1.271 ac (514 hal from 
the final revision to critical habitat. 
Following publication of the proposed 
rule. Vulcan Materials Co. (who 
manages the area) re-evaluated the 
original survey data for the Cajon Creek 
HCMA HEMP. and conducted 
additional surveys that demonstrate the 
Cajon Creek HCMA HEMP is 
approximately 1.265 ac (512 hal in size. 
We determined that the benefits of 
exclusion outweigh the benefits of 
inclusion on these lands; therefore. we 
have excluded approximately 1.265 ac 
(512 hal oflands in Unit 2 covered by 
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the Cajon Creek HCMA HEMP under 
section 4(b}(2} of the Act (see 
"Exclusions Undex Section 4(b)(2) of the 
Act" section of this final rule for a 

. detailed discussion of this exclusion). 

( 
(7) We proposed lands covered by the 

Western Riverside County MSHCP for 
exclusion under section 4(b)(2) of the 
Act. We determined that the benefits of 
exclusion outweigh the benefits of 
inclusion on these lands; therefore, we 
excluded approximately 595 ac (241 hal 
of private and permittee-owned Publici 
Quasi-Public lands in Unit 3 and Unit 
5 covered by the Western Riverside 
County MSHCP under section 4(b)(2) of 
the Act (see "Exclusions Under Section 
4(b)(2) of the Act" section of this final 
rule for a detailed discussion of this 
exclusion}. 

Taking into consideration the above 
additions to the 2007 proposed revision 
to the critical habitat designation, and 
exclusions under section 4(b)(2) of the 
Act, we are designating approximately 
7,779 ac (3,148 hal ofland in San 
Bernardino and Riverside Counties a:J 
critical habitat in this final rule. 

Critical Habitat 

Critical habitat is defined in section 3 
of the Act as: 

(1) The specific areas within the 
geographical area occupied by a species, 
at the time it is listed in accordance 
with the Act. on which are found those 
physical or biological features 

(a) Essential to the conservation of the 
species and 

(b) Which may require special 
management considerations or 
protection; and 

(2) specific areas outside the 
geographical area occupied by a species 
at the time it is listed. upon a 
determination that such areas are 
essential for the conservation of the 
species. 

Conservation. as defined under 
section 3 of the Act. means the use of 
all methods and procedures that are 
necessary to bring any endangered or 
threatened species to the point at which 
the measures provided under the Act 
are no longer necessary. Such methods 
and procedures include. but are not 
limited to, all activities associated with 
scientific resources management such as 
research. census. law enforcement. 
habitat acquisition and maintenance. 
propagation. live trapping. 
transplantation. and in the 
extraordinary case where population 
pressures within a given ecosystem 
cannot otherwise be relieved. may 
include regulated taking. 

t{: Critical habitat receives protection 
under section 7(a)(2) ofthe Act through 

__ the prohibition against Federal agencies 

carrying out. funding. or authorizing the with the use of the best scientific data 
destruction or adverse modification of available. to use primary and original 
i:tltlC!Illiibffiit. section 7(a}(2) of the Act sources of information as the basis for 
requires consultation on Federal actions recommendations to designate critical 
that may affect critical habitat The habitat. 
designation of critical habitat does not When we are determining which areas 
affect land ownership or establish a should be designated as critical habitat. 
refuge. wilderness. reserve. preserve. or our primary source of information is 
other conservation area. Such generally the information developed 
designation does not allow the during the listing process for the 
government or public to access private species. Additional information sources 
lands. Such designation does not may include the recovery plan for the 
require implementation of restoration, species. articles in peer-reviewed 
recovery, or enhancement measures by journals. conservation plans developed 
private landowners. Where a landowner by States and counties. scientific status 
requests Federal agency funding or surveys and studies. biological 
authorization for an action that may assessments, or other unpublished 
affect a listed species or critical habitat. materials and expert opinion or 
the consultation requirements of section personal knowledKe. 
7(a)(2) would apply. but even in the Habitat is often aynamic. and species 
event of a destruction or adverse may move from one area to another over 
modification finding, the landowner's time. Furthermore. we recognize that 
obligation is not to restore or recovm the designation of critical habitat may not 
species. but to implement reasonable 'tI include all of the habi~t areas that we 
and prudent alternatives to avoid ::r- may eventually determlDe are necessary 
destruction or adverse modification of for the recovery of the species. based on 
critical habitat. scientific data not now available to the 

For inclusion in a critical habitat Service. For these reasons. a critical 
designation. the habitat within the habitat designation does not signal that 
geographical area occupied by the habitat outside the designated area is 
species at the time of listing must unimportant or may not promote the 
contain the physical and biological recovery of the species. 
features that are essential to the J\reas,that S11~.rt jl!aulations. but 
conservation of the species. and be are outside the CrItica bltat 
included only if those features may designation. will continue to be subject 
require special management to conservation actions unplemented 
considerations or protection. Critical under Section 7(a)(1) of the Act. They 
habitat designations jdentify JQiJi.@- .are 8lSO snbj8Ct to the i'fIilUl8tor.y 
~nt known 1!§ins the best scientific protections afforded b section 9 of e 
~aV81Ia~e, habitat areas that Rrovide on a 2 '80 
essenffilI h cycle nOOds of the species stan ..-!-as etermine on the basis of 
lUi.. arnas on whiCh are found the PCEs me best available scientific information 
laid out in the appropriate quantity lind at the time of the agency action. 
spatial arrangement essential to the Federally funded or permitted projects 
conservation of ~e s~e~). Und~r th.e :mg:1lBt;i;;u:es.O!,:!:~ .L.-
Act. we can d~te Q'IticaJ baMal m __aLMi _abJt___lIDl.. ~ 

amgs outside the geographical area still result in wardy findings in ~J!le 
OCClmied b~ t&I s~the ~s cases. Similar y. critical habitat 
listelfas cruea! COriIywIienwe deSignations made on the basis of the 
det==~ose areas are esseI1ti' best available information at the time of 
fQr tlU;cnn;e;\llltion Q~ designation will not control the 

Section 4 of the Act t w direction and substance of future 
designate critical habitat on the basis of recovery plans, HCPs. or other species 
the best scientific and commercial data conservation planning efforts if 
available. Further. our Policy on information available at the time of 
Information Standards Under the these planning efforts calls for a 
Endangered Species Act (published in different outcome. 
the Federalllegister on July 1. 1994 (59 
FR 34271)). the Information Quality Act 
(section 515 of the Treasury and General 
Government Appropriations Act for 
Fiscal Year 2001 (Pub. L. 106-554; H.R. 
5658)). and our associated Information 
Quality Guidelines provide criteria. 
establish procedures. and provide 
guidance to ensure that our decisions 
are based on the best scientific data 
available. They require our biologists. to 
the extent consistent with the Act and 

Primary Constituent Elements (PCEs) 

In accordance with section 3(5)(A)(i) 
of the Act and the regulations at 50 CFR 
424.12. in determining which areas 
occupied by the species at the time of 
listing to designate as critical habitat. 
we consider those physical and 
biological features essential to the 
conservation of the species that may 
require special management 
considerations or protection. We 
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consider the physical and biological 
features to be the PCEs laid out in the 
appropriate quantity and spatial 
arrangement essential to the 
conservation of the species. The PCEs 
include, but are not limited to: 

(1) Space for individual and 
population growth and for normal 
behavior; 

(2) Food, water, air,light, minerals, or 
other nutritional or physiological 

uirements; 
(3) Cover or shelter; 

(4) Sites for breeding, reproduction, or 
rearing (or development) of offspring; 
and 

-.J. (5) Habitats that are protected from 
"p disturbance or are representative of the 

historical, geographical, and ecological 
distributions of a species. 

We derive the PCEs required for the 
San Bernerdino kangaroo rat from its 
biological needs as described below, in 
the proposed rule to revise critical 
habitat published in the Federal 
Resister on June 19, 2007 (72 FR 33808), 
and in the NOA published in the 
Federalltegister on April 16, 2008 (73 
FR 20581). Additional information can 
also be found in the final listing rule 
published in the Federalllegister on 
September 24, 1998 (63 FR 51005), and 
in the original final critical habitat rule 
published in the Federalltegister on 
April 23, 2002 (67 FR 19812). 

Bernardino kangaroo rat; however, their 
burrowing habits are similar to the 
Merriam's kangaroo rat (of which the 
San Bernardino kangaroo rat is a 
subspecies), which has been extensively 
studied Merriam's kangaroo rats have 
weak forelegs and are restricted to 
burrowing in soil that has not been 
compacted, such as alluvial deposits of 
sand or sandy loam (Price 2007, p. 2). 
As a result of limited digging ability., 
Merriam's kangaroo rats dig simple 
shallow burrow systems where they 
spend approximately 75 percent of their 
lives (Reynolds 1958. pp. 113 and 122). 
Burrows consist of one or two chambers 
averaging 6 inches in depth (Reynolds 
1960, p. 51). Kenagy (1973, p. 1207) 
observed that Merriam's kangaroo rats 
occupied one to three simple burrows 
depending on the season. Merriam's 
kangaroo rats do not have the ability to 
burrow into herd soils, and because of 
this, the highest numbers of kangaroo 
rats can be found on loose, sandy soils 
(Reynolds 1958, p. 113; Huey 1951, p. 
212). Light, textured soil that is 
favorable to burrowing is an important 
factor limiting the ranga of Merriam's 
kangaroo rats (Reynolds 1958, p. 114). 
Sandy loam soils are not too heavy to 
discourage digging, yet they are not light 
enough to facilitate tunnel cave-ins that 
can occur in other soil types (Reynolds 
1958, p. 113). For these reasons, sandy 

Space for Individual and Population loam soils found on alluvial fans and 
Growth and Normal Behavior maintained by alluvial processes are 

San Bernardino kangaroo rats are essential to the survival and normal 
typically found Q!l.alluvial fans, which behavior of tha San Bernardino 
~J8tjvely flat or gMtly sloping kangaroo rat. 
~ of 109l!e rock grave) aDd send Alluvial sage scrub habitat is 
d~Ad by.-a stream 88 it DQWS in!Q..a neces~orm41 tiellilVlor of the 
vallilLor upon a plain (McKernan 1993, San Be 0 k8Dgaroo rat bOC8use 
p. 1). This subspecies is also found on thiS plant commuruij' provides cover=. ~ ~ and food resources witlUii a:reas -:;;::~7i;;=~~ contamiiig swtibbl soils for burrowing. 
contajning appropriate physic.al and Alluvial sage scrub is considered a 
v;;tative chararterjstics (McKernan distinct and rare plant communi tl t 
193. p. I). These areas consist of~, omma at 
I • soils ouths of canyons along e coast 
(McKernan 1993, p. 1) that are side of the San Gabriel, San Bernardino, 
associated with alluvial processes (i.e., and San Jacinto Mountains and some 
the scour and deposition of clay, silt, smaller floodplain and riverine areas of 
sand. gravel, or similar material by southern California (Hanes et al. 1989. 
running water such as rivers and p. 187). Described as a variant of coastal 
streams; or debris flows). San sage scrub (Smith 1980, p. 135), alluvial 
Bemerdino kangaroo rats have a strong sage scrub is also referred to as alluvial 
preferanca for, and are more abundant scrub, Riversidean alluvial fan scrub, 
on. soils deposited by alluvial processes alluviaT18il sage scrub, cismontane 
(McKernan 1997, p. 36). These soils alluvial scruh. alluvial fan scrub, or 
allow San Bernardino kangaroo rats to Riversidean alluvial fan sage scrub. 
dig simple, shallow burrow systems for (-AIfuvial sage scrub occurs on two types 
shelter and rearing offspring, and of floodplain soils: Riverwash ~' 
surface pits for food storage that provide Association soils and Soboba 
for individual and population growth Association soil8 (Haries etal. 1989, p. 
and for normal behavior. 188). COmpnsed 01 an assortment of 

Few studies have occurred on the low-growing drought-deciduous shrubs, 
burrowing behavior of the San larger evetgreen woody shrubs, and 

other perannial species tolerant of a 
relatively sterile, repidly draining 
substrate, this relatively open vegetation 
type is adapted to periodic severa 
flooding and erosion (Hanes et aI. 1989, 
p. 187; Smith 1980, p. 126). 

Alluvial sage scrub vegetation 
includes plant species that are often 
associated with coastal sage scrub, 
chaparral. or desert transition 
communities (Smith 1980, p. 126). 
Common plant species found within 
these plant communities may include: 
Lepidospartum squamatum 
(scalebroom); Eriogonum fasdculatum 
(California buckwheat): Eriodictyon 
crossifolium (woolly yorba santa); 
Eriodictyon trichocolyx (hairy yerba 
santa); Yucca whipple; (our Lord's 
candle); Rhus ovuta (sugar bush); Rhus 
integr;folia (lemonadeberry); MaloslI/tJ 
laurina (laurel sumac); Juniperus 
califomicus (California juniper); 
Baccharis salicifolia (mulefet): 
Penstemon spectabilis (showy 
penstemon); Heterotheca villosa (golden 
aster); Eriogonum elongatum (tall 
buckwheat); Encelia farinosa (brittle 
bush); Opuntia spp. (prickly pear and 
cholla); Adenostoma fasdculatum 
(chamise); Pnmus ilidfolia {bolly-leaf 
cherry}; Quercus spp. (oaks); Salvia 
apiana (white sage); annual forbs (e.g.• 
Phacelia spp. (phacalia); Lupinus spp. 
(lupine); and PJagiobothrys spp. 
(popcorn flower)); and native and 
nonnative grasses. 

Three phases of alluvial sage scrub 
have been described: pioneer, 
intennediate, and mature. The phases 
are thought to correspond to factors 
such as flood scour, distance from flood 
channel, time since last flood, and 
substrate features (Smith 1980, p. 136; 
Hanes et al. 1989, p. 187). Under natural 
conditions, flood waters periodically 
break out of the main river channel in 
a complex pattern, resulting in a braided 
appearance to the floodplain and a 
mosaic of vegetation stages. Pioneer sage 
scrub, the earliest phase. is subject to 
frequent hydrological disturbance and 
the sparse vegetation pattern is usually 
renewed by fmquent floods (Smith 
1980. p. 136; Hanes at al. 1989, p. 187). 
The intermediate phase. which is 
typically found on benches between the 
active channel and mature floodplain 
terraces, is subject to periodic flooding 
at longer intervals. The vegetation of 
early and intenneWate stages is 
relatively open (less than 50 percent 
canopy cover) and supports the highest 
densities of the San Bernardino 
kangaroo rat (McKernan 1997, p. 50), 
likely due in part to few root systems to 
interfere with burrowing. Price (2007, p. 
2) suggests that kapgaroo rats associate 
~ith sparselyvegetated habItats beCause 
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dense vegetation produces litter that 
covers the soil surface and bare soil 
surface is needed for dust-bathing and 
efficient seed collection. Areas like 
these, with a significant amount of bare 
ground, can also facilitate movement for 
a bipedal species like the San 
Bernardino kangaroo rat. For Merriam's 
kangaroo rats, an abundance of 
perennial grass cover can create an 
unfavorable environment by interfering 
with ease of travel and escape from 
predators (Reynolds 1958, p. 114). 

The oldest or mature phase of alluvial 
sage scrub, which is found on elevated 
floodplain terraces, is rarely affected by 
flooding and supports the highest plant 
density (Smith 1980, p. 137). Although 
mature areas are generally used. less 
frequently or occupied at lower 
densities by San Bernardino kangaroo 
rats (likely due to extensive root systems 
and heavy vegetative cover that inhibit 
burrowing, predator escape, and 
foraging) than those supporting earlier 
phases, these areas contain features 
essential to the conservation of the 
subspecies. Lower portions of the 
floodplain, where higher densities of 
San Bernardino kangaroo rats are found, 
are likely to become inundated or lost 
due to scour and sediment deposition 
during flooding events and some 
animals may drown during such events. 

In a study to determine the effects of 
flooding on Merriam's kangaroo rats and 
two other heteromyid (family of rodents 
that includes the kangaroo rats, 
kangaroo mice, and pocket mice) 
species, Kenagy (1973, p. 1205) noted 
heavy burrow damage, and a 23 percent 
reduction in the number of chisel
toothed kangaroo rats (Dipodomys 
microps) trapped post-flooding 
compared to pre-flood numbers. 
Elevated upland portions of the 
floodplain containing mature phase 
alluvial sage scrub with patches of 
suitable soils and vegetative cover can 
support some individuals, but the low 
density of animals suggests these areas 
likely remain occupied only because of 
their proximity to the more densely 
occupied lower elevation portions of the 
floodplain. More im~rtant to the 
preservation of the RemaiiUpo 
k@garoo rat in channelized systems 
where baDk-to-bank flOOding can occur 
are mdiVlduals occu n the uland 

(2000, p. 16) during 1993 and 1999 
demonstrated that areas with late phases 
of floodplain vegetation. such as mature 
alluvial fan sage scrub and associated 
coastal sage scrub and chaparral, 
including some areas of moderate to 
dense vegetation such as nonnative 
grasslands. are at least periodically 
occupied by the subspecies. Due to tne 
dynamic nature of the alluvial 
floodplain. all elevations within the 
floodplain and the associated phases of 
alluvial sage scrub habitat are essential 
to the conservation and long-term 
survival of the San Bernardino kangaroo 
rat. 

A limited amount of data exists 
pertaining to population dynamics of 
the San Bernardino kangaroo rat. 
Information is not currently available on 
several aspects of the subspecies' liht 
history such as fecundity (the capacity 
of an organism to produce offspring). 
survival. population age and sex 
structure. intra- and interspecific 
competition. and causes and rates of 
mortality. With respect to population 
density. Braden and McKernan (2000) 
documented substantial annual 
variation on a trapping grid in San 
Bernardino County. where densities 
ranged from 2 to 26 animals per 2.47 ac 
(1 hal. The reasons for these greatly 
disparate values during the IS-month 
study are unknown. These fluctuations 
bring to light several important aspects 
of the subspecies' distribution and life 
history thet should be considered when 
identifying the physical and biological 
features essential to the conservation of 
the subspecies: (1) A low population 
density observed in an area at one point 
in time does not mean the area is 
occupied at the same low density during 
any other month. season. or year; (2) a 
low population density is not an 
indicator of low habitat quality or low 
overall value of the land for the 
conservation of the subspecies; (3) all 
abundance of San Bernardino kangaroo 
rats can decrease rapidly; and (4) one or 
more factors (e.g.• food availability. 
fecundity, disease, predation. genetics, 
environment) are strongly influencing 
the subspecies' population dynamiC!; in 
one or more areas. ij!gh-muglitude,J 
high-frequency fluctuations m small, 
is'OIlmJd popu1adons make the san lor 
BernBidmo kliiigaroo rat extremely "" 

s~ffier~e~tion.
8 am::ens1ties of 

San Bernardino kangaroo rats may bo 
important for dispersal. genetic 
exchange, colonization of newly 
suitable habitat, and re-colonization of 
areas after severe storm events. The 
dynamic nature of the alluvial habitat 
leads to a situation where not all the 
habitat associated with alluvial 

processes is suitable for the subspecies 
at any point in time. However. areas 
AeneralJy mnsjdered unsuitabteIii1iltat. 
such as out-of-produchon 7eyafds ~ 
margins of orchards. can an do deVelOP 
into suitable Qilat for the subspecies 
throu&b natural processes (67 FR 
19812). The San Bernardino kangaroo 
rat is documented in the following 
areas: those containing suitable soils 
that have been altered due to human 
distmbance not typically associated 
with the subspecies. including 
nonnative grasslands; margins of 
orchards and out-of-use vineyards; 
mature stage alluvial sage scrub with 
greater than 50 percent canopy cover; ~ 
and areas of ~db!l'bgn interface 
witlftti UOOdp or terraces that are 
aQi8.C8D~to OCCUP1: ~F67 FR 
19812: pnl 23. 2 il71i8se upland 
areas can support indiviauals for 

~rtun ~WasIi areas Red
bi: even avetka 2006:"s can 
occur diieCtly by diSpersat of adult 
individuals. or indirectly through 
dispersal of offspring (Pavelka 2(06). 

Little is known about home range 
size. dispersal distances. or other spatial 
requirements of the San Bernardino 
kangaroo rat. However. home ranges for 
the Merriam's kangaroo rat in the Palm 
Springs. California. area averaged 0.82 
ac (0.33 hal for males and 0.77 ac (0.31 
hal for females (Behrends et al. 1986. p. 
204). Blair (1943. p. 26) reported much 
larger home ranges for Merriam's 
kangaroo rats in New Mexico. where 
home ranges averagadl.~Ii~h.7 hal for 
males and 3.9 ac (1.6 h8ffor females. 
Space requirements for the San 
Bernardino kangaroo rat likely vary 
according to season. age and sex of 
animal, food availability. and other 
factors. Although outlying areas of their 
home ranges may overlap. Dipodomys 
adults actively defend small core areas 
near their burrows Oanes 1993. p. 583). 
Home range overlap between males and 
between males and females is extensive, 
but female-female overlap is slight 
(Jones 1993. p. 584). The degree of 
competition between San Bernardino 
kangaroo rats and sympatric (i.e.• living 
in the same geographical area) species of 
kangaroo rats for food and other 
resources is not presently known. While 
we do not have sufficient information to 
quantify the home range required by the 
San Bernardino kangaroo rat. we believe 
we included sufficient areas through the 
delineation 01 cn~ habMaiJ: wa!Ji 
and upIaDd amas proVl e snace 
n?OO9d to iliatHlaDt dW home range 
dynanucs of this subspecies. 

Food 

As stated in the previous sections. the 
alluvial sage scrub plant community 
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occupied by the San Bernardino physical and biological features are tM 
kangaroo rat provides food resources for p~!tnmy conshfiJentclmnents (lltEsj 
the subspecies. However. little is known laid out in the a;roPrlate quantiie ~d 
about the specific diet of San spatial r:::Jlrem.!!t essential to th_ 
Bernardino kangaroo rats. They emerge CODserva 0 01 s~es. All areas 
from their burrow systems at sunset and des1gD8t8d as critical itat for the San 
feed at night. when they are most active. Bernardino kangaroo rat are within tbe 
San Bernardino kangaroo rats are geographical area occupied by the 
generally granivorous (i.e.• feed on seeds species at the time of listing. are 
and grains) and like most Merriem's currently occupied. and contain 
kangaroo rats, often store large sufficient essential features to support at 
quantities of seeds in surface pits for least one life history function. 
later consumption (Reichman and Price Based on our current knowledge or 
1993. p. 540; Reynolds 1958. p. 126). the life history. biology. and ecology of 
This species feeds primarily on the the San Bernardino kangaroo rat and the
:-Is of allqyialsap scrub SJ)!9es. but requirements of the habitat to sustain 
green vegetation and insects can also be the essential life history functions of the 
important seasonal food sources. subspecies. we determined that the 

~iU~a:::::;:~C!!lEt~ $8D BetD8idiliQ) 
a kanga1'OO ret's diet (Reichman and •washes. and 
Prtce 1993. p. 540). associated floodplain areas containing 

Wilson et al. (1985. p. 731) reported soils consisting predominately of sand. 
that in comparison to other rodents. loamy sand. sandy loam. and loam. 
Merriam's kangaroo rats. and which provide burrowing habitat 
heteromyids in general. have relatively necessary for sheltering and rearing 
low reproductive output that can be offspring. storing food in surface cacbes. 
linked to food resources. Rainfall and and movement between occupied 
the availability of food are cited as patches; 
factors affecting kangaroo rat (2»)1pland areas adjacent to alluvial 
populations. Droughts lasting more than fans,washes. and assOCIated flOOdplain 
a year can cause rapid declines in areas containing alluvial sage scrub 
population numbers after seed caches habitat and associated vegetation, such 
are depleted (Goldingay et a!. 1997. p. as coastal sage scrub and chamise 
56). chaparral, with up to approximately 50 

Cover or Shelter 
San Bernardino kangaroo rats depend 

on suitable soils for burrowing and 
vegetative cover for shelter from 
predation. Potential predators include 
the common barn owl (Tyto alba), great 
homed owl (Bubo viIginianus), long
eared owl (Asio otus), gray fox (Urocyon 
cinereoargenteus), coyote (Canis 
latrons), long-tailed weasel (Muste1a 
frenata), bobcat (Lynx rufus), badger 
(Taxidea laxus), San Diego gopher 
snake (Pituophis melanoleucus 
annectens), California king snake 
(Lampropeltis gemlus cali/omiae), red 
diamond rattlesnake (Crotalus ruOOr), 
southern Pacific rattlesnake (Crotalus 
Ol-eganus), and domestic cats (Felis 
catus) (Bolger et al. 1997, p. 560; 67 FR 
19812, April 23, 2002). 

Primary Constituent Elements for the 
San Bernardino Kangaroo Rat 

Pursuant to the Act and its 
implementing regulations, we are 
required to identify the physical and 
biological features within the 
geographical area occupied by the San 
Bernardino kangaroo rat at the time of 
listing that are essential to the 
conservation of the species and which 
may require special management 
considerations or protection. The 

percent canopy cover providing 
protection from predators. while leaving 
bare~und and open areas ~ 
~:~m..emen(o.. 

(3 d areas adjacent to alluvial 
fans, es, and associated floodplain 
areas, which may include marginal 
habitat such as alluvial sage scrub with 
greatar than 50 percent canopy cover 
with patches of suitable soils (PeE 1) 
that support individuals for re
population of wash areas following 
flood events. These areas may include 
~culturallan.JlB, areas of inactive 
aggregate mining activities, and urbani 
wildland interfaces. -
'wIlh thiS float designation of critical 

habitat, we intend to conserve the 
physical and biological features 
essential to the conservation of the 
subspecies, through the identification of 
the appropriate quantity and spatial 
arrangement of the PCEs sufficient to 
support the life history functions of lhe 
subspecies. Some units contain all olf 
these PCEs and support multiple life 
processes, while some units contain 
only a portion of these PCEs, those 
necessary to support the subspecies' 
particular use of that habitat. Because 
not all life history functions require all 
the PCEs. not all critical habitat units 
will contain all the PCEs. 

Special Management Considerations or 
Protection 

When designating critical habitat, we 
assess whether the areas within the 
geographical area occupied at the time 
of listing contain features essential to 
the conservationOf the sUliS es that 
ma wre s emen.}( 
consi erations 0 on. e also ~ 
const ow revJ.smg e current 
designation of critical habitat highlights 
habitat with essential features in need of 
special management considerations or 
protection. 

The majority of all remaining suitable 
habitat, and therefore, the long-term 
persistence of the San Bernardino 
kangaroo rat, is threatened by the direct 
and indirect effects of: sand and gravel 
mining; construction. operation. and 
maintenance of flood control structures; 
water conservation activities; ,Wban and 
industrial develonment; agricultural 
activities; and off-road vehicle activity. 
With an expanding human population 
in the region, it is likely that these 
activities will continue to threaten the 
habitat and PCEs upon which the San 4 -' 

Bernardino kangaroo rat depends. ./ . ~ 
Sand and :avel miningdllli:rations \ {\ 

~ve degrad San Bemar . 0 kangaroo butJ.~ 
Elt IiiifutaUn all of the critical habitat 
uiifts except Unit 4, with major 
operations occurring in the Santa Ana 
River and Lytle Creek washes. Mining 
activities directly affect the PCEs for the 
subspecies by altering soil composition 
and structure, inid bystrippti1away 
vegetative cover (PeEs 1 an 2. 
Furthermore, flood control structures 
are often built to protect mining 
operations from flood damage. This 
alters the hydrology essential for 
"iiiiliIitaining proper soil and alluvial 
sage scrub habitat for the San 
Bernardino kangaroo rat (PCEs 1 and 2). 

concrete
lined channels increase severity (i.e., 
velocity and scour) of flood events in 
lower elevations within the floodplain, 
and cut off upland portions of alluvial 
sage scrub habitat from hydrological 
processes that maintain suitable San 
Bernardino kangaroo rat conditions 
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(PCEs 1. 2. and 3). In the absence of 
periodic flooding and scouring. upland 
alluvial sage scrub habitat increases in 
cover and in densitx of nonnative 
vegetation to the pomt wbere the 0 n 

con tions 2) 
pre erre V (! S peces no longer 
exist (service 2004. p. 293). SOme flood 
ConGoI structures (e.g.• concrete 
channels) can prevent movement and 
dispersal between occupied areas of the 
alluvial wash and floodplain. Decades 
of groundwater pumping have severely 
depleted groundwater reserves within 
San Bernardino kangaroo rat habitat and 
resulted in an ever-increasing need to 
recharge groundwater supplies by 
percolation of local or imported water 
soun:es into the local groundwater basin 
(Service 2004, p. 293). Further habitet 
degradation occurs where groundwater 
recharge ponds (i.e.• percolation basins) 
have been constructed. Recharge 
structures are unsuitable for the San 

placement within channels is a typical 
necessary bridge design feature. 
Instream piers create scour areas in front 
of the piers, increase water velocity 
through the embankments and piers 
(which can result in downstream 
erosion). and create a permanent 
shadow over habitat under the bridge. 
These factors typically result in 
permanently degraded habitat for the 
San Bernardino kangaroo rat even 
though high flows are seasonal in this 
area. Special management 
considerations or protection may be 
required to minimize the impacts of 
development within the alluvial w8.'1h 
and adjacent upland areas. Areas of the 
alluvial washes and floodplains 
adjacent to development may requiIe 
exclusionary fencing and signage to 
minimize human and domestic animal 
disturbance of San Bernardino kangaroo 
rat habitat. Because this subs . . 

Bernardino kangaroo rat due to periodic eve 0 S S 0 be min' . d 
standing water. These structures are :i( an directed away from San Bernardino 
especially evident in the Santa Ana ~ bngaroo rat fulbitat. 

(s!ver andJiaQ Ta£mto River washes. A 'cultural actiO 'ti' d' t t II 
S 'al 'd ti' gn VI es a lacen 0 a

pecl management COnsl era ons or fi Tcal h b'tat 't d·thin 
protection may be required to minimize ':~ en 1 • a 1 • UDl S an. Wl 

effects of flood control and water enti~ hablta~ U~t 5 OCC88lOnally 
conservation activities on alluvial sage re~ult m the dis~ of ~tches of 

/y scrub habitat and the natural s~lta~le or occupied habItat that may be 
cr hydrological processes that maintain dl~buted through~ut .upland C' 

proper alluvial sage scrub conditions for agncul~ areas. Disling destroys ,)an 
the San Bernardino kangaroo ra~. Bemardmo ~~ rat b~ws and 

. degrades remammg vegetation
1f l)eveloEent D!O!~ DOSe a Q11S associations (Service 2004. p. 293)j£.,.,.. t'Iiielit to Bernardino bmo.81'QPJ8,t (PeEs 1 and 2) This can contribute 1'0 

~ !l3bitilt m all five crjtj~.al iiahltatupjts. the susceptibility of local populatio~ to 
As ilie h~popula~on of th~ extirpation during large-scale flood 
surrounding area continues to mcrease. ts b ~""':cting San Bernardin 
th three f d I bin even y n,,"u, (]I 

e t ~ eve opment encro:ac g kangaroo rats to areas most vulnerable 
upon allUVIal washes and 8SSOC18ted fl" I I' f th 

I d will 'st nJr'I;'ft 1 2 d to ooding (I.e., ower e evations 0 e 
up an areas pam l~'-""".' • an floodplain) (Service 2004, p. 293). 
3). ~e-scale deve10pment proJects S'al t'd ti 
ma enn~iilllriiD8te awl peel • managemen ~nsl era ~~s ~r--K1< ~=~bitatji0Dt8§D8 the PCEs for protection ~y be requ~~ t.o IDlDlDllze 
~_:sz::::;-;::.:..;;:::~;:::::;;==:a...;:::::';n=-:tiD:':·=u""ed::':: effects of agncultural actiVIties on 

e su pses,. ermore, co all vial b hab' 
rragmentation oTIlllbitat is likely to u sage scm ltat. 
promote higher leM of pi'8diltion by CUnauthorized off-road vehicle actiivity 
nanve antmalS (Bolger et at 1997. p. continues to be a threat to San 
560) and uroan-associated animals (e.g.. Bernardino kangaroo rat habitat in the 
domestic catS, opossums (Didelphis San Jacinto River wash area. Most of 
VlIglmanus). and striped shujlks this activity occurs within the wash 
(Mephitis mephitis)) as the interface dOWllstream of the East Main Streetl 
between natural habitat and nThiiD areas Lare Park Drive BndSf:. cnt-road actiVity 
is mcreased (Churcher and Lawton k that goes Uiiclleciea directly damages 
1987, p. 452). Roadways and bridges ~ plant communities. the soil crust. and 
built to accommodate the growing the burrow systems of kangaroo rats. 
population in the area constrict channel thereby degrading habitat (Bury et a:l. 
width and contribute to the removal of 1977. p. 16; Service 2004. p. 293) (PCEs 
alluvial fan habitat from n0ml81 1 and 2). Special management 
hydrological proceeses (pCE 1). The considerations or protection. such as 
downstream alluvial benches become exclusionary fencing. additional 
isolated behind the fill used to construct enforcement. and signage placed around 
the bridge within the channel area and areas of the wash. may be needed to 
do not experience natural flood-borne minimize impacts from unauthorized 
scour and deposition. Pier and footing off-road vehicle useJ 

Criteria Used To Identify Critical 
Habitat 

We are designating critical habitat for 
the San Bernardino kangaroo rat in areas 
that we have determined were within 
the g~l'hical area occupied at the 
time of listing, and contain PCEs in the 
appropriate qnantity and spatial 
arrangement essential to the 
conservation of this subspecies. Some 
lands contain all PCEs and support 
multiple life processes. Some lands 
contain only a portion of the PCEs 
necessary to support the particular 
biological value of that habitat to this 
subspecies. As explained in detail 
below, we are not des~~ critical 
habitat rn areas o1H8iae ~cal 
1iEbY~at ~e
~SI:s are':t!Allh~th7t 
GDDl!ervatigp of the ~. 

We define occupll t as: (1) 
Those areas containing occurrence data 
from the time of listing (1980 to 1998); 
(2) those areas containing occurrence 
data since the time of listing (1998 to 
present); and (3) areas adjacent to and 
between occurrence points that 
maintain habitat connectivity between 
occurrences in one continuous patch of 
suitable habitat. As discussed in the 
"Background" section of the proposed 
rule published in the Federal KegiBter 
on June 19, 2007 (72 FR 33808), 
occurrences discovered since the listing 
of the subspecies in 1998 are within the 
geographical area occupied at the time 
of listing (i.e.• Santa Ana River, Lytle/ 
Cajon Creek, and San Jacinto River 
washes). 

In this designation. we have focused 
primarily on core populations (i.e., areas 
where the subspecies has been 
repeatedly detected through live 
trapping) in undisturbed habitat in the 
Santa Ana River, Lytle/Cajon Creeks, 
and e San Jacinto River washes that W 

ep f 
o e conserv •on of . 

the san B8i'ri8i'diiio kiiJi8iii'i& iit. We 
believe tli8t protectIng the ti8llitat 
supporting these three largest core 
populations is essential to the survival 
and recovery of the subspecies. Small. 
isolated areas of degraded habitat or 
areas devoid of fluvial processes are 
likely only to support unsustainable 
populations that would not contribute 
to the recovery of this subspecies. In 
defining core population boundaries. we 
included areas demographically 
disconnected from the three largest 
populations. but which may provide the 
subspecies with protection against 
stochastic events (e.g.• flooding in 
excess of a l00-year storm event that 
removes flood-plain terrace habitat; 
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earthquakes; fires followed by erosion of 
adjacent slopes that bury occupied 
habitat) that could cause local 
extirpations in the larger units. These 
areas are occupied by the subspecies 
and contain likely self-sustaining 
populations, relatively undisturbed 
alluvial scrub habitat with largely 
unimpeded fluvial dynamics, and, thus, 
the PCEs in the appropriate quantity 
and spatial arrangement essential to the 
conservation of the subspecies. 

We delineated critical habitat for the 
San Bernardino kangaroo rat using the 
following criteria: (1) Areas occupied by 
the subspecies at the time of listing, and 
currently occupied, within the historical 
range of the subspecies; (2) areas 
retaining fluvial dynamics containing 
one or more of the PCEs for the 
subspecies; (3) areas supporting a core 
population of the subspecies; and (4) 
areas demographically disconnected 
from the three largest populations, but 
which may be important for the long
term recovery of the subspecies. 
Utilizing 2005 aerial imagery and 
occurrence data to determine areas of 
occupancy, we delineated critical 
habitat on maps to include occupied 
non-degraded alluvial fans, washes, 
floodplains, and adjacent upland areas 
containing the PGEs required by the San 
Bernardino kangaroo rat. We then made 
site visits with biologists considered to 
be experts on this subspecies and its 
habitat to confirm the presence ofPGEs 
in the areas delineated on the maps. 
Because of the importance of upland 
llabitat as a source of!11wn!~~ 
:~rifs~::~~d="~!!:rd 
contammg one or more PCEs, adjacent 
to occupied wash b8bitat in this 

d~j.?e~n.
e ervice may designate as critical 

habitat areas outside of the geographical 
area occupied by a species at the time 
it was listed when we can demonstrate 
that those areas are essential for the 
conservation of the species. Ukewise, 
we can designate as critical habitat areas 

outside the geographical area presently 
occupied by a species only when a 
designation limited to the species' 
present range would be inadequate to 
ensure the conservation of the species 
(50 CFR 424.12(e». Conservation (i.e., 
recovery) is defined in section 3 of the 
Act as the "use of all methods and 
procedures which are necessary to bring 
anyendangeredspeciesor~rened 
species to the point at which the 
measures provided pursuant to this Act 
are no longer necessary." In accordance 
with section 4(a)(1) of the Act, we 
determine ifany species is an 
endangered or threatened species (or 
revise its listed status) because of any of 
the five threat factors identified in the 
Act (i.e" (A) PJeSel1t or threatened 
destruction.ouKtlfication,or 
curtailment of its habitat or range; (B'I 
overutilization for commercial. 
recreational, scientifice or eaucational 

oses; (C) disease or predation; (D) 
the' of ~ regulato 

'or(E 0 erna or 
manmade factors affecting its continued 
existence). Therefore, conservation, or 
recovery, is achieved when a five factor 
analysis indicates that current and 
future threats have been minimized to 
an extent that the species is no longer 
in danger of extinction or likely to 
become endangered in the foreseeable 
future.~veryisad~cp~ 
requiring adaptive management of 
~ts and there are many paths to 
accomplishing recovery of a species. We 
recognize that it is unlikely that threats 
to this subspecies will be removed from 
all areas identified in this rule and that 
recovery efforts will occur outside the 
boundaries of this final designation; 
however, we believe that that 
conservation of this subspecies would 
be achieved if~ts to this subspecies, 
as described in the "Special 
Management Considerations or 
Protection" section of this rule. were 
reduced or removed in the areas we 
identified as meeting the definition of 
critical habitat. Therefore, consistent 

with the statutory obligations of the Act 
and our implementing regulations we 
are not designating any unoccupied 
areas or areas outside the geographical 
area occupied by this subspecies at the 
time it was listed. 

When determining the critical habitat 
boundaries, wa made every effort to 
avoid including developed areas such as 
lands covered by buildings, pavement, 
and other structures because such lands 
lack PCEs for the San Bernardino 
kangaroo rat. Areas currently being used 
for sand/gravel mining operations (e.g., 
pits, staging areas) do not contain the 
PCEs required by the San Bernardino 
kangaroo rat. The scale of the maps 
prepared under the paramerers for 
publication within the Code of Federal 
Regulations may not reflect the 
exclusion of such developed lands. Any 
such lands inadvertently left inside 
critical habitat boundaries shown on the 
maps of this final critical habitat are 
excluded by text in this rule and are not 
designated as critical habitat. Therefore, 
Federal actions involving these textually 
excluded lands would not trigger 
section 7 consultation with respect to 
critical habitat and the requirement of 
no adverse modification unless the 
specific actions may affect the 
subspecies or PCEs in adjacent critical 
habitat. 

Final Critical Habitat Designation 

We are designating approximately 
7,7798C (3.148 hal of land as critical 
habitat for the San Bernardino kangaroo 
rat in five units. Table 2 provides the 
approximate area determined to meet 
the definition of critical habitat for the 
San Bernardino kangaroo rat in the 2007 
proposed rule, areas added to the 
proposed rule in the April 16. 2008 
NOA, areas being excluded from final 
critical habitat designation under 
section 4(b)(2) of the Act (please see 
"Exclusions Under Section 4(b)(2) of the 
Act" section for a detailed discussion). 
and areas being designated as critical 
habitat. 

TABlE 2-CRITICAL HABITAT UNITS FOR THE SAN BERNARDINO KANGAROO RAT IN CALIFORNIA; lAND OWNERSHIP AND 
EVOLUTION OF FINAl SIZE IN ACRES (HECTARES) 

2007 Proposed 2008 NOA adcj.. Areas excludedlions to proposedCritical habitat unit Land ownership critical habitat critical habitat under section Rnal critical habitat 
(72 FA 33808) (73 FA 2(581) 4(b)(2) of the act 

1. Santa Ana River Wash, 8LM' ...............-.................. 559 (226) 184 (74) 00 (00) 743 (301) 
San Bernardino County. 

LocaI2 .........................e....... 2fiT (108) 00 (00) 2fiT (108) 00(00) 
Private ................................ 2,7W (1,132) 469 (190) 751 (304) 2,515 (1,018) 

Subtotal ....................e... ............................................. 3,623 (1,466) 65::1 (264) 1,018 (412) 3,258 (1,318) 

2. LytlelCajon Creek Wash, USFS3 ......e.......e.........e....... 89 (36) 00 (00) 00 (00) 89 (36) 
San Bernardino Coonty 
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TABlE 2-CRITICAL HABITAT UNITS FOR THE SAN BERNARDINO KANGAROO RAT IN CALIFORNIA; LAND OWNERSHIP AND 
EVOLUTION OF FINAL SIZE IN AcRES (HECTAREs)-Continued 

2007 Proposed 2008 NOA adcI- Areas excluded
1ions1o~Critical habitat unit land ownership criIIcaI habitat crIIicaI under section Final criticaJ habitat 

(72 FA 33808) (73 FA 2(581) 4(b)(2) 0I1he act 

Private ................................. 4,597 (1.860) 00 (00) 1,265 (512) 3,332 (1,348) 

Subtotal ........................ ............................H ••••••••••••••• 4,686 (1,896) 00 (00) 1,265 (512) 3,421 (1,384) 

~.Jacinto River Wash, Water DIstrict 4 ••••••••••••••.••••• 506 (205) 00 (00) 1139 (16) 506 (205) 
. . County. 

Local Rood 5 •.••.•.•....•.......•.• 94 (38) 00 (00) 94 (38) 00 (00) 
Private ..·.....................··.·H.. 169 (68) 00 (00) 169 (68) 00 (00) 

SubIoIaI ........................ ............................................. 769 (311) 00 (00) 302 (122) 506 (205) 

4. Cable Creek Wash, San Private ................................ 00 (00) 483 (195) 00 (00) 483 (195) 
Bernardino County. 

SubtotaJ ........................ .......····..····.·..·.....·.......H··.····. 

5. Bautista Creek. Riverside USFS3 ................................ 
County. 

USFS Inholding .................. 
Local Rood 6 ....•.•...••••..•...•.. 

Private ................................ 

Subtotal ...................... ............................................. 

Total ...................... ............................................. 

1 BLM = Bureau 01 land Management 
2 Local = Local Reuse Authority 
3 USFS = U.S. Forest Service 

00 (00) 483 (195) 

00 (00) 73 (30) 

00 (00) 38 (15) 
00 (00) 4 (2) 
00 (00) 328 (133) 

00 (00) 443 (179) 

9,078 (3,674) 1,579 (639) 

4 Water District =Eastern MmicipIII Water District and lake Hemet Municipal Water District 
5 Local Rood =Riverside CountY Rood Control 

00 (00) 483 (195) 

00 (00) 73(30) 

00 (00) 38 (15) 
4 (2) 00(00) 

328 (133) 00 (00) 

332 (134) 111 (45) 

2,917 (1,180) 7,n9 (3,148) 

6 Please see the "&mmary 01 Changes From the 2007 Proposed Rule To Revise Critical Habitaf' section for a discussion 01 Eastern Munic
Ipal Water DIstrict lands excluded from criIIcaI habitat. 

Below, we present brief descriptions 
of the units designated as critical habitat 
for the San Bernardino kangaroo rat. For 
more information about the areas 
excluded from critical habitat, please 
see the "Exclusions Under Section 
4(b)(2) ofthe Act" section of this final 
rule. 

Unit 1: Santa Ana River Wash 

Unit 1 consists of approximately 
3.258 ac (1,318 hal and is located in San 
Bernardino County. This unit includes 
the Santa Ana River and portions of 
City, Plunge, and Mill Creeks. The area 
includes lands within the cities of San 
Bernardino, Redlands, and Highland. 
Although Seven Oaks Dam (northeast of 
Unit 1) impedes sediment transport and 
reduces the magnitude, frequency, and 
extent of flood events from the Santa 
Ana River, the system still retains 
partial fluvial dynamics because Mill 
Creek is not impeded by a dam or debris 
basin. This critical habitat unit was 
occupied at the time of listing, is 
currently occupied. and contains all of 
the features essential to the conservation 
of the San Bernardino kangaroo rat. 
Additionally, this unit contains the 
highest densities of San Bernardino 

kangaroo rats in the Santa Ana wash. 
The physical and biological features 
contained within this unit may require 
special management considerations or 
protection to minimize impacts 
associated with flood control 
operations, water conservation projects, 
sand and gravel mining, and urban 
development. 

Approximately 751 ac (304 hal of 
revised proposed critical habitat Unit 1 
0CCIlD'ed within the WSPA, a section of 
the floodplain downstream of Seven 
Oaks Dam that was preserved by the 
flood control districts of Orange, 
Riverside, and San Bernardino Counties. 
The WSPA was established in 1988 by 
the ACOE to minimize the effects of 
Seven Oaks Dam on the federally 
endangered plant, Eriastrom 
densifolium ssp. sanctorum (Santa Ana 
River woolly-star), This area of alluvial 
fan scrub in the wash near the low-flow 
channel of the river was identified for 
preservation because these sections of 
the wash were thought to have the 
highest potential to maintain the 
hydrology necessary for the periodic 
regeneration of early phases of alluvial 
fan sage scrub, A 1993 Management 
Plan for the Santa Ana River WSPA bas 

been completed, and a draft MSHMP for 
WSPA lands, which includes protection 
for the San Bernardino kangaroo rat, is 
to be completed as an additional 
conservation measure pursuant to our 
December 19,2002, biological opinion 
on operations for Seven Oaks Dam 
(Service 2002b, p, 8). As a result of our 
partnership and development of 
approved management plans, we 
excluded the approximately 751 ac (304 
hal ofWSPA lands &om the final 
revised critical habitat designation (see 
"Exclusions Under Section 4(b}{2) of the 
Act" section for a detailed discussion). 

In 1994, the BLM designated three 
parcels in the Santa Ana River, a total 
of approximataly 760 Be (303 hal, as an 
AGEe. One parcel is located south of the 
Seven Oaks borrow pit, another is 
farther west and south of Plunge Creek, 
and the third is located farther west 
between two large mining pits, The 
primary goal of this AGEe designation 
is to protect and enhance the habitat of 
federally listed plant species occurring 
in the area while providing for the 
administration of valid existing water 
conservation rights, Although the 
establishment of this AGEe is important 
in regard to conservation of sensitive 
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species and vegetation communities in 
this area, the administration of existing 
water conservation rights conflicts with 
the BLM's ability to manage their lands 
for the San Bernardino kangaroo rat 
Existing rights include a withdrawal of 
Federal lands for water conservation 
through an act of Congress on February 
20,1909 (Public Law 248. 60th Cong., 
2nd sass.). The entire AGEe is included 
in this withdrawn land and may be used 
for water conservation measUJ'8S, such 
as the construction of percolation 
basins. Although the BLM is 
coordinating with the Service to 
conserve San Bernardino kangaroo rat 
habitat. at this time we do not consider 
these lands to be ID8J1888d for the 
benefit of the San Bernardino kangaroo 
rat or its PCEs, and we are not excluding 
these lands from the final revised 
critical habitat designation. 

We are currently Coordinating with 
the BLM, ACOE, San Bernardino Valley 
Conservation District, Cemex 
Construction Materials. Robertson's 
Ready Mix. and other local interests on 
a proposed exchange of Federal and 
private lands and the development of 
the Upper Santa Ana River Habitat 
Conservation Plan (USAR HCP. also 
known as "Plan B"). The goal of the 
USAR HCP is to consolidate a large 
block of alluvial fan scrub occupied by 
three federally endangered species (the 
San Bernardino kangaroo rat. Enastrom 
densifolium ssp. sanctorum. and 
Dodecahema leptoceros (slender-homed 
spineflower)) and one federally 
threatened species (the coastaI 
California gnatcatcher (Polioptila 
californica califarnica)). The area under 
consideration includes the majority of 
the Santa Ana wash from just 
downstream of the confluence of Mill 
Crook with the Santa Ana River to 
Alabama Street. While the goal of this 
effort is to benefit the San Bernardino 
kangaroo rat through the establishment 
of preserve lands that will be managed 
for this subspecies and other listed 
species. we are still in the development 
phase of this HCP. and we are not 
excluding lands within the proposed 
Santa Ana River Wash Conservation 
Area from the final revised critical 
habitat designation. 

Approximately 267 ac (108 hal of 
occupied habitat in the Santa Ana River 
wash is set aside for conservation in 
perpetuity by the U.S. Air Fon:e as part 
of on-base site remediation efforts at the 
former Norton Air Force Base in San 
Bernardino. California. These areas are 
managed specifically for the San 
Bernardino kangaroo rat and Eriastrum 
densifolium spp. sanctorum pursuant to 
the Former Norton Air Force Base CMP 
completed in March 2002. We excluded 

these 267 ac (109 ha) from the final 
revised critical habitat designation 
based on benefits provided to San 
Bernardino kangaroo rat habitat through 
our partnership and the approved CMP 
(see "Exclusions Under Section 4(b)(2) 
of the Act" section for a detailed 
discussion). 

Unit 2: Lytle/Cajon Creek Wash 

Unit 2 encompasses approximately 
3.421 ac (1.384 hal in San Bernardino 
County and includes the northern extent 
of this subspecies' remaining 
distribution. This unit contains habitat 
along and between Lytle and Cajon 
Crooks from the Interstate 15 Bridge in 
Lytle Crook and the Kenwood Avenue/ 
Cajon Boulevard junction in Cajon 
Crook, downstream to Highland Avenue. 
Unit 2 was occupied at the time of 
listing. is currently occupied. and 
contains all of the features essential to 
the conservation of the San Bernardino 
kangaroo rat. This unit includes some of 
the last remaining alluvial fans. 
floodplain terraces. historical braided 
river channels. and associated alluvial 
sage scrub and upland vegetation that 
provides habitat for the San Bernardino 
kangaroo rat in the Lytle/Cajon Creek 
wash. This unit also contains the 
highest densities of San Bernardino 
kangaroo rat in the Lytle/Cajon wash. 
The physical and biological features 
within this unit may require special 
management considerations or 
protection to minimize impacts 
associated with flood control 
operations. water conservation proj~::ts. 
sand and gravel mining. and urban 
development. 

The hy~eomorphological 
processes that apparently rejuvenate 
and maintain the dynamic mosaic of 
alluvial fan sage scrub are stillilugely 
intact in Lytle and Cajon Crooks (Le.• 
stream flows are not impeded by dams 
or debris basins). and the remaining 
habitat allows dispersal between these 
two drainages. which is important for 
genetic exchange betwoen populations 
(67 FR 19812. April 23. 2002). This unit 
is adjacent to large tracts of 
undeveloped land and contains upland 
areas occupied by the subspecies (peEs 
1.2. and 3). 

Several areas that were proposed in 
Unit 2 will be or are protected and 
managed to some extent for the San 
Bernardino kangaroo rat. The Cajon 
Creek Habitat Conservation 
Management Area (HCMA) includes 
approximately 1.265 ac (512 ha) to offset 
approximately 2.270 ftC (919 hal of sand 
and gravel mining proposed within and 
adjacent to Cajon Crook. Of the 1,265 ac 
(512 hal Cajon Creek HCMA. 
approximately 567 ac (229 hal is the 

Cajon Creek Conservation Bank 
established to help conserve 
populations of 24 species associated 
with alluvial fan scrub. including the 
San Bernardino kangaroo rat. 
Furthermore. the remaining 698 ac (282 
hal are set aside as permanent 
conservation lands. These conservation 
lands will be managed in perpetuity for 
alluvial fan scrub habitat and associated 
listed species (including the San 
Bernardino kangaroo rat) pursuant to 
the HEMP (M. Blane and Associates 
1996) and associated Memorandum of 
Understanding and Implementation 
Agreement for the Cajon Creek Habitat 
Management Area (MOU) (CalMat 
Company 1996). We excluded 1.265 ac 
(512 hal ofHCMA lands from the final 
revised critical habitat designation 
based on our partnership and benefits 
provided by the HEMP and MOU (see 
"Exclusions Under Section 4(b)(2) of the 
Act" for a detailed discussion). 

In 2003. the Service issued a 
biological opinion for the Lytle Creek 
North Master Planned Community. 
which falls within the boundary of 
existing San Bernardino kangaroo rat 
habitat (Service 2003a. FW~SB-
1640.11). The project includes an 
approximately 677 ac (274 hal master 
planned community with over 2.400 
residential units. Construction activities 
are proposed to be phased over an 
estimated 5 to 10 years. As an off-site 
measure for this project. the Lytle Crook 
Development Company will dedicate 
approximately 213 ac (86 hal of largely 
undeveloped habitat within Lytle Crook 
(Unit 2) as a conservation area for the 
San Bernardino kangaroo rat. Habitat 
that provides primary foraging, 
sheltering. and breeding habitat for the 
San Bernardino kangaroo rat within this 
area will be conserved and managed in 
perpetuity (Service 20038, p. 45). Forty 
acres (16 ha) of this area is upland 
island habitat that lies within the 
floodplain and will receive additional 
management through restoration or 
enhancement for the benefit of the San 
Bernardino kangaroo rat (Service 2003a. 
p. 42). A long-term management plan 
will be completed at the end of an 
initial management period allowing for 
lessons learned during that time to be 
incorporated into the long-term 
management plan. However. to date. no 
conservation easements or endowments 
have been secured for the lands 
proposed as conservation areas. nor has 
the long-term management plan been 
completed. and we are not excluding 
the 213 ac (86 hal of proposed future 
conservation lands that will be 
established as a result of this project 
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from the final revised critical habitat 
designation. 

On June 15, 1999, we issued our 
biological opinion on the construction 
and extension of the north levee at 
Sunwest Materials' (now CEMEX) Lytle 
Creek Quarry (Service 1999, 1-6-00-F-
42). The armored, engineered levee 
(over 10,000 feet (3,048 meters) in 
length) protects mining operations from 
flooding and replaces a shorter. earthen 
embankment (Service 1999, p. 3). As a 
conservation measura for this project, 
Sunwest Materials delivered to the 
California Department of Fish and Game 
a conservation easement deed to 
approximately 26 ac (11 hal delineated 
as Conservation Area 1 to protect 
biological resources in perpetuity 
(Serviall999, p. 7). Additionally. 
Sunwest Materials is to record a 
biological resoural deed restriction on 
approximately 12 ac (5 hal of land to 
permanently preclude activities that 
would interfere with habitat value 
(Service 1999. p. 8). However. a 
management plan benefiting the San 
Bernardino kangaroo rat is not yet 
developed for these lands. and we are 
not excluding these 38 ac (16 hal from 
the final revised critical habitat 
desi&ru!ti 

Unit 3 encompasses approXllDately 
506 ac (205 hal in Riverside County and 
includes areas along the San Jacinto 
River in the vicinity of San Jacinto. 
Hemet, and Valle Vista. This unit 
encompasses the San Jacinto River wash 
from the Blackburn RoadlLalce Hemet 
Main Canal area, downstream to the 
East Main Street Bridge. This unit 
includes all of the features essential to 
the conservation of the San Bernardino 
kangaroo rat, was occupied at the time 
of listing. and is currently occupied. 
Additionally, $JUs unit (,;Ontains one of 
only three large extant core ulations 
o 0 rat and 

core pop lion in' e 
~. . onca y. e San 

Bernardino kangaroo rat occurred along 
the San Jacinto River from the upper 
reach of habitat in the river downstream 
past State Route 79. The physical and 
biological features within this unit may 
require special management 
considerations or protection to 
minimize impacts associated with flood 
control operations, channelization, 
water conservation projects 
(groundwater recharge ponds), off-road 
vehicle activity, and yd;um. 
develiliment. 

LaD within Unit 3 are adjacent to 
lands of the Soboba Band of Luiseiio 
Indians Reservation, which were 
included in the 2002 final critical 

habitat designation (see 50 CFR 17.9!i(a); 
67 FR 19812, April 23. 2002}. We are 
not designating these Tribal lands as 
critical habitat for the San Bernardino 
kangaroo rat in this final revised critical 
habitat designation (see "Government
to-Government Relationship with 
Tribes" section for a detailed 
discussion).

All private lands proposed as crlti(:al 
habitat in the San Jacinto River wash 
fall within the boundaries of the 
Western Riverside County MSHCP. We 
excluded private lands under the 
jurisdiction of permittees to the MSHCP 
and all lands owned and managed by 
permittees to the MSHCP within this 
area ~(106 ha)) based on our 
partri'ershlpand the benefits provided to 
the San Bernardino kangaroo rat by the 
Western Riverside County MSHCP. We 
are also exclu~8C (16 hal of land 
owned by th8 Municipal Water 
District related to The Soboba Band of 
Luiseiio liidians settlement Act and
implemematfOn of Its asso(:lated 
settlement agreement. Please S88 

"Exclusions Under Section 4(b)(2} of the 
Act" section for detailed discussions of 
these exclusions. 

Unit 4: Cable Creek Wash 

Unit 4 consists of approximately 483 
ac (195 hal and is located in San 
Bernardino County. This unit 
encompasses the Cable Creek alluvial 
floodplain from the mouth of Cable 
Canyon to 1-215 where the creek 
becomes channelized. Because Cable 
Creek is not impeded by a dam or debris 
basin. the fluvial dynamics necessary to 
maintain the PCEs of San Bernardino 
kangaroo rat habitat remain in this 
unchannelized portion of Cable Creek. 
This critical habitat unit was occupied 
at the time of listing. is currently 
occupied, and contains all of the 
features essential to the conservation of 
the San Bernardino kangaroo rat. 
Additionally. this unit contains a likely 
self-sustaining population of San 
Bernardino kangaroo rats that may bu 
important for the long-term 
conservation of the subspecies. This 
unit is demographically isolated from 
the core population of the subspecies in 
the Lytle/Cajon wash (Unit 2). A 
stochastic event causing dramatic 
population decline or local extirpation 
in Unit 2 may have little effect on Unit 
4. In such a case, the population in Unit 
4 could serve as a SOUla! of individuals 
for repopulating Unit 2. The physical 
and biological features contained within 
this unit may require special 
management considerations or 
protection to minimize impacts 
associated with flood control 
operations, water conservation projects, 

sand and gravel mining, and urban 
development. 

Unit 5: Bautista Creek 
Unit 5 consists of approximately 111 

ac (45 ha) and is located in Riverside 
County. This unit includes occupied 
habitat from the unchannelized reach of 
Bautista Creek (Le., from the existing 
instream mining operation to upstream 
areas where the grade of the creek 
precludes the formation of alluvial 
terraces or braids). This unit represents 
the southernmost extent of the San 
Bernardino kangaroo rat's current range. 
The wash system in upper Bautista 
Creek retains fluvial dynamics because 
it is not impeded by a dam, debris basin, 
or concrete channelization. This critical 
habitat unit was occupied at the time of 
listing. is currently occupied. and 
contains all of tha features essential to 
the conservation of the San Bernardino 
kangaroo rat. Historically, the 
subspecies occurred upstream of the 
Bautista flood control basin until the 
topography of the canyon becomes too 
steep. This unit contains agricultural 
areas that could be occupied at low 
densities by this subspecies (PCE 3). 
Additionally, this unit contains a likely 
self-sustaining population of San 
Bernardino kangaroo rats that may be 
important for the long-term 
conservation of the subspecies. This 
unit is demographically isolated from 
the core population of the subspecies in 
the San Jacinto wash (Unit 3) by a 
concrete-lined channel. This channel 
directs flows from upper Bautista Creek 
downstream to the San Jacinto River. 
Given the current status of the San 
Bernardino kangeroo rat and ongoing 
threats to its habitat, it is important for 
the conservation of the San Bernardino 
kangaroo rat that naturel fluvial 
processes in occupied habitat are 
maintained. A stochastic event could 
cause a dramatic population decline or 
local extirpation in either Units 3 or 5. 
In such a case, through relocation for 
the purposes of recovery, the population 
in Unit 5 could serve as a source of 
individuals for repopulating Unit 3, and 
vice versa. The physical and biological 
features contained within this unit may 
require special management 
considerations or protection to 
minimize impacts associated with 
agricultural activities, sand and gravel 
mining, and urban development. 

All private lands proposed as critical 
habitat in Bautista Creek fall within the 
boundaries of the Western Riverside 
County MSH(J1. We excluded private 
lands under the jurisdiction of 
permittees to the MSHCP and all lands 
owned and managed by permittees to 
the MSHCP within this area (332 ac (134 
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hall based on our partnership and the 
benefits provided to the San Bernardino 
kangaroo rat by the Western Riverside 
County MSHCP (see "Exclusions Under 
Section 4(b)(2) of the Act" section for a 
detailed discussion). 

EJJects ofCritic:al Habitat Designation 

Section 7 Consultation 

Section 7(a)(2) of the Act requires 
Federal agencies. including the Service, 
to ensure that actions they fund, 
authorize, or carry out are not likely to 
jeopardize the continued existence of a 
listed species or destroy or adversely 
modify designated critical habitat. 
Decisions by the Fifth and Ninth Circuit 
Courts of Appeals have invalidated our 
definition of "destruction or adverse 
modification" (50 CFR 402.02) (see 
Gifford Pinchot Task ForcBv. U.S. Fish 
and Wildlife Service, 378 F. 3d 1059 
(9th Cir 2004) and Sierra Club v. U.S. 
Fish and Wildlife Service et oJ., 245 F.3d 
434, 442F (5th Cir 2(01)), and we do not 
rely on this regulatory definition when 
analyzing whether an action is likely to 
destroy or adversely modify critical 
habitat. Under the statutory provisions 
of the Act. destruction or adverse 

modificatio~~ e~ea o~~.. ~" ~wi1etber 2t jmpl; egt'" w~: ~ 
@posed Federal acti:. the affecte~ 

~tiC81 hiifntat would_main functional 
to serve its intended conservation ro e 
§r the spectes. 

1 
Under section 7(a)(2) of the Act. if a 

Federal action may affect a listed 
species or its critical hahitat. the 
responsible Federal agency (action 
agency) must enter into consultation 
with us. As a result of this consultation. 
we document compliance with the 
requirements of section 7(a)(2) through 
our issuance of: 

(1) A concurrence letter for Federal 
actions that may affect. but are not 
likely to adversely affect. listed species 
or critical habitat; or 

(2) A biological opinion for Federal 
actions that are likely to adversely affect 
listed species or critical habitat. 

When we issue a biological opinion 
concluding that a project is likely to 
jeopardize the continued existence of a 
listed species or destroy or adversely 
modify critical habitat. we also provide 
reasonable and prudent alternatives to 
the project. if any are identifiable. We 
define "reasonable and prudent 
alternatives" at 50 CFR 402.02 as 
alternative actions identified during 
consultation that: 

(1) Can be implemented in a manner 
consistent with the intended purpose of 
the action, 

(2) Can be implemented consistent 
with the scope of the Federal agency's 
legal authority and jurisdiction. 

13) Are economically and 
technologically feasible. and 

(4) WoUld. in the Director's opinioll. 
avoid jeopardizing the continued 
existence of the listed species or 
destroying or adversely modifying 
critical habitat. 

Reasonable and prudent alternativlls 
can va:ry from slight project 
modifications to extensive redesign or 
relocation of the project. Costs 
associated with implementing a 
reasonable and prudent alternative are 
similarly variable. 

Regulations at 50 CFR 402.16 require 
Federal agencies to reinitiate 
consultation on previously reviewed 
actions in instances where a new 
species is listed or critical habitat is 
subsequently designated that may be 
affected and the Federal agency has 
retained discretiona:ry involvement or 
control over the action or such 
discretiona:ry involvement or control is 
authorized by law. Consequently. 
Federal agencies may need to reques1 
reinitiation of consultation with us on 
actions for which formal consultation 
has been completed. if those actions 
may affect subsequently listed species 
or designated critical habitat. 

Federal activities that may affect !he 
s.an iJernardiilo kaDgaroo rat or its 
d~ted critical habjtat will reguir~ 
co tation under soction 7(a)(2) of ~ 
M:::atuvdies on State. T~.! local or 
private lands requiring a eral pennit 
(such as a permit from the U.S. Army 
Corps of Engineers under section 404 of 
the Clean Water Act (33 U.S.C. 1251 at 
seq.) or a permit from the Service under 
section 10(a)(1)(B) of the Act) or 
involving some other Federal action 
(such as funding from the Federal 
Highway Administration. Federal 
Aviation Administration. or the Federal 
Emergency Management Agency) are 
examples of ageDQl nions that may 00. 
subject to the section 7(a)(2) 
coriSUItation process. Federal actions 
not affecting listed species or critical 
habitat. and actions on State. Tribal, 
local or private lands that are not 
federally funded. authorized. or 
permitted. do not require section 7(a)(2) 
consultations. 

Application of the "Adverse 
Modification" Standard 

The key factor related to the adverse 
modification determination is whether, 
with implementation of the proposed 
Federal action. the affected critical 
habitat would remain functional to 
serve its intended conservation role for 
the species. Activities that may destroy 

/. -..:..J 

r adverse~modify critical habitat are 
hose that a ter the physical an::]: 

;ogical lures to an extent thatareciably =::ec;~
v ue of critlC8l> ~ 
Bemar 0 00 r t. Genemlly. the 
conserva on ro e of the San Bernardino 
kangaroo rat critical habitat units is to 
support occunences of the subspecies in 
the Santa Ana River. Lytle/Cajon Creeks, 
the San Jacinto River, Cable Creek.. and 
Bautista Creek.. which in combination 
with core occurrences on private land 
excluded from critical habitat 
designation under section 4(b)(2) of the 
Act. comprise the core populations of 
this .. 

Section 4(b)(8) the Act requires us 
to brie y.JtV ute and describe. in any 
proposed or final regulation that 
designates critical habitat. activities 
involving a Federal action that may 
destroy or adversely modify such 
habitat. or that may be affected by such 
designation. 

Activities that. when carried out. 
funded. or authorized by a Federal 
agency. may affect critical habitat and 
therefore should result in consultation 
for the San Bernardino kangaroo rat 
include. but are not limited to (please 
see "Special Management 
Considerations or Protection" section 
for a more detailed discussion on the 
impacts of these actions to the listed 
subspecies): 

(lLActions that would result in loss 
or~ntation of suitable habitat, 
su!lS1IihIIn and jndustrial 
aevelopment. sand and gravel mining. 
~-road vehicle activity, and 
groundwater recharge operations. These 
5aivities could eliminate or reduce 
habitat necessary for the gJDwth and 
reproductjon QUAe Sen: Bernardino 
kangaroo rat. Resulting fragmentationcot !SOme ooputattons. fficteasing 
ris of local extirpations from stochastic 
events and decreasing movement 
between remaining patches of suitable 
lili6itat. 
'"'l2IActions that would alter natural 
hydrological and geomorphological 
processes necessary to maintain alluvial 
sage scrub habitat. Such activities could 
include. but are not limited to: channel 
alteration; flood control operations; and 
construction of flood control structures 
such as dams, levees. and detention 
basins. These activities could eliminate 
or reduce preferred habitat conditions 
for the growth and reproduction of the 
San Bernardino kangaroo rat. Periodic 
high flows and flood events provide 
sediment scour, sediment depOSition, 
and thinning of vegetation which 
maintains alluvial sage scrub habitat. 

(3) Actions that would appreciably 
decrease habitat value or quality 
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through indirect and edge effects. Such 
activities could include, but are not 
limited to: urban, industrial, and 
agricultural development; and 
construction of roads and railways. 
These activities could have indirect 
effects that could lead to increases in 

~~:m~lightleveliidr~" .,In priiWltion 
. omes c and feral animals associated 
with residential development, and the 
invasion of oxotic plaqts, or otherwise 
eliminate or reduce preferred habitat 
conditions for the San Bernardino 
kangaroo rat. Measures to minimi78 the 
impacts of these activities to the species 
and its habitat could include the 
installation of fencing to decrease 
predation by domestic and feral 
animals. placement of lighting 
structures (e.g.• street lights) such that 

.!he Itt is directed away from bAbitAt, 
and e use of best management 
practices to reduce the amount of water 
entering habitat due to sheet flow. 

We consider all of the units 
designated as critical habitat to be 
within the geographical area occupied 
by the subspecies at the time of listing. 
and to contain features essential to the 
conservation of the San Bernardino 
kangaroo rat Federal agencies already 
consult with us on activities in areas 
occupied by the San Bernardino 
kangaroo rat that may affect the 
subspecies to ensure that their actions 
do not jeopardize the continued 
existence of the San Bernardino 
kangaroo rat. 

Exclusions 

Appljcation ofSection 4(b)(2) of the Act 

Section 4(b)(2) of the Act states that 
the Secretary must designate and revise 
critical habitat on the basis of the best 
available scientific data after taking into 
consideration the economic impact. 
national security impact. and any other 
relevant impact of specifying any 
particular area as critical habitat. The 
Secretary may exclude an area from 
critical habitat if he determines that the 
benefits of such exclusion outweigh the 
benefits of specifying such area as part 
of the critical habitat. unless he 
determines. based on the best scientific 
data available. that the failure to 
designate such area as critical habitat 
will result in the extinction of the 
species. In making that determination. 
the legislative history is clear that the 
Secretary has broad discretion regarding 
which factor(s} to use and how much 
weight to give to any factor. In the 
following sections, we address a number 
of general issues that are relevant to our 
analysis under section 4(b}(2) of the Act. 

Eccmomic Analysis 

Following the publication of the 
proposed revised critical habitat 
designation. we conducted an economic 
analysis to estimate the potential 
economic effect of the designation. The 
draft economic analysis (DBA; dated 
February 6. 2008) was made available 
for public review and comment from 
April 16. 2008. to May 16. 2008 (73 FR 
20581). and from July 29. 2008. to 
August 13. 2008 (73 FR 43910). The 
Service also completed an Addendum to 
the Economic Analysis (dated May 21. 
2008) that addressed the potential 
economic impacts associated with the 
additional 1,519 ac (639 hal presented 
in the April 16. 2008 NOA. The 
Addendum was made available for 
public review and COJDJD8nt from July 
29. 2008. to August 13. 2008 (73 FR 
43910). Substantive comments and 
information received on the DEA and 
Addendum are summarized above in 
the "Public Comment" section and are 
incorporated into the final analysis. as 
appropriate. Taking any relevant new 
information into consideration. the 
Service completed a final economic 
analysis (FEA) (dated August 29. 2008) 
of the designation that updates the DEA 
by removing impacts that were not 
considered probable or likely to occu.r. 
and by adding an estimate of the costs 
associated solely with the designations 
of critical habitat for the San Bernardino 
kanaaroo rat (incremental impacts). 

The primary purpose of the economic 
analysis is to estimate the potential 
economic impacts associated with the 
designation of critical habitat for the 
San Bernardino kangaroo rat. This 
information is intended to assist the 
Secretary in making decisions about 
whether the benefits of excluding 
particular areas from the designation 
outweigh the benefits of including those 
areas in the designation. The economic 
analysis considers the economic 
efficiency effects that may result from 
the designation. In the case of habitat 
conservation, efficiency effects generally 
reflect the "opportunity costs" 
associated with the commitment of 
resources to comply with habitat 
protection measures (such as lost 
economic opportunities associated with 
restrictions on land use). It also 
addresses how potential economic 
impacts are likely to be distributed, 
including an assessment of any local or 
regional impacts of habitat conservation 
and the potential effects of conservation 
activities on government agencies. 
private businesses. and individuals. The 
economic analysis measures lost 
economic efficiency associated with 
residential and commercial 

development and public projects and 
activities. such as economic impacts on 
water management and transportation 
projects. Federal lands. small entities. 
and the energy industry. This 
information can be used by the 
Secretary to assess whether the effects of 
the designation might unduly burden a 
particular group or economic sector. 
Finally. the economic analysis looks 
retrospectively at costs that have been 
incurred since the date we listed the 
San Bernardino kangaroo rat as 
endangered (September 24.1998; 63 FR 
51005). and considers those costa that 
may occur in the years following the 
revised designation of critical habitat. 
with the timeframes for this analysis 
varying by activity. 

The 9conomic analysis focuses on the 
direct and indirect costs of the rule. 
However. economic impacts to land use 
activities can exist in the absence of 
critical habitat. These impacts may 
result from. for example. local zoning 
laws. State and natural resource laws. 
and enforceable management plans and 
best management practices applied by 
other State and Federal agencies. 
Economic impacts that result from these 
types of protections are not included in 
the analysis as they are considered to be 
part of the regulatory and policy 
baseline. 

The economic analysis examines 
activities taking place both within and 
adjacent to the designation. It estimates 
impacts based on activities that are 
"reasonably foreseeable" including. but 
not limited to. activities that are 
currently authorized. permitted. or 
funded. or for which proposed plans are 
currently available to the public. 
Accordingly, the analysis bases 
estimates on activities that are likely to 
occur within a 20-year timeframe. from 
when the proposed rule became 
available to the public Oune 19. 2007. 
72 FR 33808). The 20-year timeframe 
was chosen for the analysis because. as 
the time horizon for an economic 
analysis is expanded, the assumptions 
on which the projected number of 
projects and cost impacts associated 
with those projects are based become 
increasingly speculative. 

The economic analysis is intended to 
quantify the baseline and incremental 
economic impacts of all potential 
conservation efforts for the San 
Bernardino kangaroo rat associated with 
the following activities: (1) Water ) 
conservation; (2) flood control; (3) urban 
development; (4) sand and gravel 
mining; (5) agricultural activities; and 
(6) off-road vehicle activities. Baseline 
impacts include impacts associated with 
overlapping protections from other 
Federal. State. and local laws that aid 
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habitat conservation in the study area. 
In other words. those impacts associated 
with the listing of the species and not 
associated with critical habitat. 
Incremental impacts are those expected 
to occur solely because of the 
designation of critical habitat; these 
would not be expected to occur but for 
the designation of critical habitat. 
Potential incremental economic impacts 
are estimated over a 23-year period from 
2008 through 2030 and include an 
overall cost of $164.4 million in present 
value terms using a 7 percent discount 
rate. No incremental economic impacts 
are expected in areas excluded from 
critical habitat under section 4(b)(2) of 
the Act. The impacts in areas excluded 
from critical habitat are all considered 
to be baseline impacts. 

For the purposes of the economic 
analysis and assessing effects on 
development. the revised critical habitat 
was divided into upland and lowland 
areas. Lowland areas are occupied by 
the San Bernardino kangaroo rat year
round at high densities of individuals. 
Because this is such a narrow endemic 
subspecies found in very few locations, 
any loss of lowland habitat in which the 
functional ability of a lowland critical 
habitat unit was adversely modified or 
destroyed would also likely result in 
jeopardy to this narrow endemic 
subspecies. Therefore,.aDV adverse 
modification decision for lowlana 
habitat areas would likely be cojncident 
to a jeopardy determination for the same 
~. Thus, potentia! economic 
impacts from conservation efforts that 
may be necessary to avoid adverse 
modification of critical habitat within 
lowland areas are considered co
extensive with the impacts of the listing 
of the San Bernardino kangaroo rat and, 
for the purposes of this analysis. are 
considered to be in the baseline. 

The general conservation role of 
critical habitat within the upland 
habitat areas is to act as refuge for the 
San Bernardino kangaroo rat during 
flooding events that inundate the low
lying alluvial fans (i.e., the lowlands) 
that this subspecies usually occupies. 

nservation e orts otherwise 
necessary to avo' . 

rv 
the critical habitat unit are COD/fflrved. 
Therefore, incremental costs due to the 
designation of critical habitat may be 
incurred in upland areas as it is 
reasonable to expect that the Service 

'Ii-.. !!!iY recommend avoidance and 
Xi) ~inimization efforts in upland ~ 

~sjgnated al Ciitical babita' IJlP~d 
includjng complete avoidance) 
--~ifically to avoid the destruction or 
'--'---------

J!dverse modification of crjtjr.al babitat. 
Thus, impacts of conservation efforts 
that may result in reduced or no 
development in the upland areas are 
considered incremental impacts of 
critical habitat designation. 

The vast majority of incremental 
impacts attributed to critical habitat 
designation are due to potential 
constraints on development within 
upland areas. The projected number of 
housing units in upland areas of critical 
habitat is 791 according to estimates 
using the Southem California 
Association of Govemments forecasts. 
Assuming the potential constraints all 
development in the upland areas result 
in complete avoidance of these areas, 
total incremental impacts are projected 
to be approximately $44.4 million 
present value at a 7 percent discount 
rate over a 23-year period. In addition 
to the Southern California Association 
of Government forecasts, we received 
detailed projected housing information 
from the Lytle Creek Development Co. 
for certain upland areas in Unit 2. The 
Lytle Creek Development Co. projects an 
additional 3,962 housing units in those 
areas. Again assuming complete 
avoidance of upland areas, total 
additional incremental impacts are 
projected to be approximately $120 
million present value at a 7 percent 
discount rate over a 23-year period. A 
very small portion of incremental efftlcts 
are attributed to water conservation 
activities in upland areas, 
approximately $140 million annualized 
at a 7 percent discount rate. 

In addition to projecting the 
incremental impacts expected. to OCCllf 

solely because of the designation of 
critical habitat, the economic analysis 
considers the potential economic effects 
of actions relating to the conservation of 
the San Bernardino kangaroo rat. 
including costs associated with sections 
4.7.9. and 10 of the Act. It further 
considers the economic effects of 
protective measures taken as a result of 
other Federal, State, and local laws that 
aid habitat conservation for the San 
Bernardino kangaroo rat in areas 
containing features essential to the 
conservation of the subspecies. The FEA 
estimates thet the potential economic 
effects ofactions relating to the 
conservation of this subspecies, 
including costs associated with sections 
4. 7, and 10 of the Act (baseline costs, 
not attributable to critical habitat). will 
be $202.7 million present value at a 7 
percent discount rate over the next 2:1 
years. 

After consideration of the impacts 
under section 4{b)(2) of the Act, we have 
not excluded any areas from the final 
critical habitat designation based on the 

identified economic impacts. The final 
economic analysis is available at 
http://www.regulations.govor upon 
request from the Carlsbad Fish and 
Wildlife Office (see ADOAE88ES section). 

Benefits of Designating Critical Habitat 

The process of designating critical 
habitat as described in the Act requires 
that the Service identify those lands 
within the geographical area occupied 
by the species at the time of listing on 
which are found the physical or 
biological features essential to the 
conservation of the species that may 
require special management 
considerations or protection. and those 
areas outside the geograpbical area 
occupied by the species at the time of 
listing that are essential for the 
conservation of the species. In 
identifying those lands. the Service 
must consider the recovery needs of the 
species, such that, on the basis of the 
best scientific and commercial data 
available at the time of designation. the 
habitat that is identified. if managed or 
protected, could provide for the survival 
and recovery of the species. 

The identification of areas that 
contain features essential to the 
conservation of the species that can. if 
managed or protected, provide for the 
recovery of a species. is beneficial. The 
process of proposing and finalizing a 
critical habitat rule provides the Service 
with the opportunity to determine the 
physical and biological features 
essential to the conservation of the 
species within the geographical area 
occupied by the species at the time of 
listing, as well as to determine other 
areas essential for the conservation of 
the species. The designation process 
includes peer review and public 
comment on the identified physical and 
biological features and areas. This 
process is valuable to land owners and 
managers in developing conservation 
management plans for identified areas, 
as well as any other occupied habitat or 
suitable habitat that may not be 
included in the areas the Service 
identifies as meeting the definition of 
critical habitat. 

The consultation provisions under 
section 7(a)(2) of the Act constitute the 
regulatory benefits of critical habitat. As 
discussed above, Federal agencies must 
consult with the Service on actions that 
may affect critical habitat and must 
avoid destroying or adversely modifying 
critical habitat. Federal agencies must 
also consult with us on actions that may 
affect a listed species and refrain from 
undertaking actions that are likely to 
jeopardize the continued existence of 
such species. The analysis of effects to 
critical habitat is a sepamte and 
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different analysis from that of the effects 
to the species. Therefore, the difference 
in outcomes of these two analyses 
represents the regulatory benefit of 
critical habitat. For some species, and in 
some locations, the outcome of these 
analyses will be similar, because effects 
to habitat will often also result in effects 
to the species. However, the regulatory 
standard is different, as the jeopardy 
analysis investigates the action's impact 
to survival and recovery of the species, 
while the adverse modification analysis 
investigates the action's effects to the 
designated habitat's contribution to 
conservation. This will, in many 
instances, lead to different results and 
different regulatory requirements. Thus, 
critical habitat designations may 
provide greater benefits to the recovery 
of a species than would listing alone. 

There are two limitations to the 
regulatory effect of critical habitat. First, 
a consultation is only required where 
there is a Federal nexus (an action 
authorized, funded, or carried out by 
any Federal agency}--if there is no 
Federal nexus, the critical habitat 
designation of private lands itself does 
not restrict actions that destroy or 
adversely modify critical habitat. 
Second, the designation only limits 
destruction or adverse modification. By 
its nature, the prohibition on adverse 
modification is designed to ensure that 
the conservation role and function of 
those araas that contain the physical 
and biological features essential to the 
conservation of the species or of 
unoccupied araas that am essential for 
the conservation of the species ara not 
appreciably reduced. Critical habitat 
designation alone. however. does not 
require private property owners to 
undertake specific steps toward 
recovery of the species. 

Once an agency determines that 
consultation under section 7(a)(2) of the 
Act is necessary, the process may 
conclude informally when the Service 
concurs in writing that the proposed 
Federal action is not likely to adversely 
affect critical habitat. However. ifwe 
determine through informal 
consultation that adverse impacts ara 
likely to occur, then formal consultation 
is initiated. Formal consultation 
concludes with a biological opinion 
issued by the Service on whether the 
proposed Federal action is likely to 
result in destruction or adverse 
modification of critical habitat. 

For critical habitat, a biological 
opinion that concludes in a 
determination of no destruction or 
adverse modification may contain 
discretionary conservation 
recommendations to minimize adverse 
effects to the primary constituent 

elements. but it would not suggest the 
implementation of any roosonable and 
prudent alternative. We suggest 
reasonable and prudent alternatives 10 
the proposed Federal action only when 
our biological opinion results in an 
adverse modification conclusion. 

As stated above. the designation of 
critical habitat does not require that lilly 
management or recovery actions take 
place on the lands included in the 
designation. Even in cases where 
consultation is initiated under section 
7(a){2) of the Act, the end result of 
consultation is to avoid jeopardy to the 
species andlor adverse modification of 
its critical habitat, but not necessarily to 
manage critical habitat or institute -
recovery actions on critical habitat. 
Conversely. voluntary conservation 
efforts implemented through 
management plans institute proactive 
actions over the lands they encompass 
and ara put in place to remove or reduce 
known threats to a species or its habitat; 
therefore, implementing recovery 
actions. We believe that in many 
instances the regulatory benefit of 
critical habitat is minimal when 
compared to the conservation benefil 
that can be achieved through 
implementing Habitat Conservation 
Plans (HCPs) under section 10 of the Act 
or other habitat management plans. The 
conservation achieved through such 
plans is typically greatar than what we 
achieve through multiple site-by-site. 
project-by-project, section 7(a)(2) 
consultations involving consideration of 
critical habitat. Management plans 
commit resources to implement long·· 
term management and protection to 
particular habitat for at least one and 
possibly other listed or sensitive 
species. Section 7(a)(2) consultations 
only commit Federal agencies to 
preventing adverse modification of 
critical habitat caused by the particular 
project, and they are not committed to 
provide conservation or long-term 
benefits to areas not affected by the 
proposed action. Thus, implementation 
of an HCP or management plan that 
incorporates enhancement or recovelY 
as the management standard may often 
provide as much or more benefit than a 
consultation for critical habitat 
designation. 

Another benefit of including lands in 
critical habitat is that designation of 
critical habitat serves to educate 
landowners, State and local 
governments, and the public regarding 
the potential conservation value of all 
area. This helps focus and promote 
conservation efforts by other parties by 
clearly delineating areas of high 
conservation value for the San 
Bernardino kangaroo rat. In general, 

critical habitat designation always has 
educational benefits; however, in some 
cases, they may be redundant with other 
educational effects. For example, HCPs 
have significant public input and may 
laJ:gely duplicate the educational 
benefits of a critical habitat designation. 
Including lands in critical habitat also 
would inform State agencies and local 
governments about areas that could be 
conserved under State laws or local 
ordinances. 

Conservation Partnerships on Non
Federal Lands 

Most federally listed species in the 
United States will not recover without 
cooperation of non-Federal landowners. 
More than 60 percent of the United 
States is privately owned (National 
Wilderness Institute 1995. p.2), and at 
least 80 percent of endangered or 
threatened species occur either partially 
or solely on private lands (Crouse et al. 
2002, p. 720; Stein et al. 1995, p. 400) 
found that only about 12 percent of 
listed species were found almost 
exclusively on Federal lands (90 to 100 
percent of their known occurrences 
restricted to Federal lands) and that 50 
percent of federally listed species ara 
not known to occur on Federal lands at 
all. 

Given the distribution of listed 
species with respect to land ownership. 
conservation of listed species in many 
parts of the United States is dependent 
upon working partnerships with a wide 
variety ofentities and the voluntary 
cooperation of many non-Federal 
landowners. Building partnerships and 
promoting voluntary cooperation of 
landowners are essential to 
understanding the status of species on 
non-Federal lands. and are necessary to 
implement recovery actions such as 
reintroducing listed species, habitat 
restoration. and habitat protection. 

Many non-Federal landowners derive 
satisfaction from contributing to 
endangered species recovery. We 
promote these private-sector efforts 
through the Department of the Interior's 
Cooperative Conservation philosophy. 
Conservation agreements with non
Federal landowners (HCPs, safe harbor 
agreements. other conservation 
agreements, easements, and State and 
local regulations) enhance species 
conservation by extending species 
protections beyond those available 
through section 7 consultations. In the 
past decade, we have encouraged non
Federal landowners to enter into 
conservation agreements. based on a 
view that we can achieve greater species 
conservation on non-Federal land 
through such partnerships than we can 
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through regulatory methods (61 FR 
63854. December 2.1996). 

Many private landowners. however. 
are wary of the possible consequences of 
encouraging endangered species to their 
property, and there is mounting 
evidence that some regulatory actions 
by the Federal Government. while well
intentioned and required by law. can 
(under certain circumstances) have 
unintended negative consequences for 
the conservation ofspecies on private 
lands (Wilcove at al. 1996. pp. 5-6; 
Bean 2002, pp. 2-3; Conner and 
Mathews 2002, pp. 1-2; James 2002, pp. 
270-271; Koch 2002. pp. 2-3; Brook at 
al. 2003. pp. 1639-1643). Many 
landowners fear a decline in their 
property value due to real or perceived 
restrictions on land-use options where 
threataned or endangered species are 
found. Consequently. harboring 
endangered species is viewed by many 
landowners as a liability. This 
perception results in anti-conservation 
incentives because maintaining habitats 
that harbor endangered species 
represents a risk to future economic 
opportunities (Main et al. 1999. pp. 
1264-1265; Brook et al. 2003. pp. 1644-
1648). 

According to some researchers. the 
designation of critical habitat on private 
lands significantly reduces the 
likelihood that landowners will support 
and carry out conservation actions 
(Main at al. 1999. p. 1263; Bean 2002. 
p. 2; Brook et al. 2003. pp. 1644-1648). 
The magnitude of this negative outcome 
is greatly amplified in situations where 
active management measures (such as 
reintroduction. fire management. and 
control of invasive species) are 
necessary for species conservation (Bean 
2002. pp. 3-4). We believe that the 
judicious exclusion of specific areas of 
uon-federally owned lands from critical 
habitat designations can contribute to 
species recovery and provide a superior 
level of conservation than critical 
habitat alone. 

The purpose of designating critical 
habitat is to contribute to the 
conservation of threatened and 
endangered species and the ecosystems 
upon which they depend. The outcome 
of the designation. triggering regulatory 
requirements for actions funded. 
authorized. or carried out by Federal 
agencies under section 7(a)(2) of the 
Act. can sometimes be 
counterproductive to its intended 
purpose on non-Federal lands. Thus the 
benefits of excluding areas that are 
covered by partnerships or voluntary 
conservation efforts can often be high. 

Benefits ofExcluding Lands With Reps 
or Other Approved Management Plans 

The benefits of excluding lands with 
HCPs or other approved long-term 
management plans from critical habitat 
designation include relieving 
landowners, communities. and counties 
of any additional regulatory burden that 
might be imposed as a result of the 
critical habitat designation. Most HCPs 
and other conservation plans take many 
years to develop. and upon completion. 
are consistent with the recovery 
objectives for listed species that are 
covered within the plan area. Many also 
provide conservation benefits to 
unlisted sensitive species. Imposing fID 

additional regulatory review as a result 
of the designation of critical habitat may 
unde.nnine our efforts and partnerships 
as well. Our experience in 
implementing the Act has found that 
designation ofcritical habitat within the 
boundaries of management plans that 
provide conservation measures for a 
species is a disincentive to many 
entities that are either currently 
developing such plans, or 
contemplating doing so in the future. 
because one of the incentives for 
undertaking conservation is greater ease 
of permitting where listed species arEt 

affected. Addition of a new regulatory 
requirement would remove a significant 
incentive for undertaking the time and 
expense of management IllanninR. 

A related benefit of exCluding Tands 
covered by approved HCPs and 
management plans that cover listed 
species from critical habitat designation 
is the unhindered. continued ability it 
gives us to seek new partnerships with 
future plan participants. including 
States, counties, local jurisdictions. 
conservation organizations, and private 
landowners. which together can 
implement conservation actions that we 
would be unable to accomplish 
otherwise. Designating lands within 
approved management plan areas as 
critical habitat would likely have a 
negative effect on our ability to establish 
new partnerships to develop these 
plans. particularly plans that addre8ll, 
landscape-level conservation of species 
and habitats. By excluding these lands, 
we preserve our current partnerships 
and encourage additional conservation 
actions in the future. 

Both HCPs and Natural Communities 
Conservation Plan (NCCP}-HCP 
applications require consultation, which 
would review the effects of all HCP
covered activities that might adversely 
impact the species under a jeopardy 
standard. including possibly significant 
habitat modification. even without the 
critical habitat designation. 

Additionally. all other Federal actions 
that may affect the listed species still 
require consultation under section 
7(a)(2) of the Act, and we review these 
actions for possibly significant habitat 
modification in accordance with the 
jeopardy standard under Section 7(a)(2). 

The information provided in the 
previous sections applies to all the 
following discussions of benefits of 
inclusion or exclusion of critical habitat. 

Application of Section 4(b)(2}-Other 
Relevant Impactlr-Conservation 
Partnerships 

Section 4(b)(2) of the Act allows the 
Secretary to exclude areas from critical 
habitat for other relevant impacts if be 
determines that the benefits of such 
exclusion outweigh the benefits of 
specifying such area as part of the 
critical habitat. unless he determines. 
based on the best scientific data 
available. that the failure to designate 
such area as critical habitat will result 
in the extinction of the species. As 
discussed above in the "Conservation 
Partnerships on Non-Federal Lands" 
section. we believe that designation can 
negatively impact the working 
relationships and conservation 
partnerships we have formed with 
private landowners. The Service 
recognizes that 80 percent of 
endangered or threatened species occur 
either partially or solely on private 
lands (Crouse et a1. 2002) and we will 
only achieve recovery of federally listed 
species with the cooperation of private 
landowners. 

In making the following exclusions. 
we evaluated the benefits of designating 
these non·Federallands that may not 
have a Federal nexus for consultation 
while considering if our existing 
partnerships have, or will, result in 
greater conservation benefits to the San 
Bernardino kangaroo rat and the 
physical or biological features essential 
to its conservation than a critical habitat 
designation. As discussed in the 
"Benefits of Designating Critical 
Habitat" section above. conservation 
partnerships that result in 
implementation of an HCP or other 
management plan that considers 
enhancement or recovery as the 
management standard often provide as 
much or more benefit than consultation 
for critical habitat designation (the 
primary benefit of a designation). 

In considering the benefits of 
including lands in a designation that are 
covered by a current HCP or other 
management plan. we evaluate a 
number of factors to help us detennine 
if the plan provides equivalent or 
greater conservation benefit than would 
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likely result from consultation on a 
design.ation: 

(1) Whether the plan is complete and 
provides protection from destruction or 
adverse modification; 

(2) Whether there is a reasonable 
expectation that the conservation 
management strategies and actions will 
be implemented for the foreseeable 
future. based on past practices. written 
guidance.or~tions;and 

(3) Whether the plan provides 
conservation strategies and measures 
consistent with currently accepted 
principles of conservation bioloRv. 

We balance the benefits of incTusion 
against the benefits of exclusion by 
considering the benefits of preserving 
partnerships and encouraging 
development of additional HCPs and 
other conservation plans in the future. 

Woolly-Star Preserve Area (WSPA) 
Management Plans 

Approximately 751 ac (304 hal of the 
765-ac (310 hal WSPA is within 
proposed critical habitat Unit 1. The 
WSPA is within the 100- to 500-year 
floodplain of the upper Santa Ana River 
immediately downstream from the 
Seven Oaks Dam. The WSPA was 
established in 1988 by the ACOE as part 
of the conservation measures developed 
through a section 7 consultation to 
address impacts to the federally 
endangered Eriastrum densifolium ssp. 
sanctorum resulting from construction 
of the Seven Oaks Dam (Service File: 1-
6-88-F--6. June 22. 1989). The San 
Bernardino County Flood Control 
District. Orange County Flood Control 
Division. and Riverside County Flood 
Control and Water Conservation District 
are responsible for the operation of the 
Seven Oaks Dam. 

A management plan for Eriastrum 
densifolium ssp. sanctorum was 
prepared in coordination with the 
Service. California Department of Fish 
and Game. ACOE. and the flood control 
districts (Chambers Group. Inc. 1993). 
The 1993 Management Plan for the 
Santa Ana River Woolly-Star was 
created to be implemented on the 765-
ae (31o-ha) WSPA (Chambers Group. 
Inc. 1993. p. 2). This plant inhabits early 
and intermediate successional stages of 
alluvial fan scrub habitat. which are the 
preferred habitat areas for the San 
Bernardino kangaroo rat The overall 
strategy for the management plan on 
WSPA lands is to avoid physical 
disturbances to alluvial habitat and to 
allow for disturbances by natural 
processes (Chambers Group. Inc. 1993. 
p. 3-1). The 1993 Management Plan for 
E. d. ssp. sanctorum includes a 
description of management tasks. which 
are currently being implemented. that 

benefit habitat for E. d. ssp. sanctorwn. 
Implementation of the rlan is carried 
out by the flood contro districts 
identified above. Though not addressed 
directly by the plan. these management 
tasks benefit the San Bernardino 
kangaroo rat as well. These management 
tasks include: Identification and 
implementation of habitat renewal 
methods; control of exotic species; 
reduction of off-road vehicle activity. 
trash dumping. and other negative 
human impacts; and a public awareness 
program (Chambers Group. Inc. 1993. p. 
3-2). Lands within the WSPA were 
placed under a conservation easemeIllt 
that is jointly held by the flood control 
districts of San Bernardino. RiversidEl. 
and Orange counties (Lovell 2001. p. 1). 
Since the inception of the 1993 
Management Plan for the Santa Ana 
River Woolly-Star. ongoing biological 
studies and management tasks have 
been conducted on the WSPA to 
increase understanding of E. d. ssp. 
sanctorum habitat (alluvial scrub) and 
habitat renewal and to increase the 
quality of alluvial habitat Studies and 
management tasks involve population 
and habitat monitoring. along with 
habitat renewal and population 
expansion of E. d. ssp. sanctorum 
(pSOMAS and CSUF 2004. p.l). These 
ongoing efforts help to ensure not only 
the conservation of E. d. ssp. sanctorum. 
but alluvial habitat in general and the 
native plants and animals that depend 
on this habitat. including the San 
Bernardino kangaroo rat. 

The ACOE, San Bernardino Count" 
Flood Control District. Orange County 
Flood Control Division. and Riverside 
County Flood Control and Water 
Conservation District have committed to 
the development and implementatiolll of 
a Multiple Species Habitat Management 
Plan (MSHMP) for the WSPA that will 
update the 1993 plan and include 
habitat management specifically for Ihe 
San Bernardino kangaroo rat and the 
federally endangered Dodecahema 
Jeptocems as part of the conservation 
measures proposed during consultation 
regarding the effects of operation and 
maintenance of the dam on Eriastrum 
densifolium ssp. sanctorum. D. 
Jeptocerus and the San Bernardino 
kangaroo rat The goals of the draft 
MSHMP specific to the San Bernardino 
kangaroo rat include: (I) Maintenance 
and/or expansion of the current 
subspecies distribution within the 
WSPA; (2) optimization of habitat 
conditions; and (3) maintenance and/or 
enhancement of populations of the San 
Bernardino kangaroo rat within the 
WSPA. 

General objectives of the MSHMP in 
support of the San Bernardino kangaroo 

rat management goals are to (1) monitor 
the San Bernardino kangaroo rat and 
relevant habitat elements according to 
standardized protocols; (2) conduct 
studies to fill gaps in knowledge related 
to subspecies biology and habitat; (3) 
measure San Bernardino kangaroo rat 
response to experimental habitat 
treatments and potential management 
measures; (4) establish priority of areas 
for implementation of habitat 
management to maintain or enhance 
suitability for the subspecies; and (5) 
refine management measures over time 
using an adaptive management 
framework. Information gathered 
through the implementation of the 
MSHMP will be used to support 
science-based management decisions 
and evaluation of management success. 
Various potential management 
alternatives may be implemented such 
as protective management. disturbance 
control. nonnative grass control. habitat 
enhancement and restoration. and 
habitat renewal. The management of 
this area is anticipated to help to 
maintain and protect alluvial wash and 
upland habitat (PeEs 1. 2. end 3) 
required by the San Bernardino 
kangaroo rat. The MSHMP is currently 
in draft form and will replace the 1993 
management plan. The MSHMP will be 
reviewed by the resource agencies for 
their concurrence prior to 
implementation (Service 2oo2b. p. 8). 
The ACOE. San Bernardino County 
Flood Control District. Orange County 
Flood Control Division. and Riverside 
County Flood Control and Water 
Conservation District are responsible for 
the development and implementation of 
theMSHMP. 

Protocol surveys (live-trapping) 
conducted during 2005 and 2006 
confirm that portions of the WSPA are 
currently occupied by the San 
Bernardino kangaroo rat (Service. 
unpublished Geographic Information 
System data). and habitat surveys 
suggest that much of this area is likely 
to support the San Bernardino kangaroo 
rat (MEG Analytical Systems. Inc. 2000. 
fig. 24). Ongoing surveys and habitat 
management to benefit the San 
Bernardino kangaroo rat are anticipated 
as part of the MSHMP currently in 
development. The Service is working 
with the ACOE and their biological 
consultants on baseline subspecies 
surveys and trials of habitat 
manipulations. and management 
practices followed by trapping surveys 
to show both density and distribution of 
the San Bernardino kangaroo rat within 
the WSPA. These actions are being 
undertaken as part of the development 
of a final MSHMP. 
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commenter's claim that no reasonable plan not completed that is consistent 
amount of management efforts could with the above factors, we determined 
make this land suitable for the that the exclusion of these areas under 
subspecies or connect San Bernardino section 4(b}(2} of the Act based in part 
kangaroo rats in these areas with the on potential future conservation would 
Lytle Creek wash population; this area be inappropriate. Further, we do not 
is occupied, connected, and the believe the relative economic impact 
essential features may require special outweighed the conservation benefits of 
management considerations or including these lands in the critical 
protection. habitat designation. 

Comment 26: Two commenters stated Comment 27: One commenter stated 
that social, economic, and policy that the proposed rule somewhat 
considerations in the context of the mischaracterizes the existing LDC 
Ad's section 4(b)(2) balancing test restoration and conservation program. 
support excluding a lBIg81' area from the The commenter stated that the program 
designation in two areas within the is managing all 217 ac (88 hal to benefit 
Lytle Creek wash. The commenters the San Bernardino kangaroo rat (not 
suggested that there are various benefits just 40 ac (16 ha)) within the protected 
to excluding Lytle Development conservation area.. 
Company (LDC) lands from the critical Our Response: We acknowledge the 
habitat designation. The commenters conservation efforts of LDC. and in 
stated that removing critical habitat response to this comment we revised 
from these areas would allow LDC to and supplemented the discussion of the 
develop its proposed Lytle Creek Ranch LDC conservation areas in this final 
project. The commenters further stated rule. Please see the "Unit Descriptions" 
that LDC would then be able, through section below for more information. 
financing generated by that project, to Comment 28: One commenter stated 
dedicate permanent conservation that additional losses of habitat for the 
habitat for the San Bernardino kangaroo San Bernardino kangaroo rat are slated 
rat. to occur and gave the example that the 

Our Response: Lands owned by LDC City of Highland is proceeding with a 
contain both upland and lowland number ofprojects within currently 
alluvial scrub habitat that contains designated and proposed critical 
features essential to the conservation of habitat. The commenter stated that these 
this subspecies and we appreciate LDC's further reductions in the animal's 
willingness to contribute to the long- habitat underscore the need to identify 
term conservation of the San Bernardino all extant areas where the subspecies 
kangaroo rat. However, when exists and to include all occupied 
performing the required analysis under habitat in the final revised critical 
section 4(b)(2) of the Act, the existence habitat designation. A second 
of a management plan (Le., HCP or other commenter stated that areas proposEld 
type) that considers enhancement or by Orange County Flood Control District 
recovery of listed species as its and the City of Highland for 
management standard is relevant to our development of 3,000 homes and a 
weighing of the benefits of inclusion highway through Mm Creek Wash lie 
versus the benefits of excluding a within the proposed critical habitat 
particular area in a critical habitat boundary. A third commenter stated, 
designation. In considering the benefits that the same 3,ooo-home project w()uld 
of including lands in a designation that be placed in an area that is one of the 
are covered by a current HCP or other only places in Unit 1 (Mill Creek Wash) 
management plan, we evaluate a that stm retains fluvial input. 
number of factors to help us determine Our Response: We are not currently in 
if the plan provides equivalent or consultation on the proposed projects 
greater conservation benefit than would mentioned in the comment above.~ 
likely result from consultation on a project involving a Federal nexus which 
designation: (1) Whether the plan is 1il~y attec:t a federally listed speci~ 
complete and provides protection from <!eslgnated ttitlCiil hablfBt woU1d leQUIre 
destruction or adverse modification; (2) consuitartuu wmlthe Service to ensure 
whether there is a reasonable -.}( ~h actjons woU1d not~eonaraiZe thil 
expectation that the conservation ~ continued existence of e s ies or.. 
management strategies and actions will 0 or a verse modi critical 
be implemented for the foreseeable habitltt (see e tica Ha itat 
future, based on past practices, written section of this final rule for a detailed 
guidance, or regulations; and (3) discussion). The designation of critit;al 
whether the plan provides conservation habitat does not affect projects that do 
strategies and measures consistent with not have a Federal nexus; however, itf a 
currently accepted principles of may result i federally 
conservation biology. Because habitat en the roO -
was not set aside and a management 

. . ental take permit 
ceWl e . 

Creek is important to e recovery of the 
subspecies as it is the only large stretch 
of contiguous, occupied habitat for the 
San Bernardino kangaroo rat within 
Unit 1 that is not fragmented by 
development (e.g., roads, aggregate 
mining pits). Furthermore, Mill Creek is 
the only remaining source of alluvial 
sediments within Unit 1 that has not 
been significantly altered by flood 
control structures, water diversions, or 
other activities. Although we did not 
include the majority of Mill Creek in our 
June 19, 2007, proposed revision to 
critical habitat, we have since re
evaluated Mill Creek as described in the 
April 16, 2008, NOA in light of several 
substantive public comments 
recommending the inclusion of Mill 
Creek as critical habitat. We are 
including approximately 388 ac (157 hal 
of Mill Creek in the final revised 
designation (see the "Summary of 
Changes From the 2007 Proposed Rule 
To Revise Critical Habitat" section of 
this final rule for more information). 

As discussed in our response to 
comment 6 above, under section 3(5)(C) 
of the Act, critical habitat shall not 
include the entire geographical area 
which can be occupied by the species 
unless otherwise determined by the 
Secretary. In developing the proposed 
rule to revise critical habitat, we 
considered the geographical area 
occupied by the subspecies at the time 
of listing, and within that broad 
geographical area, identified those areas 
that, based on the best available 
scientific and commercial data, contain 
the physical and biological features 
essential to the subspecies' 
conservation. We recognize that our 
designation of critical habitat for the 
San Bernardino kangaroo rat does not 
encompass all known occurrences of 
this subspecies as noted by the 
commenter. Although we are not 
designating all known occurrences of 
the San Bernardino kangaroo rat, we 
believe that our final designation is 
adequate to ensure the conservation of 
this subspecies throughout its extant 
range based on the best available 
information at this time. 

Comment 29: One commenter stated 
that any revisions to designated critical 
habitat as proposed in the June 19, 2007, 
proposed rule (72 FR 33808) are 
premature because they fail to consider 
several ongoing Federal processes that 
directly affect the San Bernardino 
kangaroo rat. The commenter 
specifically identified the Wash Plan (or 
Plan B) as a multiple species HCP 
process occurring in the Santa Ana 
River wash area, to address conservation 
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The 1998 final listing rule for the San 
Bernardino kangaroo rat identified 
habitat loss, destruction, degradation, 
and fragmentation due to sand and 
gravel mining operations. flood control 
projects. and urban development as 
primary threats to the San Bernardino 
kangaroo rat. As described above. the 
WSPA Management Plans have 
provided and will continue to provide 
enhancement of the habitat by removing 
or reducing threats to this subspecies 
and the PCEs. The WSPA Management 
Plans preserve habitat that supports 
identified core populations of this 
subspecies and. therefore. provide for 
recovery. 

In the 1998 final listing rule, we 
discussed that the area set aside by the 
ACOE as mitigation (i.e., the WSPA) for 
the then proposed Seven Oaks Dam 
project was not adequate to conserve 
this subspecies. We stated that the 
conserved area only represents 
approximately 4 percent of the alluvial 
scrub in the area. We also stated in the 
listing rule that the majority of the 
conserved habitat will no longer receive 
the hydrological scouring considered 
necessary to maintain alluvial scrub 
habitat. Although this may be true of the 
Santa Ana River, Mill Creek is not 
impeded by dams and is the primary 
source of sediment and alluvial 
processes to this area. The primary 
objective of the existing WSPA and the 
additional conservation measures 
outlined in the Biological Assessment 
for the Seven Oaks Dam. Santa Ana 
River Mainstem Project (August 2000) is 
to compensate for potential changes in 
floodplain characteristics and listed 
species' (including the San Bernardino 
kangaroo rat) habitat brought about by 
construction and operation of Seven 
Oaks Dam (Service 2002b. p. 7). These 
WSPA lands are currently designated as 
critical habitat. For these reasons. we 
determined that the WSPA is important 
to the subspecies and the associated 
management plans adequately conserve 
habitat for the San Bernardino kangaroo 
rat. Based on the reasoning provided 
below. we excluded from Unit 1 the 
approximately 751 ac (304 hal of non
Federal lands within the WSPA 
Management Plans area from the final 
revised critical habitat designation 
under section 4(b)(2) of the Act. 

Benefits oflnclusion-Woolly-Star 
Preserve Area (WSPA) Management 
Plans 

The inclusion of approximately 751 
ac (304 hal ofWSPA lands in the 
revised critical habitat designation 
could be beneficial because it identifies 
lands to be managed for the 
conservation of the San Bernardino 

kangaroo rat. The process of proposing 
and finalizinR the revised critical habitat 
rule provided the Service with the 
opportunity to evaluate and refine the 
features or PCEs essential to the 
conservation of the subspecies within 
the geographical area occupied by the 
San Bernardino kangaroo rat at the time 
of listing, as well as to evaluate whether 
there are other areas essential for the 
conservation of the subspecies. The 
designation process included peer 
review and public comment on the 
identified features and areas. This 
process is valuable to land owners and 
managers in developing conservation 
lJl8DIl88IIlont plans for identified areas, 
as well as any other occupied habitat or 
suitable habitat that may not have been 
included in the Service's determination 
of essential habitat. However, 
identification of important habitat and 
habitat features for the San Bernardino 
kangaroo rat within the area covered by 
the WSPA Management Plans and 
efforts to conserve the subspecies and 
its habitat were initiated prior to the 
proposed revised critical habitat rule 
and will continue into the future. 

The educational benefits of 
designation are small and largely 
redundant to those derived through 
conservation efforts currently being 
planned and implemented in the WSPA. 
The process of developing the WSPA 
Management Plans has involved several 
partners including (but not limited to) 
flood control districts of San 
Bernardino. Riverside, and Orange 
counties. California Department of Fish 
and Game. ArnE, and the Service. 

The educational benefits of critical 
habitat designation derived through 
informing WSPA partners and other 
members of the public of areas 
important for the long-term 
conservation of this subspecies have 
already been and continue to be 
achieved through: (1) Development of 
the WSPA Management Plans; (2) th(1 
original designation process in 2002; 
and (3) publication of the proposed 
revisions to critical habitat in 2008. 
notices of public comment periods. and 
the public hearings. 

The consultation provisions under 
section 7(a) of the Act constitute the 
regulatory benefits of inclusion for 
critical habitat. As discussed above. 
Federal agencies must consult with us 
on actions that may affect critical 
habitat and must avoid destroying or 
adversely modifying critical habitat. All 
of the approximately 751ac (304 hal of 
WSPA lands in Unit 1 that are being 
excluded are on private property. with 
the potential Federal nexus for the &m 
Bernardino kangaroo rat as a result of 
actions by the ArnE associated with the 

Santa Ana River in the area. Therefore. 
including this area would provide some 
regulatory benefits under section 7(a) of 
the Act. 

However. the WSPA Management 
Plans address conservation issues from 
a coordinated, integrated perspective 
rather than a piecemeal project-by
project approach that could result in 
this area absent these plans, and the 
plans will achieve more San Bernardino 
kangaroo rat conservation than would 
be achieved through such multiple site
by-site. project-by-project, section 7 
consultations involving consideration of 
critical habitat. Furthermore, the WSPA 
Management Plans include proactive 
monitoring and lJl8DIl88IIlent of 
conserved lands (as previously 
described). thereby reducing known 
threats to the San Bernardino kangaroo 
rat and its habitat. These measures 
provide assurance that the features 
essential to the conservation of the San 
Bernardino kangaroo rat within the 
WSPA will be permanently protected 
and managed to conserve this 
subspecies. In light of the conserved 
status of the lands and the potential 
piecemeal project-by-project approach 
for future section 7 consultations on 
these lands. we conclude that the 
potential regulatory benefit of 
designating this area as critical habitat 
is minimal. The WSPA Management 
Plans provide as much or more benefit 
than a consultation for critical habitat 
designation conducted under the 
standards required by the N'mth Circuit 
in the Gifford Pinchot decision. 

Benefits ofExclusion-Woolly-Star 
Preserve Area (WSPA) Management 
Plans 

Multi-jurisdiction management plans 
(such as the 1993 WSPA Management 
Plan and the draft MSHMP that is being 
developed) foster an ecosystem-based 
approach for habitat conservation 
planning purposes. Once such an 
ecosystem-based management plan is 
developed (similar to the HCP 
conservation planning process). 
conservation issues can be addressed 
through a coordinated approach. 
Coordinating landscape-scale 
conservation with the flood control 
districts and the ArnE will assist in the 
preservation of interconnected linkage 
areas and populations that support 
recovery of the subspecies. We believe 
that the benefits of excluding lands 
under the scenario described above are: 
(1) Retaining and fostering the existing 
partnership and working relationship 
with all stakeholders; and (2) 
encouraging future regional habitat 
management plans or HCP development 
or development of other species/habitat 
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conservation plans. Additionally, 
exclusion of the existing WSPA (which 
is being incorporated into the draft 
MSHMP) demonstrates our good faith 
effort to work productively with non
Federal entities, which should 
encourage initiation and completion of 
other multi-jurisdiction management 
plans. Designation of lands covered by 
the WSPA Management Plan may 
discourage other landowners or flood 
control districts hom seeking or 
completing similar conservation efforts. 

We deve10ped a working relationship 
with the San Bernardino County Flood 
Control District, Orange County Flood 
Control Division, and Riverside County 
Flood Control and Water Conservation 
District through the development of the 
1993 WSPA Management Plan and the 
draft MSHMP that is being developed, 
which incorporates appropriate 
protections and management for the San 
Bernardino kangaroo rat, its habitat, and 
the features essential to the conservation 
of this subspecies. By excluding 751 ac 
(304 hal of lands in Unit 1 hom 
designation, we are eliminating an 
essentially redundant layer of regulatory 
review for projects covered by the 
WSPA Management Plans, enhancing 
our working relationship with the flood 
control districts, and encouraging new 
partnerships with other water districts, 
landowners, and jurisdictions. We 
believe these partnerships are critical 
for the conservation of the San 
Bernardino kangaroo rat. 

The Benefits ofExclusion Outweigh the 
Benefits ofIncJusion-Woolly-Star 
Preserve Area (WSPA) Management 
Plans 

We reviewed and evaluated the 
proposed designation of essential 
habitat in the WSPA and determined 
that the benefits of excluding critical 
habitat on 751 ac (304 ha) ofland in the 
WSPA outweigh the benefits of 
designating these lands as critical 
habitat. This area is protected by a 
conservation easement jointly held by 
the flood control districts of San 
Bernardino, Riverside, and Orange 
counties. Because these lands are part of 
an established conservation easement, 
they are protected and include 
permanent management that is funded 
by an endowment. These measures 
provide assurance that the features 
essential to the conservation of the San 
Bernardino kangaroo rat at the WSPA 
will be permanently protected and 
managed to conserve this subspecies. 

As discussed in the "Benefits of 
Exclusion" section above, we developed 
a close working relationship with the 
participating flood control districts 
responsible for the WSPA Management 

Plans through the development of those 
plans, which incorporate appropriate 
protections and management of this 
subspecies' essential physical and 
biological features. Those protections 
are consistent with the mandates under 
section 7 of the Act to avoid destruction 
or adverse modification of critical 
habitat and go beyond that prohibition 
by including active management and 
protection of essential habitat areas. 
Designation of critical habitat alone 
does not achieve recovery or require 
management of those lands identified in 
the critical habitat rule. We believe that 
the recovery benefits of excluding the 
WSPA lands and implementing the 
WSPA Management Plans outweigh the 
recovery benefits of retaining these 
lands as critical habitat. Furthermore, 
the benefits to recovery of inclusion 
primarily have already been met 
through the identification of those 8IElas 

most important to the subspecies. By 
excluding these lands hom designation, 
we are eliminating a largely redundant 
layer of regulatory review for a limited 
set of projects on non-Federal lands that 
are addressed by the management plans, 
and we are helping to preserve our 
ongoing partnership with the WSPA 
Management Plan participants and 
encourage new partnerships with other 
landowners and jurisdictions. The 
minimal educational and potential 
regulatory benefits of including the 
WSPA lands in critical habitat are small 
when compared to the impact such a 
designation could have on our current 
and future partnerships. These 
partnerships are integral to achieving 
long-term conservation of the San 
Bernardino kangaroo rat. Designating 
critical habitat on non-FederaIlands 
within areas covered by the WSPA 
Management Plans could have a 
detrimental effect to our partnership 
with the plan participants and could be 
a significant disincentive to the 
establishment of future partnerships Imd 
management plans with other partners. 

We reviewed and evaluated the 
exclusion of the approximately 751 ac 
(304 hal of non-Federal lands in Unit 1 
covered by the WSPA Management 
Plans from the final revised critical 
habitat designation for the San 
Bernardino kangaroo rat and determined 
that the benefits of excluding these 
lands outweigh the benefits of including 
them. As discussed above, the WSPA 
Management Plans will provide for 
significant preservation and 
management of the physical and 
biological features essential to the 
conservation of the San Bernardino 
kangaroo rat and will help reach the 
recovery goals for this subspecies. 

Exclusion Will Not Result in Extinction 
of the Subspecies-Woolly-Star Preserve 
Area (WSPA) Management Plans 

We determined that the exclusion of 
the non-Federal lands within the area 
covered by the WSPA Management 
Plans hom the final revised designation 
of critical habitat for the San Bernardino 
kangaroo rat will not result in the 
extinction of the subspecies. The WSPA 
Management Plans provide protection 
and management in perpetuity of lands 
within Unit 1, including the physical 
and biological features essential to the 
conservation of the San Bernardino 
kangaroo rat. Additionally, the jeopardy 
standard of section 7 of the Act and 
routine implementation of conservation 
measures through the section 7 process 
provide assurances that the subspecies 
will not go extinct as a result of this 
exclusion. 

Former Norton Air Force Base 
Conservation Management Plan (CMP) 

The Norton Air Force Base in Unit 1 
was formally transferred to private 
ownership in 2003. Prior to closure, the 
U.S. Air Force completed installation 
remediation that included the closure of 
an area known as "Landfill 2." In 
accordance with conservation measures 
outlined in our November 26,1996, 
biological opinion (1~F-l0) on the 
closure of Landfill 2, the U.S. Air Force 
developed a management plan (the 
Former Norton Air Force Base CMP, 
completed in 2002) for approximately 
267 ac (108 ha) of habitat occupied by 
the San Bernardino kangaroo rat in the 
Santa Ana River wash area (Unit 1). 
Approximately 54 ae (22 hal in two 
parcels were designated Core 
Management~(~-land~-
2), and 214 ac (87 ha) comprise an Open 
Space Management Area (OSMA). 
Under the CMP completed in March 
2002, these areas are managed 
specifically for the San Bernardino 
kangaroo rat and Eriastrum densifolium 
ssp. sanctonJm (U.S. Air Force 2002, pp. 
1-4). 
~-1 (approximately 29 ac (12 hall 

and ~-2 (approximately 25 ac (10 
ha)) are located along the southern edge 
of the OSMA. ~-1 includes both 
floodplain habitat on the 'wet' side of an 
existing flood control levee and fenced 
upland habitat behind the levee along 
the northern edge of the Santa Ana 
River. ~-2 is located entirely within 
the Santa Ana River floodplain: 
Approximately 13 ac (5 ha) of CMA-2 
are owned by the Inland Valley 
Development Agency and the remainder 
of the ~ lands and the OSMA are 
owned by the San Bernardino 
International Airport Authority (SBIA 
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Authority). These areas provide 
important upland habitat that supports 
individual San Bernardino kangaroo rats 
necessary to re-populate the active 
floodplain following Iarge-scale floods 
that scour out lower-elevation terrace 
habitat adjacent to the active river 
channel (Service 2003b, p. 18) (PeE 3). 
Lands within these CMAs are to be 
permanently protected by conservation 
easements (U.S. Air Force 2002, p. 5-
11). The CMAs are adjacent to the 
approximately 214-acre (87-hectare) 
OSMA that surrounds the existing 
runway of the SBlA. 

The OSMA is an aircraft over-run area 
that is managed in accordance with 
Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) 
guidelines for such lands. However, the 
SBIA Authority manages the OSMA in 
such as a way as to minimize adverse 
impacts to the San Bernardino kangaroo 
rat as described in the CMP and our 
biological opinion issued for the base 
closure (FW8-SB-1723.10, August 5, 
2003). The 214-acre (87-hectare) OSMA 
is in the immediate vicinity of the 
eastern runway, and safety regulations 
require that most of this land remain 
undeveloped (U.S. Air Force 2002, p. 5-
5). The OSMA is protected from 
flooding by levees, but routine mowing 
required by the FAA keeps vegetation 
from becoming dense and senescent, 
which creates open habitat that may be 
suitable for San Bernardino kangaroo 
rats (Service 2003b, p. 17). No disking 
or other ground disturbance is allowed 
within the OSMA area and 
implementation of the prescribed 
mowing regime is unlikely to result in 
crushing of San Bernardino kangaroo rat 
burrows (Service 2003b, p. 18). 

Upon closure of the Former Norton 
Air Force Base in 2003, the SBIA 
Authority and the Inland Valley 
Development Agency assumed 
responsibility for the management of the 
CMAs pursuant to the CMP (Service 
2003b, p. 6). Management practices 
currently conducted on SBIA Authority 
and Inland Valley Development Agency 
property are described in the CMP and 
include (1) subspecies monitoring every 
2 to 3 years following the Service
approved protocol. (2) vegetation 
surveys and adaptive control of invasive 
weedy plants, (3) trash removal, and (4) 
installation of protective signage and 
maintenaoce of barriers to reduce and 
prevent trespassing (U.S. Air Force 
2002, pp. 5-11). In accordance with the 
CMP. the SBIA Authority provides us 
with annual reports regarding the status 
of the CMP and OSMA (documents on 
file at the Carlsbad Fish and Wildlife 
Office). The SBIA Authority routinely 
removes exotic or weedy plant species 
within the CMAs. controls coyote access 

to fenced portions of CMA-l and the 
OSMA. which reduces predation on the 
San Bernardino kangaroo rat in these 
areas. removes all dumped trash as soon 
as possible in accordance with the CMP 
and FAA guidelines, and promptly 
addresses any trespass issues as needed 
(e.g., fence and sign repairs). Human 
activities incompatible with the purpose 
of the CMAs are restricted (U.S. Air 
Force 2002, pp. 5-12). These 
management actions and the eventual 
placement of a conservation easement 
on the CMA parcels are anticipated to 
ensure that habitat containing the PCEs 
for the San Bernardino kangaroo rat is 
conserved within the CMAs and the 
OSMA through the protection and 
management of alluvial washes and 
upland habitat (PeEs 1, 2, and 3) 
required by the subspecies. 

The 1998 final listing rule for the San 
Bernardino kangaroo rat identified the 
following primary threats to the San 
Bernardino kangaroo rat: habitat loss, 
d~on,degradation,and 
fragmentation due to sand and gravel 
mining operations; flood control 
projects; and urban development. As 
described above, the Former Norton Air 
Force Base CMP provides enhancemEtnt 
of the habitat by removing or reducing 
threats to this subspecies and the peEs. 
The CMP preserves habitat that supports 
identified core populations of this 
subspecies and therefore provides fm 
recovery. Based on the reasoning 
provided below, we excluded from Unit 
1 the approximately 267 ac (108 hal of 
non-Federal lands within the Former 
Norton Air Force Base CMP area from 
the final revised critical habitat 
designation under section 4(b)(2) of the 
Act. 

Benefits ofInclusion-Former NortoIl 
Air Force Base ConselVlltion 
Management Plan {CMP} 

The inclusion of approximately 26:7 
ac (108 hal of non-Federal lands within 
CMA-l and CMA-2 (of the Former 
Norton Air Force Base) in the revised 
critical habitat designation could be 
beneficial because it identifies lands to 
be managed for the conservation of the 
San Bernardino kangaroo rat. The 
process of proposing and finalizing the 
revised critical habitat rule provided the 
Service with the opportunity to evaluate 
and refine the features or PCEs essential 
to the conservation of the subspecies 
within the geographical area occupied 
by the San Bernardino kangaroo rat at 
the time oflisting. as well as to evaluate 
whether there are other areas essential 
for the conservation of the subspecies. 
The designation process included pei~r 
review and public comment on the 
identified features and areas. This 

process is valuable to land owners and 
managers in developing conservation 
management plans for identified areas, 
as well as any other occupied habitat or 
suitable habitat that may not have been 
included in the Service's determination 
of essential habitat. 

The educational benefits of 
designation are small and largely 
redundant to those derived through 
conservation efforts currently being 
implemented in the approximately 267 
ac (108 hal oflands within CMA-1 and 
CMA-2. The process of developing the 
CMP has involved several partners 
including (but not limited to) the U.S. 
Air Force, SBIA Authority, Inland 
Valley Development Agency, and the 
Service. 

The educational benefits of critical 
habitat designation derived through 
informing our partners and other 
members of the public of areas 
important for the long-term 
conservation of the San Bernardino 
kangaroo rat have already been and 
continue to be achieved through; (1) 
Development and implementation of the 
CMP; (2) the original designation 
process in 2002; and (3) publication of 
the proposed revisions to critical habitat 
in 2008, notices of public comment 
periods. and the public hearings. 

The consultation provisions under 
section 7(a) of the Act constitute the 
regulatory benefits of inclusion for 
critical habitat. As discussed above, 
Federal agencies must consult with us 
on actions that may affect critical 
habitat and must avoid destroying or 
adversely modifying critical habitat. All 
of the approximately 267 ac (108 hal of 
CMA-l and CMA-2 lands in Unit 1 that 
are being axcluded are on private 
property, with the potential Federal 
nexus for the San Bernardino kangaroo 
rat as a result of actions by the ACOE 
associated with Santa Ana River in the 
area or actions by the Federal Aviation 
Administration. Therefore, including 
this area would provide some regulatory 
benefits under section 7(0) of the Act. 

However, the Former Norton Air 
Force Base CMP addresses conservation 
issues from a coordinated, integrated 
perspective rather than a piecemeal 
project-by-project approach that could 
result in this area absent this plan. and 
will achieve more San Bernardino 
kangaroo rat conservation than would 
be achieved through such multiple site
by-site, project-by-project. section 7 
consultations involving consideration of 
critical habitat. The permanent 
conservation of these lands (i.e., 
conservation easement) is currently in 
progress, Furthermore, the CMP 
includes proactive monitoring and 
management of conserved lands {as 
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previously described}. thereby reducing 
known threats to the San Bernardino 
kangaroo rat and its habitat. These 
measures provide assurance that the 
features essential to the conservation of 
the San Bernardino kangaroo rat within 
the CMAs will be protected and 
managed to conserve this subspecies. In 
light of the progress made to establish 
conservation easements on these lands 
and the potential piecemeal project-by
project approach for future section 7 
consultations that may occur on these 
lands. we conclude that the potential 
regulatory benefit of designating this 
area as critical habitat is minimal. The 
CMP provides as much or more benefit 
than a consultation for critical habitat 
designation conducted under the 
standards required by the Ninth Circuit 
in the Gifford Pinchot decision. 

Benefits ofExcJusion-Former Norton 
Air Force Base Conservation 
Management Plan (CMP) 

The exclusion of the Former Norton 
Air Force Base CMP lands from critical 
habitat will help preserve and foster the 
partnerships that we developed with the 
Inland Valley Development Agency and 
SBIA AuthOrity. and aid in encouraging 
other landowners to participate in 
conservation planning. Excluding the 
existing CMP lands demonstrates our 
good faith effort to work productively 
with non-Federal entities, which should 
encourage initiation and completion of 
conservation plans. As discussed above. 
many landowners and local 
jurisdictions perceive critical habitat 
being designated on lands covered by 
existing conservation plans as an unfair 
and unnecessary regulatory burden 
given the expense and time involved in 
developing and implementing 
conservation plans such as the CMP. 
The exclusion of this area signals to 
other private landowners that if they 
take steps to put their lands into 
conservation. they may avoid an 
additional layer of regulation, which. as 
we described above in the 
"Conservation Partnerships on Non
Federal Lands" section. sometimes acts 
as a disincentive for private landowners. 
Therefore. designation of lands covered 
by the CMP participants may discourage 
other landowners from seeking or 
completing similar conservation efforts. 
We believe that fostering these types of 
partnerships with non-Federal 
landowners are critical for the 
conservation of the San Bernardino 
kangaroo rat. 

The Benefits ofExclusion Outweigh the 
Benefits of Inclusion-Former Norton 
Air Force Base Conservation 
Management Plan (CMP) 

As discussed in the "Benefits of 
Inclusion" section. we believe that the 
regulatory benefit of designating critical 
habitat on private lands covered by the 
Former Norton Air Force Base CMP 
would be low. The CMP addresses 
conservation issues from a coordinated, 
integrated perspective rather than a 
piecemeal project-by-project approach 
and will achieve more San Bernardino 
kangaroo rat conservation than would 
be achieved through multiple site-by
site, project-by-project, section 7 
consultations involving consideration of 
critical habitat Furthermore, the CMP 
provides for the proactive monitoring 
and management ofconserved lands (as 
previously described), reducing known 
threats to the San Bernardino kangaroo 
rat and its habitat. 

Conservation and management of San 
Bernardino kangaroo rat habitat is 
essential to the survival and recovery of 
this subspecies. Such conservation 
needs are typically not addressed 
through the application of the statutory 
prohibition on destruction or adversE, 
modification of critical habitat. The 
CMP provides as much or more benefit 
than a consultation for critical habitat 
designation conducted under the 
standards required by the Ninth Circuit 
in the Gifford Pinchot decision. 
Furthermore. educational benefits that 
may be derived from a critical habitat 
designation are minimal and largely 
redundant to the educational benefit.!! 
achieved through significant State and 
local government input during the 
development of this management plan. 

We developed a close partnership 
with the CMP participants through the 
development of this management plan 
that incorporates appropriate 
protections and management of this 
subspecies' essential physical and 
biological features. Those protections 
are consistent with the mandates under 
section 7 of the Act to avoid destruction 
or adverse modification of critical 
habitat and go beyond that prohibition 
by including active management and 
protection of essential habitat areas. 
Designation of critical habitat alone 
does not achieve recovery or require 
management of those lands identified in 
the critical habitat rule. We believe the 
recovery benefits of excluding the 
fonner Norton Air Force Base 
conservation lands and implementing 
the CMP outweigh the recovery benefits 
of retaining these lands as critical 
habitat. Furthermore. the benefits to 
recovery of inclusion primarily have 

already been met through the 
identification of those areas most 
important to the subspecies. The 
minimal educational and potential 
regulatory benefits of including the 
Former Norton Air Force Base lands in 
critical habitat are small when 
compared to the impact such a 
designation could have on our current 
and future partnerships. By excluding 
these lands from designation. we are 
eliminating a largely redundant layer of 
regulatory review for a limited set of 
projects on non-Federal lands that are 
addressed by the management plan. and 
we are helping to preserve our ongoing 
partnership with the CMP participants 
and to encourage new partnerships with 
other landowners and jurisdictions. 
These partnerships are critical for the 
conservation of the San Bernardino 
kangaroo rat. Designating critical habitat 
on non-Federal lands within areas 
covered by the CMP area could have a 
detrimental effect to our partnership 
with the plan participants and could be 
a significant disincentive to the 
establishment of future partnerships and 
management plans with other partners. 

We reviewed and evaluated the 
exclusion of approximately 267 ac (108 
hal of non-Federal lands in Unit 1 from 
the designation of final revised critical 
habitat for the San Bernardino kangaroo 
rat and determined that the benefits of 
excluding these lands outweigh the 
benefits of including them. As discussed 
above, the CMP will provide for 
significant preservation and 
management of the physical and 
biological features essential to the 
conservation of the San Bernardino 
kangaroo rat and will help reach the 
recovery goals for this subspecies. 

Exclusion Will Not Result in Extinction 
of the Subspecies-Former Norton Air 
Force Base Conservation Management 
Plan{CMP) 

We determined that the exclusion of 
the non-Federal lands within the area 
covered by the CMP from the final 
revised designation of critical habitat for 
the San Bernardino kangaroo rat will 
not result in the extinction of the 
subspecies. The CMP provides 
protection and management. in 
perpetuity of lands within Unit 1. 
including the physical and biological 
features essential to the conservation of 
the San Bernardino kangaroo rat. 
Additionally. the jeopardy standard of 
section 7 of the Act and routine 
implementation of conservation 
measures through the section 7 process 
provide assurances that the subspecies 
will not go extinct as a result of this 
exclusion. 
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Cajon Creek Habitat CooserYation 
MaDasement &ea, Habitat 
Eohanc:ement and Management Plan 
(Cajon Creek HCMA HEMP) 

The Cajon Creek. HCMA. managed by 
Vulcan Materials Co. (formerly CalMat 
Co.). Western Division. was created in 
1996 to offset approximately 2.270 ac 
(919 hal of sand and gravel mining 
proposed within and adjacent to Cajon 
Creek.. According to the HEMP for the 
HCMA and the associated Memorandum 
of Understanding and Implementation 
Agreement for the Cajon Creek. Habitat 
Management Area (MOUl. the HCMA 
includes approximately 1.378 ac (558 
hal oflands in Unit 2. which are 
managed to protect or restore alluvial 
scrub habitat within the l00-year 
floodplain to help conserve populations 
of 24 species associated with alluvial 
fan scrub. including the San Bernardino 
kangaroo rat. Pioneer. intermediate, and 
mature phase alluvial scrub habitats can 
be found in the Cajon Creek. HCMA. 
along with all three of the PCEs required 
by the San Bernardino kangaroo rat (M. 
Blane and Associates 1996. p. 11). 
Recent surveys of the HCMA conducted 
by Vulcan Materials Co. have 
established that the original survey data 
was inaccurate and the actual size of the 
HCMA is 1.265 ac (512 hal. not 1.378 ac 
(558 hal. made up of 698 ac (282 hal of 
conservation lands and a 567 ac (229 hal 
conservation bank. 

Of the HCMA lands. 698 ac (282 hal 
were set aside to offset impacts from the 
proposed mining to alluvial fan sage 
scrub habitat and associated listed 
species including the San Bernardino 
kangaroo rat (Service 1998b. p. 2). and 
the 567 ac (229 hal Cajon Creek. 
Conservation Bank. was established. 
These lands will be conserved and 
managed in perpetuity for alluvial fan 
scrub habitat and associated listed 
species (including the San Bernardino 
kangaroo rat) pursuant to the HEMP 
completed in July 1996. and the 
associated MOU signed on October 21. 
1996 (Service 1998b. p. 2). The lands set 
aside to offset mining impacts were 
placed under a permanent conservation 
easement. The approximately 567 ac 
(229 hal Cajon Creek Conservation Bank. 
was placed under a lo-year 
conservation easement on February 16. 
1998. The original intent of the Service. 
ACOE. and Vulcan Materials Co. was to 
place those lands within the bank. under 
permanent conservation easement once 
aU credits had been sold. The MOU 
addressing the permanent conservation 
of the Cajon Creek Conservation Bank. 
and the conservation easement were 
recently extended by Vulcan Materials 
Co. until 2025 (Vulcan Materials 

Company 2006. p. I). More than half of 
the total credits available within the 
Cajon Creek Conservation Bank. have 
been sold (M. Blane and Associates 
2006. p. 5). Those credits not purchased 
by the end of the term will be available 
for purchase by the resource agencies 
(i.e.• Service and California Department 
of Fish and Game). 

Habitat protection and enhancement 
measures are explained in the HEMP 
(M. Blane and Associates 1996. p. 21)'. 
Habitat protection measures are used to 
minimize unauthorized human 
intrusion and impacts associated with 
such intrusion (M. Blane and Associates 
1996. p. 21). More specifically. 
protection measures involve restricted 
access to the HCMA to minimi7,8 off
road vehlcle use. target shooting. trash 
dumping, and other activities that result 
in degradation of natural areas (M. 
Blane and Associates 1996. p. 25). 
Restrictive barriers and signage are 
placed along borders and near access 
points. Removal of unnecessary roads 
and subsequent revegetation of those 
roads further discourage unauthorized 
access (M. Blane and Associates 1996. p. 
28). Furthermore. trash existing on 
HCMA lands and adjacant lands within 
San Bernardino County Flood Control 
property is removed as stated in the 
HEMP (M. Blane and Associates 199fi. 
p. 28). Habitat enhancement measures 
are intended to restore the biological 
integrity of degraded alluvial scrub 
habitat and associated plant and animal 
species (including the San Bernardino 
kangaroo rat) within the HCMA and to 
protect it from further degradation (M. 
Blane and Associates 1996, p. 21). 
Specifically. habitat enhancement 
includes weed control involving 
removal of exotic plants on HCMA 
lands and adjacent lands and alluvial 
scrub revegetation activities as 
described in the HEMP (M. Blane and 
Associates 1996. p. 22). The above 
protection and enhancement meaSllnlS 
ensure that alluvial fans. washes. and 
associated upland habitat (PeEs 1.2. 
and 3) required by this subspecies aro 
conserved. 

The Cajon Creek HCMA has been and 
continues to be managed in accordance 
with the HEMP and MOU by Vulcan 
Materials Company. which provides us 
with an ODDUal report of management 
activities within the HCMA. Plan 
implementation has resulted in 
revegetation of previously mined areas, 
trash removal and overall decrease in 
trash dumping. placement of signage 
and barriers in areas vulnerable to 
unauthorized access. and successful 
invasive weed eradication (M. Blane 
and Associates 2006. p. 12). The 
continued implementation of the Cajon 

Creek HCMA HEMP will ensure the 
long-term conservation of habitat for the 
San Bernardino kangaroo rat. 

The 1998 final listing rule for the San 
Bernardino kangaroo rat identified the 
following primary threats to the San 
Bernardino kangaroo rat: habitat loss. 
destruction. degradation. and 
fragmentation due to sand and gravel 
mining operations; flood control 
projects; and urban development. As 
desaibed above. the Cajon Creek 
Habitat Conservation Management Area 
HEMP provides enhancement of the 
habitat by removing or reducing threats 
to this subspecies and the PCEs. The 
HEMP preserves habitat that supports 
identified core populations of this 
subspecies and therefore provides for 
recovery. Based on the reasoning 
provided below. we excluded &om Unit 
2 the approximately 1.265 ac (512 hal of 
non-Federal lands within the Cajon 
Creek HCMA from the San Bernardino 
kangaroo rat final revised critical habitat 
designation under section 4(b)(2) of the 
Act. 

Benefits ofJnclusion-Cajon Creek 
HCMAHEMP 

The inclusion of approximately 1,265 
ac (512 hal of non-Federal lands within 
the Cajon Creek HCMA in the revised 
critical habitat designation could be 
beneficial because it identifies lands to 
be managed for the conservation of the 
San Bernardino kangaroo rat. The 
process of proposing and finalizing the 
revised critical habitat rule provided the 
Service with the opportunity to evaluate 
and refine the features or PCEs essential 
to conservation of the subspecies within 
the geographical area occupied by the 
San Bernardino kangaroo rat at the time 
of listing. as well as to evaluate whether 
there are other areas essential for the 
conservation of the subspecies. The 
designation process included peer 
review and public comment on the 
identified features and areas. This 
process is valuable to land owners and 
managers in developing conservation 
management plans for identified areas. 
as well as any other occupied habitat or 
suitable habitat that may not have been 
included in the Service's determination 
of essential habitat. 

The educational benefits of 
designation are small and largely 
redundant to those derived through 
conservation efforts currently being 
implemented in the approximately 
1.378 ac (558 hal of lands within the 
Cajon Creek HCMA and as a result of 
the development of the conservation 
easement and the involvement of the 
public and local government 
representatives in the day-l()-day 
operation of the bank. The process of 
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projects; and urban development. As 
described above. the Western Riverside 
County MSHCP provides enhancement 
of the habitat by removing or reducing 
threats to this subspecies and the PCEs. 
The MSHCP preserves habitat that 
supports identified core populations of 
this subspecies and therefore provides 
for recovery. 

Benefits ofInclusion-Western Riverside 
County MSHCP 

The inclusion of approximately 595 
ac (241 hal of permittae-owned or 
controlled lands within the Western 
Riverside County MSHCP could be 
beneficial because it identifies lands 
that require management for 
conservation of the San Bernardino 
kangaroo ret. The process of proposing 
and finalizing the revised critical habitat 
rule provided the Service with the 
opportunity to evaluate and refine the 
features or PCEs essential to the 
conservation of the subspecies within 
the geographical area occupied by the 
San Bernardino kangaroo ret at the time 
of listing. as well as to evaluate whether 
there are other areas essential for the 
conservation of the subspecies. The 
designation process included peer 
review and public comment on the 
identified features and areas. This 
process is valuable to land owners and 
managers in developing conservation 
management plans for identified areas. 
as well as any other occupied habitat or 
suitable habitat that may not have been 
included in the Service's determination 
of essential habitat. 

The educational benefits of 
designation are small and largely 
redundant to those derived through 
conservation efforts currently being 
planned and implemented in the 
approximately 595 ac (241 hal of 
permittee-owned or controlled lands 
within the Western Riverside MSHCP. 
As described above. the process of 
developing the Western Riverside 
County MSHCP has involved several 
partners including (but not limited to) 
the participating jurisdictions. 
California Department of Fish and 
Game. and Federal agencies. The 
educational benefits of critical habitat 
designation derived through informing 
Western Riverside County MSHCP 
partners and other members of the 
public of areas important for the long
term conservation of this subspecies 
have already been and continue to be 
achieved through: (1) Development of 
the HCP; (2) the original designation 
process in 2002; and (3) publication of 
the proposed revisions to critical habitat 
in 2008. notices of public comment 
periods. and the public hearings. 

The consultation provisions under 
section 7(a) of the Act constitute the 
regulatory benefits of inclusion for 
critical habitat. As discussed above. 
Federal agencies must consult with UlS 

on actions that may affect critical 
habitat and must avoid destroying or 
adversely modifying critical habitat. 
There is the potential for future 
activities within the lands being 
excluded having a Federal nexus for the 
San Bernardino kangaroo ret as a result 
of actions by ArnE and the Federal 
Highways Administration. Therefore. 
including this area may provide some 
regulatory benefits under section 7(a) of 
the Act. 

However. the Western Riverside 
County MSHCP addresses conservation 
issues from a coordinated. integrated 
perspective rather than a piecemeal. 
project-by-project approach (as would 
occur on these lands under sections j' 
and 10 of the Act absent this regional 
plan) and will achieve more San 
Bernardino kangaroo rat conservation in 
the Western Riverside County MSHCP 
plan area than we would through 
section 7 consultations involving 
consideretion of critical habitat. The 
PCEs required by the San Bernardino 
kangaroo rat will benefit by the 
conservation measures outlined in the 
Western Riverside County MSHCP. In 
summary. these conservation measures 
include: Preservation of high quality 
habitat; monitoring and management of 
preserve lands; restoration and 
enhancement of habitat; minimirntioll 
of project impacts; education of the 
public and state and local governments; 
and conservation of partnerships. SU(:h 
measures will remove or reduce known 
threats to the San Bernardino kangaroo 
rat and its PCEs in Unit 3 and Unit 5. 
The Western Riverside County MSHGP 
will ensure conservation and 
management actions take place that are 
not required by critical habitat 
designation (see "Benefits of 
Designating Critical Habitat" section 
above). For example. critical habitat 
designation does not ensure: Habitat 
enhancement and restoration: functional 
connections to adjoining habitat; or 
monitoring of the San Bernardino 
kangaroo ret (see discussion above). 

In light of the preferable regional scale 
of conservation planning utilized in the 
development of the Western Riverside 
County MSHCP and the conservation 
that has and will occur under the 
Western Riverside County MSHCP. we 
conclude that the potential regulatory 
benefit of designating these areas in 
Unit 3 and Unit 5 as critical habitat is 
minimal. 

Benefits of Exclusion-Western 
Riverside County MSHCP 

Regional and subregional HCPs foster 
an ecosystem-based approach to habitat 
conservation planning. and once 
developed. conservation issues are 
addressed through a coordinated 
approach. However. these large and 
often costly regional plans are voluntary 
for the local jurisdiction that pursue this 
approach. in the sense that they could 
require landowners (e.g.. homeowners, 
developers) to consult with the Service 
individually for a section 10 permit. As 
a result, the local jurisdiction would 
incur no costs associated with the 
landowner's need for a section 10 
permit. requiring the landowner to 
obtain this permit prior to issuance of a 
building permit. However. this 
approach would result in 
uncoordinated, "patchy" conservation 
that would likely not further the 
recovery of federally listed species. 
Rather. by voluntarily developing these 
regional plans (versus individual 
landowner HCPs). the coordinated 
landscape-scale conservation results in 
preservation of interconnected linkage 
areas and populations that support 
recovery of listed species. We recognize 
that once an HCP is permitted. 
implementation of the conservation 
measures is not voluntary in order for 
permittees to receive incidental take 
coverage. However. the benefits of 
excluding lands under the scenario 
described above are: (1) Retaining and 
fostering the existing partnership and 
working relationship with all 
stakeholders: and (2) encouraging future 
regional HCP development or 
development of other species/habitat 
conservation plans. Additionally. 
exclusion of a HCP (such as the Western 
Riverside County MSHCP) demonstrates 
our good faith effort and working 
relationships. which should encourage 
initiation and completion of other HCPs. 

We developed close partnerships with 
all participating entities through the 
development of the Western Riverside 
County MSHCP. which incorporates 
appropriate protections and 
management for the San Bernardino 
kangaroo rat. its habitat. and the features 
essential to the conservation of this 
subspecies. By excluding 595 ac (241 
ha) of lands in Unit 3 and Unit 5 from 
designation. we are eliminating an 
essentially redundant layer of regulatory 
review for projects covered by the 
Western Riverside County MSHCP, 
helping to preserve our ongoing 
partnership with HCP participants, and 
encouraging new partnerships with 
other landowners and jurisdictions. 
These partnerships with HCP 
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participants are critical for the 
conservation of the San Bernardino 
kangaroo mt. 

Benefits ofExclusion Outweigh the 
Benefits ofInclusion-Western Riverside 
County MSHCP 

As discussed in the "Benefits of 
Inclusion" section above, we believe the 
regulatory benefit of designating critical 
habitat on private lands and permittee
owned PQP lands covered by the 
Western Riverside County MSHCP 
would be low. The Western Riverside 
County MSHCP addresses conservation 
issues from a coordinated, integrated 
perspective rather than a pieauneal 
project-by-project approach and will 
achieve more San Bernardino kangaroo 
rat conservation than we would achieve 
through multiple site-by-site, project-by
project, section 7 consultations 
involving consideration of critical 
habitat. 

Conservation and management of San 
Bernardino kangaroo rat habitat is 
essential to the survival and recovery of 
this subspecies. Such conservation 
needs am typically not addressed 
through the application of the statutory 
prohibition on destruction or adverse 
modification of critical habitat. The 
specific conservation actions, avoidance 
and minimization measures, and 
management for the San Bernardino 
kangaroo rat and its PCEs provided by 
the Western Riverside County MSHCP 
exceed any conservation value provided 
as a result of regulatory protections that 
may be afforded through a critical 
habitat designation. The Western 
Riverside County MSHCP provides as 
much or more benefit than a 
consultation for critical habitat 
designation conducted under the 
standards required by the Ninth Circuit 
in the Gifford Pinchot decision. The 
benefits for the conservation of the San 
Bernardino kangaroo rat that would 
occur as a result of designating a small 
amount of as critical habitat (e.g., 
protection afforded through the section 
7(a)(2) consultation process) am 
minimal compared to the overall 
conservation benefits for the subspecies 
that will be realized through the 
implementation of the Western 
Riverside County MSHCP. Furthermore, 
educational benefits that may be derived 
from a critical habitat designation am 
minimal and largely redundant to the 
educational benefits achieved through 
significant public. State. and local 
government input during the 
development of the Western Riverside 
County MSHCP. 

We developed close partnerships with 
the 22 MSHCP permittees through the 
development of this regional Ha> that 

incorporates appropriate protections 
and management ofthis subspecies' 
essential physical and biological 
features. Those protections are 
consistent with the mandates under 
section 7 of the Act to avoid destruction 
or adverse modification of critical 
habitat and go beyond that prohibition 
by including active management and 
protection of essential habitat areas. 
Designation of critical habitat alone 
does not achieve recovery or require 
management of those lands identified in 
the critical habitat rule. We believe the 
conservation benefits for the San 
Bernardino kangaroo rat that would 
occur as a result of designating those 
595 ac (241 hal in Unit 3 and Unit 5118 
critical habitat (e.g., protection afforded 
through the section 7(a)(2) consultation 
process) is minimal compared to the 
overall conservation benefits for the 
subspecies that will be realized through 
the implementation of the Western 
Riverside County MSHCP. Furthermore, 
the benefits to recovery of inclusion 
primarily have already been met 
through the identification of those areas 
most important to the subspecies. By 
excluding these lands from designation, 
we am eliminating a 18l8ely redundant 
layer of regulatory review for a limited 
set of projects on non-Federal lands that 
am addressed by the MSHCP and we are 
helping to preserve our ongoing 
partnerships with the permittees and to 
encourage new partnerships with other 
landowners and jurisdictions. Those 
partnerships, and the landscape-level, 
multiple-species conservation planning 
efforts they promote, are critical for the 
conservation of the San Bernardino 
kangaroo rat. Designating critical habitat 
on non-Federal lands within the 
Western Riverside County MSHCP 
could have a detrimental effect to OUI' 

partnerships with the 22 MSHCP 
permittees and could be a significant 
disincentive to the establishment of 
future partnerships and HCPs with other 
landowners. 

We reviewed and evaluated the 
exclusion of 595 ac (241 hal of private 
and permittee-owned PQP lands within 
the Western Riverside County MSHCP 
plan area from the final revised critical 
habitat designation for the San 
Bernardino kangaroo rat and determined 
that the benefits of excluding these 
lands in Unit 3 and Unit 5 outweigh the 
benefits of including them. As discus.~ 
above, the MSHCP will provide for 
significant preservation and 
management of habitat for and featurE,s 
essential to the conservation of the San 
Bernardino kangaroo rat and will help 
reach the recovery goals for this 
subspecies. 

Exclusion Will Not Result in Extinction 
of the Subspecies-Western Riverside 
County MSHCP 

In keeping with our analysis and 
conclusion detailed in our biological 
opinion for the Western Riverside 
County MSHCP (Service 2004, pp. 298-
299), we have determined that the 
exclusion of 595 ae (241 hal of private 
lands and permittee-owned PQP lands 
within the Western Riverside County 
MSHCP plan area from the final 
designation of critical habitat for the 
San Bernardino kangaroo rat will not 
result in the extinction of the 
subspecies. The MSHCP provides 
protection and management, in 
perpetuity, of lands that meet the 
definition of critical habitat. including 
pc&, for the subspecies in Unit 3 and 
Unit 5. Additionally, the jeopardy 
standard of section 7 of the Act and 
routine implementation of conservation 
measures through the section 7 process 
provide assurances that the subspecies 
will not go extinct as a result of this 
exclusion. 

Application of Section 4(b)(2)-Other 
Relevant Jmpacts-Soboba Band of 
LuUeiio Indians Settlement Act 

Hemet/San Jacinto Integrated Recharge 
Recovery Project 

On July 31. 2008, the President signed 
the Soboba Band of Luiseiio Indians 
Settlement Act (Pub. L. 11~297). As 
part of its obligations under the 
Settlement Agreement associated with 
this legislation, the Eastern Municipal 
Water District will implement an 
integrated water recharge and recovery 
program that includes the construction 
of recharge basins and well sites at the 
confluence of the San Jacinto River and 
Bautista Crook. This project is designed 
to provide water to the Soboba Band of 
Luiseiio Indians in keeping with the 
Tribe's water rights. The Service issued 
a biological opinion to the ACOE for 
this project on November 16,2006 
(Service 2006, FWS-WRIV-4051.5). The 
ACOE reinitiated consultation for this 
project on January 29, 2008 (see Bautista 
Creek discussion under the "Summary 
of Changes From the 2007 Proposed 
Rule To Revise Critical Habitat" section 
of this rule for further information). The 
project will impact approximately 39 ac 
(16 hal of land within the floodplain. 

Benefits ofInclusion-Hemet/San 
Jacinto Integrated Recharge Recovery 
Project 

The inclusion of 39 ftC (16 hal of 
Eastern Municipal Water District lands 
in this final revised critical habitat 
designation could be beneficial because 
it identifies lands that contain the 
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developing the HEMP has involved 
several partners including (but not 
limited to) CalMat Co., California 
Department of Fish and Game, ArnE. 
and the Service. 

The educational benefits of critical 
habitat designation derived through 
informing our partners and other 
members of the public of areas 
important for the long-term 
conservation of the San Bernardino 
kangaroo rat have already been and 
continue to be achieved through: (1) 
Development and implementation of the 
HEMP; (2) the original designation 
process in 2002; and (3) publication of 
the proposed revisions to critical habitat 
in 2008. notices of public comment 
periods. and the public bearings. 

The consultation provisions under 
section 7(a) of the Act constitute the 
regulatory benefits of inclusion for 
critical habitat As discussed above. 
Federal agencies must consult with us 
on actions that may affect critical 
habitat and must avoid destroying or 
adversely modifying critical habitat All 
of the approximately 1.265 Be (512 hal 
of HCMA lands in Unit 2 that are being 
excluded are on private property. with 
the potential Federal nexus for the San 
Bernardino kangaroo rat as a result of 
actions by ACOE. Therefore. including 
this area would provide some regulatory 
benefits under section 7(a) of the Act 

However. the Cajon Creek HCMA 
HEMP and associated MOU provides for 
the conservation and management of the 
identified lands. The permanent 
conservation of these lands (i.e.• 
conservation easement) is currently in 
p~.TheHEMPaddresses 
conservation issues from a coordinated. 
integrated perspective rather than a 
piecemeal project-by-project approach 
that could result in this area absent this 
plan. and will achieve more San 
Bernardino kangaroo rat conservation 
than would be achieved through such 
multiple site-by-site. project-by-project. 
section 7 consultations involving 
consideration of critical habitat 
Furthermore. the HEMP includes 
proactive monitoring and management 
of conserved lands (as previously 
described). thereby reducing known 
threats to the San Bernardino kangaroo 
rat and its habitat. These measures 
provide assurance that the features 
essential to the conservation of the San 
Bernardino kangaroo rat within the 
Cajon Creek HCMA will be protected 
and managed to conserve this 
subspecies. In light of the progress made 
to establish conservation easements on 
these lands and the potential piecemeal 
project-by-project approach for future 
section 7 consultations that may occur 
on these lands. we conclude that the 

potential regulatory benefit of 
designating this area as critical habitat 
is minimal The HEMP provides as 
much or more benefit than a 
consultation for critical habitat 
designation conducted under the 
standards required by the Ninth Circuit 
in the Gifford Pinchot decision. 

Benefits ofExclusion-Cajon Q-eek 
HCMAHEMP 

The Cajon Creek HCMA HEMP 
provides for conservation bank lands in 
a coordinated, integrated manner. The 
protection and active management of 
San Bemardino kangaroo rat and its 
essential habitat features on HCMA 
lands coll8el'ved the subspecies at this 
site and directly contributes to the 
survival and recovery of this species. 

The exclusion of the Cajon Creek 
HCMA lands from critical habitat wiU 
help preserve and foster the 
partnerships that we developed with 
Vulcan Materials Co., and the California 
Department of Fish and Game. and aid 
in encouraging other landowners to 
participate in conservation planning. 
Excluding the existing Cajon Creek 
HCMA lands demonstrates our good 
faith effort to work productively witb 
non-Federal entities. which should 
encourage initiation and completion of 
conservation plans. As discussed above. 
many landowners and local 
jurisdictions perceive critical habitat 
being designated on lands covered by 
existing conservation plans as an unfair 
and unnecessary regulatory burden 
given the expense and time involved in 
developing and implementing 
conservation plans such as the Cajon 
Creek HCMA HEMP. The exclusion of 
this area signals to other private 
landowners that if they take steps to put 
their lands into conservation. they may 
avoid an additional layer of regulatioll. 
which. as we described above in the 
"Conservation Partnerships on Non
Federal Lands" section, sometimes a(:ts 
as a disincentive for private landowners. 
Therefore. designation of lands covered 
by the HEMP may discourage other 
landowners from seeking or completing 
similar conservation efforts. We believe 
that fostering these types of partnerships 
with non-Federal landowners are 
critical for the conservation of the Sail 
Bernardino kangaroo rat. 

Benefits ofExclusion Outweigh the 
Benefits ofInclusion-Cajon Creek 
HCMAHEMP 

As discussed in the "Benefits of 
Inclusion" section. we believe the 
regulatory benefit of designating critical 
habitat on private lands covered by the 
Cajon Creek HCMA HEMP would be 
low. The Cajon Creek HCMA HEMP 

addresses conservation issues from a 
coordinated, integrated perspective 
rather than a piecemeal project-by
project approach and will achieve more 
San Bernardino kangaroo rat 
conservation than would be achieved 
through multiple site-by-site. project-by
project, section 7 consultations 
involving consideration of critical 
habitat. Furthermore. the Cajon Creek 
HCMA HEMP provides for the proactive 
monitoring and management of 
conserved lands (as previously 
described), reducing known threats to 
the San Bernerdino kangaroo rat or its 
habitat 

Conservation and IDIIJl888ment of San 
Bernardino kangaroo rat habitat is 
essential to the survival and recovery of 
this subspecies. Such conservation 
needs are typically not addressed 
through the application of the statutory 
prohibition on destruction or adverse 
modification of critical habitat. The 
Cajon Creek HCMA HEMP provides as 
much or more benefit than a 
consultation for critical habitat 
designation conducted under the 
standards required by the Ninth Circuit 
in the Gifford Pinchot decision. 
Furthermore. educational benefits that 
may be derived from a critical habitat 
designstion are minimal and largely 
redundant to the educational benefits 
achieved through significant State and 
local government input during the 
development of this management plan. 

We developed a close partnership 
with the Cajon Creek HCMA HEMP 
participants through the development of 
this management plan that incorporates 
appropriate protections and 
management of this subspecies' 
essential physical and biological 
features. Those protections are 
consistent with the mandates under 
section 7 of the Act to avoid destruction 
or adverse modification of critical 
habitat and go beyond that prohibition 
by including active management and 
protection of essential habitat areas. 
Designation of critical habitat alone 
does not achieve recovery or require 
management of those lands identified in 
the critical habitat rule. We believe the 
recovery benefits of excluding the Cajon 
Creek HCMA lands and implementing 
the HEMP outweigh the recovery 
benefits of retaining these lands as 
critical habitat Furthermore. the 
benefits to recovery of inclusion 
primarily have already been met 
through the identification of those areas 
most important to the subspecies. The 
minimal educational and potential 
regulatory benefits of including the 
Cajon Creek HCMA lands in critical 
habitat are small when compared to the 
impact such a designation could have 
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on our current and future partnerships. 
By excluding these lands from 
designation. we are eliminating a largely 
redundant layer of regulatory review for 
a limited set of projects on non-Federal 
lands that are addressed by the 
management plan and we are helping to 
preserve our ongoing partnership with 
the Cajon Creek HCMA HEMP 
participants and to encourage new 
partnerships with other landowners and 
jurisdictions. Those partnerships are 
critical for the conservation of the San 
Bernardino kangaroo rat. Designating 
critical habitat on non-Federal lands 
within areas covered by the Cajon Creek 
HCMA HEMP could have a detrimental 
effect to our partnership with the plan 
~panmandcould~a~amt 
disincentive to the establishment of 
future partnerships and management 
plans with other partners. 

We reviewed and evaluated the 
exclusion of approximately 1,265 ac 
{512 hal of non-Federal lands in Unit 2 
from the designation of final revised 
critical habitat for the San Bernardino 
kangaroo rat and determined that the 
benefits of excluding these lands 
outweigh the benefits of including them. 
As discussed above. the Cajon Creek 
HCMA HEMP will provide for 
significant preservation and 
management of the physical and 
biological features essential to the 
conservation of the San Bernardino 
kangaroo rat and will help reach the 
recovery goals for this subspecies. 

Exclusion Will Not Result in Extinction 
of the Subspecies-Cajon Creek HCMA 
HEMP 

We determined that the exclusion of 
non-Federal lands within the area 
covered by the Cajon Creek HCMA 
HEMP from the final revised 
designation of critical habitat for the 
San Bernardino kangaroo rat will not 
result in the extinction of the 
subspecies. The Cajon Creek HCMA 
HEMP provides protection and 
management. in perpetuity of lands 
within Unit 2. including the physical 
and biological features essential to the 
conservation of the San Bernardino 
kangaroo rat. Additionally. the jeopardy 
standard of section 7 of the Act and 
routine implementation of conservation 
measures through the section 7 process 
provide assurances that the subspecies 
will not go extinct as a result of this 
exclusion. 

WestMD Riverside County Multiple 
Species Habitat CoDSerYation Plan 
(MSHCP) 

The Western Riverside County 
MSHCP is a large-scale. multi
jurisdictional HCP encompassing about 

1.26 million Be (510.000 hal in western 
Riverside County (Units 3 and 5). The 
MSHCP addresses 146 listed and 
unlisted "covered species." including 
the San Bernardino kangaroo rat. 
Participants in the MSHCP include H 
cities: The County of Riverside. 
including the Riverside County Flood 
Control and Water Conservation Agency 
(County Flood Control). Riverside 
County Transportation Commission. 
Riverside County Parks and Open Space 
District. and Riverside County Waste 
Department; California Department of 
Parks and Recreation; and the California 
Department ofTransportation. The 
Western Riverside County MSHCP was 
designed to establish a multi-species 
conservation program that minimims 
and mitigates the expected loss of 
habitat and the incidental take of 
covered species. On June 22. 2004. the 
Service issued a single incidental take 
permit (TE-088609-0) under section 
10(a){1){B} of the Act to 22 permittees 
under the MSHCP for a period of 75 
years. 

The Western Riverside County 
MSHCP will establish approximately 
153,000 Be {61.917 hal of new 
conservation lands (Additional Reserve 
Lands) to complement the approximate 
347.000 ac (140.426 hal of existing 
natural and open space areas designated 
by the MSHCP as Public/Quasi-Public 
(PQP) IllDds. These PQP lands include 
those under Federal ownership. 
primarily managed by the USFS and 
BLM, and also permittee-owned open
space areas (e.g., State parks. County 
Flood Control. and county park lands). 
Federally owned PQP lands are 
designated as critical habitat herein. 
Collectively. the Additional Reserve 
Lands and PQP lands form the overall 
Western Riverside County MSHCP 
Conservation Area. The precise 
configuration of the 153.000 ac {61.916 
hal of Additional Reserve Lands is not 
mapped or precisely identified in the 
MSHCP. but rather is based on textuall 
descriptions of a Conceptual Reserve 
Design within the bounds of a 310.000 
ac {125.453 hal "Criteria Area" that is 
interpreted as implementation of the 
MSHCP proceeds. 

Specific conservation objectives in the 
Western Riverside County MSHCP for 
the San Bernardino kangaroo rat include 
providing 4,400 ac (1.781 hal of 
occupied or suitable habitat within the 
historical floodplains of the San Jacinto 
River and Bautista Creek and their 
tributaries in the MSHCP Conservation 
Area. This acreage goal can be attained 
through private lands within the Criteria 
Area that are targeted for inclusion 
within the MSHCP Conservation Area as 
potential Additional Reserve Lands 

and/or through coordinated 
management of PQP lands. 
Additionally. the MSHCP requires 
surveys for the San Bernardino kangaroo 
rat as part of the project review process 
for public and private projects where 
suitable habitat is present within a 
defined mammal species survey area 
(see Mammal Species Survey Area Map. 
Figure 6--5 of the MSHCP. Volume I). 
For locations with positive survey 
results. 90 percent of those portions of 
the property that provide long-term 
conservation value for the subspecies 
will be avoided until it is demonstrated 
that the conservation objectives for the 
subspecies are met (Additional Survey 
Needs and Procedures; MSHCP Volume 
1. section 6.3.2). 

The survey requirements. avoidance 
and minimization measures. and 
management for the San Bernardino 
kangaroo rat (and its PCEsl provided for 
in the Western Riverside County 
MSHCP exceed any conservation value 
provided as a result of regulatory 
protections that have been or may be 
afforded through critical habitat 
designation. Based on the reasoning 
provided below. we excluded from Unit 
3 and Unit 5 the approximately 595 ac 
(241 hal of private lands and permittee
owned PQP lands within the MSHCP 
Plan Area from the revised critical 
habitat designation under section 4{b)(2) 
of the Act. The areas excluded are in 
separate parcels in the San Jacinto River 
wush distributed between the Blackburn 
RoadlLake Hemet Main Canal area. 
downstream to the East Main Street 
Bridge. and in the Bautista Creek area 
upstream of the concrete-lined channel. 
Lands within these excluded areas are 
owned by or fall within the jurisdiction 
of MSHCP permittees. Projects in these 
areas conducted or approved by MSHCP 
permittees are subject to the 
conservation requirements of the 
MSHCP. including the Additional 
Survey Needs and Procedures policy. 

Lands within the MSHCP plan area 
owned by Eastern Municipal Water 
District and Lake Hemet Municipal 
Water District are not subject to the 
conservation requirements of the 
MSHCP through any discretionary 
authority of the permittees. Therefore. 
506 ac (205 hal of lands within Unit 3 
and Unit 5 owned by these two water 
districts are not excluded from the final 
revised designation under the Western 
Riverside County MSHCP. 

The 1998 final listing rule for the San 
Bernardino kangaroo rat identified the 
following primary threats to the San 
Bernardino kangaroo rat: Habitat loss. 
destruction. degradation. and 
fragmentation due to sand and gravel 
mining operations; flood control 
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features essential to the conservation of 
the species. The process of proposing 
and finalizing the revised critical habitat 
rule provided the Service with the 
opportunity to evaluate and refine the 
features or PCEs essential to the 
conservation of the subspecies within 
the geographical area occupied by San 
Bernardino kangaroo rat at the time of 
listing, as well as to evaluate whether 
there are other areas essential for the 
conservation of the subspecies. The 
designation process included peer 
review and public comment on the 
identified features and areas. This 
process is valuable to land owners and 
managers in developing conservation 
management plans for identified areas, 
as well as any other occupied habitat or 
suitable habitat that may not have been 
included in the Service's determination 
of essential habitat. 

The educational benefits of critical 
habitat designation derived through 
informing our partners and other 
members of the public of areas 
important for the long-term 
conservation of San Bernardino 
kangaroo rat have already been achieved 
through previously designating this area 
as critical habitat and through the 
section 7 consultation process on the 
proposed action (Service 2006, pp. 
1-41). 

The consultation provisions under 
section 7(a) of the Act constitute the 
regulatory benefits of inclusion for 
critical habitat. As discussed previously, 
Federal agencies must consult with us 
on actions that may affect critical 
habitat and must avoid destroying or 
adversely modifying critical habitat. On 
these approximately 39 ac (16 hal of 
Eastern Municipal Water District lands 
in Unit 3 that are being excluded, a 
Federal nexus exists for the San 
Bernardino kangaroo rat as a result of 
actions by the ACOE. Therefore, 
including this area would provide some 
regulatory benefits under section 7(a) of 
the Act. 

Benefits ofExclusion-Hemet/San 
Jacinto lntegroted Recharge Recovery 
Project 

The Soboba Band of Luiseiio indians 
Settlement Act and its associated 
Settlement Agreement represent a 
historic settlement of a decades-long 
water rights dispute under which the 
Tribe will receive an adequate and 
secure future water supply of 9,000 acre 
feet per year, $18 million from local 
water districts for economic 
development, $11 million from the 
Federal government for water 
development. and 128 ac (52 hal of land 
near Diamond Valley for commercial 
development. In tum, the Tribe agreed 

to forebear some portion of their water 
rights for 50 years, which has a 
monetary value of more than $58 
million. Additionally, the Settlement 
Act provides local water districts and 
Tribal neighbors: 7,500 acre feet of new 
imported water per year until at least 
2035; $10 million in Federal funds to 
help rechaJge the aquifer with imported 
water; up to 100 acres (41 hal of Soboba 
Band of Luisaiio indians reservation 
land for endangered species habitat; use 
of up to 4,900 acre feet of Sohoba Band 
of Luiseiio Indians water for 50 years for 
basin restoration; and the promise of 
new jobs and economic stimulus from 
Soboba Band of Luiseiio Indians 
commercial development. The 
partnerships developed during the 
negotiation of this settlement are unique 
and are viewed as a framework for 
resolution of other water rights disputes. 
Implementation of the Settlement 
Agreement is expected to provide for 
restoration of the groundwater basin. 
Excluding the 39 ac (16 hal of lands in 
Unit 3 from the designation will remove 
any perception that the regulatory 
impact of the critical designation may 
impede successful implementation of 
this important agreement, and will belp 
to preserve our ongoing partnership 
with this project's participants and the 
signatories to the Settlement Agreement. 
Additionally, this exclusion will 
encourage new partnerships with other 
landowners, water districts, and other 
jurisdictions. We believe encouraging 
such partnerships are critical for the 
conservation of the San Bernardino 
kangaroo rat. 

Benefits ofExclusion Outweigh Benefits 
ofInclusion-Hemet/San Jacinto 
Integrated Recharge Recovery Project 

We reviewed and evaluated the 
benefits of inclusion and benefits of 
exclusion for the approximately 39 11(: 

(16 hal of non-Federal Eastern 
Munici al Water District lands in Unit 
3, and determined that the benefits of 
excluding these lands outweigh the 
benefits of including them as critical 
habitat. We acknowledge that the 
designation of critical habitat on these 
lands would likely provide a 
conservation benefit to the San 
Bernardino kangaroo rat through the 
section 7(a)(2) consultation process. 
However, as discussed above, the 
benefits of excluding the area covered 
by the Hemet!San Jacinto integrated 
Recharge Recovery Project are high arid 
outweigh any regulatory or other benofit 
of including these lands in critical 
habitat. as such exclusion will help t(]l 
preserve and foster the partnerships and 
inter-governmental relationships that 
have been developed over many years to 

achieve sustainable water management 
and habitat restoration in the San 
Jacinto River Basin. By excluding these 
lands, we will remove any additional 
regulatory impact resulting from a 
critical habitat designation that may 
potentially interfere with 
implementation of the Settlement 
Agreement. In addition to restoration of 
the groundwater basin, implementation 
of the historic Settlement Agreement 
will restore the Soboba Band of Luiseiio 
indians' water rights and allow the 
Tribe to manage their water resources 
for the bettarment of the Tribe, which is 
expected to provide an economic 
stimulus to the Tribe and surrounding 
communities as well as providing for 
restoration of the groundwater basin. 

Exclusion Will Not Result in Extinction 
of the Subspecies-Hemet/San Jacinto 
Integrated Recharge Recovery Project 

We determined that the exclusion of 
the 39 ac (16 ha) of non-Federal lands 
within the area covered by the Hemet! 
San Jacinto Integrated Recharge 
Recovery Project from the final revised 
designation of critical habitat for the 
San Bernardino kangaroo rat will not 
result in the extinction of the 
subspecies. The area is occupied by the 
San Bernardino kangaroo rat, and the 
protections afforded through section 9 
of the Act, the jeopardy standard of 
section 7 of the Act, and routine 
implementation of conservation 
measures through the section 7 process 
provide assurances that the subspecies 
will not go extinct as a result of this 
exclusion. 

Required DetanninatiOD8 

Takirwr-Executive Order 12630 

In accordance with E.O. 12630 
("Government Actions and Interference 
with Constitutionally Protected Private 
Property Rights"), we have analyzed the 
potential takings implications of 
designating critical habitat for the San 
Bernardino kangaroo rat in a takings 
implications assessment. Critical habitat 
designation does not affect landowner 
actions that do not require Federal 
funding or permits, nor does it preclude 
development of habitat conservation 
programs or issuance of incidental take 
permits to permit actions that do require 
Federal funding or permits to go 
forward. The takings implications 
assessment concludes that this final 
revised designation of critical habitat for 
the San Bernardino kangaroo rat does 
not pose significant takings 
implications. 
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Regulatory Planning and Review
Executive Order 12866 

The Office of Management and Budget 
(OMB) has determined that this rule is 
not significant under E.O. 12866. OMB 
bases its determination upon the 
following four criteria: 

(1) Whether the rule will have an 
annual effect of $100 million or more on 
the economy or adversely affect an 
economic sector, productivity, jobs, the 
environment, or other units of the 
government. 

(2) Whether the rule will create 
inconsistencies with other Federal 
agencies' actions. 

(3) Whether the rule will materially 
affect entitlements, grants, user fees. 
loan programs, or the rights and 
obligations of their recipients. 

(4) Whether the rule raises novel legal 
or policy issues. 

Civil Justice Reform-Executive Order 
12988 

In accordance with E.O. 12988 (Civil 
Justice Reform). the Office of the 
Solicitor has determined that the rule 
does not unduly burden the judicial 
system and that it meets the 
requirements of sections 3(a) and 3(b)(2) 
of the Order. We are designating critical 
habitat in accordance with the 
provisions of the Act. This final rule 
uses standard property descriptions and 
identifies the physical and biological 
features essential to the conservation of 
the species within the designated areas 
to assist the public in understanding the 
habitat needs of the San Bernardino 
kangaroo rat. 

Federalism-Executive Order 13132 

In accordance with KO. 13132 
(Federalism). this final rule does not 
have significant Federalism effects. A 
Federalism assessment is not required. 
In keeping with Department of the 
Interior and Department of Commerce 
policy. we requested information from, 
and coordinated development of, these 
final critical habitat designations with 
appropriate State resource agencies in 
California. During the public comment 
periods. we contacted appropriate State 
and local agencies and jurisdictions. 
and invited them to comment on the 
proposed revised critical habitat 
designation for the San Bernardino 
kangaroo rat. In total. we responded to 
five letters received during these 
comment periods from local 
governments (see "Summary of 
Comments and Recommendations" 
section). None of the critical habitat 
designation for the San Bernardino 
kangaroo rat occurs on State land. and. 
therefore. will have little impact on 

State and local governments and their 
activities. The designations may have 
some benefit to these governments in 
that the areas that contain tha features 
essential to the conservation of the 
species are more clearly defined, and 
the primary constituant elements of the 
habitat are specifically identified. This 
information does not alter where and 
what federally sponsored activities may 
occur. However, it may assist local 
governments in long-range planning 
(rather than having them wait for case
by-case section 7 consultations to 
occur). 

Energy Supply. Distribution, or Use-
Executive Order 13211 

On May 18, 2001. the President issued 
E.O. 13211 on regulations that 
significantly affect energy supply. 
distribution. and use. E.O. 13211 
requires agencies to prepare Statements 
of Energy Effects when undertaking 
certain actions. This revision to critical 
habitat for the San Bernardino kangaroo 
rat is not considered a significant 
regulatory action under E.O. 12866. 
OMB has provided guidance for 
implementing this Order that outlines 
nine outcomes that may constitute "a 
significant adverse effect" when 
compared without the regulatory action 
under consideration. The economic 
analysis finds that none of these criteria 
are relevant to this analysis. Thus. based 
on information in the economic analysis 
(Appendix C), energy-related impactS 
associated with San Bernardino 
kangaroo rat conservation activities 
within the areas included in the final 
designation of critical habitat are not 
expected. As such. the final designation 
of critical habitat is not expected to 
significantly affect energy supplies. 
distribution. or use, and a Statement of 
Enmgy Effects is not required. 

Unfunded Mandates Reform Act (2 
U.S.C. 1501 et seq.) 

In accordance with the Unfunded 
Mandates Reform Act, the Service 
makes the following findings: 

(1) This rule would not produce a 
Federal mandate. In general. a Federal 
mandate is a provision in legislation, 
statute, or regulation that would impose 
an enforceable duty upon State. local. or 
Tribal governments, or the private 
sector, and includes both "Federal 
intergovernmental mandates" and 
"Federal private sector mandates." 
These terms are defined in 2 U.S.c. 
658(sH7}. "Federal intergovernmental 
mandate" includes a regulation that 
"would impose an enforceable duty 
upon State. local, or tribal 
governments," with two exceptions. It 
excludes "a condition of federal 

assistance." It also excludes "a duty 
arising from participation in a voluntary 
Federal program," unless the regulation 
"relates to a than-existing Federal 
program under which $500,000,000 or 
more is provided annually to State, 
local, and Tribel governmants under 
entitlement authority." if the provision 
would "increase the stringency of 
conditions of assistance" or "place caps 
upon, or otharwise decrease, the Federal 
Government's responsibility to provide 
funding," and the State, local. or Tribal 
governmants "lack authority" to adjust 
accordingly. (At the time of enactment. 
these entitlement programs were 
Medicaid; Aid to Families with 
Dependent Children work programs; 
Child Nutrition; Food Stamps; Social 
Services Block Grants; Vocational 
Rehabilitation State Grants; Foster Care, 
Adoption Assistance. and Independent 
Uving; Family Support Welfare 
Services; and Child Support 
Enforcement.) "Federal private sector 
mandate" includes a regulation that 
"would impose an enforceable duty 
upon the private sector. except (i) a 
condition of Federal assistance; or (ii) a 
duty arising from participation in a 
voluntary Federal program." 

The designation of critical habitat 
does not impose a legally binding duty 
on non-Federal government entities or 
private parties. Under section 7 of the 
Act. the only regulatory effect is that 
Federal agencies must ensure that their 
actions do not destroy or adversely 
modify critical habitat. Non-Federal 
entities that receive Federal funding, 
assistance. permits. or otherwise require 
approval or authorization from a Federal 
agency for an action. may be indirectly 
impacted by the designation of critical 
habitat. However. the legally binding 
duty to avoid destruction or adverse 
modification of critical habitat rests 
squarely on the Federal agency. 
Furthermore. to the extent that non
Federal entities are indirectly impacted 
because they receive Federal assistance 
or participate in a voluntary Federal aid 
program. the Unfunded Mandates 
Reform Act would not apply, nor would 
critical habitat shift the costs of the large 
entitlement programs listed above on to 
State governments. 

(2) We do not believe that this rule 
would significantly or uniquely affect 
small governments because it would not 
produce a Federal mandate of $100 
million or greater in any year; that is, it 
is not a "significant regulatory action" 
under the Unfunded Mandates Reform 
Act. As discussed in the economic 
analysis. anticipated future impacts in 
areas designated as critical habitat will 
be borne by the Federal Government 
and San Bernardino County Flood 
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Control District (SBCFCD); in areas 
excluded from the final designation, the 
total anticipated future impacts are not 
attributable to the designation of critical 
habitat. By definition, Federal agencies 
are not considered small entities, 
although the activities they fund or 
permit may be proposed or carried out 
by small entities. The SBCFCD is also 
not considered to be a small entity 
because it services a population 
exceeding the criteria for a "small 
entity." As such, a Small Government 
Agency Plan is not required. 

Regulatory Flexibility Act (5 U.S.C. 601 
et seq.) 

Under the Regulatory Flexibility Act, 
as amended by the Small Business 
Regulatory Enforcement Fairness Act (5 
U.S.c. 802(2)). whenever an agency is 
required to publish a notice of 
rulemaking for any proposed or final 
rule, it must prepare and make available 
for public comment a regulatory 
flexibility analysis that describes the 
effect of the rule on small entities (Le.• 
small businesses. small organizations. 
and small government jurisdictions). 
However. no regulatory flexibility 
analysis is required if the head of an 
agency certifies the rule will not have a 
significant economic impact on a 
substantial number of small entities. 
The Small Business Regulatory 
Enforcement Fairness Act amended the 
Regulatory Flexibility Act to require 
Federal agencies to provide a 
certification statement of the factual 
basis for certifying that the rule will not 
have a significant economic impact on 
a substantial number of small entities. 
In this final rule, we are certifying that 
the critical habitat designation for the 
San Bernardino kangaroo rat will not 
have a significant economic impact on 
a substantial number of small entities. 
The following discussion explains our 
rationale. 

According to the Small Business 
Administration, small entities include 
small organizations, such as 
independent nonprofit organizations; 
small governmental jurisdictions, 
including school boards and city and 
town governments that serve fewer than 
50,000 residents; and small businesses 
(13 CFR 121.201). Small businesses 
include manufacturing and mining 
concerns with fewer than 500 
employees, wholesale trade entities 
with fewer than 100 employees. retail 
and service businesses with less than $5 
million in annual sales, general and 
heavy construction businesses with less 
than $27.5 million in annual business. 
special trade contractors doing less than 
$11.5 million in annual business, and 
agricultural businesses with annual 

sales less than $750.000. To determine 
if potential economic impacts to these 
small entities are significant. we 
considered the types of activities thai 
might trigger regulatory impacts under 
this designation as well as types of 
project modifications that may result. In 
general. the term significant economic 
impact is meant to apply to a typical 
small business firm's business 
operations. 

To determine if the revised 
designation ofcritical habitat for the 
San Bernardino kangaroo rat would 
affect a substantial number of small 
entities. we consideIed the number of 
small entities affected within particular 
types of economic activities, such as 
residential and commercial 
development. We considered each 
industry or category individually to 
determine ifcertification is appropriate. 
In estimating the numbers of small 
entities potentially affected. we also 
considered whether their activities have 
any Federal involvement; some kinds of 
activities are unlikely to have any 
Federal involvement and thus will not 
be affected by the designation of critical 
habitat. Designation of critical habitat 
only affects activities conducted. 
funded, permitted, or authorized by 
Federal agencies: non-Federal activities 
are not affected by the designation. 

In areas where the subspecies is 
present. Federal agencies already are 
required to consult with us under 
section 7 of the Act on activities they 
fund, permit, or implement that may 
affect the San Bernardino kangaroo rat 
(see Section 7 Consultation section) or 
their critical habitat. Future 
consultations to avoid the destruction or 
adverse modification of critical habitat 
would be incorporated into the existing 
consultation process. In the case of 
completed consultations for ongoing 
Federal activities. however. the FedeJ'llI 
agency would be required to reinitiate 
consultation (see Application of the 
"Adverse Modification" Standard 
section). Designation of critical habitat. 
in that case. could result in an 
additional economic impact on small 
entities. 

In our final economic analysis of the 
proposed revision of critical habitat, \Ve 
evaluated the potential economic effects 
on small business entities resulting from 
conservation actions related to the 
proposed revision of critical habitat for 
the San Bernardino kangaroo rat. The 
analysis is based on the estimated 
incremental impacts essociated with the 
rulemaking as described in section 2 of 
the analysis. The analysis evaluates tbe 
potential for economic impacts related 
to activity categories including water 
conservation. flood control. and 

development. Impacts of conservation 
activities are not anticipated to affect 
small entities in the following 
categories: Fire management on Federal 
lands; invasive, nonnative plant species 
management on Federal lands; 
recreation management on Federal 
lands: and surveying, monitoring, and 
other activities on Federal lands. Land 
managers which may be impacted by 
the proposed rule include the BLM, 
USFS, SBCFCD, and private 
landowners. Of the entities that are 
likely to bear incremental impacts, there 
are no entities identified as small 
businesses. small organizations, or small 
government jurisdictions. The Federal 
agencies (BLM and USFS) and the 
special district (SBCFCD) do not meet 
the criteria for a small business. 
Individual private landowners in San 
Bernardino kangaroo rat critical habitat 
are not consideIed small businesses. 
Please refer to our economic analysis 
(Appendix C) of the proposed revision 
of critical habitat for a more detailed 
discussion of potential economic 
impacts. 

In summary. we considered whether 
this final rule to revise critical habitat 
would result in a significant economic 
effect on a substantial number of small 
entities. For the above Ie8S0ns and 
based on currently available 
information, we certify that the rule will 
not have a significant economic impact 
on a substantial number of small 
entities. Therefore, a regulatory 
flexibility analysis is not required. 

Small Business Regulatory Enforcement 
Fairness Act (5 U.S.C. 801 et seq.) 

Under the Small Business Regulatory 
Enforcement Fairness Act. this rule is 
not a major rule. Our detailed 
assessment of the economic effects of 
this designation is described in the 
economic analysis. Based on the effects 
identified in the economic analysis, we 
believe that this rule will not have an 
annual effect on the economy of $100 
million or more. will not cause a major 
increase in costs or prices for 
consumers, and will not have significant 
adverse effects on competition. 
employment, investment. productivity, 
innovation. or the ability of U.S.-based 
anterprises to compete with foreign
based enterprises. Refer to the final 
economic analysis for a discussion of 
the effects of this determination (see 
ADDRESSES for information on obtaining 
a copy of the final economic analysis). 

National Environmental Policy Act 
(NEPA) (42 U.S.C. 4321 et seq.) 

It is our position that. outside the 
jurisdiction of the Circuit Court of the 
United Stales for the Tenth Circuit. we 
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do not need to prepare environmental 
analyses as defined by NEPA in 
connection with designating critical 
habitat under the Act. We published a 
notice outlining our reasons for this 
determination in the Federailtegister 
on October 25, 1983 (48 FR 49244). This 
assertion was upheld in the courts of the 
Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals (Douglas 
Countyv. Babbitt, 48 F.3d 1495 (9th Cir. 
1995), cert. denied 516 U.S. 1042 
(1996)). 

Paperwork Reduction Act of1995 (44 
U.S.C. 3501 et seq.) 

This rule does not contain any new 
collections of information that require 
approval by OMB under the Paperwork 
Reduction Act of 1995. This rule will 
not impose recordkeeping or reporting 
requirements on State or local 
governments, individuals, businesses, or 
organizations. An agency may not 
conduct or sponsor, and a person is not 
required to respond to, a collection of 
information unless it displays a 
currently valid OMB control number. 

Government-ta-Government 
Relationship With Tribes 

In accordance with the President's 
memorandum of April 29, 1994, 
"Government-tcrGovernment Relations 
with Native American Tribal 
Governments" (59 FR 22951), Executive 
Order 13175, and the Department of the 
Interior's manual at 512 DM 2, we 
readily acknowledge our responsibility 
to communicate meaningfully with 
recognized Federal Tribes on a 
government-to-government basis. In 
accordance with Secretarial Order 3206 
oOune 5,1997, "American Indian 
Tribal Rights, Federal-Tribal Trust 
Responsibilities, and the Endangered 
Species Act," we readily acknowledge 
our responsibilities to work directly 
with tribes in developing programs for 
healthy ecosystems, to acknowledge that 
Tribal lands are not subject to the same 
controls as Federal public lands, to 
remain sensitive to Indian culture, and 
to make information available to tribes. 

The 2002 designation of critical 
habitat (67 FR 19812) for the San 
Bernardino kangaroo rat included 710 
BC (290 hal of land within the SoOOba 
Band of Luiseiio Indians Reservation. At 
the time of the 2002 designation, we 
included these lands as critical habitat 
for the San Bernardino kangaroo rat 
because we believed that the area 
supported several populations and 
provided continuity between two 
adjacent areas of essential habitat. These 

lands are adjacent to occupied areas that 
we are designating as critical habitat 
within the San Jacinto wash (Unit 3). 
However, at the time of the drafting of 
this final rule, we lack information 
regarding the subspecies' location and 
habitat on Soboba Band of Luiseiio 
Indians Reservation lands and are 
unable to thoroughly assess either the 
status of the subspecies on those lands 
or the managemant practices currently 
employed by the Tribe. Though we 
continue to believe, due to the 
continuity of these lands with known 
occupied habitat. that these Tribal lands 
are likely occupied. at least in part. by 
the San Bernardino kangaroo rat, we do 
not know whether these lands contain 
features that are essential to the 
conservation of the subspecies. As a 
result, and in light of Secretarial Order 
3206, we are not including these Tribal 
lands in the area designated as revised 
critical habitat for the San Bernardino 
kangaroo rat. We are committed to 
maintaining a positive working 
relationship with the Tribes and will 
continue our attempts to work with 
them on conservation measures 
benefiting the San Bernardino kangaroo 
rat. 
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List of Subjects in 50 CFlt Part 17 

Endangered and threatened species. 
Exports, Imports, Reporting and 
recordkeeping requirements, 
Transportation. 

Regulation Promulgation 

• Accordingly, we amend part 17, 
subchapter B of chapter I. title 50 of the 
Code of Federal Regulations, as set forth 
below: 

PART 17-{AMENDED] 

• 1. The authority citation for part 17 
continues to read as follows: 

Authority: 16 U.S.C. 1361-1407; 16 U.S.G. 
1531-1544; 16 U.S.G. 4201-4245; Pub. L. 99-
625. 100 Stat. 3500; unless otherwise noted. 

.2. Amend § 17.95(a) by revising the 
entry for" San Bernardino Kangaroo Rat 

(Dipodomys merriami parvus)" to read 
as follows: 

§17.95 CrtIIcaI hIIbIIaI wildlife. 

(a) Mammals. 

* * * * 

San Bernardino Kangaroo Rat 
(Dipodomys merriami parvus) 

(1) Critical habitat units are depicted 
for San Bernardino and Riverside 
Counties, California, on the maps below. 

(2) The PCEs of critical habitat for the 
San Bernardino kangaroo rat are the 
habitat components that provide: 

(i) Alluvial fans, washes, and 
associated floodplain areas containing 
soils consisting predominately of sand, 
loamy sand. sandy loam, and loam, 
which provide burrowing habitat 
necessary for sheltering and rearing 
offspring, staring food in surface caches, 
and movement between occupied 
patches; 

(ii) Upland areas adjacent to alluvial 
fans. washes, and associated floodplain 
areas containing alluvial sage scrub 
habitat and associated vegetation, such 
as coastal sage scrub and chamise 
chaparral, with up to approximately 50 
percent canopy cover providing 
protection from predators, while leaving 
bare ground and open areas necessary 
for foraging and movement of this 
subspecies; and 

(iii) Upland areas adjacent to alluvial 
fans. washes, and associated floodplain 
areas, which may include marginal 
habitat such as alluvial sage scrub with 
greater than 50 percent canopy cover 
with patches of suitable soils that 
support individuals for re-population of 
wash areas following flood events. 
These areas may include agricultural 
lands, areas of inactive aggregate mining 
activities, and urbanIwildland 
interfaces. 

(3) Critical habitat does not include 
manmade structures (such as buildings, 
aqueducts, airports, roads, other paved 
areas, and the land on which such 
structures are located) existing on the 
effective date of this rule and not 
containing one or more of the PCEs. 

(4) Data layers defining map units 
were created on a base of NAIP (USDA) 
1:24,000 maps, and critical habitat units 
were then mapped using Universal 
Transverse Mercator (UTM) coordinates. 

(5) Note: Index map of critical habitat 
units for the San Bernardino kangaroo 
rat follows: 
IIILLlNG CODi 431CI-fi...P 
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Index Map 
Critical Habitat for San Bernardino kangaroo rat IDipodomys merriami parv1J§) 

San Bernardino and Riverside Counties, California 
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(i) Land bounded by the following 
Universal Transverse Mercator (UfM) 
North American Datum of 1983 
(NAD83) coordinates (E. N): 482433, 
3777208;482510,3777208;482472, 
3777140;482478,3776911;482612, 
3776482;482627,3776397;482637, 
3775622;482488,3775622;482355, 
3775366;482348,3775149;482364, 
3774946;482386,3774912;482150, 
3774673;482081,3774571;481748, 
3774155;481621,3773744;481590, 
3773748;481552,3773754;481464, 
3773760; 481227,3773664; 481110, 
3773680;481067,3773702;481054, 
3773704;481017,3773705;480939, 
3773677;480770,3773522;480770, 
3773486;480755,3773486;480754, 
3773175;480754,3773170;480731, 
3773170;480731,3773473;480731, 
3773532;480731,3773589;480929, 
3773768;481548,3774498;481546, 
3774500;481646,3774625;481627, 
3774739;481723,3774752;481967, 
3775193;481996,3775295;481999, 
3775520;482088,3775527;482148, 
3775727;482358,3776254;482367, 
3776695;482342,3776902;482296, 
3777059; thence returning to 482433, 
3777208; land bounded by 486178, 
3774253;486118,3774252;486084, 
3774218;486083,3774217;486063, 
3774197;486030,3774165;485959, 
3774096;485933,3774070;485929, 
3774066;485908,3774045;485869, 
3774005;485866,3774003;485856, 
3773996;485830,3773978;485790, 
3773949;485779,3773940;485768, 
3773931;485752,3773918;485752, 
3773918;485752,3773918;485753, 
3773918;485785,3773919;485786, 
3773919;485851,3773921;485843, 
3773910;485801,3773869;485762, 
3773819;485724,3773760;485653, 
3773680;485553,3773626;485555, 
3773539;484779,3773534;484628, 
3773535;484460,3773521;484384, 
3773499;484335,3773457;484273, 
3773434;484214,3773422;484135, 
3773370;483968,3773284;483963, 
3773284;483962,3773151;483165, 
3773148;483155,3772707;483175, 
3772709;483184,3772710;483212, 
3772710;483968,3772732;483982, 
3772732;483978,3772346;483972, 
3772037;484020,3772040;484021, 
3772023;484198,3772011;484257, 
3772092;484782,3772139;484780, 
3772338;484777,3772734;485573, 
3772725;485573,3772735;485567, 
3772990;485567,3773018;485564, 
3773122;485969,3773131;486375, 
3773140;486960,3773152;487249, 
3772852;487836,3772852;487988, 
3772810;488127,3772819;488275, 
3772838;488435,3772894;488565, 
3772818;489104,3772812;489682, 
3773161;489736,3773231;489949, 

3773320;490054,3773282;490235, 
3773380;490237,3773277;490256, 
3773260;490255,3773255;490255, 
3773248;490254,3773241;490253, 
3773235;490251,3773224;490249, 
3773218;490248,3773214;490246, 
3773208;490245,3773205;490242, 
3773198;490238,3773188;490235, 
3773181;490232,3773175;490227, 
3773167;490224,3773162;490203, 
3773129;490172,3773081;490138, 
3773028;490135,3773031;490053, 
3772906;489911,3772688;489904, 
3772676;489642,3772302;489637, 
3772295;489628,3772281:489558, 
3772182;489546,3772168;489540, 
3772156;489535,3772143;489531, 
3772132;489527,3772106;489527, 
3772092;489514,3772094;489484, 
3772101;489491,3772085;489552, 
3771945;489606,3771691;489739, 
3771615;489778,3771536;490139, 
3771314;490251,3771275;490362, 
3771186;490568,3771101;490581, 
3771044;490828,3771009;490930, 
3770866;490949,3770742;491032, 
3770714;491032,3770715;491059, 
3770715;491097,3770703;491142, 
3770693;491174,3770705;491202, 
3770704;491250,3770685;491293, 
3770664;491380,3770670;491439, 
3770674;491476,3770671;491515, 
3770689;491537,3770684;491549, 
3770689; 491617,3770700; 491652, 
3770703;491670.3770703;491686, 
3770708;491707,3770703;491733, 
3770688;491760,3770686;491795, 
3770687;491827,3770683;491850, 
3770675;491877.3770683;491903, 
3770684;491966,3770680;491990, 
3770671;492044,3770663;492089, 
3770660; 492107, 3770664; 492121, 
3770662;492150,3770649;492174, 
3770632;492235,3770626;492287, 
3770632;492341,3770633;492377, 
3770635;492408,3770635;492430, 
3770630;492454.3770613;492484, 
3770615;492503,3770622;492528, 
3770629;492556,3770623;492585, 
3770621;492608,3770622;492631, 
3770646;492664,3770673;492689, 
3770690;492728,3770708;492788, 
3770715;492838,3770712;492867, 
3770710; 492893, 3770710; 492942, 
3770722;493008.3770721;493071, 
3770728;493109,3770725;493169, 
3770711;493210,3770706;493249, 
3770705; 493272, 3770690; 493286, 
3770684;493312,3770680;493353, 
3770680;493389,3770691;493420, 
3770719;493448,3770719;493477, 
3770718;493529,3770744;493567, 
3770763;493603,3770784;493603, 
3770798;493621,3770807;493650, 
3770798;493673,3770812;493707, 
3770827;493722,3770849;493753, 
3770890;493790,3770903;493814, 
3770932;493838,3770965;493870, 

3770976;493897,3771014;493920, 
3771030; 493945, 3771020; 493990, 
3771003;494023,3771003;494058, 
3771017;494092,3771036;494112, 
3771068;494134,3771085;494155, 
3771117;494182,3771145;494198, 
3771148;494221,3771168;494530, 
3771168;494534,3771164;494885, 
3771167;494829,3771114;494801, 
3771078;494764,3771060;494709, 
3771058;494676,3771045;494661, 
3771022;494625,3771007;494584, 
3770923;494545,3770878;494523, 
3770849;494474,3770791;494450, 
3770755;494427,3770710;494409. 
3770688; 494375, 3770658; 494362. 
3770626;494321,3770621;494187, 
3770621;494060,3770610;493989, 
3770600;493892.3770580;493800, 
3770550;493759,3770543;493729, 
3770528;493679,3770505;493650, 
3770480; 493623, 3770471; 493599, 
3770476; 493569. 3770480; 493545. 
3770471;493523,3770463;493502, 
3770464;493487,3770469;493474, 
3770469;493457,3770464;493336, 
3770443;493234,3770425;493158, 
3770419;493097,3770413;493061, 
3770411;493066,3770406;493082, 
3770397;493082,3770389;493069, 
3770392;493054.3770397;493037, 
3770398;493035,3770399;492992, 
3770422;492923,3770437;492815, 
3770459;492664,3770479;492330, 
3770501;492032,3770524;491898, 
3770533;491795,3770536;491696, 
3770531;491433,3770524;491196, 
3770529;490853,3770538;490791, 
3770523;490354,3770790;490049. 
3771055;489624,3771408;489247, 
3771737;489233,3771730;489195, 
3771766;489156,3771800;489100, 
3771838;489056.3771872;489040, 
3771882;488989,3771914;488941, 
3771943;488921,3771956;488896, 
3771969; 488869, 3771987; 488812, 
3772014;488740,3772046;488691, 
3772067;488662,3772080;488635, 
3772090;488597,3772107;488523, 
3772127;488441,3772148;488353, 
3772171;488320,3772172;488194, 
3772172;488174,3772175;488143, 
3772186;488128,3772192;488109, 
3772196;488057,3772201;487983, 
3772200;487921,3772198;487854, 
3772191;487798,3772186;487738, 
3772177;487698,3772167;487688, 
3772165;487651,3772155;487603, 
3772144;487578,3772136;487543, 
3772128;487492,3772114;487449, 
3772104;487424,3772097;487392, 
3772068;487372,3772085;487358, 
3772082;487343,3772081;487319, 
3772078;487322,3772063;487323, 
3772023;487436,3771514;487188, 
3771518;487209,3771571;487180, 
3771590;487180,3771624;485815, 
3771615;485590,3771539;485590, 
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3771542;485488,3771545;485412, 
3771501;485282,3771412;485247, 
3771450;485161,3771406;485132, 
3771415;484866,3771415;484742, 
3771485;484624,3771514;484412, 
3771510;484352,3771473;484231, 
3771469;484069,3771532;484021, 
3771532;483872,3771488;483710, 
3771485;483583,3771510;483380, 
3771580;483374,3771576;483352. 
3771632;483272,3771646;483209, 
3771670;483159,3771672;483159. 
3771674;483080,3771709;482980. 
3771761;482999.3771872;482656. 
3771948;482643,3771914;482475. 
3772002;482354.3772060;482304. 
3772060;482294.3772110;482154. 
3772117;482127,3772144;482126, 
3772206;482062,3772206;481970, 
3772307;481518,3772310;481515, 
3772426;481295,3772430;480869, 
3772419;480763,3772407;480757, 
3772406;480758.3772526;480758. 
3772530;480758.3772637;480758, 
3772719;480757.3773100;481007. 
3773063;481231.3773133;481387, 
3773107;481529,3773153;481532, 
3773154;481579,3773163;481607, 
3773157;481568,3772747;481580. 
3772743;481747,3772743;482026, 
3772743;482143,3772692;482198, 
3772685;482255,3772679;482282, 
3772679;482366,3772681;482368. 
3772681;482368,3772678;482412. 
3772682;482415,3772682;482418, 
3772682;482431,3772685;482461. 
3772691;482466,3772694;482472, 
3772695;482487,3772705;482507. 
3772716;482528.3772732;482533. 
3772736;482564.3772760;482618. 
3772806;482674.3772861;482695. 
3772879;482708.3772895;482735. 
3772922;482766.3772963;482782, 
3772980;482781,3772986;482796. 
3773011;482720.3773048;482825. 
3773282;482909.3773447;482958. 
3773513;483015.3773553;483118, 
3773580;483182.3773580;483261. 
3773580;483325.3773585;483436. 
3773602;483554.3773602;483580. 
3773626;483629.3773687;483682. 
3773741;483739.3773784;483809. 
3773811;483833.3773841;483843. 
3773861;483893.3773871;483940. 
3773895;483970.3773908;483982. 
3773910;483982.3773930;484666. 
3773926;484678.3773928;484688. 
3773927;484698.3773934;484725. 
3773942;484763.3773944;484807. 
3773966;484824.3773978;484864. 
3773982;484914,3773988;484961. 
3774019;485013,3774025;485068. 
3774031;485128,3774048;485130. 
3774051;485219.3774081;485282. 
3774087;485320,3774106;485363, 
3774132;485431.3774134;485488, 
3774134;485540.3774140;485550. 
3774142;485550,3774140;485550, 

3774114;485755.3774123;485755, 
3774123;485754,3774051;485548, 
3773967;485548,3773966;485548, 
3773966;485548.3773985;485548, 
3773965;485547.3773927;485547. 
3773927;485547.3773922;485547. 
3773922;485547,3773912;485547. 
3773912;485547,3773912;485601. 
3773913;485620.3773914;485650. 
3773944;485754.3774051;485754. 
3774051;485754,3774051;485754. 
3774051;485754,3774051;485832. 
3774096;485846.3774105;485871. 
3774124;485875.3774126;485876. 
3774128;485922,3774178;485951, 
3774215;485923,3774214;485923. 
3774214;485923,3774214;485898. 
3774214;485858,3774213;485858, 
3774213;485804,3774211;485829, 
3774225;485871.3774243;485914. 
3774271;486002,3774283;486041. 
3774283;486107.3774283;486164. 
3774283; thence returning to 486178, 
3774253; land bounded by 483188. 
3772080;483188.3772080;483185. 
3771948;483187,3771946;483200. 
3771933;483200.3771933;483200. 
3771933;483210.3771944;483210, 
3771944;483210.3771944;483210. 
3771944;483215,3771944;483272. 
3771944;483409.3771944;483848. 
3771945;483902.3771945;483913. 
3771945;483914.3771945;483971. 
3771945;483971.3771945;483970. 
3771985;483970,3772008;483969. 
3772344;483600.3772345;483374. 
3772346;483211.3772346;483211. 
3772346;483211. 3772076; thence 
returning to 483188. 3772080; land 
bounded by 482603, 3772347; 482394. 
3772348;482385.3772348;482376. 
3772348;482367.3772348;482367. 
3772348;482367,3772336;482368, 
3772263;482368,3772227;482368, 
3772227;482368.3772227;482377. 
3772221;482537.3772147;482622. 
3772108;482644.3772097;482972. 
3771945;482972.3771945;482989. 
3771930;483032.3771892;483032. 
3771892;483032,3771892;483071. 
3771893;483159,3771893;483159, 
3771893;483160.3771893;483160. 
3771972;483160.3772072;483160. 
3772089;483160.3772346;482602. 
3772348;482603. 3772347; thence 
returning to 482603. 3772347; land 
bounded by 487253. 3772752; 487213, 
3772753;487209.3772753;487205. 
3772753;487202,3772753;487184, 
3772754;487184.3772754;487178. 
3772754;487178.3772754;486925. 
3772750;486908.3772749;486887. 
3772749;486778.3772747;486778. 
3772747;486778.3772618;486779, 
3772346;486463.3772343;486380, 
3772342;486380.3772362;486377. 
3772741;485975.3772734;485975. 
3772732;485976,3772665;485980, 

3772361;485981.3772338;485981. 
3772338;485582.3772333;485582, 
3772333;485573,3772333;485182, 
3772335;485183,3771998;485184. 
3771948;485184,3771944;485184. 
3771940; 484909.3771941; 484782, 
3771941;484782,3771945;484782. 
3771992;484782,3771994;484445, 
3771996;484381,3771996;484381. 
3771943;484381,3771943;484381. 
3771882;484381.3771881;484381. 
3771879;484381,3771875;484381, 
3771824;484381,3771819;484383, 
3771819;484482,3771819;484482. 
3771819;484693.3771820;484693. 
3771820;484782.3771821;484782. 
3771821;484852.3771821;484918, 
3771821;485184,3771821;485184, 
3771821;485334.3771821;485577. 
3771821;485595.3771821;485595, 
3771821;485595,3771822;485595. 
3771840;485595,3771841;485586, 
3771875;485585.3771939;485594, 
3771939;485650,3771939;485651. 
3771939;485653,3771939;485983, 
3771941;485983.3771941;485983. 
3771945;485983.3771961;485983. 
3771987;485982,3772032;485983, 
3772032;486380,3772143;486380. 
3772143;486434.3772144;486534. 
3772145;486556.3772146;486580. 
3772146;486587.3772146;486896. 
3772151;486935,3772151;486981, 
3772152;487032.3772153;487119, 
3772154;487118,3772179;487118, 
3772293;487117,3772350;487117. 
3772350;487167,3772350;487173. 
3772350;487177.3772350;487178. 
3772350;487178,3772350;487213, 
3772350;487214.3772350;487223, 
3772350;487226,3772350;487227, 
3772350;487229.3772350;487229. 
3772350;487232,3772350;487233. 
3772350; 487302. 3772349; 487303, 
3772349;487303,3772349;487309. 
3772348;487310.3772348;487586. 
3772344;487674.3772343;487726. 
3772342;487758.3772342;487763. 
3772342;487768,3772342;487775. 
3772341;487790.3772341;487806. 
3772341;487828,3772341;487849. 
3772340;487849,3772340;487995, 
3772338;487995,3772338;488139. 
3772336;488139,3772336;488140. 
3772340;488139.3772336;488144, 
3772336;488403,3772332;488403, 
3772332;488409.3772332;488607, 
3772329;488614.3772329;488614. 
3772329;488614.3772329;488614. 
3772329;488803.3772326;488811, 
3772326;488811,3772326;488812. 
3772447;488812.3772526;488812. 
3772526;488608.3772528;488608, 
3772528;488471.3772529;488405, 
3772530;488404,3772530;488390, 
3772530;488351.3772531;488230, 
3772532;488230.3772532;488122, 
3772533;488122,3772533;488010, 
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3772533;488008,3772533;487996. 
3772533;487978.3772543;487842. 
3772614;487838.3772617;487808. 
3772632;487808,3772632;487808. 
3772632;487808,3772632;487790. 
3772642;487787,3772643;487778, 
3772648;487589,3772747;487589. 
3772747;487290,3772752;487290. 
3772752;487290.3772752;487254. 
3772752; thence returning to 487253. 
3772752; land bounded by 480141. 
3773180;480561.3773170;480358. 
3773169;480178.3773168;480175. 
3773072;479952.3773074;480084. 
3773116;480141. 3773134; thence 
returning to 480141.3773180; and land 
bounded by 419941.3773070; 479952. 
3773074;479949.3712973;479948. 
3772898;479145.3772565;479144, 
3772356;479994.3772358;480148. 
3772359;479833,3772330;479557. 
3772285;479202,3772222;479151. 
3772184;479140,3772004;478976. 
3771948;478779,3771945;478713. 
3771904;478522.3771812;478287, 
3771815;478205.3771764;477763, 
3771491;477697.3771437;477608. 
3771412;477525.3771383;477309. 
3771320;477170,3771266;477170. 
3771212;477109.3771212;477014. 
3771164;476912.3771110;476789. 
3771082;476655.3771044;476503. 
3771129;476408.3771152;476379. 
3771088;476274.3771072;476112. 
3770910;476046.3770830;476048. 
3770944;476057.3771018;476062. 
3771129;476062.3771256;476067. 
3771377;476132,3771405;476215. 
3771428;476304.3771450;476275. 
3771579;476785.3771680;476789, 
3771888;477033,3771888;476982. 
3771704;477522,3771701;477528. 
3771863;477662,3771955;471697, 
3771993;478227.3772282;478211. 
3772352;478240,3772399;478249, 
3772400;478370,3772405;478373. 
3772405;478454,3772394;479016, 
3772392;479139.3772392;479139, 
3772634;479544,3772790;479599. 
3772812; 479942. 3772945; thence 
returning to 479941.3773010; excluding 
lands bounded by 487253. 3772752; 
487254.3772752;487290,3772752; 
487290,3772752;487290.3772752; 
487589,3772747;487589,3772747; 
487778,3772648;487787,3772643; 
487790,3772642;487808,3772632; 
487808,3772632;487808,3772632; 
487808.3772632;487838.3772617; 
487842.3772614;487978.3772543; 

487996,3772533;488008,3772533; 
488010.3772533;488122.3772533; 
488122,3772533;488230.3772532; 
488230.3772532;488351.3772531; 
488390.3772530;488404,3772530; 
488405,3772530;488471,3712529; 
488608,3112528;488608.3112528; 
488812.3112526;488812,3112526; 
488812.3112441;488811,3112326; 
488811,3772326;488803.3712326; 
488614.3172329;488614,3772329; 
488614.3772329;488614,3772329; 
488607,3772329;488409.3772332; 
488403,3772332;488403,3772332; 
488144,3772336;488139.3772336; 
488140,3772340;488139.3772336; 
488139.3772336;487995.3772338; 
487995.3172338;487849,3172340; 
487849,3172340;481828,3772341; 
481806.3172341;481790,3112341; 
481175,3772341;481768,3112342; 
487763.3772342;481758,3172342; 
487726.3772342;481674,3772343; 
481586.3772344;487310,3712348; 
487309.3772348;487303,3772349; 
487303.3772349;487302,3772349; 
487233.3772350;487232.3772350; 
487229.3772350;487229,3772350; 
487227.3772350;487226,3772350; 
487223.3772350;487214.3772350; 
487213.3772350;487178,3772350; 
487178.3772350;487177,3772350; 
487173.3772350;487167.3772350; 
487117.3772350;487117.3772350; 
487118.3772293;487118,3772179; 
487119.3772154;487032,3772153; 
486981.3772152;486935,3772151; 
486896,3772151;486587,3772146; 
486580.3772146;486556,3772146; 
486534.3772145;486434,3772144; 
486380,3772143;486380,3772143; 
485983,3772032;485982.3772032; 
485983.3771987;485983.3771961; 
485983.3771945;485983.3771941; 
485983.3771941;485653,3771939; 
485651.3771939;485650,3771939; 
485594.3771939;485585,3771939; 
485586,3771875;485595,3771841; 
485595.3771840;485595,3771622; 
485595,3771821;485595,3771821; 
485577,3771821;485334,3771821; 
485184,3771821;485184,3771821; 
484918.3771821;484852,3771821; 
484782,3771821;484782,3771821; 
484693,3771820;484693,3771820; 
484482.3771819;484482,3771819; 
484383,3771819;484381,3771819; 
484381.3771824;484381.3771875; 
484381.3771879;484381.3771881; 
484381.3771882;484381.3771943; 

484381.3771943;484381.3771996; 
484445.3771996;484782,3771994; 
484782,3771992;484782,3771945; 
484782.3771941;484909.3771941; 
465184.3771940;485184,3771944; 
485184,3771948;485183.3771998; 
485182,3772335:485573,3772333: 
485582.3772333;485582,3772333; 
485981.3772338;485981,3772338; 
485980,3772361;485976.3772665; 
485975,3772732;485975,3772734; 
486377.3772741;486380,3772362; 
486380,3772342;486463,3772343; 
486779,3772346;486778.3772618; 
488778,3772747;486778.3772747; 
486887,3772749;486908.3772749; 
486925,3772750;481178,3772754; 
487178,3772754;487164,3772754; 
487184,3772754;487202,3772753; 
487205,3772753;487209,3772753; 
487213. 3772753: thence returning to 
487253, 3772752; excluding lands 
bounded by 482603, 3772347; 482603, 
3772347;482602.3772348;483160. 
3772346;483160.3772089;483160. 
3772072;483160,3771972;483160, 
3771893;483159,3771893;483159, 
3771893;463071,3771893;483032. 
3771892;483032,3771892;483032. 
3771892;482989.3771930;482972. 
3771945;482972.3771945;482644, 
3772097;482622,3772108;482537. 
3772147;482377,3772221;482368, 
3772227;482368.3772227;482368. 
3772227;482368.3772263;482367, 
3772336;482367,3772348;482367, 
3772348;482376.3772348;482385, 
3772348;482394. 3772348; thence 
returning to 482603. 3772347; and 
excluding lands bounded by 483188, 
3772080;483211.3772076;483211. 
3772346;483211,3772346;483374, 
3772346;483600,3772345;483969, 
3772344;483970,3772008;483970. 
3771985;483971.3771945;483971. 
3771945;483914,3771945;483913, 
3771945;483902,3771945;483848. 
3771945;483409,3771944;483272. 
3771944;483215,3771944;483210. 
3771944;483210,3771944;483210, 
3771944;483210,3771944;483200, 
3771933;483200,3771933;483200, 
3771933;483187.3771946;483185, 
3771948; thence returning to 483188, 
3772080. 

(ii) Note: Map of Unit 1-&mta Ana 
River Wash follows: 
IIIUMG CODE 431_ 
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Critical Habitat for San Bernardino kangaroo rat (Dipodomys merriami parvus) 
Unit 1, San Bernardino County. California 
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BILLING COOl! 431-..c (7) Unit 2: Lytle/Cajon Creek Wash. From USGS 1:24.000 quadrangles San 
San Bernardino County. California. 
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Bernardino South. Redlands. Yucaipa. 
and Harrison Mountain. 

(i) Land bounded by the following 
Universal Transverse Mercator (lITM) 
North American Datum of 1983 
(NAD83) coordinates (E. N): 459952. 
3788034;460404.3788506;460540. 
3788401;460651.3788312;460753. 
3788234;460844.3788166;461055. 
3788012;461159.3787940;461251. 
3787876;461287.3787860;461340, 
3787819;461597.3787644;461773. 
3787530;461793.3787541;461822. 
3787541;461919.3787456;462141. 
3787271;462332.3787119;462452. 
3787052;462562.3786978;462505. 
3786840;462634.3786755;462747. 
3786722;462898.3786698;462948. 
3786656;463021.3786224;462998, 
3786186;463006.3786144;462925. 
3785866;463882.3784809;464062. 
3784361;464695.3782785;465055. 
3783227;465304.3783532;465304. 
3783532;465302.3783530;465302. 
3783530;465433.3783427;465429. 
3783386;465403.3783271;465424. 
3783199;465392.3783068;465424. 
3782988;465432.3782982;465431. 
3782981;465596.3782632;465041. 
3782194;464977.3782143;464956. 
3782135;464966.3782109;464966. 
3782015;464970.3782018;464983. 
3782026;464995.3782034;465009. 
3782041;465022.3782049;465035. 
3782056;465049.3782063;465062. 
3782070;465076.3782077;465089. 
3782083;465103.3782089;465117. 
3782095;465131.3782101;465145. 
3782106;465146.3782107;466006. 
3782434;465987.3782362;465982. 
3782341;465477.3782150;465173. 
3782034;465170.3782033;465156. 
3782027;465143.3782022;465129. 
3782016;465116.3782010;465103. 
3782003;465090.3781997;465077. 
3781990;465064.3781983;465051. 
3781976;465039.3781969;465026, 
3781961;465014.3781954;465002. 
3781946;464990.3781938;464978. 
3781929;464966.3781921;464966. 
3781920;464964.3781574;465590, 
3781569;465860.3781567;466040. 
3781032;466159.3780676;466190. 
3780676;466195.3780697;466230. 
3780685;466288.3780630;466333, 
3780568;466385,3780353;466406, 
3780260;466420.3780264;466419, 
3780263;466500.3779886;466599. 
3779588;466653.3779578;466710. 
3779490;466802.3779432;466802, 
3779321;466837,3779312;466834. 
3779254;466897,3779236;466907. 
3779188;467059.3779188;467069. 
3778934;467307,3778921;467516, 
3778692;467672,3778689;467678. 
3778535;467980,3778222;468094. 
3778178;468101,3777708;468260. 

3777309;468175.3777309;468185, 
3777328;468198.3777328;468188, 
3777341;468177.3777339;468176. 
3777342;468174,3777352;468171. 
3777361;468168.3777371;468164. 
3777380;468161.3777389;468157. 
3777398;468153.3777407;468149, 
3777416;468144,3777425;468139. 
3777434;468134,3777443;468129. 
3777451;468127.3777454;468130. 
3777456;468053,3777552;468057. 
3777555;467726,3777938;467602, 
3777855;467580,3777877;467649, 
3777923;467369,3778171;467145. 
3778607;466888,3778905;466853, 
3718946;466849,3118952;466840, 
3778963;466831,3178975;466822, 
3778987;466813,3778999;466805, 
3779011;466797,3779024;466789, 
3779036;466181,3119049;466113, 
3779062;466766,3779075;466759, 
3779088;466752,3779101;466745, 
3779114;466739,3779127;466733, 
3719141;466126,3179154;466125, 
3779158;466709,3779198;466699, 
3779194;466664,3779281;466664. 
3779281;466541,3779591;466540, 
3779595;466537,3779601;466535. 
3779608;466534,3779612;466505. 
3779724;466503.3779726;466496. 
3779734;465927,3780307;465267, 
3780970;464964.3781484;464961. 
3780501;464659,3780502;466387. 
3778762;466387,3778762;467801. 
3777337;467848,3177336;467863, 
3777311;467598,3777313;466491, 
3778019;466490.3778023;466460. 
3778088;466416.3778228;466405. 
3778273;466367,3778416;466354, 
3778439;466254.3778578;466166. 
3778645;466107.3778696;465939. 
3778774;465572,3778936;464859. 
3779220;464742,3779254;464602. 
3779284;464484,3719331;464391. 
3779358;464292.3779409;464212, 
3779448;464136,3779482;464060, 
3779539;464011,3779580;463936, 
3779606;463869,3779643;463847. 
3779711;463798,3779147;463708, 
3779880;463765,3780088;463688. 
3780095;463722,3780180;463627. 
3780243;463400.3780341;463276, 
3780386;463334.3780528;463297. 
3780571;463231.3780563;463014. 
3780758;462904,3780750;462716, 
3780655;462565,3780682;462446, 
3780764;462442.3780843;462293. 
3780958;462150.3781059;461632. 
3781113;461398,3781138;461295. 
3781153;461250.3781168;461189, 
3781198;461131,3781238;461089. 
3781274;461058.3781268;461040, 
3781256;460986,3781207;460722, 
3781407;460204.3781785;459809. 
3782090;459809,3782183;459796. 
3782276;459794,3782282;459866. 
3782398;459941,3782522;460082, 

3782680;460409,3783008;460480. 
3782941;460484.3782940;460684, 
3782814;460916,3782671;460933, 
3782660;460987.3782627;461028. 
3782600;461065,3782580;461109. 
3782556;461150.3782537;461192. 
3782524;461236,3782518;461272, 
3782514;461318.3782505;461356. 
3782492;461391.3782476;461420. 
3782458;461468.3782428;461531. 
3782389;461570,3782364;461594, 
3782352;461614.3782343;461644. 
3782334;461679.3782330;461721, 
3782318;461752,3782304;461784, 
3782284;461811,3782266;461828, 
3782249;461845,3782230;461863, 
3782206;461882.3782180;461904, 
3782158;461930,3782137;461958, 
3782120;462049,3782063;462413, 
3781835;462873.3781547;463898, 
3780891;463997,3781084;463824, 
3781308;463789,3781551;463848. 
3781606;463849,3781605;463851. 
3781606;463943.3781748;463957. 
3781677;463948,3781588;464043. 
3781499;464081,3781502;464103, 
3781534;464065,3781588;464113. 
3781598;464160.3781636;464227. 
3781575;464243,3781537;464173, 
3781474;464259.3781356;464313, 
3781404;464376,3781353;464440, 
3781470; 464522.3781591; 464494. 
3781960;464867.3782098;464948, 
3782128;464938.3782153;464827. 
3782448;464659.3782622;464624. 
3782717;464626.3782720;464556, 
3782900;464540,3782945;464517. 
3783006;464558,3783074;464372, 
3783524;464208,3783799;464180, 
3783870;464157.3783972;464167, 
3784064;464135.3784163;464094. 
3784264;463986.3764414;463922. 
3784560;463905.3784580;463905, 
3784580;463783.3784722;463721. 
3784874;463636,3784970;463519. 
3785042;463225,3785145;463249, 
3785208;462925,3785424;462767, 
3785557;462611,3785655;462526. 
3785643;462109,3786075;462184, 
3786450;462194.3786484;462049. 
3786522;461909,3786595;461686. 
3786755;461357,3787001;460956. 
3787294;460860.3787365;460698, 
3787481;460543.3787598;460324, 
3787760;460020,3787985;thence 
returning to 459952, 3788034; and land 
bounded by 465902,3781761; 465967, 
3781566;466006.3781566;466035, 
3781479;466349,3781286;466346. 
3781275;465922.3781528;465922. 
3781567;465860.3781567;465893, 
3781759;465893.3781758;465894. 
3781764; thence returning to 465902. 
3781761. 

Hi) Note: Map of Unit 2-Lytle/Cajon 
Creek. Wash follows: 
BILLING CODE UtD--65-P 
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Critical Habitat for San Bernardino kangaroo rat IDipodomys merriami parvus) 
Unit 2, San Bernardino County, California 

• FONTANA 

IIIl.UNG CODE 431~ 

• RIALTO 

_ Critical Habitat 

/\./ Roads 
A./ Water Course 

(8) Unit 3: San Jacinto River Wash, 
Riverside County, California. From 

0 

• CRESTLINE 

(j) crrvOF 
SAN BERNARDINO 

• MUSCOY 

N 

A 
I 
2Mi 

0 0.1 1.6 1.4"'" 

USGS 1:24,000 quadrangles San Jacinto, 
Lake Fulmor, and Blackburn Canyon. 
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(i) Land bounded by the following 
Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) 
North American Datum of 1983 
(NADa3) coordinates (E, N): 506626, 
3737807;506919,3737520;507441, 
3737006;507652,3736797;507652, 
3736797;507542,3736682;507439, 
3736575;507466,3736575;507466, 
3736575;507680,3736576;507877, 
3736577;507877,3736577;507915, 
3736540;507921,3736534;507968, 
3736488;507969,3736487;508139, 
3736320;508225,3736236;508250, 
3736211;508250,3736211;508250, 
3736209;508250,3736111;507865, 
3736109;507865,3736126;507865, 
3736134;507865,3736136;507865, 
3736146;507811,3736147;507730, 
3736182;507692,3736202;507730, 
3736216;507465,3736422;507445, 
3736438;507374,3736495;507358, 
3736507;507332,3736481;507328, 
3736485;507358,3736514;507352, 
3736535;507344,3736558;507321, 
3736626;507306,3736656;507275, 
3736689;507231.3736733;507185, 
3736796;507165,3736822;507165, 
3736822;507162,3737005;507161, 
3737049;506929,3737280;506688, 
3737512;506696,3737306;506633, 
3737363;506633,3737362;506550, 
3737440;506367,3737614;506367, 
3737614;506363.3737620;506354, 
3737633;506349.3737640;506346, 
3737645;506337,3737658;506329, 
3737671;506328,3737671;506320, 
3737684;506318,3737688;506314, 
3737694;506307,3737704;506306, 
3737706;506300,3737714;506296, 
3737720; 506294, 3737724; 506287, 
3737734;506287,3737734;506280, 
3737744;506275,3737752;506273, 
3737755;506270,3737760;506267, 
3737765;506265,3737767;506260, 
3737775;506253,3737785;506250, 
3737790;506246,3737795;506244, 
3737799;506240,3737805;506239, 
3737807;506238,3737808;506238, 
3737808;506234,3737814;506233, 
3737816;506231,3737818;506226, 
3737826;506222,3737831;506220, 
3737836;506213,3737846;506213, 
3737846;506213,3737846;506030, 
3738122;506001,3738167;505972, 
3738212;505915,3738309;505915, 
3738309;505916,3738309;506026, 
3738385;506037,3738392;506037, 
3738392; 506134, 3738296; thence 
returning to 506626, 3737807; land 
bounded by 506699, 3737003; 506719, 
3737003;506763,3737003;506772, 
3737003;506852,3736917;506882, 
3736906;506882,3736905;506883, 
3736905;506883,3736904;506883, 
3736904;506884,3736903;506884, 
3736903;506885,3736903;506885, 
3736902;506885.3736902;506886, 
3736901;506886,3736901;506886. 

3736900;506887,3736900;506887, 
3736899;506888,3736899;506888, 
3736898;506888,3736898;506889, 
3736897;506889,3736897;506889, 
3736896;506890,3736896;506890, 
3736895;506891,3736895;506891, 
3736894;506891,3736894;506892, 
3736893;506892,3736893;506892. 
3736892;506893,3736892;506893. 
3736891;506893.3736891;506894. 
3736890; 506894, 3736890; 506894, 
3736889;506895,3736889;506895, 
3736888;506895.3736888;506896, 
3736887;506896.3736887;506896. 
3736886;506897,3736886;506897, 
3736885;506897,3736885;506898, 
3736864;506898,3736884;506898. 
3736883;506899,3736883;506899. 
3736882; 506899, 3736882; 506900, 
3736881;506900.3736881;506900. 
3736880;506901.3736880;506901, 
3736879;506901.3736879;506902. 
3736878;506902,3736877;506902. 
3736877;506902.3738876;506903. 
3736876;506903.3736875;506903. 
3736875;506904.3736874;506904. 
3736874;506904.3736873;506904. 
3736873;506905.3738872;506905. 
3736872;506905.3736871;506906. 
3736871;506906.3736870;506906, 
3736869;506906,3736869;506907, 
3736888;506907.3736888;506907, 
3736867;506908.3736867;506908, 
3736866;506908.3736866;506908, 
3736865;506909,3736865;506909, 
3736864;506909,3736863;506909, 
3736863;506910,3736862;506910. 
3736862;506910,3736861;506910, 
3736861;506911,3736860;506911, 
3736859;506911,3736859;506911. 
3736858;506911,3736858;506912. 
3736857;506912,3736857;506912. 
3736856;506912,3736856;506913, 
3736855;506913.3736854;506913. 
3736854;506913.3736853;506914. 
3736853;506914.3736852;506914. 
3736852;506914,3736851;506914. 
3736850;506915.3736850;506915, 
3736849;506915.3736849;506915, 
3736848;506915,3736848;506916, 
3736847;506916.3736846;506916, 
3736846;506916.3736845;506916. 
3736845;506917.3736844;506917. 
3736844;506917,3736843;506917, 
3736842;506917,3736842;506917. 
3736841;506918.3736841;506918. 
3736840;506918,3736839;506918, 
3736839;506918,3736838;506918. 
3736838;506919,3736837;506919, 
3736837;506919,3736836;506919. 
3736835;506919,3736835;506919, 
3736834;506920,3736834;506920, 
3736833;506920,3736832;506920, 
3736832;506920,3736831;506920, 
3736831;506920,3736830;506921. 
3736829;506921,3736829;506921. 
3736828;506921,3736828:506921, 
3736827;506921,3736826:506921. 

3736826;506921.3736825;506922. 
3736825;506922.3736824;506922. 
3736823;506922,3736823;506922, 
3736822;506922.3736822;506922. 
3736821;506922.3736820;506923, 
3736820;506923.3736819;506923, 
3736819;506923,3736818;506923, 
3736817;506923,3736817;506923, 
3736816;506923,3736816;506923, 
3736815;506923,3736814;506923, 
3736814;506924,3736813;506924, 
3736813;506924,3736812;506924, 
3736811;506924,3736811;506924, 
3736810;506924,3736810;506924, 
3736809;506924,3736808;506924, 
3736808;506924,3736807;506924, 
3736807;506924,3736806;506924, 
3736805;506924,3736805;506924, 
3736804:506925,3736804;506925, 
3736803;506925.3736802;506925, 
3736802;506925,3736801;506925, 
3736800; 506925, 3736800; 506925, 
3736799;506925,3736799;506925, 
3736798;506925,3736797;506925, 
3736797;506925.3736796;506925, 
3736796;506925.3736795;506925, 
3736794;506925,3736794;506925, 
3736793;506925.3736793;506925, 
3736792;506925,3736791;506925, 
3736791;506925,3736790;506925, 
3736790;506925,3736789;506925, 
3736788;506925,3736788;506925. 
3736787;506925.3736786;506925, 
3736786;506925.3736785;506925. 
3736785;506925,3736784;506925, 
3736783;506925,3736783;506925. 
3736782;506925,3736782;506925, 
3736781;506925,3736780:506925, 
3736780;506925,3736779;506925, 
3736779;506925,3736778;506925, 
3736777;506925,3736777;506925, 
3736776;506924,3736776;506924. 
3736775;506924,3736774;506924, 
3736774;506924.3736773;506924, 
3736772;506924,3736772;506924, 
3736771;506924,3736771;506924, 
3736770;506924,3736769;506924, 
3736769;506924,3736768;506924, 
3736768;506924,3736767;506923, 
3736766;506923,3736766;506923, 
3736765;506923,3736765;506923, 
3736764;506923,3736763;506923, 
3736763;506923,3736762;506923, 
3736762;506923,3736761;506923, 
3736760;506922,3736760;506922, 
3736759;506922,3736759;506898, 
3736782;506816,3736861;506816, 
3736862;506815.3736862;506815. 
3736862;506814,3736863;506814, 
3736863;506814,3736864;506813. 
3736864;506813,3736865;506812, 
3736865;506812,3736865;506811, 
3736866;506811,3736866;506810, 
3736867;506810.3736867;506810, 
3736867;506809,3736868;506809. 
3736868;506808.3736869;506808. 
3736869;506807,3736870;506807, 
3736870;506807,3736870;506806, 
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3736871;506806.3736871;506605. 
3736872;506805,3736872;506604, 
3736872;506804.3736873;506804, 
3736873;506803,3736873;506803, 
3736874;506803,3736874;506602, 
3736875;506802,3736875;506601, 
3736875;506801.3736876;506800, 
3736876;506800.3736877;506799. 
3736877;506799,3736878;506799, 
3736878;506798.3736878;506798. 
3736879;506797.3736879;506797, 
3736880;506796.3736880;506796, 
3736881;506796,3736881;506795, 
3736881;506795.3736882;506794, 
3736882;506794,3736883;506793, 
3736883;506793,3736884;506793, 
3736884;506792.3736884;506792. 
3736885;506791.3736885;506791. 
3736886;506790,3736886;506790, 
3736887;506789.3736887;506789. 
3736887;506789,3736888;506788. 
3736888;506788.3736889;506787. 
3736889;506787,3736890;506786, 
3736890; 506786. 3736890; 506786. 
3736891;506785,3736891;506785. 
3736892;506784.3736892;506784. 
3736893;506783.3736893;506783. 
3736893;506783,3736894;506782. 
3736894;506782,3736895;506781. 
3736895;506781.3736896;506780. 
3736896;506780.3736896;506780. 
3736897;506779.3736897;506779. 
3736898;506778.3736898;506778. 
3736899;506777.3736899;506777. 
3736899;506777.3736900;506776. 
3736900;506776.3736901;506775. 
3736901;506775.3736902;506774. 
3736902;506774.3736903;506774. 
3736903;506773,3736903;506773, 
3736904;506772.3736904;506772. 
3736905;506771,3736905;506771. 
3736906;506771.3736906;506770. 
3736906;506770.3736907;506769. 
3736907;506769.3736908;506769. 
3736908;506768,3736909;506768. 
3736909;506767.3736910;506767. 
3736910;506766.3736910;506766, 
3736911;506766.3736911;506765. 
3736912;506765.3736912;506764. 
3736913;506764,3736913;506763, 
3736914;506673.3737003;506686. 
3737003; thence returning to 506699. 
3737003; and land bounded by 506793. 
3736955;506771.3736932;506826. 
3736879;506834.3736888;506858. 
3736912;506803,3736965;thence 
returning to 506793. 3736955; excluding 
lands bounded by 506793, 3736955; 
506803.3736965;506858.3736912; 
506834.3736888;506826.3736879; 
506771. 3736932; thence returning to 
506793,3736955. Lands bounded by 
507455.3736348;507444.3736337; 
507425.3736316;507444.3736297; 
507457,3736284;507464.3736291; 
507488,3736316;507489,3736314; 
507502,3736303;507515,3736291; 
507528,3736280;507542,3736269; 

507556.3736258;507570.3736248; 
507575.3736244;507538,3736205; 
507573.3736173;507557.3736165; 
507464,3736251;507444,3736269; 
507291,3736411;507290.3736410; 
507275,3736424;506946.3736737; 
506946.3736737;506946,3736738; 
506946,3736738;506946.3736739; 
506946.3736740;506947,3736740; 
506947,3736741;506947,3736741; 
506947,3736742;506947.3736743; 
506947,3736743;506947,3736744; 
506948,3736744;506948,3736745; 
506948,3736746;506948,3736746; 
506948,3736747;506948,3736747; 
506948,3736748;506949,3736749; 
506949.3736749;506949,3736750; 
506949,3736750;506949,3736751; 
506949,3736751;506949,3736752; 
506949,3736753;506949,3736753; 
506950.3736754;506950.3736754; 
506950.3736755;506950.3736756; 
506950.3736756;506950,3736757; 
50695O.3736757;50695~ 3736758; 
506950,3736759;506950,3736759; 
506951.3736760;506951.3736761; 
506951,3736761;506951,3736762; 
506951,3736762;506951,3736763; 
506951,3736764;506951,3736764; 
506951.3736765;506951.3736765; 
506951,3736766;506951.3736767; 
506951.3736767;506952.3736768; 
506952,3736768;506952.3736769; 
506952,3736770;506952.3736770; 
506952,3736771;506952,3736771; 
506952.3736772;506952,3736773; 
506952.3736773;506952.3736774; 
506952,3736774;506952.3736775; 
506952,3736776;506952,3736776; 
506952.3736777;506952.3736777; 
506952,3736778;506952,3736779; 
506952,3736779;506952.3736780; 
506952,3736781;506953,3736781; 
506953.3736782;506953,3736782; 
506953,3736783;506953,3736784; 
506953,3736784;506953,3736785; 
506953,3736785;506953,3736786; 
506953,3736787;506953,3736787; 
506953,3736788;506953,3736788; 
506953,3736789;506953,3736790; 
506953,3736790;506953,3736791; 
506953,3736791;506953.3736792; 
506953,3736793;506953,3736793; 
506953,3736794;506953,3736795; 
506953,3736795;506953,3736796; 
506953,3736796;506953,3736797; 
506953,3736798;506953,3736798; 
506952,3736799;506952,3736799; 
506952,3736800;506952,3736801; 
506952.3736801;506952,3736802; 
506952.3736802;506952,3736803; 
506952,3736804;506952,3736804; 
506952,3736805;506952,3736805; 
506952,3736806;506952,3736807; 
506952.3736807;506952,3736808; 
506952,3736809;506952.3736809; 
506952.3736810;506952,3736810; 
506952.3736811;506952,3736812; 

506951,3736812;506951.3736813; 
506951,3736813;506951,3736814; 
506951,3736815;506951,3736815; 
506951,3736816;506951,3736816; 
506951,3736817;506951,3736818; 
506951,3736818;506951,3736819; 
506951,3736819;506950,3736820> 
506950,3736821;506950,3736821; 
506950,3736822;506950,3736822; 
506950.3736823;506950,3736824; 
506950.3736824;506950.3736825; 
506950,3736825;506949,3736826; 
506949,3736827;506949.3736827; 
506949,3736828;506949.3736828; 
506949,3736829;506949,3736830; 
506949,3736830;506949,3736831; 
506948.3736831;506948,3736832; 
506948.3736833;506948,3736833; 
506948,3736834;506948,3736834; 
506948,3736835;506948,3736836; 
506947,3736836;506947,3736837; 
506947,3736837;506947,3736838; 
506947,3736839;506947,3736839; 
506947.3736840> 506946. 3736840; 
506946,3736841;506946.3736842; 
506946,3736842;506946.3736843; 
506946,3736843;506945.3736844; 
506945,3736844;506945.3736845; 
506945,3736846;506945,3736846; 
506945,3736847;506944,3736847; 
506944,3736848;506944,3736849; 
506944,3736849;506944.3736850> 
506944.3736850;506943.3736851; 
506943,3736851;506943,3736852; 
506943,3736853;506943,3736853; 
506942,3736854;506942,3736854; 
506942,3736855;506942.3736856; 
506942,3736856;506942,3736857; 
506941,3736857;506941,3736858; 
506941.3736858;506941,3736859; 
506940,3736860;506940,3736860; 
506940.3736861;506940,3736861; 
506940,3736862;506939,3736862; 
506939,3736863;506939,3736864; 
506939,3736864;506939,3736865; 
506938,3736865;506938,3736866; 
506938,3736866;506938,3736867; 
506937,3736868;506937.3736868; 
506937,3736869;506937.3736869; 
506937,3736870;506936,3736870; 
506936,3736871;506936,3736871; 
506936,3736872;506935,3736873; 
506935,3736873;506935,3736874; 
506935.3736874;506937,3736877; 
507330,3736478;507328,3736476; 
507335.3736469;507342,3736462; 
507361,3736443;507445.3736359; 
507455,3736349; thence returning to 
507455,3736348; land bounded by 
507212,3736516;507260,3736471; 
507295,3736509;507248,3736554; 
thence returning to 507212, 3736516; 
land bounded by 506995, 3736726; 
507050.3736673;507090.3736715; 
507035.3736768; thence returning to 
506995. 3736726. 

Excluding lands bounded by 506995, 
3736726;507035.3736768;507090. 
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3736715: 507050. 3736673: thence 
returning to 506995, 3736726; and 
excluding lands bounded by 507212, 
3736516;507248,3736554;507295, 
3736509: 507260. 3736471: thence 
returning to 507212, 3736516. 

Continuing to lands bounded by 
508362,3736111;508440,3736111; 
508760,3736112;508881.3736112; 
508941,3736112;509080,3736113; 
509081,3736113;509575,3736114; 
509871,3736115;509871.3736115; 
509944,3736115;510063.3736116; 
510273,3735945;510317,3735910; 
510333,3735897;510422,3735825; 
510289,3735824;510221,3735824; 
510213.3735824;510211.3735824; 
510086,3735829;510086,3735829; 
509900,3735836;509900.3735836; 
509892,3735836;509892,3735820; 
509873.3735819;509873.3735198; 
509870,3735798;509870,3735804; 
509870,3735814;509810,3135814; 
509284,3735812;509269.3735812; 
509241.3735812;509244.3735836; 
509168.3735867;509168.3735868; 
509096,3735896;509101,3735942; 
509091,3735948;509091,3735948; 
509073,3735958;509073,3135963; 
509073,3735963;509069,3735963; 
509063.3735963;509063,3135963; 
508979,3735964;508979,3735962; 
508979.3735962;508979,3735962; 
508947,3735962;508881,3735962; 
508791,3735962;508761,3735961; 
508161,3735954;508761,3735954; 
508761,3735954;508746,3135954; 

508746.3735903:508577.3735903: 
508577,3735900; 508574, 3135900; 
508550,3735900;508519,3735960; 
508519,3135960;508364,3735959; 
thence returning to 508362, 3736111: 
land bounded by 510650, 3735641; 
510696.3135603;510199.373552~ 
510915,3135426;510926.3735417; 
510928.3735416;510993,3735363; 
511422,3735015;511452,3734991; 
511473.3134914;511509.3134945; 
511892,3734636;511916.3734616; 
511922.3134611;511953.3734586; 
512009.3734541;512135.3734542; 
512485,3134544;512498,3134541; 
512603.3134481;512703.3134455; 
512703.3734455;513047.3134367; 
513047.3734367;513047.3734336; 
513041,3134141;513043,3734141; 
512708,3134144;512708,3734144; 
512710,3734050;512711,3733985; 
512693.3133986;512682.3733994; 
512682.3733994;512635.3733975; 
512607.3733964;512607.3733964; 
512565.3733952;512514,3733929; 
512326.3734025;512316.3734058; 
512316.3734059;512314.3734065; 
512275.3734095;512269,3734105; 
512246.3734119; 512238. 3134124; 
512137.3134202;512115,3734220; 
512093.3734238;512080.3734248; 
512050,3134273;512048,3734274; 
512046.3734276;512033.3734285; 
512016,3734298;511916.3734328; 
511909,3734343;511891,3734346; 
511874.3734350;511866,3734356; 
511857,3734362;511811,3734398; 

511802.3734405:511757.3734444: 
511729.3734457;511727.3734458; 
511710,3734461;511710,3734461; 
511627,3734472;511617,3734476; 
511607.3734479;511589,3734485; 
511579.3734488;511521.3734534; 
511518.3734543;511509.3734552; 
511509,3734614;511509,3734614; 
511510,3134614;511563,3734668; 
511618.3734136;511594.3734736; 
511601,3734753;511610,3134168; 
511539,3734639;511458.3134884; 
511369.3734910;511196,3735014; 
511196.3735014;511178.3735025; 
510900,3735258;510900,3735258; 
510713,3735415;510713,3135415; 
510696.3135429;510696.3735429; 
510670.3735451;510660,3735410; 
510638, 3735603; 510638, 3135603; 
510645,3735624;510649.3735839; 
510650,3735640;510650.3735~ 

thence returning to 510650. 3135641; 
and land bounded by 512090,3134414; 
512090.3134414;512093.3134472; 
512104.3134464;512113.3734456; 
512130.3734464;512130,3734464; 
512118,3734488;512104,3134481; 
thence returning to 512090. 3734474; 
excluding lands bounded by 512090, 
3134474;512104.3734481;512118. 
3134488;512130,3134464;512130. 
3734464;512113,3734456;512104, 
3734464; 512093. 3734472;unence 
returning to 512090. 3734474. 

(il) Note: Map of Unit 3-San Jacinto 
River Wash follows: 
IJIUJIIG CODE __ 
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Critical Habitat for San Bernardino kangaroo rat (Dipodomys merriami paryus) 
Unit 3, Riverside COWlty, California 
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Bernardino South. Redlands, Yucaipa. 
and Harrison Mountain. 

(i) Land bounded by the following 
Universal Transverse Mercator (tITM) 
North American Datum of 1983 
(NAD83) coordinates (E. N): 463488. 
3787583;463744.3787580;463715. 
3787533;463646.3787536;463616. 
3787529;463602.3787504;463599. 
3787437;463618.3787313;463628. 
3787249;463609.3787215;463602, 
3787194;463603.3787154;463614. 
3787118;463603.3787103;463595. 
3787091;463627.3787057;463664. 
3787028;463708.3786998;463756. 
3786932;463786.3786880;463793. 
3786839;463794.3786821;463784. 
3786780;463795.3786754;463860. 
3786697;463911.3786653;463917. 
3786638;463815.378861~463941. 
3786497;464028.3786547;463939. 
3786634;463978,3786682;464026. 
3786745;464072.3786789;464168. 
3786891;464206.3786889;464218. 
3786834;464300.3786801;464408. 
3786892;464461.3787007;464358. 
3787052;464461.3787180;464486. 
3787180;464593.3787180;464597. 
3787136;464564.3787107;464544. 
3787091;464532.3787068;464516. 
3787050;464511.3787015;464492. 
3786982;464476.3786941;464451. 

3786888;464388,3786769;464323. 
3786685;464274.3786567;464254. 
3786446;464249,3786395;464263. 
3786319;464278,3786278;464306. 
3786248;464392,3786188;464456, 
3786161;464489,3786137;464533, 
3786098;464591,3786071;464645, 
3786052;464679,3786064;464726, 
3786044;464761.3786076;464772. 
3786114;464791.3786136;464812, 
3786136;464835.3786125;464847, 
3766083;464865,3786044;464865, 
3785996;464865,3785921;464877, 
3785905;464905,3785900;464923. 
3785893;464941,3785900;464955. 
3785924;464979,3785921;465000. 
3785896;465015,3785870:465018, 
3785842;465022,3785810;465053, 
3785793;465073,3785792;465091, 
3785801;465114,3785822;465134. 
3785833;465164,3785832;465181, 
3785804;465177,3785769;465160, 
3785735;465155,3785714;465164, 
3785694;465194.3785694;465219. 
3785697;465252,3785646;465302, 
3785573;465367.3785483;465411, 
3785453;465445.3785409;465476. 
3785388;465510,3785371;465516. 
3785275;465519.3785246;465552, 
3785201;465604.3785115;465638. 
3785047;465664,3784997;465730, 

3784959;465843.3784900;465846. 
3784898;465883,3784878;465877. 
3784853;465876.3784809;465885. 
3784777;465891.3784739;465886. 
3784704;465879.3784669;465871. 
3784651;465871,3784616;465877. 
3784572;465826,3784476;465801. 
3784496;465792,3784481;465784, 
3784509;465769,3784522;465716. 
3784545;465697.3784555;465686. 
3784577;465653.3784588;465617, 
3784614;465614,3784634;465580, 
3784669;465512.3784536;464473. 
3785523;463196,3786751;463299. 
3787054;463331.3787013;463396, 
3786974;463433.3786983;463446, 
3787022;463455,3787089;463482. 
3787091;463479,3787116;463475. 
3787141;463467.3787167;463467. 
3787190;463459,3787216;463438, 
3787238;463417,3787259;463409. 
3787278;463409.3787299;463407. 
3787321;463399.3787341;463398, 
3787362;463412.3787387;463433. 
3787415;463454.3787435;463471. 
3787466;463486.3787510;463487. 
3787543; thence returning to 463488. 
3787583. 

(ii) Note: Map of Unit 4-Cable Creek 
Wash follows: 
BILLING CODE 431CH;5-P 
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Critical Habitat for San Bernardino kangaroo rat (Dipodomys merriami parvus) 
Unit 4, San Bernardino County, California 
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(10) Unit 5: Bautista Creek, Riverside 
County. California. From USGS 1:24,000 
quadrangle Blackburn Canyon. 

(i) Land bounded by the following 
Universal Transverse Mercator (UfM) 
North American Datum of 1983 
(NAD83) coordinates (E. N): 514568, 
3727407;514575.3727407;514581. 
3727407;514588,3727407;514593, 
3727407;514594.3727400;514604, 
3727317;514613,3727237;514630. 
3727172;514641,3727149;514659, 
3727133;514687,3727111;514735, 
3727089;514787,3727047;514817, 
3727014;514834.3726971;514834. 
3726938;514828.3726894;514828, 
3726867;514838,3726842;514860, 
3726822;514876,3726765;514896. 
3726705;514920.3726656;514955. 
3726596;514978.3726573;515017, 
3726548;515065.3726527;515087. 
3726515;515119.3726495;515161. 
3726465;515184.3726451;515225. 

3726430;515263.3726401;515298, 
3726401;515301.3726391;515279. 
3726357;515267.3726325;515267. 
3726280;515279,3726226;515279, 
3726190;515279.3726148;515291. 
3726115;515316,3726054;515344, 
3726000;515395.3725932;515471. 
3725841;515510.3725760;515536. 
3725696;515565,3725637;515601. 
3725594;515615.3725497;515617, 
3725406;515624.3725301;515632. 
3725267;515676.3725203;515724, 
3725116;515794,3724968;515822. 
3724940; 515842. 3724928; 515883. 
3724925;515912.3724923;515922, 
3724914;515953,3724887;515979. 
3724862;515991,3724838;516002, 
3724788;516020.3724736;516033. 
3724701;516052.3724666;516079, 
3724648;516103.3724637;516140. 
3724630; 516170. 3724625; 516207, 
3724628;516237,3724623;516270, 
3724587;516307.3724553;518352, 

3724530;516391.3724529; 516427. 
3724532;516437,3724536;516410. 
3724511;516385,3724448;516328. 
3724429;516147,3724514;516067, 
3724496;515959,3724546;515962, 
3724584;515750.3724813;515546, 
3725000;515448,3725089;515461, 
3725175;515486,3725210;515483. 
3725372;515505,3725454;515489. 
3725572;515432,3725718;515343. 
3725759;515366,3725854;515280, 
3725966;515238.3726038;515175, 
3726130;515172.3726264;515162, 
3726324;515112.3726394;515023, 
3726438;514940,3726499;514877. 
3726578;514800.3726705;514752, 
3726802;514756.3726934;514572, 
3727048;514537.3727207;514480. 
3727369;514463.3727407;514529, 
3727407; thence returning to 514568, 
3727407. 

(ii) Note: Map of Unit 5-Bautista 
Creek follows: 
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Critical Habitat for San Bernardino kangaroo rat (Dipodomys merriami ~) 
Unit 5, Riverside County, California 
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Dated: October 1, 2008. 

Lyle Laverty. 
Assistant Secreta.ry for Fish and Wildlife and 
Parks. 

[FR Doc. E8--23515 Filed lO-llHl8; 8:45 11m) 
~ c:oue 431...as-c: 
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identified with the superscript (e) in the far right column of Table 2-2. For the remrumng 12 species, a 
Memorandum of Understanding must be executed with the Forest Service that addresses management for these 
species on Forest Service Land in order to shift these species to the list of Covered Species Adequately Conserved. 
These 12 species are identified with the superscript (f) in the far right column of Table 2-2. Superscripts (a) through 
(d) in the far right column of Table 2-2 indicate Covered Species Adequately Conserved for which surveys may be 
required. Specific survey requirements are included in the species-specific conservation objectives presented in 
Section 9.0 of this document and in Sections 6.1.2, 6.1.3, and 6.3.2 of this document. A complete summary of 
MSHCP species survey requirements is provided in Appendix E to this document. 

Speeies Name 

Riverside fairy shrimp 
Streptocephalus woottoni 

Santa Rosa Plateau fairy 
shrimp 
Linderiella santarosae 

vernal pool fairy shrimp 
Branchinecta lynchi 

Delhi Sands flower-
loving fly 
Rhaphiomidas terminatus 
abdominalis 

Electra silkmoth 
Hemileuca electra electra 

Frost's tiger beetle 
Cicindela senilis frosti 

Greenest tiger beetle 
Cicindela tranquebanca 
viridissima 

Harbisons dun skipper 
Euphyes vestris harbisoni 

Quino checkerspot 
butterfly 
Euphydryas editha quino 

Ruth's cuckoo bee 
Holcopasites ruthae 

TABLE 2-2 
SPECIES CONSIDERED FOR CONSERVATION 

UNDER mE MSHCP SINCE 1999 

Speeies Initially 
Speeies Considered Speeies Considered 

Listing 
Considered (or 

(or (or 
Statu 

Conservation 
Conservation in CODservation in 

Statel "A_gast 9, 1999 "March 7,2002 
Federal 

(3199- FWS 
DraftMSHCP Admin Draft MSHCP 

{I} 
Tables 1&2) {2} 

Proposal" {3} Plan"{4}
(247 speeies) 

(165 speeies) (142 speeies) 

INVERTEBRATE~CRUSTACEANS 

-/FE t/ t/ t/ 

-1- t/ t/ t/ 

-1FT t/ t/ t/ 

INVERTEBRATE~SECTS 

-/FE t/ t/ t/ 

-1- t/ 

-1- t/ 

-1- t/ 

-1- t/ 

-/FE t/ t/ t/ 

- I - t/ 

MSHCP 
Covered 
Speeies 

Adequately 
Conserved-(5} 
(146 speeies) 

t/( a) 

t/( a) 

t/( a) 

t/ 

ttl' 

«0 

San Jacinto blue butterfly 

6:=-Euphilotes enoptes -1- t/ 
cryptorufes 

Simple hydroporus 
diving beetle -1- t/ 
Hydroporus simplex 

FISH 

I I I I I 
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northern red-diamond 
rattlesnake SSC/- t/ t/ t/ t/ 
Crotalus ruber ruber 

San Bernardino mountain 
ldngsnake 

SSC/- t/ t/ t/ t/( f)
Lampropeltis zonata 
parvirubra 

San Bernardino ringneck 
snake 

-/- t/ t/
Diadiphis punctatus 
modestus 

San Diego banded gecko 
Coleonyx variegatus -/- t/ t/ t/ t/ 
abbottii 

San Diego horned lizard 
Phrynosoma coronatum SSC/- t/ t/ t/ t/ 
blainvillei 

San Diego mountain 
kingsnake 

SSC/- t/ t/ t/ t/(f)
Lamprope/tis zonala 
ipu/chra 

San Diego ringneck 
snake 

-/- t/ t/
Diadophis punctatus 
simi/is 

southern rubber boa 
Charina bottae ST/- t/ t/ t/ t/( f) 
umbratica 

southern sagebrush lizard 
Sceloporus graciosus -/- t/ t/ t/ t/(f) 
vandenburgianus 

two-striped garter snake 
SSC/- t/ t/

Thamnophis hammondii 

western pond turtle 
Clemmys marmorata SSC/- t/ t/ t/ t/ 
!pal/ida 

BIRDS 
American bittern 

-/ t/ t/ t/ t/
Botaurus lentiginosus 

bald eagle SP, 
t/ t/ t/ t/

Haliaeetus leucocephalus SFJFT 

Bell's sage sparrow 
IAmphispiza belli belli 

SSC/ t/ t/ t/ t/ 

black swift (breeding) 
SSC/ t/ t/ t/ t/

Cypseloides niger 

black-crowned night 
heron -/- t/ t/ t/ t/ 
Nycticorax nycticorax 

burrowing owl 

~Athene cunicularia SSC/ t/ t/ t/ t/( c) 
hypugaea 

cactus wren SSC/- t/ t/ t/ t/ 
Campylorhynchus 
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brunneicapillus 

California black rail 
SP, ST/ ttl

Lateral/us jamaicensis 

California homed lark 
Eremophila alpestris SSCI- ttl ttl t/ t/ 
actia 

California spotted owl 
Strix occidentalis SSC/ ttl ttl t/ t/(f) 
occidentalis 

coastal California 
<......... gnatcatcher
-:/ Polioptila cali/ornica 

SSCIFT ttl ttl t/ t/ 

cali/ornica 

Cooper's hawk 
SSCI- ttl ttl t/ ttl

iAccipiter cooperii 

double-crested connorant 
SSC/- ttl ttl ttl t/

Phalacrocorax aurilus 

downy woodpecker 
-/- ttl ttl t/ t/

Picoides pubescens 

ferruginous hawk 
SSCI ttl ttl t/ t/

Buteo regalis 

flarnmulated owl 
-/- ttl ttl

Otus flammeolus 

golden eagle 
SP, SSC/- ttl ttl t/ ttl

Aquila chrysaetos 

grasshopper sparrow 
Ammodramus -/- ttl ttl t/ t/( e) 
savannarum 

great blue heron 
-/- t/ t/

iArdea herodias 

greater sandhill crane 
SP, ST/- ttl

Grus canadensis tabida 

Le Conte's thrasher 
SSC/ ttl ttl

Toxostoma lecontei 

least Bell's vireo 
SEIFE ttl ttl t/ t/( a)

Vireo bellii pusillus 

Lincoln's sparrow 
(breeding) -/- ttl ttl t/ t/( e) 
Melospiza lincolnii 

loggerhead shrike 
SSC/ ttl ttl t/ ttl

Lanius ludovicianus 

long-eared owl 
(breeding) SSC/- ttl ttl 
Asio otus 

Macgillivray's warbler 
-/- ttl ttl t/ t/

Oporornis tolmiei 

merlin 
SSC/- ttl ttl t/ t/

Falco columbarius 

mountain plover 
(wintering) SSCIPT ttl ttl t/ t/ 
Charadrius montanus 

mountain quail -/- ttl ttl t/ t/ 
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cuckoo 
Coccyzus americanus SE/- t/ t/ t/ t/( a) 
occidentalis 

white-faced ibis SSCI t/ t/ t/ t/
Plegadis chihi 

white-tailed kite 
SPI t/ t/ t/ t/Elanus leucurus 

Williamson's sapsucker 
-1- t/ t/ t/ t/(f)

Sphyrapicus thyroideus 

Wilson's warbler 
-1- t/ t/ t/ t/Wilsonia pusilla 

yellow warbler 
Dendroica petechia SSC/- t/ t/ t/ t/ 
brewsteri 

yellow-breasted chat 
SSC/- t/ t/ t/ t/Icteria virens 

MAMMALS 

Aguanga kangaroo rat 

~Dipodomys me"iami -/- t/ t/ t/( c) 
collinus 

American badger 
SSC/- t/Taxidea taxus 

big free tailed bat 
SSCI- t/Nyctinimops macrotis 

bobcat 
-/- t/ t/ t/ t/Lynx rufos 

brush rabbit 
-/- t/ t/ t/ t/Sylvilagus bachmani 

California leaf-nosed bat 
SSC/- t/Macrotus califomicus 

California mastiff bat 
Eumops perotis SSC/ t/ 
califomicus 

coyote 
-/- t/ t/ t/ t/ ~ Canis latrans 

Dulzura California 
pocket mouse 

SSC/- t/ t/
Chaetodipus califomicus 
i[emoralis 

Dulzura kangaroo rat 
-/- t/ t/Dipodomys simulans 

fringed myotis 
-/ t/Myotis thysanodes 

long-eared myotis 
-/ t/Myotis evotis 

long-legged myotis - / t/Myotis vo/ans 

long-tailed weasel 
-/- t/ t/ t/ t/Mustela frenata 

Los Angeles pocket 
SSCI- t/ t/ t/( c) ~ mouse 

Perognathus 
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longimembris brevinasus 

Mexican long-tongued 
bat SSC/- V 
Choeronyeteris mexicana 

mountain lion 
-/- V V t/ t/Puma conc%r 

Nelson's bighorn sheep 
-/- V

Ovis canadensis nelsoni 

northwestern San Diego 
pocket mouse SSCI- t/ V t/ V 
Chaetodipus fal/ax fal/ax 

pale big-eared bat 
Pleocotus townsendii SSC/ V 
pallescens 

pallid bat 
lAntrozous pallidus 

SSC/- V 

peninsular bighorn sheep 
SP,

Ovis canadensis V 
cremnobates 

SEIFE 

pocketed free-tailed bat 
Nyctinimops SSC/- V 
femorosaccus 

ringtail 
-/- VBassarisucs astutus 

San Bernardino flying 
squirrel 

SSCI- t/ V t/ t/( e)
Glaucomys sabrinus 
califomicus 

San Bernardino kangaroo 
rat 

SSCIFE V t/ V( c)
Dipodomys merriami 
parvus 
San Diego black-tailed 
~ackrabbit 

SSCI- V V t/ t/Lepus cali/omicus 
bennett;; 

San Diego desert woodrat 
Neotoma lepida SSCI- V V t/ t/ 
intermedia 

southern grasshopper 
mouse 

SSC/ V
~chomystorrUius 
ramona 

southern yellow bat 
-1- t/Lasiurus ega 

spotted bat 
SSCI t/Euderma maculatum 

Stephens' kangaroo rat 
STIFE V V t/ t/Dipodomys stephens; 

western big-eared bat 
Pleocotus townsendii SSC/ V 
townsendii 

western small-footed 
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Ambrosia pumila -!FE t/ t/ t/ t/( b) 

San Diego button-celery 
Eryngium aristulatum SEIFE t/ t/ t/ t/ 
var. parishii 

San Diego goldenstar 
-/- t/

Muilla clevelandii 

~ 
San Jacinto beardtongue IiPenstemon clevelandii -/- t/ t/ 
var. connatus 

San Jacinto Mountains 
bedstraw 

-/- t/ t/ t/ t/( b) (Galium angustifolium 
ssp. jacinticum 

San Jacinto Mountain I 
daisy 

-/- t/ t/Erigeron breweri var. 
~acinteus 

San Jacinto prickly phlox 
-/- t/

Leptodactylonjaegeri 

San Jacinto Valley 

:Icrownscale 
-!FE t/ t/ t/ t/( d)

iAtriplex coronata var. 
notatior 

San Miguel savory -/- t/ t/ t/ t/( b)
Satureja chandleri 

Santa Ana River 
woollystar 

SE!FE t/ t/ t/ t/
Eriastrum densifolium 
ssp. sanctorum 

Santa Rosa Mountains 
linanthus -/- t/Linanthus jloribundus 
ssp. hallii 

Santiago Peak keckii 
Phacelia suaveolens ssp. -/- t/ 
kechi 

shaggy-haired a1umroot 
-/- t/ t/ t/ t/( f)

Heuchera hirsutissima 

slender bedstraw 
Galium angustifolium -/- t/ t/ 
ssp. gracillimum 

slender-homed spine 
flower SEIFE t/ t/ t/ t/( b) 
Dodecahema leptoceras 

small-flowered bluecurls 
-/- t/

Trichostema micranthum 

small-flowered 
microseris 

-/- t/ t/ t/ t/( e)
Microseris douglasii var. 
Iplatycarpha 

small-flowered morning-
glory - / - t/ t/ t/ t/ 
Convolvulus simulans 
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FE Endangered: Species listed as endangered by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service. Taxa threatened throughout 
all or a significant portion of their range. The term "endangered species" means any species which is in danger of 
extinction throughout all or a significant portion of its range other than a species of the Class Insecta determined by 
the Secretary to constitute a pest whose protection under the provisions of this Act would present an overwhelming 
and overriding risk to man (Section 3 (6) of the Endangered Species Act). 

IT Threatened: Species listed as threatened by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service. Taxa likely to become 
endangered in the foreseeable future. The tenn "threatened species" means any species which is likely to become an 
endangered species within the foreseeable future throughout all or a significant portion of its range (Section 3 (19) 
of the Endangered Species Act). 

PT Proposed Threateaed: Species proposed for listing as threatened by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 

Proposed: Any species of fish, wildlife, or plant that is proposed in the Federal Register to be listed under Section 
4 of the Endangered Species Act. The formal process of publishing a proposed federal regulation in the Federal 
Register and establishing a comment period for public input in the decision-making process. Plants and animals 
must be proposed for listing as threatened or endangered species, and the resulting public comments must be 
analyzed, before the UFWS can make a final decision. 

Petition: A formal request, with the support of adequate biological data, suggesting that a species be listed, 
reclassified, or delisted, or that critical Habitat be revised for a listed species. 

STATE DESIGNATIONS 

SE Endangered: Species classified as endangered by the California Fish and Game Commission. Taxa which are 
in serious danger of becoming extinct throughout all, or a significant portion, of their range due to one or more 
causes including loss of Habitat, change in Habitat, over exploitation, predation, competition, or disease (Section 
2062 ofthe Fish and Game Code). 

ST Threatened: Species classified as threatened by the California Fish and Game Commission. Taxa which, 
although not presently threatened with extinction, are likely to become endangered species in the foreseeable future 
(Section 2067 of the Fish and Game Code). 

sse California or CDFG Species of Special Concern: Species considered by the California Department of Fish 
and Game as possibly facing extirpation in California due to declining populations or loss of Habitat. Taxa that 
appear to be vulnerable to extinction because ofdeclining populations, limited ranges, and/or continuing threats. 

California Special Coacern Species: It is the goal and responsibility of the Department of Fish and Game to 
maintain viable populations of all native species. To this end, the Department has designated certain vertebrate 
species as "Species of Special Concern" because declining population levels, limited ranges, and/or continuing 
threats have made them vulnerable to extinction. The goal ofdesignating species as "Species ofSpecial Concern" is 
to halt or reverse their declining by calling attention to their plight and addressing the issues of concern early 
enough to secure their long term viability. Not all "Species of Special Concern" have declined equally; some 
species may be just starting to decline, while others may have already reached the point where they meet the 
criteria for listing as a "Threatened" or "Endangered" species under the State and/or Federal Endangered species 
Acts. 

SP FuUy Protected: Fully protected species may not be taken or possessed without a permit from the Fish and 
Game Commission and/or the Department of Fish and Game. 

SR Rare: Taxa which, although not presently threatened with extinction, are present in such small numbers 
throughout their range that they may become endangered if the present environment worsens (Section 1901 of the 
Fish and Game Code). 

Candidate: Taxa which the Fish and Game Commission has fonnally noticed as being under review by the 
Department in addition to the list of threatened and endangered species. 

(2) The list of species initially considered for Conservation by the Wildlife Agencies in collaboration with the 
MSHCP Advisory Committee. This list was documented by FWS staff in Tables 1 and 2 prepared in March 1999. 
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Ascientific consensus has emerged in recent decades that human activities are causing consid
erable changes to our climate. Among the changes already observed are higher temperatures, 

rising sea levels, warming oceans, and melting polar ice sheets. These trends will continue even if 
significant policy changes are made, and they will grow much worse if we do little or nothing to 
address the problem. 

While climate change will affect everyone, it will impact some disproportionately. Native 
American communities are among the most vulnerable. Climate change threatens tribal culture, 
resources, and ways of life. For this reason, it is imperative that Congress and executive branch 
agencies consider the special threats and disparate impact faced by tribes. Ample authority exists 
to support such consideration. In particular, the federal trust responsibility requires the federal 
government to protect tribal land and resources. This authority is rooted in numerous treaties, 
statutes, executive orders, and judicial opinions that recognize the very tribal rights at risk from 
climate change. 

This report describes the special problems facing tribes as a result of climate change, focusing 
on four regions of the country. It then reviews federal authority for addressing these problems 
and outlines a course of action for federal policymakers. 

Solving the climate change problem is a daunting task. But understanding how climate change 
...-ses special threats to tribes is crucial for enacting a successful climate policy. 

dHAPTER 1: THE CHANGING CUMATE 

Earth's dimate is rapidly changing in significant 
ways. The Intergovernmental Panel on Oimate 

Change (IPeC) predicts that the 21st century will ex
perience accelerating rates of climate change, largely 
due to the build up of atmospheric C02 and the accu
mulation of heat in the oceans. Among the IPeC's lat
est findings, released this year: 

Temperature. The most obvious, well understood and 
documented aspect of dimate change is global warm
ing. Global near-surface air temperatures have in
creased 0.74°C (1.33°F) over the past century (1906-
2005). Temperatures are expected to rise another 1.1-
6.4°C (2.0-USF) in the 21st century, depending on 
future poliCies regarding greenhouse gas emissions. 
These changes in air and water temperatures drive 
most of the other climate change impact. 

Precipitation. Precipitation trends are highly region
specific and remain difficult to forecast. Computer 
modeling increasingly suggests the possibility of future 
drying in much of southern North America, and stable 
or wetter conditions in the remainder of the continent. 
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While climate change will affect everyone, it 
will impact some disproportionately. Native 
American communities are among the most 
vulnerable. 

Sea Level Rise. Rising ocean levels are primarily 
caused by thermal expansion of warming water and the 
melting of the Greenland and Antarctic ice sheets. 
Overall, ocean levels in the 20th century rose by ap
proximately 0.17 meter (6.7 inches). In the 21st cen
tury, the IPCC predicts sea levels to rise 0.18-0.59 me
ters (7.1-23.2 inches), depending upon the emissions 
scenario considered. This IPeC estimate assumes no 
acceleration in the melt rate of the Greenland and Ant
arctic ice sheets, although many scientists expect that 
melting will accelerate. Thus, this IPCC estimate could 
prove too conservative. In addition to flooding low
lying coastal areas, sea level rises are expected to ac
celerate saltwater intrusion and increase the vulnerabil
ity of coastal communities and ecosystems to extreme 
weather-related events. 



testimony from the scientific, academic, and private 
sector communities. Most importantly, though, Con
gress should hear from the tribes themselves. Such 
first-person accounts will undoubtedly be the most 
compelling evidence of how dimate change affects na
tive communities. In addition, as Congress expands 
the administrative framework dealing with climate 
change, they must ensure that tribes are able to pro
vide ongoing input into national climate change policy 
and programs. 

Infonned decisions as to how best to protect 
tribes from the effec;;ts of dimate change 
must begin with a dear understanding of 
the likely ~AS.CoilgA!$Sd~ .fed

. .~,c;:bange.te,Qtslatlon, th~ should 
for heimrigS~'~SlJch fnfOtma-

Adequate Revenue-Raising Mechanism. While de
bate continues over a wide range of legislative initia
tives, none of the current proposals will likely generate 
the substantial revenues needed to finance mitigation 
and adaptation efforts in response to climate change. 
Mitigation and adaptation will be costly. As described 
in the case studies, certain native communities will be 
especially affected. Any national climate policy to ad
dress the impact on tribes must provide a substantial 
revenue-raising mechanism if it is going to be ade
quate. 

Fortunately, climate change offers relatively simple 
opportunities to raise considerable revenues. For ex
ample, a carbon tax at a level that provides incentives 
for non-carbon-based activities could raise billions of 
dollars. Ukewise, fees might be set for carbon emis
sion allowances. Some of the bills currently being dis
cussed in Congress do contemplate the need for fee
based allowances to raise revenues, and some of them 
expressly acknowledge the need to address unequal 
impact of climate change. The proposals that contem
plate revenue generation, however, are too modest to 
raise the amounts that will be needed to adequately 
address the likely consequences of climate change. 
These proposals will likely fall short of what will be 
needed to fund mitigation and adaptation efforts, espe
cially with regard to disproportionate impact on tribes. 

Mitigation and adaptation will be costly. As 
described In the case studies, certain native 
communities will be especially affected. 
Thus, any national dimate policy to address 
the Impact on tribes must provide a sub
stantial revenue-raising mechanism if it is 
going to be adequate. 

Alternative Energy Development Funding for 
Tribes. Because fossil fuel emissions are such a major 
contributor to climate change, development of alterna
tive energy technologies will be an important compo
nent of any future strategy. Tribes have some of the 
greatest resources (e.g. wind and solar power) for 
helping the nation with renewable energy development. 
At the same time, they are among the most vulnerable 
to impact from dimate change caused in large part by 
conventional fossil fuel-based energy development. 
Helping tribes develop alternative energy technologies 
both on reservations and as part of a national renew
able energy program can help overcome this contradic
tion. 

Alternative energy projects take invesbnent capital, 
infrastructure, and technical capacity that tribes often 
lack. Development of renewable energy resources by 
tribes on their own will do little to mitigate the impact 
from dlmate change on their communities. However, 
tribes can play an Important role in any national or In
ternational solution. 

For this reason, any renewable energy program at 
the federal level must indude opportunities and Incen
tives for tribes. Such a program should include techni
cal assistance and subsidies for individual projects on 
reservations. The government should also provide fi
nandal assistance to establish transmission lines to 
connect tribal projects to the national energy infra
structure. 

Tribes have some of the greatest resources 
for helping the nation with renewable en
ergy development. At the same time, they 
are among the most vulnerable to Impact 
from dlmate change caused In large part 
by conventional fossil fuel-based energy 
development. Helping tribes to develop 
alternative energy technologies both on 
reservations and as part of a national re
newable energy program can help over
come this dichotomy. 

Administration of Federal Programs to Protect 
Tribal Resources. In order to meet its trust responsi
bility to tribes, the federal government should operate 
government programs to protect treaty and other tribal 
rights in light of climate change impact. This may im
plicate many programs not particularly directed at 
tribes. But national mitigation efforts that benefit 
tribes will benefit everyone. Recently, the Supreme 
Court recognized that the Environmental Protection 
Agency has the authority to regulate greenhouse gases 
from automobile emissions. A subsequent Executive 
Order asks the agency to implement regulatory meas
ures soon. In setting the level and extent of green
house gas regulation, the EPA should take into account 
the trust obligation that the federal government owes 
to tribes, as well as the environmental justice executive 
order and the need to address the disproportionate im
pact to tribes. 
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CONCWSION 

As the latest report from the IPCC makes clear, our climate is changing in significant ways. 
While all of us will certainly be affected to some degree, some will bear disproportionate im

pact from climate change. Among those disparately affected are native communities. Their tra
ditional lifestyles typically contribute little to the causes of climate change even as the change 
fundamentally harms tribal culture and the close relationship tribes have with the land, water, 
wildlife, and other natural resources. 

Congress and executive agencies must act to address and resolve climate impact on tribes to 
fulfill the federal trust responsibility, as well as obligations under treaties, statutes, executive 
orders, and common law doctrines. If they fail to do so, tribal enforcement of these rights in 
the face of increased scarcity and competition could well force the government's hand. 

As legislators begin to craft national policy on climate change, it is essential that they fully 
understand and address the impact on native communities. This report makes several recom
mendations to that end: 

• Congress should hold hearings on the impact of climate change to tribes, as well as pro
vide opportunities for meaningful and continued input from tribes into national climate 
policy and programs. 

• National climate policy must include an adequate revenue-raising mechanism to finance 
the costly adaptation and mitigation efforts necessary to address disparate impact on 
tribes. 

• The federal government must provide alternative energy development funding and tech
nical assistance for tribes. 

• The federal government must administer federal programs to protect tribal resources. 

With these and other measures, the federal government can fulfill its special obligation to tribes 
and ensure solutions that are fair and equitable for all. 
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Bureau of Reclamation, California Environmental Protection Agency Environmental Justice Small 
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Watershed Advisory Council , and the Arroyo Seco Watershed Committee. 
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from the Arroyo Seco Watershed Committee. 

Th is book is also available in Spanish . Please contact the San Jacinto River 

Watershed Council for additional information. 

Prepared by: 
The San Jacinto River Watershed Council 

© 2006. The San Jacinto River Watershed Council, Inc. All Rights reservea. 
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Dear Friends, 

Wtltc-n--t ic 
The Gu idebook for Living in the 
San Ja cinto Waters he d 

There's a spot along the Ernie Maxwell Scenic Hiking Trail, just east of Idyllwild, 
where much of the San Jacinto River Watershed may be taken in at a single glance. 
Here in the shadow of Tahquitz Peak, the mountains, ridges and hilltops that form 
the upper boundaries of our watershed surround you . Lake Hemet and Garner 
Valley lie just south. Below the Lake lies the canyon of the south fork of the San 
Jacinto River winding northwest toward the Soboba Indian Reservation, the 
Badlands and that ephemeral jewel, Mystic Lake. Along the trace of the Canyon and 
just west of Mystic Lake are the dairy lands and the San Jacinto Wildlife Area, one 
of the best indicators of the health of our watershed. Further west and just beyond 
our view lie Canyon Lake and Lake Elsinore, where much of how we all live is 
reflected in the quality of those aquatic environments. 

These stops along the energy highway that comprise our watershed are but a 
glimpse of the real complexity that underlies the environment in which we all live 
and work. It's the droplets of water, particles of soil, molecules of oxygen, photons 
of sunlight, bacteria, insects, flowering plants, birds, mountain lions and all of us -
all are related, connected by lifelines and knotted together in a network. We now 
better understand that when we work together locally for environmental quality, the 
integrity of the network can be maintained and we can achieve stability, the most 
fundamental property of a functioning watershed and sustainable communities . 

And we have come together: citizens, local, state and federal agencies as members 
of the non-profit San Jacinto River Wat~rshed Council to coordinate efforts and 
share resources to develop and implement watershed management strategies that 
will make western Riverside County a great place to live and work. 

This booklet, Guidebook for Living in the San Jacinto Watershed, was developed to 
inform you of the-work of all of our members, what you can do to help reduce 
pollution and conserve resources, and how you can become involved in and support 
the work of the Council. . 

. £~~~ ____1 ______ 

Jim Gilmore, President 

San Jacinto River Watershed Council 
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SUPERVISOR BOB BUSTER 
FIRST DISTRICT 

Dear Friends of the San Jacinto River: 

L,'KE ELSINORE OFFICE: 
2499 E. Lakeshore Orive- " . 
Lake Elsinore, CA 92530 .::cu. 

(9SJ ) 471-4270 _. 

Fa., (951) 47J·42SK 

Wendy Kolk 

Among the many reasons to reside in or visit Riverside County is the high 
quality of life available to an active population . Within that portion of just the 
San Jacinto River Watershed, the variety of activities offered takes a lifetime 
to enjoy fully. You can hike high in the cool mountains . You can water-ski, 
fish or sail on several lakes. You can tour public gardens or grow your own 
flower and herb gardens year-round. You can be as active or passive as you 
prefer . 

The San Jacinto River Watershed has it all. The best way to enjoy your 
lifestyle is to "live lightly" in our communities. That's what this guidebook 
offers you-opportunities for enjoyment and the obligation to be part of the 
conservation ethic that reduces pollution, keeps our air and water clean, and 
endorses our priority to maintain bountiful green space. We can all do our 
parts to ensure that the watershed will be a valued destination for new 
generations. 

Many individuals from private, governmental and volunteer organizations 
contributed their expertise to this guidebook. We know you'll find this 
guidebook helpful in understanding the San Jacinto River Watershed and 
appreciating what it has to offer. 

Sincerely, 

~t!m,"Q!~
Supervisor, First District Supervisor, Third District 

Marion Ashley 
Supervisor, Fifth District 
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THE SAN JACINTO WATERSHED 

dean and protected environment that is the source 

of community pride, Parks, bicycle trails, places to walk 

under a green canopy of trees, clean air, water and 

wildlife habitat are all a part of what the future holds for 

the watershed. 

With your support, the vision is becoming a reality, 

Awatershed is an area of land from which all rainfall 

drains to a common point. All land is part of a 

watershed. As rainwater and melting snow run 

downhill, they carry sediment and other materials 

into our streams, lakes and groundwater. 

The San Jacinto Watershed upstream of Canyon Lake 

covers 718 squ?re mi,les in the western half of 

Riverside County. There are two main watercourses 

in the watershe(J, San Jacinto Ri~erand Salt Creek. 

The San Jacinto,drains the western slopes of the San 

Jacinto Mountains apd flow?~hrough t~,e communities 

of San Jacinto and Perris ~etore e~tering Ca~,yon Lake. 

Salt Creek is tributary to the San Jacinto River and 

flows into Canyon Lake from the east. Discharges 

from the Canyon Lake Dam flow southwest in the 

, San Jacinto River to Lake Elsinore and, then flows 

northwest in Temescal Wash to' the 

Santa Ana River, which.flo~ ,t~ . 





i OUR WATERSHED 

A Watershed Approach 

People working together to protect public 
health and the environment - community by 
community, watershed by watershed. 

Carol M. Browner, Administrator 
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 

June 7996 

Rainfall travels from the mountains to the ocean. 

Water, air, plants and animals move freely across 

political boundaries. Strategies for improving water 

quality and availability, increasing flood protection, 

protecting our lakes and preserving open space for 

recreation and wildlife are more effective when 

pursued collectively over a whole watershed. 

Agencies, organ izat ions, politicians, and individuals 

should cross over city lines, joining together with 

neighbors in their watersheds to work toward these 

important goals. This watershed-based approach not 

only promises better and more cost-effective results, it 

also serves to unite neighborhoods, further enriching 

our lives. 

To this end, The San Jacinto River Watershed Council 

has produced this environmental guide, "Guidebook 
for Living in the San Jacinto Watershed," for 

communities in and around the San Jacinto watershed . 

~ 
:~~':k~ 

Foster Lake 

Myst ic Lake after a large storm event 

FOR MORE 
INFORMATION·ON 

WATERSHEDS: 

~ The San Jacinto River 

Watershed Council

www.sawpa.org!sjrwcl 

~ LESJWA

www.mywatersheds.com 
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The San Jaci nto W atershed 
The San Jacinto Watershed is a 780 square mile 
watershed with diverse and unique geographical , 

cultural , and ecological significance. Let's take a journey 
(see map page vi) to better understand how water 

flows through our watershed. 

At the top of our watershed, in the San Jacinto 

Mountain communities of Idyllwild, Pine Cove Fern 

Valley and Garner Valley, rain and snow fallon steep, 

rocky slopes. Water and sediments wash from the 

slopes, and move down the mountain and ca nyons into 

the headwaters of the San Jacinto River. Lake Hemet, 

on the South Fork of the river, captures significant 

quantities of mountain runoff. In wetter years, Lake 

Hemet overflows, drastically increasing the flow in the 

river as it exits the mountains into the San Jacinto 

Valley near the community of Valle Vista. 

East of the city of San Jacinto, in the rolling foothills of 

the San Jacinto Mountains, is the 7,000 acre Soboba 

Indian Reservation, home of the Soboba Band of 

Luiseiio Indians. The reservation extends into the broad 

level floodplain at the southeast edge of the San 
Jacinto Valley. Two other mountain streams, Indian 

Creek and Poppet Creek, flow through the reservation. 

Water is and always has been a cornerstone of the 

Soboba band. 

The San Jacinto Valley holds a rich and diverse 
agricultural history. On the south end of the valley are 

several thousand acres of citrus orchards located in the 

foothills near Bautista Creek. On the northern half of 

the San Jacinto Valley the San Jacinto River flows 

through a large dairy and agricultural commun ity. In the 

early 1900's, farmers co-opted in building a leveed 

diversion channel to keep the river from flooding into a 

large depression at the north edge of the valley known 

as Mystic Lake. During heavy storm events the levees 

are overwhelmed, and the river breaks out to flow into 

Mystic Lake. 

Today, Mystic Lake is part of the 19,100 acre San 

Jacinto Wildlife Area owned by the California 

The 8.828-foot Ta hquitz Peak. a gra nite 
dome in t he San Jacinto Wildern ess is a 
favorite wi t h climbers. 

Soboba Pow wow 

Argriculture in the San Jacinto Valley 
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~ OUR WATERSHED 

Department of Fish and Game. This conservation area 

is comprised of the 9,100 acre Potrero Unit, on the 

Potrero Creek Drainage east of Lamb Canyon Road, 

and the 10,000 acre Davis Road Unit, which surrounds 

Mystic Lake in the northern San Jacinto Valley. When 

Mystic Lake fills and overflows just east of Lake Perris, 

water flows into the lower reach of the San Jacinto 

River, which cuts southwesterly across the Perris Valley. 

Urban runoff from Moreno Valley, Perris, and the 

communities of Lakeview, Nuevo, Romoland adds to 

the flow of the water in the river as it makes its way 

westward toward Canyon Lake. 

Salt Creek, a major San Jacinto River tributary, collects 

runoff from the southern portion of our watershed 

which includes Hemet, San Jacinto, and the 

Winchester, Menifee Valley, and Sun City communities. 

These flows are conveyed to the east bay of Canyon 

Lake. Runoff from communities near Quail Valley also 

flows into Canyon Lake. 

Canyon Lake, surrounded by a private gated 

community, flows over its dam during moderate and 

wet storm seasons. Spillway flows then traverses a 

short reach of the San Jacinto River within Railroad 

Canyon until they reach the river's final destination -

Lake Elsinore. Lake Elsinore, with the spectacular 

Cleveland National Forest as a mountain backdrop, is 

the largest natural freshwater lake in Southern 

California. 

On average, every 7 to 14 years, large storm events 

occur on our watershed. Spectacular views of the river 

result, but also flooding. Sediment and pollution, if not 

controlled, move down its course, seriously impacting 

the health of the downstream lakes. It is with this in 

mind that we remind everyone to treat this naturally 

fragile watershed system with care and respect as you 

enjoy its miles of ever changing beauty. 

_ 1MP _ 

Parks and Public Space 
The quality of life for the residents who 

call the San Jacinto watershed their home relies 

upon the presence of beautiful , peaceful parks, 

and abundant open space. 

WHAT YOU CAN DO 
to keep our parks safe and beautiful: 

J;; Keep your dogs on a leash and clean up 

after them. 

~ Do not feed the wildlife. Human food is 

not healthy for birds, squirrels, and other 

animals. 

~ Take only pictures, leave only footprints. 

~ No fires in undesignated areas. Follow 

all other local rules and regulations. 

~ If you live near an open, green space, park 

or hillside, keep your cat indoors. Chances 

are they will live longer and the birds, 

bugs and lizards will thank you! 

Slow down and take some time to get to 
know and enioy the treasures of our 

region. See the fold-out map, page vii. 

Fishing at Lake Perris. 

Lake Perris State Recreation 

Area and the San Jacinto 

Wildlife area are two wildlife 

treasures in the upper 

watershed full of outdoor 

activities for you and 

your family. 
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i OUR WATERSHED 

Environmental Challenges 

Stormwater Pollution 
Trash, bacteria, pesticides, fertilizers and oil wash into 

streets and storm drains and contaminate our streams, 

groundwater, and lakes. Fertilizers and other non-natural 

sources of nutrients such as grass clippings stimulate the 

growth of plants, disrupt local water- and land-based 

communities of plants, and cause severe impairment of 

our lakes. Each person , simply by changing a few every

day habits, can effect positive change across the watershed. 

WHAT YOU CAN DO 
to reduce stormwater pollution: 

:.. Pick up trash and litter around your yard and home. 

~ Sweep rather than hose down driveways. 

~ Reduce use of toxic chemicals in and around 
your home and use only as directed on the label. 

",;, Dispose of unwanted household hazardous 

wastes, antifreeze, batteries, oil and paint at 
official collection stations. Call (800) 506-2555. 

.?: Clean up pet waste. 

.?: Wash your car at a car wash to keep detergents 
out of the streets. 

.?: Report illegal dumping and stormwater pollution 
to (800) 506-2555. 

Why clean up after your pet? 
Pet waste that is left exposed to the elements eventually 

washes into the storm drains, channels and creeks and 

down to the lakes . 

Pet waste degrades the environment and water quality by: 

• Increasing nitrogen and phosphorus in the water, 
resulting in excessive algae growth. 

• Increasing the amount of bacteria and viruses in the 
water. 

• Making neighborhoods and parks less healthy and 
enjoyable for all users. 

PLEASE CLEAN UP AFTER YOUR PET! 

..--:=v-I 

Invasive Plants 
Ever since Spanish colonial times, mankind has brought 

foreign plants, "exotics," to the New World, sometimes 

by accident, but more usually as fodder or ornament. In 

our watershed, many drought-tolerant ornamentals are 

well-behaved, but some escape our yards and create 
problems. Once growing in the wild, all of them, 
however attractive, such as Scotch broom in the A very invasive plant. Arundo Donax 

mountains and fountain grass on the roadside, crowd 

out native plants to which our native birds and insects 

are adapted. 

Other plants not only out-compete the natives, but do 

further damage, Invasive annual grasses grow quickly 

and dry to tinder, making meadows and scrubland more 

prone to fire. Eucalyptus grow fast, are brittle, 

extremely flammable and prone to disease, as are 

oleanders. Castor-oil plant is poisonous, and tocolote 

;y~~r;:, .\~':;.; 
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has many irritating burrs. Tamarisk 

Possibly the worst invasives in the watershed are the 

giant reed, Arundo, and the Tamarisk tree. These water

thirsty foreigners deplete the water table and form 
monoculture stands where no bird sings. There is a 

current effort underway - at a cost of millions of dollars 

- to eradicate Arundo from the 5anta Ana and San 

Jacinto watersheds. 

WHAT YOU CAN DO 

to control invasive plants: 

~ Get to know the plants that are problematic in 

your area and avoid using them. 

~ Use native plants from our local area. (See 

page 15 for species.) 

~ When you see problem exotics for sale in the 

nurseries, tell them why you want 

natives instead. 

...It.'•• • 
The National Parks 

Conservation Association 

considers the Invasion of 

national parks by 

non-native species among 

the most significant causes 

of biodiversity 

loss In parks. 





Water Conservation 

An effective way to minimize environmental damage 

and promote a safe and reliable water supply is 

through conservation. This is particularly important 

since over half of our drinking water is brought in 

from distant places such as northern California and 

the Colorado River. Water conservation efforts add 

up, reducing our need to import water and increasing 

the availability and quality of local water resources . 

Water-conserving appliances and plumbing fixtures 

save water and money. 

WHAT YOU CAN DO 
to conserve household water: 

...:.. Replace high volume flush toilets. Savings: up 
to 8,500 gallons per year for the average single

family household. 

""" Use a low-flow showerhead. Savings: more than 
14,600 gallons a year per household. 

...:.. When it's time for a new washing machine or 
dishwasher, buy a water-saving model. Water-wise 

machines use 1/3 less water and half the energy, 
and require less detergent and washing additives. 

""" Fix all leaky faucets and plumbing joints. 

""" Run your dishwasher and clothes washer only 
when fully loaded. 

Outdoor Water Conservation 
Our yearly rainfall averages from fifteen to twenty 

inches but can be as little as eight inches. Most rain 

falls between October and March with long, hot, dry 

summers. This amount and seasonal cycle of moisture 

simply cannot sustain most traditional landscapes and 

lawns. According to the Western Municipal Water 

District, more than 60% of residential water use is for 

outdoor landscaping and pools in the inland region. 

. CONTACT 

ASK YOUR CITY OR WATER 
PROVIDfR FOR 
ADDITIONAL 

CONSERVATION 
TIPS AND REBATES 

~ Idyllwild Water District 
www.idyllwildwater.or 

~ Lake Hemet Municipal Water 
District, 'W'NW.lhmwd .org 

~ Nuevo Water Company 
951·928·1832 

~ W~stern Municipal Water 
District, \f\I\fo.I\tJ.w[1]wd.org 
www.bewalerwise.com 

WHAT YOU CAN DO 
to conserve landscape water: 

~ Consider using a weather-based irrigation 
controller that irrigates according to historic or 

real-time weather patterns in your 

neighborhood. 

~ During the winter, turn your controller off and 
water only when winter rains are infrequent. 

~ During the hotter and drier seasons, water less 

frequently and more deeply to encourage 

stronger, healthier plants. 

~ Check for broken and misaligned sprinkler 
heads often. This problem causes excessive 
runoff and landscape failures . 

~ Lawns are very thirsty. Use them for functional 

areas only. 

~ Consider using native plants best adapted to the 

southern California climate. (see page 15). 

~ Use drip and low-volume irrigation for garden 
beds and pots. Group plants with similar water 

needs. 

!.:. Sweep paths and driveways rather than using 
a hose. 

".- Place mulch and clippings from your own 
garden around your plants and trees to reduce 
evaporation and keep the roots cooler. 

~ Do not cut your lawn too low - taller grass 

reduces evaporation. 

~ Water your yard at cooler and less windy times 
of the day to reduce water loss through 
evaporation. Early morning is best. 

Use drip irrigation. 

The beautiful green 
lawn in front of EVMWD's 

office is artificial turf. 
No water required! 

A great way to conserve water. 

11 



Landscaptng 

Another important way to help the environment and 

save water is by creating a 'California-friendly' yard . 

There are many drought-tolerant plants that will help 

with the latter, but amongst these, California natives 

from local stock have several advantages. 

WHAT YOU CAN DO 
,;" Good habitat for native birds, butterflies and 

other animals - food, water, shelter and nest 
materials - is best provided by species that have 
evolved together. Welcome a wide variety of 
local wildlife by using native plants. 

,;" Carefully chosen native plants require little or no 

supplemental water once established. They can 
co-exist with local pests, so that they seldom 
need chemical treatments or fertilizer, both of 
wh ich can pollute. Chemical compounds can 
endanger your family's health, as well as killing 

beneficial insects and birds. and cause 
stormwater pollution . 

,;" Native plants require on ly an occasional clean -u p 

pruning to thrive. 

,;" Gardening with natives may help support declining 
local communities if the plants selected are grown 
from local parent stock - the spec ialist nurseries 
mentioned on page 13 can help you with your 
selection. California has more rare and threatened 
species than any other state except Hawaii. 

W hy Use Natives? 
Our sense of belonging increases with an appreciation 

for the remarkable adjustments the native plants and 

animals have made to the home we share. The colors 

of the mountains, slopes and valley - the deep green 

of the forests, the grey-greens of the sages and the 

grey-brown of the rocks - all contribute to a special 

sense of place. 

11m2-

Compared to natives, exotic plants (from outside our 

region) have not evolved with our native birds, 

butterflies and insects. As a result, they can be 

devastated by pests or disease or, conversely, spread 

out of control and reduce native diversity. They do not 

provide the natural food sources that the native plants 

do for our local insects, and, if these decline, we lose 

the building blocks of the local food web, causing in 

turn the decline of the many local birds which depend 

on them. 

Other Things You Can Do: 

• Use permeable surfaces for walkways, patios and 

driveways that let water soak into the ground; 

this replenishes the water table and 

reduce runoff. 

• Reduce green waste by choosing plants that will 

not grow larger than the amount of space you 

have for them. 

• Use clippings from your own garden as use a 

mulch or in your own compost pile. 

Ceanothus. California lilac 

Fremontia 

Holly-leaved Cherry 

:.: 

~ California Native Plant 
Society www.cnps.org 

~ Rancho Santa Ana Botanic 
Garden Claremont 
(909) 625-8767 
www.rsabg.org 

~ UC Riverside Botanic Gardens 
Riverside (951) 787-4650 
www.gardens.ucr.edu 

~ Mockingbird Nurseries, Inc. 
Riverside (951) 780-3571 

~ Tree of life Nursery 
San Juan Capistrano 
(949) 728'()685 
www.treeoflifenursery.com 

~ Western Municipal Water 
District Londscapes Southern 
California Style (951) 789-5987 
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Trees and Urban Forestry 

Why are our cities so hot? The average temperatures in 

cities can be between 2 and 10 degrees hotter than the 

surrounding countryside. This phenomenon is called the 

urban heat island effect and is due to the replacement 

of plants with asphalt, concrete, and building surfaces 

that absorb and store heat. Planting trees is an 

effective way to help beautify and cool our cities and 

homes, reducing our dependence on fossil fuels. 

Trees improve ai r qual ity by collecting and f il tering dust 

and other pollut ion partic les, absorbing carbon d ioxide, 

and re leasing oxygen. They improve water quality and 

reduce flooding by intercepting rainfall and increasing 

its absorption into the ground. 

WHAT YOU CAN DO 

to have healthy trees 

~ Plan ahead carefully when planting trees, 

considering the mature size of the tree. 

~ Allow leaf litter to accumulate and even add more 

mulch to the surrounding soil, but do not let it pile 

up against the trunk, which can lead to disease. 

~ Loosen ties and stakes as soon as you plant, and 

remove them as soon as possible. 

~ Protect the trunk from damage, such as from a 

weed trimmer. 

..: Never cut main branches or the central stem back 

to stubs. This practice, though common in our 

area, severely stresses and can injure a tree. 

Trees improve 

the health of our watershed. 

Trees increase groundwater 

infiltration, filter particulates 

from the air, shade our 

homes and provide 

many other benefits. 

-.... ~ ,;.-
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California Native Plants for Your Home Garden: 

COMMON NAME 

Trees 

Western Redbud 
Western Sycamore 
Coast live Oak 
Elderberry 
Californ ia Bay 
Mesa Oak 

Shrubs 

Chamise 
Manzanita 
Californ ia lilac 
California Sunflowers 
Fremontia, Flannel Bush 
Toyon 
Holly-leafed Cherry 
Coffeeberry 
Lemonadeberry 
Sugar Bush 

Perennials and Ciroundcovers 

Manzanita (low) 
California lilac (low) 
California Fuchsia 
Wild Buckwheat 
Coral Bells 
Douglas Iris 
Sticky Monkeyflower 
Deer Grass 
Showy Penstemon 
California Sages 
W ild Grape 

Annuals 
California Poppy 
Arroyo Lupine 
Desert Bells 
Chia 

SCIENTIFIC NAME 

Cercis occidentalis 
Platanus racemosa 
Quercus agrifolia 
Sambucus mexicana 
Umbellularia californica 
Quercus engelmannii 

Artemisia californica 
Arctostaphylos species egoglauco 
Ceanothus species egocrassifo lius 
Encelia californica or E. farinosa 
Fremontodendron californica 
Heteromeles arbutifolia 
Prunus ilicifolia 
Rhamnus californica 
Rhus integrifolia 
Rhus ovata 

Arctostaphylos ego uva-ursi 
Ceanothus ego 'Emerald Carpet' 
Epilobium canum or Zauschneria californica 
Eriogonum fasciculatum 
Heuchera species 
Iris douglasiana 
Mimulus aurantiacus 
Muhlenbergia rigens 
Penstemon spectabilis 
Salvia apiana or S. mellifera 
Vitis californ ica 

Eschscholzia californ ica 
Lupinus succulentus 
Phacelia minor 
Salvia columbariae 

Note: Most of these thrive in Inland Empire sun and with liffle supplemental water, though many will look 
beffer in summer with monthly irrigation in the early morning. Take care, however, some nursery-bred 
varieties of these species may need regular garden water. 
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Fire Safety and Fuel Modification 
In southern California, fires are always a serious 

concern. If you live in a canyon or on a slope, the risk 

is even higher, especially if your property is adjacent to 

natural space. Be sure to follow local fire department 

clearance regulations and safety practices. 

WHAT YOU CAN DO 
to reduce fire risk: 

..: Keep brush clear around all structures. 

";,, Keep roof and gutters ciear of ieClve:, and plants. 

:b Trim trees away from your roof or chimney. 

:b Branches should not come within 10' of the house. 

:b Space trees and shrubs that are near structures. 

:b Prune tall trees to remove branches near the 

ground. 

:b Water plants adequately; water trees and shrubs 

deeply every 20-30 days during fire season. 

=Stack firewood outside. =Plant fire-resistant plants and trees. Plant a 

deciduous tree, which will lower the energy bill by 

shading the house in the summer. 

""" Stabilize slopes by planting deep-rooted, woody 
ground covers. Add widely-spaced taller shrubs 
and trees to maximize slope stability. 

=Do not plant Cypress, Eucalyptus, or Junipers 
close to the house as they contain oils that can 

cause fire to spread rapidly. 

-~1 

~ Firewise, sponsored by the 

National Wildfire Coordinating 

Group, www.firewise.org 

~ Smokey Bear Fire Prevention 

Materials, vzvw.smokeybear.com 

FOR ALL FIRE EMERGENCIES 
CALL 911 

Air Quality, Automobiles, and Energy 

Electricity generation and the use of fossil fuels for 

transportation are major sources of air pollution in the 

United States, contributing to smog, acid rain and global 

warming. One of the single most effective ways to 

improve air quality and help the environment is to 

reduce dependence on cars and gasoline. Conservation 

can make a difference! 

WHAT YOU CAN DO 
to help clear the air: 

~ Carpool, ride the bus, walk, or ride a bike. 

~ Make your next vehicle purchase an electric or a 

hybrid car. 

=> Combine multiple errands into one trip. 

~ Take the kids bicycling, walking or roller-skating to 

form healthy habits and develop an understanding 

of the impact their actions have on air quality. 

~ Turn off all appliances and lights when not in use. 

==:: Change incandescent bulbs to compact fluorescent. 

~ Install energy-efficient (Energy-Star) appliances. 

~ Switch to solar energy. 

~ Plant a tree. Trees lower energy bills by shading 

the house. 

~ Install a whole house fan rather than an air 

conditioner. 

~ Close curtains on sunny windows to reduce 

heat gain. 

~ Minimize use of wood stoves or fireplaces. 

a Use a dry cleaner that does not use perchlorate. 

"~~.: 

Ride a Bike. 

WEBSITES WITH 
ENERGY SAVING TIPS 

• Flex Your Power 
www.flexyourpower.co.gov 

• Eorth911 

~~~l~rg 
; US Department of Energy 
www.eere.energy.gov.-



WHAT YOU CAN DO 
to help when you must drive: 

,,;., Make your next vehicle cleaner-fueled and more 

efficient. Electric, natural gas, and hybrid-electric 
vehicles pollute less and reduce our dependence 

on oil. 

,,;., Combine multiple errands into a single trip. 

,,;., Maintain your vehicle, especially tire pressure. 

Excessive exhaust is harmful to you and the 

people around you. 

:b When getting gas, do not top off your tank and 

wait before removing the nozzle. Fuel spillage 

adds to air pollution. 

,,;., Park in the shade of a building or tree to reduce 

the evaporation of gasoline from your car. =Use your ashtray if you are a smoker. Cigarette 
butts take up to five years to break down in the 

ocean and can kill fish , birds, seals, and other 

marine life. 

Green Electricity 
Green electricity is derived from clean, renewable 

energy sources such as solar, wind, biomass, and 

geothermal. Most electricity in the United States comes 

from coal, oil, nuclear, large hydroelectric, and natural 

gas plants. The burning of non-renewable fossil fuels 

contributes to air quality problems and global warming. 

WHAT YOU CAN DO ~ Go Green Power 

:.4:: Use less energy. 

b Wear a sweater when it's cool. 

,,;., Contact your utility company to learn about your 

green energy options. 

;;. Let your representatives know that renewable 

energy sources should be a priority. 

www.gogreenpower.org 

~Gobal green USA 
www.globalgreen.org 

~ GreenE, www.gre~ 

~ US Department of Energy 
www. eere.energy. goY 

Buying Green 

The best way to reduce our impact on the 

environment is to limit our use of resources . It is 

helpful to purchase products whose production and 

use have a reduced impact on the environment. Small 

changes by many people can make a big difference! 

WHAT YOU CAN DO 
Purchase products that: 

~ Use minimal packaging. 

::!:: Contain recycled material. 

::::. Contain raw materials derived from renewable 

sources. 

~ Can be reused or recycled. 

.=::: Are produced locally. 

~ Do not use products that require special 

disposal. 

SAFE ALTERNATIVES TO COMMON 
HOUSEHOLD CLEANERS 

Try: Instead of: 

• borax and water or baking soda chlorine bleach 

• Y2 c. vinegar+ 1qt. water glass cleaner 

• V21emon dipped in borax or abrasive cleanser 
baking soda 

• 1part lemon juice 
+ 2 parts vegetable oil 

• toothpaste or baki ng 
soda polish 

furniture polish 

silver polish 

SOURCE: American Oceans Campaign 
(www.america nocea ns.o rg) 

Buy local products. 

Using recycled water. 

Buy local produce. 



Green Housing Construction 

When building or modifying a home keep sound 

environmental practices in mind. Green construction 

improves energy efficiency, resource conservation, 

indoor air quality, and protects the health of your 

family. In addition to helping the environment, a 

"green" house can save you money and provide you 

with a healthier, quieter, and more comfortable home. 

Generally, building greener involves one or more 
of the following: 

• Pianning to preserve the natural environment 

• Site development which reduces erosion, 
minimizes paved surfaces, and protects vegetation 

• Water conservation indoors and outdoors 

• Energy efficiency 

• Using recyclable materials and air conditioning costs. 

Permeable Surfaces 
Permeable surfaces such as decomposed (crushed) 

granite, broken concrete, gravel, mulch and grass or 

other plants allow water to pass through and soak into 

the soil beneath, as opposed to running off your yard 

and contributing to stormwater pollution and flooding. 

WHAT YOU CAN DO: 

= Use bricks, stones, broken concrete, crushed 
granite or gravel for driveways, paths, and patios. 

,,;, Use a contractor who knows and follows 
regulations concerning construction runoff. Even 
a small remodel can contribute a large 
amount of gravel, dirt, and hazardous materials 

to the storm drain system. 

.:. Investigate the installation of a 'gray water' 
system-to collect your household's washing 
water for re-use in the landscape or for flushing 
toilets-with your local building department 
officials to determine if they allow residential 

use of reclaimed water. 
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WHAT YOU CAN DO: 

to increase sustainability in your home: 

:=>!:: Add insulation to your home. 

~ Use innovative, engineered wood products. 

:=>!:: Use recycled-content building materials 
whenever possible and ask your contractor to 

recycle their demolition waste. 

~ Use adhesives, paints, and cleaners with low 
volatile organic compounds (yoe) to reduce 

indoor air pollution. 

~ Use light colored roofing to reduce home heat 
absorption, or consider new "green roofs." 

,:.:. Use double-glazed windows to save on heating 

and air conditioning costs. 

.:.. When build ing a house use the sun. Orient 
your house and plan your landscaping to take 
advantage of winter sun and summer shade. 

J:, Use ceiling fans, whole house fans, and attic 

ventilation to affordably keep your home 

comfortable . 

Choose a smart sprinkler controller for 
your home 

• A smart sprinkler controller automatically 
adjusts irrigation schedules in response to 
changing weather conditions. 

• They are also called "weather-based irrigation 
controllers." 

• Smart controllers are a new technology & can be 
difficult to find. 

For more information log onto 
www.bewaterwise.com for a listing of 
manufacturers & websites 

light-Tiled roof 

Whole-House fan 

LEARN MORE: 

~ Ecohome Network 
www.ecohome.org 

~ Notional Association of 
Home Builders 
www.nahb.org.. 
~ Home Builders Association 
www.hba.org 

~ Urban Land Institute 
www.uli.org / 



GREEN LIVING 

Trash and Recycling 

Reduce, Reuse, Recycle 
As populations grow, cities face increasing problems 

with waste disposal. Finding ways to dispose of our 

waste becomes increasingly difficult and expensive. 

Trash that washes into storm drains is a leading 

contributor to unhealthy water in our streams, 

rivers and lakes. 

DID YOU KNOW: 

• Nearly half of the world 's annual commercial 

wood harvest is used to produce paper. 

• Recycling alum inum saves 95% of the energy 

required to produce it from virgin materials. 

Over 30% of California's solid waste consists of 

orga nic materials. Most of this ends up in a 

landfill, even though it could be composted. 

• Materials in landfills can take hundreds of years 

to degrade. 

• Although plastic carries a recycling symbol , very 
little of it is actually recycled. Discarded plastic 

washes into the ocean and chokes and kills 

marine animals including turtles , sea horses, 

fish, seals, and birds. 

Household Hazardous Waste includes metals, 

chemicals, batteries, and electronics, such as 

computers and stereos, that can be used or stored in 

your kitchen, workshop, garage, garden, or bathroom. 

It is illegal to dispose of household hazardous waste 

anywhere but at authorized Household Hazardous 

Waste and/or Antifreeze, Batteries, Oil and Paint 

(HHW/ABOP) collecton centers. The County of 

Riverside and local cities sponsor several free 

collection events throughout the year in the San 
Jacinto watershed. You can learn more about 

HHW/ ABOP, disposal, and free collection events as 

www.rivcoeh.org or by calling (800) 506-2555. 

.~. 
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Be creative - reuse or recycle 

products. This old tree 

became a work of art. 
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WHAT YOU CAN DO 
to help reduce waste and consume less: 

~ Use canvas bags or re-use plastiC bags when 

shopping. 

~ Purchase products with minimal packaging 

material. 

;;i.. Buy products that use recycled materials. 

~ Use both sides of paper. Make your own 

notepads by saving one-sided scrap paper or mail, 

cutting in half and securing with a re-usable clip. 

~ Avoid using plastic unless it is something, like a 

sturdy cup or bag, that you can re-use. 

.:::; Recycle. 

=: Give away or garage sale useful unwanted items. 

;:!;, Dispose of hazardous household waste properl y 

(call 800-506-2555 for HHW/ABOP disposal 

days). Remember that this includes paint, many 

common cleansers, car fluids, and electronic 

equipment. 

~ Use tap water or wash , refill , and reuse water 

bottles. 

;.=: Join a neighborhood clean-up. 

~ PUT IT IN THE CAN ! Pick up a little litter 

wherever you are, whether in the city or on 

the trail. 

to help reduce green waste: 

~ Leave grass clippings on your lawn , sometimes 

called "grasscycling" . They provide important 

nutrients and reduce water loss. 

~ Choose plants that will be the desired size at 

maturity to minimize pruning. 

~ Compost garden and household fruit and 

vegetable waste. 

:! Chip clippings, prunings, and raked leaves. 

They all make great mulch. 
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Volunteer Opportunities 
California Native Plant Society 

Preservation of native plants and habitat, www.cnps.org. 

Center For Community Action and Environmental 
Justice. P.O. Box 33124 Riverside, CA 92519 
Ph. (951) 360-8451, http://www.ccaej.org/ 

Friends of the Northern San Jacinto Valley 

Hiking, reforestation, park clean ups 

P.O. Box 9097, Moreno, Valley 92552 
Ph. (951) 928-3698, http://www.northfriends.org/ 

Friends of Nuevo Community Council 
PO Box 647, Nuevo CA 92567 
http://www.foncee.net!.andinfo@foncc.net 

l ake Elsinore Citizen Committee, Contact: Donna 

Frances, Ph. (951) 674-1989. Lake Elsinore, 'focuses on 

the recreation and preservation of the lake. 

National Wildlife Federation 

Backyard and schoolyard habitat program, www.nwf.org. 

San Bernardino Valley Audubon Society 
P.O. Box 10973, San Bernardino, CA 92423 
http://www.sbvas.org 

San Jacinto River Watershed Council 

Non-profit watershed council 

Contact: Pat Boldt, Ph. (951) 808-8531 

Santa Rosa Plateau Ecological Reserve/Nature 

Conservatory, Location: outskirts of Murrieta 

Contact: Carol Bell, Ph. (951) 677-6951 

Santa Ana Watershed Association, Education, 

cleanups, Contact: Renee Latu (909) 799-7407 Ext. 105 

Sierra Club 
San Gorgonio Chapter of environmental activism, hiking, 

4079 Mission Inn Ave., Riverside, CA 92501 
Ph. (951) 684-6203 
http://www.sangorgonio.sierraclub.org/ 

Western Riverside County Agriculture Coalition 

Coalition addresses agricultural environmental issues in 

the watershed . Comprised of agricultural operators, 

dairy, and land owners. Contact: Bruce Scott 
Ph. (951) 654-5096 or wrcac_mail@yahoo.com 

.-=-::.• 
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What's Happening in and Around Your Watershed 

There are many exciting things happening in and 

around your watershed. Here are several important 

developments and projects. 

The San Jacinto River Watershed Council 

The San Jacinto Watershed Council , a 501 (c) 3 non

profit, grass roots organization, is an open forum of 

the entire watershed, upper and lower, and strives to 

represent all stakeholders. The Council Board consists 

of water agency, County, federal/regional , tribal, dairy, 

agriculture, environmental and 2 at-large 

representatives. The Council may be characterized as 

broad-based in its representation and holistic in its 

approach to issues of watershed management and 

planning. Current activities include: 

• Prop 50, Chapter 8 Planning Grant for the 
Development of an Integrated Regional 

Watershed Management Plan for the San Jacinto 

Watershed (funded by the State of California, 
Department of Water Resources) 

• Assistance with TMDL Implementation (page 28) 

• Education and Outreach ... this Guidebook! 

• Applying for grants that will help address water 
resource and water quality problems 

• Coordination and integration of other regional 
studies and plans, and their impacts on the 
watershed. 

• Development of work groups to address 
critical issues 

• Assist development of strategies to control 
nutrients and pathogens negatively impacting 

water bodies. 

For more information visit our website at 
www.sawpa.org/sjrwc/, or contact 
Pat Boldt, SJRWC Executive Director at 
Mpboldt@aol.com. 

San Jacinto River Watershed Volunteer 
opportunities 

Prop SO Planning Grants. 

The San Jacinto "GAP" area. 

7 
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-r GET INVOLVED 

What is a TMDL? 

In our watershed, there are two impaired lakes that do 

not meet expected water quality standards. Under the 

Clean Water Act, the Santa Ana Regional Water 

Quality Control Board (RWQCB) has identified Canyon 
Lake and Lake Elsinore as needing water quality 

improvement. Excessive nutrients and pathogens are 

the primary problems affecting the lakes. 

To control the level of nutrient and pathogens entering 

the lakes, RWQCB has established a new water quality 

regulation called a Total Maximum Daily Load (TMDL). 

The TMDL provides an assessment and planning 

framework for identifying nutrient and pathogen 

sources, achieving load reductions, and taking actions 

that are needed to attain the water quality standards. 

The TMDL also sets target dates for when the water 

quality standards must be met and an implementation 

plan to attain it. By compliance to these water quality 

standards, aquatic life, drinking water and other 

beneficial uses at the lakes will be protected. 

A stakeholder TMDL Task Force has been formed to 

address the TMDLs affecting our watershed. 

Specific tasks have been identified to start the process 

of improving water quality in these two lakes and work 

is underway. However, the solution will ultimately be 

dependent on controlling watershed residents 

contributions of nutrients and pathogens to the lakes. 

If you would like additional information regarding the 

TMDL, please visit www.mywatersheds.com. 

Stocking fish in 
Lake Elsinore. 

The goal of the TMDL is to 

restore benefica l uses to 

Canyon Lake and 
Lake Elsinore. 

The Multi-Species Habitat Conservation Plan 

When Western Riverside County revised its General 

Plan, the Multi-Species Habitat Conservation Plan 

(MSHCP) was an important part. Finalized in June 

2004, it aims to address the dissatisfaction that all 
sectors of our County felt with the long and 

complicated process developers had had to go through 
to get clearance to build, and the haphazard way 

species were protected. 

Certain areas are considered important to keep as open 

space, besides those lands already in public hands. This 

conserves the habitats for some of our most beautiful 

and threatened species of wild life and to provide 

linkages among the conserved areas. 

The San Jacinto River is a vital corridor in this Habitat 

Conservation Plan. Starting in the San Jacinto 

mountain range, it passes through the Mystic Lake 

wetlands, then agricultural flood plain, which has been 

for centuries home to native creatures and the hawks 

and owls that prey on them. The river flows to the base 

of the Cleveland range and then, into Lake Elsinore, 

which is gradually being restored as home for native 
fish and recreation for humans. 

As development continues in our watershed, we must 

ensure that enough of the "criteria areas" of the 

MSHCP are conserved, to ensure that our river 

continues to meander in winter across the valley, 
nourishing rare plants that are found nowhere else, 

providing a haven for large and small wildlife, and 
replenishing our underground water. 

... 
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mGET INVOLVED 

lake Elsinore And San Jacinto Watersheds Authority 

LESJWA improves and maintains the waters within Lake 

Elsinore, Canyon Lake, and the San Jacinto River 
Watershed. 

LESJWA's membership includes representatives from five 
member agencies in the area (listed below) working 

together to improve water quality at Lake Elsinore and 
Canyon Lake. 

• Santa Ana Watershed Project Authority 
• City of Lake Elsinore 
• City of Canyon Lake 
• Elsinore Valley Municipal Water District 
• County of Riverside 

A few of LESJWA's projects are as follows: 

LAKE ElSINORE 

• Supplemental Lake Water - Improvements made 
to existing lake supply wells and recycled water 

treatment will provide supplemental water that will 

replenish low lake water levels, when necessary. 

• Lake Mixing System - Large amounts of algae in 
Lake Elsinore decrease healthy oxygen levels, in turn 

killing fish and damaging recreational opportunities. 

Lake mixing helps evenly distribute oxygen throughout 

the lake to keep it vibrant and healthy. 

• Aeration System - This subsurface aeration system 
bubbles air into the water column from pipes on the 

bottom of the lake to increase lake oxygen levels, which 

helps lower the amount of algae throughout the lake. 

• Carp Removal - Carp is a bottom dwelling fish that 
stirs up silt and unwanted nutrients from lake floors 

that contribute to the growth of alga blooms which 

can be harmful to water quality. The removal of carp 
is vital to the overall health of a lake. 

CANYON LAKE 

• Dredging System - Dredging removes sediment levels 

from the lake bottom with the use of a self-propelled 

platform whose suction vacuum sweeps the bottom of 

the lake floor which improves water quality and 
water supply. 

For additional information visit www.mywatersheds.com 

co;,.
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Ten Fun Ways to Enjoy your Watershed 

1. Take a Hike ... ajaunt, a trek, a strut ...just get out 
and see, hear and smell the world in your back yard. 

2. Stop and Smell the Roses...the mountains, the 
hills, the valley, Lupine, Poppies, and Sage. 

3. Spend Some Quality Time with your Pet ... Ieash 
your dog or cat (bring a bag for pet wastes) . Ride a 
horse or a mule! Check out the trails together. 

4. Play in the Garden ... add native plants to your 
garden-Manzanita, California lilac, Toyon, and 
Sage. Use biological controls instead of 
pesticides, Conserve water. 

5. Get Down and Dirty ... volunteer with other 
organizations. Help plant trees, restore habitat, 
and clean-up your watershed . 

6. Tap into Watershed Consciousness ... the big 
picture! Remember your street and storm drains 
lead to the ocean. 

7. Sing, Shout, Get the Word Out!. .. Iet friends, 
family and officials know how you feel about 
preserving and restoring the San Jacinto. 

8. Explore your Watershed ... discover the San 
Jacinto watershed, all 780 miles of diverse plantlife, 
animals, its human communities, and 
wonderful cultural gems. 

9. Plan a Bright Future ... participate in San Jacinto 
watershed planning efforts. Bring a friend. 
Log onto www.sawpa.org/sjrwc/ 

10. You Can Make A Difference!. .. embrace our natural 
resources. Protect habitat and enjoy your watershed. 
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RCES IN YOUR CO~MUNITY 

Parks and Open Space 

PARKS 

Lake Perris State Recreation Area 
17801 Lake Perris Drive, Perris, CA 92571 
Ph: (951) 657-0676 
www.parks.ca.gov/default.asp?page_is+651 

Mount San Jacinto State Park 
PO Box 308 
25905 Highway 243 
Idyllwild, CA 92549 
Ph: (951) 659-2607 
wilderness permits 951-659-2607 
www.parks.ca.govI defa uIt.asp?page_id +36 

The San Bernardino National Forest 
54270 Pinecrest 
P.O. Box 518, Idyllwild CA 92549 
Ph: (951) 382-2921 
wilderness permits 951-659-2117 
www.fs.us/r5/sanbernardino 
Visitor Information Center 
(Corner of Pine Crest and Highway 243 in Idyllwild) 
www.parks.ca.gov/default.asp?page_is+651 

San Jacinto Wildlife Area 

PO Box 1254,17050 Davis Road 

Nuevo, CA 92567 
Ph: (951) 928-0580 

Riverside County Regional Park & Open 

Space District 
4600 Crestmore Road, Riverside, CA 92509 
Ph: (951) 955-4310 
reservations 1-800-234-7275 (pa rk) 
www.riversidecountyparks.org/ 

McCall Memorial Park 
28500 McCall Park Road 
Mountain Center, CA 92561 
(951) 659-2311 

Lawler Alpine Cabins (youth group 
lodging only) 
19751 Hwy 243 Idyllwild, CA 92549 
Ph: (951) 955-4397 

Idyllwild Nature Center 
25222 Hwy 243, Idyllwild, CA 92549 
Ph: (951) 659-3850 

Idyllwild Park 
5400 Riverside County Playground Rd., 
Idyllwild, CA 92549 
Ph: (951) 659-2656 

Hurkey Park 
56375 Highway 74 
Mountain Center, CA 92561 
Ph: (951) 659-2050 

Simpson Park 
28505 Rawlings Road 
Hemet, CA 
www.cityofhemet.org/parks.htm#simpso 

E2? 

Lakes/Recreation Areas 

Diamond Valley Reservoir Recreation Area 
Now open for boaters and anglers. Additional 
recreational activities are planned. A Visitor's Center 
highlighting paleontological discoveries and a scenic 
viewpoint will be open on varying schedules. 
Ph: (800) 211-9863 for days, hours and directions. 

Lake Elsinore Recreation Area (LERA) 
The lake offers boating, camping and day use areas. 
General Lake information: (951) 674-7730 
LERA Campground: Ph: (951) 471-1212 
LERA Campground reservations: Ph: (800) 416-6992 
Seaport Boat launch: Ph: (951) 245-9308 
Camping information: Ph: (800) 416-4992 

Lake Perris State Recreation Area 
Lake Perris offers a variety of water recreation 
activities including swimming, fishing (shore, pier, 
and boating), water craft use, sailing, waterskiing 
and even scuba diving. 
17801 Lake Perris Drive, Perris CA 92571 
Ph: (951) 657-0676 
www.parks.ca.govI default.asp?page_is+651 

EQUESTRIAN TRAILS 

Diamond Valley Reservoir Recreation Area 
'not currently availablelfuture plans 

Lake Perris Recreation Area 
17801 Lake Perris Drive 
Perris, CA 92571 
Ph: (951) 657-0676 
www.parks.ca.gov/default.asp?page_is+651 

AGRICULTURAL RESOURCES 

Milk Producer's Council 
Bill Van Dam Ph: (909) 628-6018 

Riverside County Farm Bureau 
Contact: Steve Pastor Ph: (951) 684-6732 
www.riversidecfb.com 
pastor@riversldecfb.com 

Western Riverside County Agriculture Coalition 
Contact: Bruce Scott at (951) 654-5096 or 
wrcac_mail@yahoo.com 



~.:. RESOURCES IN YOUR COMMUNITY 

Educational Programs and Workshops: 
Santa Ana Watershed Association (SAWA) 

Provides on-site education, clean up days, and other educational activities, 

For more information contact: Renee Latu Ph: (909) 799-7407, Ext. 105 

The San Jacinto Center for Environmental Education 

Provides environmental education at the San Jacinto Wildlife area, Contact: 

Sue Nash Ph: (909) 228-6710 

San Jacinto Basin Resource Conservation Dist rict 

(951) 654-7733 

Western Municipal Water District 

Landscapes Southern California Style-A one-acre water 

conservation demonstration garden, via a self-guided tour of over 

2S0+ plant species and 50 educational stations. Additional information at 

www.wmwd.com. Schooleducationaltoursavailable.Ph: (951) 789-5987 

Home and Garden 
Green Building: 

National Association of Home Builders www.nahb.org 

Home Builders Association www.hba.org 

Urban Land Institute www.uli.org/ 

Ecohome Network, Ph: (323) 662-5207, www.ecohome.org 

Garden-Native Plants and Invasive Species: 

Backyard Composting Program, Ph: (951) 486-3200, for times and locations 

California Native Plant Society, www.cnps.org 

California Invasive Plant Council, Ph: (510) 525-1502, www.caleppc.org 

Riverside County Agricultural Commissioner, Ph: (951) 955-3000 

Metropolitan Water District, Heritage Garden Program, 

www.bewaterwise.com 

National Wildlife Federation, Backyard Wildlife Habitat Program 
Ph: (619) 296-8353, www.nwf.org 

Rancho Santa Ana Botanic Garden, Ph: (909) 625-8767 
www.rsabg.org 

Theodore Payne Foundation Nursery, Ph: (818) 768-1802 
www.theodorepayne.org 

Tree of Life Nursery, San Juan Capistrano, Ph: (949) 728-0685 
www.treeoflifenursery.com 

Fire Departments 

FOR ALL FIRE EMERGENCIES CALL 911! 
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Air, Water and Land Resource Agencies and Organizations 
GOVERNMENTAL AGENCIES: 

South Coast Air Quality Management District (SCAQMD), Regional air 

quality or to lodge a pollution complaint, Ph: (800) CUT SMOG (288-7664) . 

SCAQMD, list of non-toxic cleaners in our area, [www.aqmd.govJ 

California EPA, Air Resources Board, Ph: (800) 363-7664 for 

pollution complaints and to find out about the health effects of indoor 

and outdoor air pollution, Ph: (916) 322-2990 for info on air quality programs. 

US Environmental Protection Agency, Region 9 Office, Potential 
sources of indoor air pollution and ways to improve indoor air quality, 
Ph: (415) 972-3102, (800) 438-4318. 

Non-profit Organizations: 

Communities for a Better Environment, strategies for improving 

and protecting air quality, www.cbemw.org. 

Environmental Defense Scorecard, air quality and polluters in 

your community, [www.scorecard .orgJ. 

Natural Resources Defense Council, air and energy programs, 

federal legislation, and publications on air quality, www.nrdc.org. 

Websites with Energy Saving Tips: 

Flex Your Power, www.flexyourpower.ca.gov 

Earth911 , www.earth911.org 

US Department of Energy, www.eere.energy.gov 

Local Electricity and Gas Providers: 

Southern California Electric, Ph: (800) 655-4555 

Southern California Gas Company, Ph: (800) 427-2000 

Air, Water and Land Resource Agencies and Organizations 

Renewable Energy Information: 

Go Green Power, www.gogreenpower.org 

Global Green USA, www.globalgreen.org 

GreenE, www.green-e.org 

California Energy Commission, www.energy.ca.gov 

US Department of Energy, www.eere.energy.gov 

Waste, Stormwater and Watershed Management 

Lake Elsinore and San Jacinto Watersheds Authority 
www.mywatersheds.com 

Riverside County Environmental Health Dept. Call 1 (800) 304-2226 for dates 

and times of free collection events throughout Riverside County, This Department 

can help you with hazardous waste disposal and pollution issues. 
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~ RESOURCES IN YOUR COMMUNITY 

Santa Ana Watershed Project Authority, www.sawpa.org/ 

Riverside County Flood Control and Water Conservation District 

(951) 955-1200, http://www.floodcontrol.co.riverside.ca.us.This Department can 

help you with flooding concerns and reporting of storm water pollution. 

Riverside County Waste Management Department 

Ph: (800) 366-SAVE or (951) 486-3200, http://www.rivcowm.org.This Department 

can assist you with information about landfills, recycling, and the composting programs. 

Riverside County Water Task Force, Supervisor Marion Ashley 

Ph: (951) 955-1050, www.district5@rcb05.org 

California Regional Water Quality Control Board, Santa Ana Region 

Ph: (951) 782-4130, region8info@waterboards.ca.gov 

The San Jacinto River Watershed Council 

Ph: (951) 808-8531, www.sawpa.org/sjrwc 

Bureau of Reclamation 
Reclamation is the largest wholesale water supplier in the United States, and the 
nation's second largest producer of hydroelectric power. Its facilities also provide 
substantial flood control, recreation, and fish and wildlife benefits. Visit their website 
at http://www.usbr.gov 
Southern California area office, Ph: (951) 695-5310 

Government Representatives 
UNITED STATES LEGISLATURE: 

To find out who your representative and senators are, either call your local city hall, 
check your telephone book or enter your zip code in the following website: 
www.congress.org, Federal and State Elected Officials, Cities in Watershed 

STATE OF CALIFORNIA 

Governor 

Arnold Schwarzenegger 

Ph: (916) 445-2841 or (213) 897-0322, e-mail : governor@governor.ca.gov 

Congressional 

Congresswoman Mary Bono, U. S. Congressional District 45 
Ph: (202) 225-5330 or (951) 658-2312 

Congressman Ken Calvert, U.S. Congressional District 44 

Ph: (202) 225-1986 or (951) 784-4300 

Congressman Darrell Issa, U. S. Congressional District 49 

Ph: (202) 225-3906 or (951) 693-2447 

Congressman Jerry Lewis, U.S. Congressional District 41 

Ph: (202) 225-5861 or (909) 862-6030 
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State Assembly 

Bill Emmerson, District 63, Ph: (909) 466-9096 

John Benoit, District 64, Ph: (951) 369-6644 

Russ Bogh , District 65, Ph: (909) 790-4196 

Ray Haynes, District 66, Ph: (951) 699-1113 

State Senate 

Bob Dutton, District 31, Ph: (909) 466-4180 

Dennis Hollingsworth , District 36, Ph: (951) 676-1020 

Jim Battin, District 37, Ph: (951) 953-9502 

SAN JACINTO WATERSHED CITIES AND COMMUNITIES 

Cities 
City of Beaumont 
Ph: (951) 769-8520 
www.cLbeaumont.ca.us 

City of Canyon Lake 
Ph: (951) 244-2955 
www.cityofcanyonlake.com 

City of Hemet 
Ph: (951) 765-2300 
www.cityofhemet.org 

City of Lake Elsinore 
Ph: (951) 674-3124 
www.lake-elsinore.org 

City of Moreno Valley 
Ph: (951) 413-3000 
www.ci.moreno-valley.ca.us 

City of Murrieta 
Ph: (951) 304-2489 
www.murrieta.org 

City of Perris 
Ph: (951) 943-6100 
www.cityofperris.org 

City of Riverside 
Ph: (951) 826-5311 
www.riversideca.gov 

City of San Jacinto 
Ph: (951) 654-7337 
www.ci.san-jacinto.ca.us 

Community 
Idyllwild 
Ph: (951) 659-3259 
www.idyllwildchamber.com 

Quail Valley 
Ph: (951) 672-1991 (Menifee Chamber) 

Sun City 
Ph: (951) 672-9006 

Menifee 
Ph: (951) 672-1991 
www.menifeevalleychamber.com 

Romoland 
Ph: (951) 672-1991 (Menifee Chamber) 

Soboba Band of Luiseiio Indians 
(951) 654-2765 

Winchester 
Ph: (951) 926-8972 

" CONTAC 

WATER SUPPLIERS 

~ Eastern Municipal Water 

~i~t03 wwwemwdo!~ 
~ Elsinore ~lIey Mu~i~ipal 
Water District, www.evmwd.com-- --~ IdyllWild Water District 
wvWv. idyllwildwater.org 

tlaI;Hem~'-;Municipal Water 

~t,..;"'N~~~;~rg 
~ Nuevo Water Company 
Ph: (951) 928-1832_....... ---, 
~ Western Municipal Water 
District, www.wmwd.com 



~ RESOURCES IN YOUR COMMUNITY 

Santa Ana Watershed Project Authority, www.sawpa.org/ 

Riverside County Flood Control and Water Conservation District 

(951) 955-1200, http://www.floodcontrol.co.riverside.ca.us. This Department can 

help you with flooding concerns and reporting of storm water pollution. 

Riverside County Waste Management Department 

Ph: (800) 366-SAVE or (951) 486-3200, http://www.rivcowm.org.This Department 

can assist you with information about landfills, recycling, and the composting programs. 

Riverside County Water Task Force, Supervisor Marion Ashley 

Ph: (951) 955-1050, www.district5@rcb05.org 

California Regional Water Quality Control Board, Santa Ana Region 

Ph: (951) 782-4130, region8info@waterboards.ca.gov 

The San Jacinto River Watershed Council 

Ph: (951) 808-8531 , www.sawpa.orglsjrwc 

Bureau of Reclamation 
Reclamation is the largest wholesale water supplier in the United States, and the 
nation's second largest producer of hydroelectric power. Its facilities also provide 
substantial flood control , recreation, and fish and wildlife benefits. Visit their website 
at http:// www.usbr.gov 
Southern California area office, Ph: (951) 695-5310 

Government Representatives 
UNITED STATES LEGISLATURE: 

To find out who your representative and senators are, either call your local city hall, 
check your telephone book or enter your zip code in the following website: 
www.congress.org, Federal and State Elected Officials, Cities in Watershed 

STATE OF CALIFORNIA 

Governor 

......y..,
','!\ 

Arnold Schwarzenegger 

Ph: (916) 445-2841 or (213) 897-0322, e-mail: governor@governor.ca.gov 

Congressiona I 

Congresswoman Mary Bono, U. S. Congressional District 45 
Ph: (202) 225-5330 or (951) 658-2312 

Congressman Ken Calvert, U.S. Congress ional District 44 

Ph: (202) 225-1986 or (951) 784-4300 

Congressman Darrellissa , U. S. Congressional District 49 

Ph: (202) 225-3906 or (951) 693-2447 

Congressman Jerry Lewis, U.S. Congressional District 41 

Ph: (202) 225-5861 or (909) 862-6030 
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State Assembly 

Bill Emmerson, District 63, Ph: (909) 466-9096 

John Benoit, District 64, Ph: (951) 369-6644 

Ru ss Bogh, District 65, Ph: (909) 790-4196 

Ray Haynes, District 66, Ph : (951) 699-1113 

State Senate 

Bob Dutton, District 31, Ph : (909) 466-4180 

Dennis Hollingsworth, District 36, Ph: (951) 676-1020 

Jim Battin, District 37, Ph: (951) 953-9502 

SAN JACINTO WATERSHED CITIES AND COMMUNITIES 

Cities 
City of Beaumont 

Community 
Idyllwild 

Ph : (951) 769-8520 
www.ci.beaumont.ca.us 

City of Canyon Lake 
Ph: (951) 244-2955 
www.cityofcanyonlake.com 

City of Hemet 
Ph: (951) 765-2300 
www.cityofhemet.org 

City of Lake Elsinore 
Ph: (951) 674·3124 
www.lake·e lsinore.org 

City of Moreno Valley 
Ph: (951) 413-3000 
www.ci.moreno-valley.ca.us 

City of Murrieta 
Ph: (951) 304-2489 
www.murrieta.org 

City of Perri s 
Ph: (951) 943-6100 
www.cityofperris.org 

City of Riverside 
Ph : (951) 826-5311 
www.riversideca.gov 

City of San Jacinto 
Ph: (951) 654-7337 
www.ci .san-jacinto.ca.us 

Ph: (951) 659-3259 
www. idyllwildchamber.com 

Quail Valley 
Ph: (951) 672-1991 (Menifee Chamber) 

Sun City 
Ph: (951) 672-9006 

Menifee 
Ph: (951) 672-1991 
www.menifeevalleychamber.com 

Romoland 
Ph: (951) 672-1991 (Menifee Chamber) 

Soboba Band of Luiseiio Indians 
(951) 654-2765 

Winchester 
Ph : (951) 926-8972 

• 
WATER SUPPLIERS 

~ Eastern Municipal Water 
District, www.emwd.org-- " 
• Elsinore Volley Municipol 
Water District, www.evmwd.com 

~ IdyllWild Water District 
~idyllwildwater.org 

~ Lake Hem";t Muni Cipal Water 
!2!;!.r~ct, www.lhm.::v~.org 

• Nuevo W';G;;;,pany' 
Ph: 1951) 928-1832 

• Western Muni cipal Water 
District, www.wmwd.com 



~ RESOURCES AND AGENCY iNDEX 

INDEX 
Backyard Composting Program, pg. 36 

Bureau of Reclamation, pg. 38 

California Department of Forestry and Fire Protection, pg. 16 

California Energy Commission, pg. 18, 37 

California Environmental Protection Agency, pg. 37 

California Fire Safe Council, pg. 16 

California Invasive Plant Council, pg. 35, 36 

California Native Plant Society, pg. 13, 26, 36 

California Regional Water Quality Control Board, Santa Ana Region, pg. 38 

Center for Community Action and Environmental Justice, pg.26 

Communities for a Better Environment, pg. 37 

Diamond Valley Reservoir Recreation Area, pg. 35 

Earth911, pg. 17, 37 

Ecohome Network, pg. 21, 26, 36 

Eastern Municipal Water District, pg. 10, 39 

Elsinore Valley Municipal Water District, pg. 10, 11, 39 

Environmental Defense Scorecard, pg. 37 

Firewise Program, National Wildfire Coordination Group, pg. 16 

Flex Your Power, pg. 17, 37 

Friends of the Northern San Jacinto Valley, pg. 26 

Friends of Nuevo Community Council , pg. 26 

Global Green USA, pg. 18, 37 

Go Green Power, pg. 18, 37 

Government Representatives, pg. 38, 39 

GreenE, pg. 18,37 

Home Builders Association, pg. 21, 36 

Hurkey Park, pg. 34 

Idyllwild Nature Center, pg. 34 

Idyllwild Park, pg. 34 

Idyllwild Water District, pg. 10, 39 

Lake Elsinore Citizen Committee, pg. 26 

Lake Elsinore San Jacinto Watersheds Authority, pg. 2, 30, 37 

Lake Elsinore Recreation Area, pg. 2, 30, 37 

Lake Hemet Municipal Water District, pg. 10, 39 

Lake Perris State Recreation Area , pg. 5, 34, 35 

Lawler Alpine Cabins, pg. 34 

McCall Memorial Park, pg. 343 

Metropolitan Water District of Southern California, pg. 36 
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Milk Producers Council, pg. 35 

Mockingbird Nurseries, pg. 13 

Mount San Jacinto State Park, pg. 34 

Multi-Species Habitat Conservation Plan, pg. 29 

Mystic Lake, pg. 3 

National Association of Home Builders, pg. 21 , 36 

National Wildlife Federation, pg. 26, 36 

Natural Resources Defense Council, pg. 37 

Nuevo Water Company, pg. 10, 39 

Rancho Santa Ana Botanic Garden, pg. 13, 36 

Riverside County Agricultural Commissioners, pg. 36 

Riverside County Environmental Health Deptartment, pg. 38 

Riverside County Farm Bureau, pg. 35 

Riverside County Flood Control District, pg. 38 

Riverside County Regional Park & Open Space District, pg. 34 

Riverside County Waste Management Deptartment, pg. 38 

Riverside County Water Task Force, pg. 38 

San Bernardino National Forest, pg.34 

San Bernardino Valley Audubon Society, pg.26 

San Jacinto Center for Environmental Education, pg. 36 

San Jacinto River Watershed Council, pg. 2, 5,26,27,38 

San Jacinto Wildlife Area, pg. 3, 34 

San Jacinto cities and communities, pg. 39 

Santa Ana Watershed Association, pg. 14, 36 

Santa Rosa Plateau Ecological Reserve/Nature Conservancy, pg. 26 

Sierra Club, San Gorgonio Chapter, pg.26 

Smokey Bear Fire Prevention materials, pg. 16 

Soboba Band of Luiseno Indians, pg. 3, 39 

South Coast Air Quality Management District, pg. 37 

Southern California Electric, pg. 37 

Southern California Gas Company, pg. 37 

Theodore Payne Foundation Nursery, pg. 12, 26, 36 

Total Maximum Daily Load (TMDL) , pg. 28 

Tree of Life Nursery, pg, 13, 36 

UC Riverside Botanic Gardens, pg. 13 

Urban Land Institute, pg. 21,36 

US Department of Energy, pg. 17, 18, 36, 37 

US Environmental Protection Agency, Region 9 Office, pg. 37 

Western Municipal Water District, pg. 10, 36, 39 

Western Riverside County Agriculture Coalition, pg. 26, 35 
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THE DISTRICT 

SITE LOCATION AND LAND USE 

The Soboba Springs Project is located in the City of San Jacinto, Riverside County, California. It 
is approximately 3S miles east of the City of Riverside, and 7S miles east of Los Angeles. in the 
Hemet-San Jacinto Valley area. The Soboba Springs Project lies between the San Jacinto River 
and the foothills of the San Jacinto Mountains. It incorporates approximately 400 acres adjacent 
to the intersection of Lake Park Drive and Soboba Road. The project site includes the existing 
Soboba Springs Country Club and associated golf course, an area east of Soboba Road and an 
area south ofLake Park Drive which surrounds the existing Soboba Springs Mobile Home Park. 

The Soboba Springs development is a golf course oriented community which provides a variety of 
housing opportunities including mobile home ~ sin e ~ detached, condominiums 
custom home sites..:-J e master plan so provides a 3.6 acre open space/park 7.8-acre open ~ (J'\{)) 

~ iUia1iilCing trail and 46.2-acres open space/park and hiking trail. \j 

The Soboba Springs development originally contemplated six villages with approximately 900 
dwelling units. At present, only one village bas been developed containing 172 residential parcels. 
Ofthose, 109 units have been constructed and 100 units are occupied. 

COMMUNTIY FACILITIES DISTRICf NO. 88-1 

In September of 1987, Community Facilities District No. 88-1 (the "CFDj was approved by the 
City Council of the City of San Jacinto. Said CFD authorized the annual collection of special 
taxes from those parcels of land within the CFD that had obtained construction permits and from 
the Soboba Springs Golf Course parcel that contains the club house. The purpose ofthe CFD was 
for the financing of certain street. parkway and median landscaping. storm drainage, and debris 
basis improvements, and public safety equipment and staffing required as Conditions of Approval 
for Tract Map No. 21900-1 and 21900. 

In the subsequent years, parcels of land with occupied residences anc;l the golf course parcel have 
paid annual special taxes; the amount ofwhich is determined by the year in which the residence on 
a given parcel was ready for occupancy. As a result of slow home sales and financial difficulties 
experienced by the original developer of the project, the amount of special taxes collected to date 
bas been insufficient to allow the originally designed improvements to be constructed. As a result, 
the City met with a Soboba Springs homeowner's committee in an effort to restructure the original 
~rovernent program and tailor a program which would construct those specific improvements, 

,---which would benefit Village IV alone. 

The result of those meetings was the formation o~ District No. 9~which will 
accomplish the following: ,-------

I. The existing CFD liens will be "bought out" and discharged by the Assessment District 
No. 94-1 bond proceeds. 

10 
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The pan:eIs designated by Assessment Nos. 1, 70,~ 139, and IS8 arc designated 
open space parcels and therefore arc not assessed. There arc~ (2) unnumbered open space 
parcels at tile following locations that are not assessed: 

1. Near the intersection of Torino Avenue and Messina Drive OIl the north side of 
Messina Drive between the pan:eIs designated by Assessment Nos. 133 and 134. 

2. Near the intersectioo knudde ofBergamo Avenue and Carrera Drive 00 the south side 
oftile street between the parcels designated by Assessment Nos. 168 and 169. 

BONDOWNERS' RISKS 

GENERAL 

Under the provision of the Act, assessment installments, from which funds for the payment of 
annual installments ofprincipal ofand interest on the Bonds are derived, will be billed to properties 
against which there are unpaid assessments on the regular property tax bills sent to owners of such 
properties. Such assessment installments arc due and payable at the same times as, and bear the 
same penalties and interest for non-payment as do regu1ar property tax installments. Assessment 
installments cannot be paid separately from property taxes. Failure to pay less than the total ofall 
property taxes and assessment installments due will be considered a delinquency in the payment of 
both property taxes and assessment installments. 

Unpaid assessments do not constitute a personal indebtedness ofthe owners ofthe lots and parcels 
within the District. There is no assurance such owners will be able to pay their assessment 
installments or that they will pay such installments even though financially able to do so. 

The Bonds are payable from amounts collected from assessed property owners and deposited in the 
Redemption Fund. Therefore, timely payment of debt service on the Bonds depends upon the 
timely payment of unpaid assessment installmeuts OIl land Within the District. Should the 
installments not be paid on time, the City will transfer monies from the Reserve Fund to the 
Redemption Fund to cover delinquencies. Additionally, the assessment installmeuts are secured by 
a lien on the affected pan:eIs of land and the City has covenanted to institute and diligently 
prosecute foreclosure procwdinp to sell land with delinquent installmeuts in order to obtain funds 
to pay debt service on the Bonds. See tile caption "BANKRUPTCY AND FORECLOSURE" 
herein. Because these arc the only sources offunds available to pay debt service, &ilure by owners 
of the parcels to pay assessment installments when due, depletion of the Reserve Fund, or the 
inability ofthe City to sell parcels which have been subject to foreclosure pJ'OC'A¥'1linp for amounts 
sufficient to cover the delinquent assessment installments may resuh in the inability of the City to 
make full or punctual payments of debt service on the Bonds and Bondowners would therefore be 
adversely affected. 
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RIVERSIDE-SAN BERNARDINO-ONTARIO PMSA 
Labor Market Survey 

(000'5) 

1990 1989 1988 

761.6 706.0 648.6 
21.7 23.4 23.3 

1.4 1.4 1.2 
67.5 65.2 51.9 
89.8 88.4 83.4 
35.4 33.0 31.4 
32.4 26.7 22.0 

151.8 142.2 136.6 
32.6 28.7 26.6 

179.5 159.3 147.9 
149.5 137.7 124.3 

Overall, in the past six years, through 1990, total employment rose 33.6% 
while population increased 38.6% in Riverside County. As of January 1, 
1991, unemployment in the PMSA was 8.1% compared to 6.6% for the 
United States. ' 

Labor statistics for Riverside County are not available by industry; 
however, general unemployment data for Riverside County shows an 
unemployment rate of 9.7% 'as of December 1991. 

1987 

653.8 
23.7 

1.2 
52.6 
83.3 
31.7 
22.0 

139.8 
26.9 

148.4 
124.2 

State of California Department of Finance and State of California Employment Development 
Department 

~irolllJDellltal Control Services 

P:a:J8mJl!II;. The County obtains a Iargc part of its water supply from groundwater sources. 
in most areas ofSouthern California, this groundwater resource is not entirely sufficient to meet 

and is supplemented by imported water. At the present time, the means used are 
.xlucts. including the Colorado River Aqueduct, the All American Canal, and the California 

Water Project. The two largest water districts in the County, the Western Municipal Water 
'~;:nMtriI"t and the Eastern Municipal Water District, were formed for the primary purpose of 

' ;,IIIPP~~ supplemental water to the cities and agencies within their areas. 

'syslans within the County is provided by the Riverside County Flood Control and Water ~~~ 
flood CODtrol: Primary responsibility for planning and construction offlood control and drainage 5A\~ \. 

--caoservation District and the Coachella Valley Stonn Water Unit. '-.r 

Sew.ge: There are teD wastewater collection and treatment agencies in the west County area, 
eleYal in the Coachella Valley area and six in the,Palos Verde area. Most residents in the rural 
unsewered areas of the County rely upon septic tanks and leach fields as an environmentally 
acceptable method for sewage disposal. 
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SOBOBA TRIBE'S FEE-TO-TRUST RESEARCH PROJECT 

TOPIC: Historic and forecasted seismic/earthquake activity 

FACTS: 

. * Available data from many studies including: on-going collection of seismic data, 
studies ofloca1 geological evidence back to 1812, demonstrates earthquake 
epicenter concentration is highest along the San Jacinto Fault-tbe area ofthe 
proposed high-rise casinolhotel complex.(I) 

*Forecasted earthquakes-recently released studies 2)demonstrate the San 
Jacinto Fault has a 31 % probability ofgenerating an earthquake ofa 6.7 
Ricter Scale magnitude, or greater over the next 30 years. That is a 
"Northridge" scale earthquake; which caused many deaths and injuries, 
especially in high-rise buildings, even to those built to rigid safety standards.(2) 

*Many Indian gaming facilities have not been constructed to prevailing 
standards( example lack of fire suppressant sprinklers -examples available on 
confidential basis only) Thereby endangering both the welfare of the Tribe and 
the "community". 

(I) U.S Geological Survey from scec.org 
(2) USGS map and commentary appearing in newspaper 



Fault Map - Southern Region 

Home 

Research Tools 

General Earthquake Information > 

Stations/ Instrumentation 

Educational Resources 

About the Data Center 

• website map 

Page 1 of3 

faults of Southern California 
Southern Region 

The area covered by this map, which extends from the Transverse Ranges (the San Gabriel 

and San Bernadino Mountains) in the north to Baja California, Mexico, in the south is 

dominated primarily by northwest-trending fau lts, generally of a right-lateral strike-slip 

nature, though faults of every type and orientation can be found here. In this area is the 

Salton Trough, a great inland basin, much of which is below sea level, that harbors the Salton 

Sea, a dominant feature of the right-hand side of this map. Several offshore fault zones are 

shown as well. 

3t 
30' 

RELATED I NFORMATION 

Alphabetical Fault Index 

http://www.data.scec.orglfaultslsofault.html 6/8/2008 



Faults of Southern California 

Home 

Research Tools 

General Earthquake Information> 

Stations/ Instrumentation 

Educational Resources 

About the Data Center 

• website map 

Page 1 of3 

faults of Southern California 

Below is a map of southern California, with five regions highlighted: 

1. Southern Coast Ranges and Central Valley area is orange. 
2. Sierra Nevada and Basin and Range area is green . 

3. Mojave region is yellow. 
4. Extreme southern end of California is red . 

5. Los Angeles area is blue-violet. 

This map is ciickable. Clicking on a region will take you to an enlarged relief map of the area, 

with local faults highlighted in a variety of colors, and linked to pages detailing information 

about these faults. In all of the maps, that segment of the San Andreas fault which is visible 

will be red, and scales for distances and elevations will be given . A few city and highway labels 

will also appear on the smaller maps. 

These maps were created using public-domain fault data which was modified by hand to more 

accurately reflect our current understanding of California 's fault system . The 1994 Fault 

Activity Map of California and Adjacent Areas by Charles W. Jennings (available from the 

California Geological Survey ) was used as a guide. These maps should not be considered as 

zoning guides, nor be used for risk assessment. Because of the sheer number of faults in 

southern California, this is not an exhaustive collection. The faults featured within this section 

were chosen typically because they are larger and/or exhibit more recent offset than others. 

http://www.data.scec.org/faults/faultm.ap.html 6/8/2008 



Faults of Southern California Page 2 of3 

Most, If not all, of this matenal has a certam level of uncertainty to It Our understanding of 

faults IS constantly expanding, and new faults and better data may be added to these maps as 

our knowledge about these structures advances 

Note: Some browsers may distort the color palette of these Images. If the elevatIOn scale 

seems "odd" or "wrong", you may be expenenClng this problem. Also, to use these 

Imagemaps your browser must be compatible with client-side Imagemaps. Comments are 

welcome 

RELATED INFORMATION 

Alphabetical Fault Index 

Hlstonc Earthquakes In Southern California 

6/8/2008http://www.data.scec.org/faultslfaultmap.html 



News- June 5,2008- Stand Up for California - Yahoo! Mail Page lof4 

News- June 5, 2008- Stand Up for California Thursday, June 5, 20083:03 PM 

From: "Cheryl Schmit" <schmit@hughes.net> 

To: jerryuecker@yahoo.com 

http://us.mc620.mail.yahoo.comlmc/showMessage?fid=Inbox&sort=date&order=down&sta... 6/8/2008 



California Archives Top Ten Lists yage 1 or j 

Puerto 

C I·f . AI k H .. W. Pacific N rth t Central Rico & Outside 
a I orma as a awall Mountain NW 0 eas US US US 

Terr. 

California Archives: ~j)081200712006120Q5120Q41 ~QQ3120Q~ 1~O_OJ 1 
2QQO 11998-991 HisJo[~E~Jtnquake~ 1Top Ten Lists 

Below are links to the maps of our most responded-to earthquakes. Some 
earthquakes appear in multiple region lists if they're located near a boundary, but the 

rankings below only consider the region that the event is actually in. If two or more 
events have the same number of responses, the most recent one is listed first. 

Top Ten Felt Earthquakes (all regions) 

Region Event 10 Location Date Mag Reports 

California 40204628 5__mil~sJ'tNJ:._of~JLJ_mBoc::k~ OCT 30 
5.4 63999gp.. 2007 

Central 
2008qza6 21 Jniles_SWQLYincellnes, APR 18 

5.2 41065
US Indiana 2008 

California 14151344 6 miles ESE of An2;a. ~fo. JUN 12 
5.2 29314

2005 

California HectorMine Hector Mine 
OCT 16 

7.1 25551
1999 

California 40194055 Near Lafayette, _CA 
MAR 1 

4.2 20813
2007 

California 40187964 3 miles W of Glen Ellen, CA 
AUG 2 

4.4 17979
2006 

California 40148755 11 miles N of Cambria, CA DEC 22 6.5 17516
2003 

Central teak 8 miles ENE of Fort Payne, APR 29 4.6 17481 

http://pasadena.wr.usgs.gov/shake/caitop_ten_list.html 6/8/2008 



California Archives Top Ten Lists rage L. 01 ~ 

US 8IaJ~~Jnc:l 2003 

California 10275733 
8 miles SSE of ELCerrito, SEP2 

4.7 17196
Ch 2007 

California 14155260 3_miles NE of Yucaipa,_ CA 
JUN 16 

4.9 15903
2005 

Top Ten Felt Earthquakes (excluding California) 

Region Event 10 Location Date Mag Reports 

Central 
2008qza6 21JDlI~s SW ofYinCEmnes, APR 18 

5.2 41065
US Ing@nfl 2008 

Central 
teak 

8 miles ENE of Fort Payne, APR 29 
4.6 17481

US 8J~baf1]a 2003 

Central DEC9
cdbf 15 miles SE of Columbia, VA 4.5 14624

US 2003 

Pacific FEB 28 2281854 Nisqually 6.8 12978
NW 2001 

Northeast deam 
17 miles SW of Plattsburgh, APR 20 

5.1 9774
New_York 2002 

Central 
2008qzbw 2tmile_~S~ of Oln~y,Ulinois 

APR 18 
4.6 8141

US 2008 

Central 8 miles NNW of OttawCl, JUN 28 
US 

kgad 
IllinQis 2004 

4.2 8063 

Central 12 miJes_ W of Evansville, JUN 18
fnbk 4.6 7555

US Ind@na 2002 

Central 253 miles _SSW of SEP10
slav 6.0 6230

US Apaiachicoiac Florida 2006 

Central 
hbw0825a 

20_rTlile~SQf Greeneville, AUG 24 
3.7 4286

US Tenne~$e~ 2005 

Most Felt Earthquake By Region 

Region Event 10 Location Date Mag Reports 

6/8/2008http://pasadena.wr.usgs.gov/shake/ca/top_ten_list.html 



California Archives Top Ten Lists page j 01 j 

5 mil~s_~NE~fAlum OCT 30 
California 40204628 5.4 63999

RQCX,-CA 2007 

Central US 2008qza6 
21 miles SW of Yincennes, APR 18 

5.2 41065
Indiana 2008 

Pacific NW 2281854 NisgyIDiy 
FEB 28 

6.8 12978
2001 

Northeast deam 
lLmilesJ3W oj APR 20 

5.1 9774
Plattsburgtl,_ NeYLY9sk 2002 

W. Mountain azad 
13 miles NNE of_PilIon" JUL25 

5.6 3845
Montana 2005 

Alaska 22614036 
47 miles E of Cantwell, NOV 3 

7.9 3500
Alaska 2002 

Hawaii twbh 
lQrnil~s_NJ.J_'llV_of Kailua OCT 15 

6.7 3116 
Kon~J Hawaii, Hawaii 2006 

Puerto Rico & 2§mlles SSE of ROSEAU, NOV 29 
2007kha5 7.4

US Terr. Dominica 2007 
--- - --- ----------- --- - ------_. - --- ----~ - .-"-~~~ -----~ 

l.J.S. Departmentof theJnterlor, U.S._GeQIQ-9icaISurvey 
Community Internet Intensity Maps rtl!§.!9.2Y1
<http://pasadena. wr.usgs.gov/shake> 
Maintained by: CIIM working group 
Last modified 6.7.2008 

USGS Priva~y- Statermmt IIQJ~Qlaim~J II FOIA II Accessibility 

6/8/2008http://pasadena.wr.usgs.gov/shakelcaltop_ten_list.html 
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SOBOBA TRIBE'S FEE-TO TRUST RESEARCH PROJECT 

TOPIC: GEOLOGY-SOILS 

FACTS: 

*Proposed site for high-rise hotel/casino complex is soil rating: 

Se C2 - San Emiglio fine sandy loam, 2 to 8 percent slope, eroded(l ) 

This soil type requires significant over-excavation and compaction prior to 

starting high-rise construction (2) 

*Existing "temporary" casino site is soil rating: 

DnB Dello loamy sand, gravelly substratwn, 0 to 5 percent slope (1) 

*Both above referenced soils are subject to liquefaction in the event of a major 

earth-quake. (3) 

*Proposed site is presently within the jurisdiction of the City of San Jacinto and 

therefore subject to the City's building codes for building integrity, soil 

compaction, etc. 

*If fee-ta-trust transfer occurs, the oft-stated tribal sovereignty would be in place, 

which raises troubling questions about application ofbuilding standards that 

would protect the "community" ofhotel/casino users. 

(1) U. S. Department of Agriculture Soil Conservation Service 

University of California Agriculture Experiment Station (attached) 



~ JEPAR.:viENT JF \GRICJL-URE 

SOIL CONSERVATION SERVICE WESTERN RIVERSIDE AREA, CALIFORNIA 

LOCATION OF PROFILES REPRESENTATIVE OF SOIL SERIES 

SOIL SERIES MAP SHEET PART OF SHEET 

Altamont 37 SW 
Anza 168 NW 
Arbuckle 55 SW 
Arlington 26 SW 
Auld 138 SW 

Bishop 178 NE 
Bonsall 42 SE 
Bosanko 84 sW 
Buchenau 25 NW 
Bull TraIl 178 SE 
Buren 41 SW 

Cajalco 83 SE 
Calpine 197 NW 
Chino 22 NW 
Cleneba 56 NW 
Cortina 68 NW 
Crafton 20 SW 
Crouch 66 NW 

Delhi 1 SW 
Delio 11 NE 
Dommo 86 NE 

EscondIdo 158 NE 
Exeter 74 SE 

Fallbrook 59 NW 
Frtant 149 SW 

Garretson 69 SW 
Gavlota 53 NW 
GorgoOio 50 NE 
Grangeville 91 SW 
Greenfield 46 SW 

Hanford 62 NW 
Hilmar SW 
-loncut 128 SE 

Las Posas 159 NE 
Lado 117 NW 

Madera 108 NE 
Metz 103 SW 
Monserate 28 SE 
Mottsvllle 183 SW 
Murrieta 170 SE 

Oak Glen 19 SW 

Pachappa 12 NW 
Perkins 81 NW 
PlacentIa 188 SE 
PortervIlle 82 NE 

Ramona 31 SE 

San Emlgdlo 46 NE 
San Tlmoteo 15 NE 
Sheephead 166 NE 
Soboba 90 NE 
Soper 37 NW 

Temescal 70 NW 
Tollhouse 196 NE 
Traver 89 SE 
TUjunga II NE 

VallecItos 170 NE 
VallecItos, thIck solum 108 NW 

variant 
Visalia 203 SE 
VIsta 161 NE 

Waukena 22 SW 
WIllows 97 NE 
Wyman III SW 

Yokohl 82 SE 
YSldora 187 NE 

UNIVERSITY OF CAUFORNIA AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION 

SOIL LEGEND 

Each symbol ConSists of letters or a combination of letters and numbers. 
The First copltol letter IS the Inltlol one of the sod nome. A second capitol 
letter, If used, shows the closs of slope. Symbols Without a slope letter 
ore for nearly level sods. A finol number. 2 or 3, in 0 symbol shows that 
the sad IS named as eroded or severely eroded. 

SYMBOL 

AoD 
AoE2 
AoF 
AbF 
AcC 
AdA 
AdC 
AkC 
AkD 
AIC 
AID 
AlE 
AIE3 
AmC 
AnC 
AnD 
AoA 
AoC 
AoD 
ApB 
MB 
MD 
AtC2 

AtD2 

AtF3 

":"uC 

AuD 
,....vr 

BoG 
Bb 
BdC 
BdD 
BIC 
SfD 
BhA 
BhC 
BkC2 
BsC2 
BsD2 
BsE3 
BtD2 
BtE3 

BuC2 
BuD2 
BvD3 
B.C2 

CoC2 
CoD2 
CoF2 
CbD2 
CbF2 
CcC2 
CcD2 
CdC2 
Ce 
Cf 
Cg 
ChC 
ChD2 
ChF2 
CkD2 
CkF2 
CIC 
CmC 
CnC 
CoA 
CpA 
C,D 
CsF2 

NAME 

Altamont doy, 5 to 15 percent slopes 
Altamont day, 15 to 25 percent slopes, eroded 
Altamont cloy, 25 to 50 percent slopes 
Altamont cobbly cloy, 8 to 35 percent slopes 
Anza fine sandy loom, 2 to 8 percent slopes 
Anza loom, 0 to 2 percent slopes 
Anza loom, 2 to 8 percent slopes 
Arbuckle loom, 2 to 8 percent slopes 
Arbuckle loom, 8 to 15 percent slopes 
Arbuckle gravelly loom, 2 to 8 percent slopes 
Arbuckle gravelly loom, 8 to 15 percent slopes 
Arbuckle gravelly loom, 15 to 25 percent slopes 
Arbuckle gravelly loom, 2 to 25 percent slopes, severely ef'oded 
Arbuckle gravelly clay loom, 2 to 8 percent slopes 
ArlIngton fIne sandy loom, 2 to 8 percent slopes 
Arltngton fine sandy loam, 8 to 15 percent slopes 
Arlington fIne sondy loom, deep, 0 to 2 percent 5 lopes 
Arlington fine sondy loom, deep, 2 to 8 percent slopes 
ArlIngton fine sandy loom, deep, 8 to 15 percent slopes 
Arlington loam, 2 to 5 percent slopes 
ArlIngton loom, deep, 0 to 5 percent slopes 
ArlIngton loam, deep, 5 to 15 percent slopes 
ArlIngton and Greenfield fine sandy looms, 2 to 8 percent slopes, 

eroded 
Arlington and Greenfield fine sandy looms, 8 to 1'5 percent slopes, 

eroded 
..l.rllngton and Greenfield f ne sanoy loum,,>, 15 to J5 percent 

slooes, seyerely eroded 
':"uld cloy, :.- ~o 8 cercent slopes 
~uld clay, 3 to 11:; nercent sloDes 
4vlo cobbly clay, .2 to ':0 DerCent slopes 

5adlond 
BIshop s.lt loam 
Bonsail hne sandv loam, ::: to 8 percent sloDes 
Bonsall flOe sandy loom, 8 to 15 percent slopes 
Bosanko cloy, 2 to 8 percent slopes 
8osonko cioy, 8 to 15 percent slopes 
Buchenou loam, shghtly saline-alkali, 0 to 2 percent slopes 
Buchenau loam, slightly saline-alkali, 2 to 8 percent slopes 
Buchenou Silt loam, 2 to 8 percent slopes, eroded 
Bull Trod sandy loom,S to 8 percent slopes, eroded 
Bull Trod sandy loom, 8 to 15 percent slopes, eroded 
Bull Trod sandy loam, 8 to 25 percent slopes, severely eroded 
Bull Trod stony sandy loam, 8 to 15 percent slopes, eroded 
Bull Trod stony sandy loom, 8 to 25 percent slopes, severely 

eroded 
Buren fIne sandy loom, 2 to 8 percent slopes, eroded 
Buren fine sandy loam, 8 to 15 percent slopes, eroded 
Buren loam, 5 to 15 perce-nt slopes, severely eroded 
Buren loam, deep, 2 to 8 percenT slopes, eroded 

Caloko hne sandy loam, 2 to 8 percen, slopes, eroded 
Cajoico fine sandy loam, 8 to 15 percent slopes, eroded 
Caloico hne sondy loam, 15 to 35 percent slopes, eroded 
Calalco rocky hne sandy loom, 5 to 15 percent slopes, eroded 
Catako ~ocky ll'"le sandy loam, ! 5 ta 50 percent s.lopes, <c.:rudt'J 
CalpIne sandy loam, 2 to 8 percent slopes, eroded 
Calpine sandy loam, 8 to 15 per-cent slopes, eroded 
Calpine loam, 2 ta 8 percent slopes, eroded 
ChIno Silt loom, drained 
ChIno Silt loam, drolned, scllne-alkal, 
Chino Silt loam, strongly saline-alkol, 
Cleneba sandy loam, 5 to 8 percent slopes 
Cleneba sandy loam, 8 to 15 percent slopes, ~raded 
Clenebo sandy loom, 15 to 50 percent slopes, eroded 
Clenebo rocky sandy loam, 8 to 15 percent slopes, eroded 
Clenebo rocky sandy loam, 15 to '50 percent slopes, eroded 
Cortina gravellv loamy sand, 2 to 8 percent slopes 
Cortina cobbly loamy sand, 2 to 8 percent slopes 
CortIna gravelly coarse sondy toam, 2 to 8 percent slopes 
Cortina sandy toom, 0 to 2 percent slopes 

Cartlno gravelly sandy toam, 0 to 2 percent slopes 
Cortina cobbly sandy loom, 2 to 12 percent slopes 
Crafton rocky sandy loam, 2510 50 percent slopes, eroded 

ContInued 
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SOIL CONSERVATION SERVICE 

SYMBOL 

CtF2 
CuE 
CvD2 
CwD2 
CwE2 
CyE2 
CyF2 

DoD2 
DbA 
DgB 
DmA 

... DnB 
DoA 
DpB 
DrA 

Ds2 
Dt 
Du 
Dv 
Dw 

Ec:C2 
EcD:2 
EcE2 
EfF~' 

t:nA 

En:=-
EoEl 
cpt, 
EpC:: 
Ew<--
Eyb 

FoD2 
FoE2 
FbC2 
FbF2 
FeD2 

FeF2 

FfC2 
FkD2 

FwE2 
FyE2 
FyF2 

GoA 
GoC 
GoD2 
GdA 
GdC 
GdD2 

GeG3 

GfF2 
GgF2 

GhC 
GhD 
GkD 
GIC 
GmD 
GnD 
GoB 
GpB 

GrB 

GsB 

NAME 

Crofton fine sandy loam, 15 to 35 percent slopes, eroded 
Crofton rocky frne sandy loom, 15 to 25 percent slopes 
Crouch loamy sand, 8 to IS percent slopes, eroded 
Crouch sandy loom, 8 to 15 percent slopes, eroded 
Crouch sandy loom, 15 to 25 percent slopes, eroded 
Crouch rocky sondy loom, 8 to 25 percent 5~OpeS, eroded 
Crouch rocky sandy loom, 25 to 50 percent slopes, eroded 

Delhi fme sond, 2 to 15 percent slopes, wind-eroded 
Delhi loamy flOe sand, 0 to 2 percent slopes 
Delio loamy sand, 0 to 5 percent slopes 
Delio loorny sand, poorly drolned, 0 to 2 percent slopes 
Delio loamy sand, gravelly substratum, 0 to 5 percent slopes 
Delio loamy fine sond, a to 2 percent slopes 
Delio loamy fine sand, saline-alkali, 0 to 5 percent slopes 
Delio loomy flOe sand, gravelly substratum, 0 to 2 percent 

slopes 
Domino fme sandy loom, eroded 
Dommo f,ne sandy loom, sol me-alkalI 
DominO stlt loom 
Domino srlt loam, saline-alkali 
DominO Slit loam, strongly saline-alkalI 

E':>l..ondldo ftne sandy loom, 2 to e percent slopes, eroded 
t:.scondldo fIne sandy loom, 8 to 15 percent slopes, eroded 
Esc..ondldo flnt;> sandy loarn, 15 to 2':. p€rcent slopes, eroaed 
escondido rocky f lfle sandy loom, 8 to 50 percent slope~ prode;> 
ExeTer sandy loarr, 0 to 2 percent slooes 
C::x€'Ter sandy loom, 2 to 8 Der~E'nT slc,l'ec, eroded 
ExeTer sandy loarn, slIghtly salIne-alkol!, 0 to 5 Dercenl slope<" 
ExeTer sandy loom, deep, 0 tv L percent slopes 

Exeter sandy loom, deep, 2 to 8 percent slopes, erodec 
ExeTer very fIne sandy loam, 0 to 5 percent slopes 
Exeter very fine sanov loom, deep, 0 to 5 percent slopes 

Fallbrook sandy loom, 8 to 15 percent slopes, eroded 
Fallbrook sandy loom, 15 to 25 percent slopes, eroded 
Follbmok sandy loom, shallow,S to 8 percent slopes, eroded 
Fallbrook sandy loom, shallow, 15 to 35 percent slopes, eroded 
Fallbrook rocky sandy loom, shallow, 8 to 15 percent slopes, 

eroded , 
Fallbrook rocky sandy lo;m, shallow, 15 to 50 percent slopes, 

eroded 

Fallbrook fine sandy loom, 2 to 8 percent slopes, eroded 
Fallbrook fine sandy loom, shallow, 8 to 15 percent slopes, 

eroded 

Fnant fine sandy loom,S to 25 percent slopes, eroded 
Fnant rocky flOe sandy loom, 8 to 25 percent slopes, eroded 
Fnont rocky fine sandy loom, 25 to 50 percent slopes, eroded 

Gorrefson very fine sandy loom, 0 to 2 percent slopes 
Garretson very flOe sandy loom, 2 to 8 percent slopes 
Garretson very fIne sandy loom, 8 to 15 percent slopes, eroded 
Garretson gravelly very fine sandy loom, 0 to 2 percent slopes 
Garretson gravelly very fine sandy loom, 2 to 8 percent slopes 
Garretson gravelly very hne sandy loam, 8 to 15 percent slopes, 

eroded 

Gavlota rocky fine sandy loam, 25 to 75 percent slopes, severely 
eroded 

Govlota very fine sandy loom, 15 to 50 percent slopes, eroded 
Gavlota rocky very fine sandy loom, 25 to 50 percent slopes, 

eroded 
GorgonlO loamy sand, 0 to 8 percent slopes 
Gorgonlo loamy sand, 8 to 15 percent slopes 
GorgonlC loamy sand, channeled, 2 to 15 percent 5 lopes 
Gorgonlo loamy sand, deep, 2 to 8 percent slopes 
Gorgonlo gravelly loamy fine sand, 2 to IS percent slopes 
Gorgonlo cobbly laomy fine sand, 2 to 15 percent slopes 
Grongeville loomy fine sand, drained, 0 to 5 percent slopes 
Grangeville sandy loom, drained, saline-alkali, 0 to 5 percent 

slopes 

GrangevIlle sandy loom, sandy substratum, draIned, 0 to 5 
percent slopes 

Grangeville sandy loom, sandy substraTum, draIned, saline-alkalI, 
o to 5 percent slopes 

SYMBOL 

GtA 
GtD 
GuB 

GvB 
GwA 

GxA 

GyA 
GyC2 
GyD2 
GyE2 
GzG 

HoC 
HcA 
HcC 
HcD2 
HdD2 
HeC2 
HID 
HgA 
HhA? 
HIA 
Hi~_ 

Hr': 

HnD.? 
he::: 
HvC:' 

LaC 
LaC2 
LaD2 
LoE3 
LeD2 
LkD2 
LkF3 
LoF2 
LpE2 
LpF2 

MoA 
MoB2 
MoD2 
MbC2 
MdC 
MeD 
MfA 

__ MgB 

MhB 

MID 
MmB 
MmC2 
MmD2 
MmE3 
MnD2 
MnE3 

MoC 
MoD 
M,E 
MsC 
MsD 
MtE2 
MuE 

OgD 
OgE 
OkD 

PoA 
PoC2 

WESTERN RIVERSIDE AREA, CALIFORNIA 

SOIL LEGEND 

Each symbol conSists af letters or a combination of leTters and numbers_ 
The first capitol letter IS the initIal one of the sod nome_ A second capitol 
letter, If used, shows the closs of slope. Symbols Without a slope letter 
are for nearly level sods. A final number, 2 or 3, In a symbol shows that 
the sot! IS named as eroded or severely eroded. 

NAME 

Grangeville ftne sandy loom, drained, 0 to 2 percent slopes 
Grangev"'e fine sandy loom, drained,S to 15 percent slopes 
Grangeville fine sandy loom, poorly drained, saline-alkol I, 

o to 5 percent slopes 

c;,..ongevdle hne sandy loom, salme-alkoll, 0 to 5 percent slopes 
Grangeville fine sandy loom, loomy substratum, drarned, 0 to 2 

percent slopes 

Grongevtlle fine sondy loom, loamy substratum, drained, sollne-
alkali, 0 to 2 percent slopes 

Greenfield sandy loam, 0 to 2 percent slopes 
Greenfield sandy loam, 2 to 8 percent slopes, eroded 
Greenfield sandy loam, 8 to 15 percent slopes, eroded 
Greenfield sandy loom, 15 to 25 percent slopes, eroded 
GullIed land 

Hanford loamy fIne sand, 0 to 8 percent slopes 
Hanford Coarse sandy loom, 0 to 2 percent slopes 
Hanford coarse sandy loom, 2 to 8 percenf slopes 
rlonford coarse sandy loom, 8 to 15 percent slopes, eroded 
Hanford cobbly coorse sandy loom, 2 to 15 percent slopes, eroded 
Hanford coarse sandy loom, deep, 2 to 8 percent slopes, eroded 
Hanford sandy loarr, 2 to 15 percent slopes 
Hanford fine sendy Inom, 0 to 2 pe~ce'1r :stcpec, 

Hrimor 'oom, sand, 0 to 2 percent slopes, eroded 
Hilmar loamy very fIne sand, 0 to 2 percent slope" 
Humor loamv ver) fine sono, 2 tv 6 Dercer- slaDe':. 
HonCl'T sandy loar-- L Te 6 percent slopes 
Honcu' sonav loar''' R to 1') Dercent sloDes, proded 
honcu- CObDI\, sone:, loor- =, Te.. 2:, percerr SIOD~:': 
Honcut loam, ? TC 5 perCP'lT sloDe~, erooerJ 

Los Posos loom, 2 TO 8 percent slopes 
Las Posos roam, S TO 6 percent slopes, eroded 
Las Posas loom, 8 to 15 percen~ slopes, eroded 
Las Posos loorl, 8 to 25 percenT slopes, severel) eroded 
Las Posas STony loam, 8 to 15 percent s lopes, eroded 
Los Posas rocky loom, 8 to 15 percent slopes, eroded 
Los Posas rocky loom, 15 to SO percent s lopes, severe Iy eroded 
Lodo gravelly loom, 15 to 50 percent slopes, eroded 
Lodo rocky loom, 8 to 25 perCent slopes, eroded 
Lodo rocky loom, 25 to 50 percent s lopes, eroded 

Madero fIne sandy loom, 0 to 2 percent slopes 
Madero fine sandy loam, 2 to 5 percent slopes, eroded 
Madero fine sandy loom, 5 to 15 percent s lopes, eroded 
Madero fine sandy loom, shallow, 2 to 8 percent slopes, eroded 
Metz loomy sand, 2 to 8 percent slopes 
Metz loamy sand, channeled, 0 to 15 percent slopes 
Metz loomy flOe sand, 0 to 2 percent slopes 
Metz loamy frne sand, gravelly sand substratum, 0 to 5 percent 

slopes 
Metz loamy flOe sand, sandy loam substratum, 0 to 5 percent 

slopes 
Metz gravelly sandy loami 2 to 15 percent slopes 
Monserote sandy loom, 0 to 5 percent slopes 
Monserote sandy loom,S to 8 percent s lopes, eroded 

Monserate sandy loom, 8 to 15 percent slopes, eroded 
Monserote sandy loom, 15 to 25 percent slopes, c;eVf~re'ly eroded 
Monserote sandy loom, shallow,S to 15 percenT slopes, eroded 
Monserote sandy loom, shallow, 15 to 25 percenT slopes, severely 

eroded 
Mottsville loamy sand, 2 to 8 percent slopes 
Mottsvllie loamy sand, 8 to 15 percent slopes 
Mottsvrlle cobbly loamy sand, 8 to 25 percent slopes 
Mottsvllie sandy loom, 2 TO 8 percent slopes 
Mottsvdle sandy loom, 8 to 15 percent slopes 
Mottsville cobbly sandy loom, 8 To 25 percent slopes, eroded 
MurrIeta stony clay loom, 2 fa 25 percent slopes 

Oak Glen gravel!y sandy loom, 8 to 15 percent slopes 
Oak Glen gravelly sandy loom, 15 to 25 percent slopes 
Oak Glen fine sandy loom, 5 TO 15 percent slopes 

Pachappa flOe sandy loam, 0 to 2 percent slopes 
Pachoppo fIne sandy loom, 2 to 8 percent slopes, eroded 

SYMBOL 

PeC 
PgB 
PgC 
PgD2 
PIB 
PID 
PmE 
PaC 
PrD 
PsC 
PtB 

PvD2 

RoA 
RoB2 
RoB3 
RoC2 
RoC3 
RoD2 
RoD3 
Rot3 
RdD~ 

Rd'C' 

Re::: 
R~::::" 

hmC:::: 

RnD2 
RnE3 
RsC 
RtF 
RuF 

SdD 
s"A 

.- SeC2 
SeD2 
SfA 
SgA 
SgC 
SgD2 
SmE2 
SmF2 
SnD2 
SpG2 
SrE 
SsD 
StF2 
SuF2 

To F2 
TbF2 
TeG 
TfF2 
ThD2 
ThE2 
Tp2 
Tr2 
Ts 
Tt2 
TuB 
TvC 
TwC 

VoE3 
VdF2 
V e C2 

VeD2 

NAME 

Perkins loom, 2 to 8 percent slopes 
PerkinS grovelly loom, 2 to 5 percent slopes 
Perkins gravelly loom. 5 to 8 percent slopes 
PerkinS gravelly loam, 8 to 15 percent slopes, eroded 
Plecentla ftne sandy loom, 0 to 5 percent slopes 
Placentia fine sandy loam, 5 to 15 percent slopes 
Placentia cobbly fine sandy loam, 8 to 25 percent slopes 
Porterville cloy, 0 to 8 percent slopes 
Portervtlle cobbly clay, 2 to 15 percent slopes 
Porterville cloy, moderately deep, 2 to 8 percent slopes 
Portefvdle clay, moderately deep, slightly saline-alkali, 

o to 5 percent slopes 
Portervlile gravelly clay, moderately deep, 2 to 15 percent 

slopes, eroded 

Romano sandy loom, 0 to 2 percent slopes 
Romano sandy loom, 2 to 5 percent slopes, eroded 
Romano sandy loom, 0 to 5 percent slopes, severely eroded 
Romona sandy loom,S to 8 percent slopes, eroded 
Romano sandy loom, 5 to 8 percenf slopes, severely eroded 
Romano sandy loam, 8 TO 15 percenT slopes, eroded 
Romano sandy loom, 8 to 15 percent slopes, severely eroded 
Ramona sandy loom, 15 to 25 oerCf'nt slopes, <;pvf>rely eroded 
Ramona sandy loom, moderately deer, g TO 15 percent slopes, 

eroded 
Pomona sondv loon" moderateiv dee;:. l~ T( -:::. per(p~t sloC'es 

severely erode~ 
Ramona very fmp ;:and, looro, 0 to 8 Dercent SIODeo, erod"'c 
r~omono very Tlroe sana" loorr moderaTe', aee; 010 Eo oercen' 

slopes erode:' 
Kamona ana Durer> sanoy laoIT':' 15 t;: :;-, perce'"!T Slopes, 

eroded 
Ramona and Buren looms, 5 TO 1S percent slopes, eroded 
Romano and Buren looms,S tG 25 pereem Slopes, sevprely erade:l 

Rlverwosh 
Rock land 
Rovgh broken land 

Son Emlgdlo sandy loam, channeled, 2 to 15 percent slopes 
Son EmlgdlO frne sandy loom, a to 2 percent slopes 
Son Emlgdlo fine sandy loom, 2 to 8 percent slopes, eroded 
Son Emlgdlo fine sandy loom, 8 to 15 percent slopes, eroded 
Son Emlgdlo fine sandy loom, deep, 0 to 2 percent slopes 
San Emlgdlo loom, 0 to 2 percent slopes 
Son EmlgdlO loom, 2 to 8 percent slopes 
Son Emlgdlo loom, 8 to 15 percent slopes, eroded 
Son Tlmoteo loom, 8 to 25 percent slopf!s, eroded 
~an T Imoteo loom, 25 to 50 percent slopes, eroded 
Sheephead fine sandy loom, 8 to 15 percent slopes, eroded 
Sheepheod rocky fIne sandy loom, 15 to 75 percent slopes, eroded 
Sobobo cobbly loamy sand, 2 to 25 percent slopes 
Sobobo stony loamy sand, 2 to 15 percent slopes 
Soper loom, 15 to 35 percent slopes, eroded 
Soper cobbly loom, 25 to SO percent slopes, eroded 

Temescol loom, 15 to 50 p~rCl'!'nt slopes, eroded 
1 emescal rocky loam, 15 to SO percent slopes, eroded 
T ~rrace escarpments 
Tollhouse rocky coorse sandy loom, 8 to 50 percent slopes, eroded 
T ollhovse sandy loom, 5 to 15 percent s lopes, eroded 
Tollhouse sandy loom, 15 to 25 percent slopes, eroded 
T rover loamy fIne s-and, eroded 
Trover loamy fine sand, saline-alkalI, eroded 
Trover fine sandy loam, saline-alkol! 
T rover fine sandy loom, strongly sallne-olkal I, eroded 
T ulunga loamy sand, 0 to 5 percent slopes 
T ulungo loamy sand, channeled, 0 to 8 percent slopes 
T ulungo gravelly loamy sand, 0 to 8 percent slopes 

ValleCItos loom, 8 to 25 percent slopes, severely eroded 
ValleCitos rocky loom, 8 to 50 percent slopes, eroded 
ValleCitos loom, ThIck solum varlanf, 2 to 8 percent slopes, 

eroded 
Vollecrtos loam, thIck solum varIant, 8 to 15 percent slopes, 

eroded 

UNIVERSITY OF CAliFORNIA AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION 

SYMBOL 

VeF2 

VIC2 
VmA 
VmC 
VsC 
VsD2 
VsF2 
VtF2 

Wo 
Wb 
We 
Wd 
WeD 
Wf 
Wg 
Wh 
Wm 
Wn 

WxD2 
WvC2 

YbC 
YbDc 
YbE~ 

YkE~ 

YrD:? 
ys=_ 

YsE::' 

YsE~ 

NAME 

ValleCitos loom, thick solum vonant, 15 to 50 percent slopes, 

eroded 
Visalia sandy loam, 0 to 8 p~rcent slopes, eroded 
Visalia flOe sandy loom, 0 to 2 percent slopes 
Visalia fine sandy loam, 2 to 8 percent slopes 
VTsta coarse sandy loam, 2 to 8 percent slopes 
Vista coorse sandy loom, 8 to 15 percent slopes, eroded 
Vista coarse sandy loom, 15 to 35 percent slopes, eroded 
Vista rocky coorse sandy loom, 2 to 35 percent slopes, eroded 

Waukena loamy fine sand, sol toe-alkalI 
Waukena fine sandy loom, sallne-alkoll 
Waukena fine sandy loom, strongly salIne-alkalI 
Waukena loom, saline-alkali 
Wet allUVial land 
WIllows Silty cloy 
Wtllows stlty clay, salIne-alkol! 
Willows stlty cloy, strongly salIne-alkali 
Wrllows sdty cloy, deep, salIne-alkali 
Wdlows silty cloy, deep, strongly saline-alkali 
Vvymon hne sandy loam, 8 to 15 percent slopes, eroded 
Wymnn loom, ? to 8 percent slope!;, eroded 

Yokohl loam, 2 to 8 percent slopes 
Yokohl loom, 8 TG 1=J percenT slopes, f'rooeo 
'r okohl loom, b to::2 pprCeT'lT SIOpe-S, severely f:'~oded 
Yokohl cobbl)' loarr, L to 2~ percent Slope~, f>roded 
YSldora ver'r tine sand. 100....... , L 10 15 oe-rcenl slopes, eroded 

1 sloora 9ravPII\. ver\. t,nE: sana" ~ TO 2 oerce-nl slopes, 

erode::: 
I slooro gravellY ver> f,nE'- sono} loorT" bTU 2:, percerT SIOPEc~, 

eroded 
YSloora grovel I) very TIne sanOy loarr" S Te 2.5 percent slope~, 

severely eroded 

Sad mop constructed 1968 by CartographIC DIVISIon, 
50,1 ConservatIon SerVIce, USDA, from 1954, 195'7 
and 1961 aerIal photogrop~$ COI"\Trolied mosaIc based 
on CalIfornIa plane coordInate system, SIxth zone, 
Lambert conformal conIc proleetlon, 1927 North AmerIcan 

dotum_ 
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SOBOBA TRIBE'S FEE-TO-TRUST RESEARCH PROJECT 

TOPIC: Tribe's stated need to provide a new location for Horseshoe Grande casino 
is that the present casino site is in a flood zone and therefore cannot be used. 

FACTS: 

*At the January 8, 2008 public scoping meeting the tribal representative-Robert 
Salgado-stated in answer to the question " ..why can't the project be built at the 
existing site?": Salgado:" It would be in a flood zone." (1) 

*Both the proposed site for the casino-hotel project and the "temporary" presen1 
site are Flood Zone X. (2) 

*Since the two sites are the same f100d zone. the tribe would be incurring 
significant unnecessary costs and delays without justification of the stated 
flooding risk: therefore the proposed project is de1.rimental to the tribe. 

*The proposed project would have many associated negatives to the surroundin!2 
communities(3) 

(I )Scoping Report for the ... "project"". .. has many errors and omissions throughout
especially relevant to this report-- in the minutes (this has been pointed out to RIA and 
there will be affidavits to Salgado's unsubstantiated claims regarding flooding risk. 

(2)See FEMA (FIRM) Flood Insurance Rate Map attached. 

(3 )See Scoping report "concerns" page 11-13 
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Status of Regulation CGCC-7: 

This regulation was adopted by California Gambling Control Commission 
March 23, 2006 and approved by the Tribal-State Association pursuant to 
compact section 8.4.1 (b), on March 28, 2006. Pursuant to compact 
section 8.4.1(c}, CGCC-7 was sent to each Tribe for comment and 
consideration. This regulation became final and effective for all tribes 
August 15, 2006. 

Unifonn Tribal Gaming Regulation CGCC-7. 
Emergency Evacuation and Preparedness Plans 

(a) For the purpose of ensuring the physical safety of the gaming operation patrons 
and employees, and any other person while in the gaming facility pursuant to 
Compact section 8.1.2, the Tribal Gaming Agency shall require prompt 
development and implementation of an Emergency Evacuation and Preparedness 
Plan ("Plan") appropriate for the tribal gaming facility to include but not be limited 
to the following emergencies: 

(1) Fires 

(2) Earthquakes, Floods and Other Natural Disasters 

(3) Bomb Threats 

(4) Hazardous Spills or Toxic Exposure 

(5) Other critical incidents, as determined by the Tribal Gaming Agency 

(6) Provisions for First Aid and for Obtaining Emergency Medical Assistance 
for patrons, employees, and other persons while in the Gaming Facility. 

(b) Each Plan shall include the following: 

(1) Clear, written policies listing the job titles of the personnel who are 
responsible for making decisions, monitoring emergency response actions, 
and securing or protecting the gaming operation's cash or equivalent assets 
and records. 

(2) Procedures addressing each of the items in subsection (a)(1) to (6), 
inclusive. 

(3) Facility evacuation procedures including a designated meeting site or sites 
outside the facility. 

(4) A process to account for employees after an evacuation and a process to 
ensure that all patrons have been evacuated. 

(5) Training as deemed necessary by the Tribal Gaming Agency. 



(6) Floor plans which meet with federal, state, or local standards for 
identification 
and which identify the locations of the following: 

(A) Portable fIfe extinguishers, 

(B) Manual frre alarm pull stations, if any, 

(C) Exits, 

(D) Primary and secondary evacuation routes for each room, and 

(E) Exterior assembly areas. 

(c) Each plan shall include frre and life safety standards that ensure efficient and 
effective coordination with and between tribal and, as the Tribal Gaming Agency 
deems appropriate, federal or state or local emergency response personnel. 

(d) The Tribal Gaming Agency shall provide certification of the Plan annually to the 
Sacramento Office of the Division ofGambling Control in the California 
Department of Justice, and make the Plan available for review upon request by 
either the Division or the Commission. 

(e) The Tribal Gaming Agency shall require that the gaming operation management: 

(1) At least annually, review with all employees the requirements of the Plan 
applicable to the employee, to ensure that each employee has been 
informed of the provisions of the Plan applicable to his or her position 
and his or her specific duties under the Plan and the appropriate exit or 
exits to be used, where applicable. 

(2) Review the requirements of the Plan with each new employee, at the time 
the new employee begins work, to ensure that each new employee has 
been informed of the provisions of the Plan applicable to his or her 
specific duties under the Plan and the appropriate exit or exits to be used, 
where applicable. 

CGCC-7, effective 8/15/06, page 20f2 




